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PREFACE 

In the Fall 1972 the North Atlantic Military Committee requested AGARD to perform a technology study 
assessing the effects of buffeting on the aerial combat capability of combat aircraft.  The need for this study stemmed 
from the growing importance of improving transonic maneuvering capabilities and the lack of reliable criteria by 
which buffeting and its effects on military requirements could be considered during the design stage of combat aircraft. 
The AGARD Steering Committee approved the study and assigned the responsibility for its implementation to the 
Flight Mechanics Panel. 

A Working Group was formally established by the Flight Mechanics Panel in October 1972.  The Panel recom- 
mended that the Working Group expand the scope of the study to include consideration of other transonic phenomena, 
primarily stability and control problems, which impact on combat capability.  The panel also solicited representation 
on the Working Group from the AGARD Aerospace Medical, Fluid Dynamics and Structures and Materials Panels. 
Prior to the first meeting of the Working Group, an extensive documentation search was performed by the AGARD 
Technical Information Panel and an additional literature survey in the USA was made by the Working Group Chairman. 

The Working Group members were: 

Mr W.E.Lamar (Chairman and Flight Mechanics Panel Member) 
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433 
USA 

Dr Ing. G.Bucciantini 
Aeritalia 
10146 Torino 
Italy 

Lt Col. P.J.Butkewicz, USAF 
Aeronautical Systems Division 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433 
USA 

Squadron Leader B.I.L.Hamilton, RAF (Flight Mechanics Panel Member) 
Royal Aircraft Establishment 
Bedford MK4I 6AE, Bedfordshire 
United Kingdom 

Dr-lng. B.Laschka (Structures and Materials Panel Member) 
Meaaerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm GmbH 
8 München 80 
Federal Republic of Germany 

Dr R.Mautino (Flight Mechanics Panel Member) 
Aeritalia 
10146 Torino 
Italy 

Dipl -Ing. H.Max (Flight Mechanics Panel Member) 
Dornier GmbH 
7990 Friedrichshafen/Brdensee 
Federal Republic of Germany 

M.B.Monnerie (Fluid Dynamics Panel Representative) 
ONERA 
92320 Chätillon sous Bagneux 
France 

Lt Col. R.N.SIarve, USAF, MC (Aerospace Medical Panel Representative) 
6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433 
USA 

In the period from May 1973 to July 1974 the Working Group held four meetings and received considerable 
assistance from advisors and observers who attended one or more of these meetings.   Notable in their participation 
were Mr W.P. de Boei of the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR), Amsterdam, Netherlands and Dr-lng. H.John. 
Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blulim GmbH, München. Fi-deral Republic of Germany. 
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This final report was prepared by the Working Group members and the following collaborating authors whose 
eftorts were coordinated by the Group: 

Dipl.-lng. J.Becker 
Mcsserschmilt-Böikow-BlohMi (itnbll 
8 München 80 
Federal Republic of (iermany 

Mr PW Hanson 
NASA Langley Research Center 
Hampton, Virginia 23665 
USA 

Dr C.Hwang 
Northrop Corporation 
Hawthorne, California 90274 
USA 

Mr J.L.Lockenour 
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 4S433 
USA 

Mr D.C.Mabcy 
Royal Aircraft Fstablishment 
Bedford MK4I 6AE, Bedfordshire 
United Kingdom 

Mr W.Ci.Williams 
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 4S433 
USA 

Mr R.J.Zwaan 
National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) 
Amsterdam 1017 
Netherlands 

In the report, principal authorship is indicated for chapters or major sections, and recognition of additional 
assistance is contained in footnoted acknowledgements.   The appreciation of the Working Group is extended to 
those who generated the basic information referenced in this report as well as to those who contributed the know- 
ledge which is now simply identified as the "state-of-the-art". 

All portions of this report were reviewed in detail by the Working (iroup members and they concurred in 
the principal findings.   Final editing and the preparation of the report for printing was performed by 
Mr RJ.Wasicko, Flight Mechanics Panel Kxecutive. 

It is believed that this report provides a unique perspective of the buffeting and stability and control problems 
experienced in transonic maneuvering flight.   The report addresses the problems from the operational pilot's view- 
point and discusses human physiological aspects, man's performance in the environment, basic aerodynamic 
phenomena, aerodynamic-structural coupling dynamics, stability and control, aircraft design considerations, and 
engineering analysis and test techniques.   In addition, recommendations for future design improvements and techno- 
logy efforts are included to highlight the many gaps that exist in current knowledge and the need for continuing 
research and development. 

W.E.LAMAR 
Working Group Chairman 
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INTRODUCTION 

by 

W.E.Umar 

Superior transonic maneuverability is a prime requisite fur a modern fighter aircraft.   The high turn rates 
and accelerated flight conditions necessary for maneuverability result in flight at high angles of attack which 
normally involve aerodynamic flow separations on the wing.   These flow separations lead to increased drag, buffet, 
and stability and control problems which degrade combat capabilities.   The buffeting involves vibration through- 
out the aircraft structure which results in multi-axis vibrations at the pilot's scat.   The stability and control prob- 
lems may evolve gradually or involve sudden roll, yaw. or pitch rates or large oscillations that are difficult for the 
pilot to control. 

An adequate undentanding of these problems is important for the improvement of existing aircraft as well as 
the design of new aircraft.   Recent developments of high thrust-to-weight ratio fighter aircraft with capabilities for 
sustained high turn rates and extensive vertical climbs and maneuvers have expanded the flight envelope and further 
increased the importance of developing satisfactory high angle-of-altack transonic flight characteristics. 

Buffeting and its effect on fighter aircraft design and combat capability are the principal subjects of this 
report.   However, attention is also given to stability and control because of its importance to maneuvering and 
combat capabilities.   The need to do this became clear early during the study of the factors limiting transonic 
maneuvering and gunsight aiming accuracy.   While drag, performance, armament systems, and many other para- 
meters also exert a marked affect on fighter design and combat capability, their consideration is beyond the scope 
of this report.   The overall fighter combat problem, human tolerance and capabilities, basic transonic aerodynamic 
flow field Tactors. and structural response analysis methods are reviewed to provide perspective for more detailed 
discussions of buffeting and stability and control.   Detailed coverage is given to buffeting in the areas of analysis, 
design, wind tunnel test, flight test, and solution of problems. 

How really important is transonic high angle-of-attack buffeting compared to other stability and control 
problems?   Is it the limiting factor in maneuvering or in gunsight aiming accuracy'   Pilot opinion available to the 
study group clearly indicated that buffet onset and increases in buffeting intensity did not normally deter a pilot 
in combat from attempting to attain a "firing position" by increasing the maneuvering angle of attack.   Rather, 
the real maneuver limit is generally reached when the aircraft encounters a significant stability and control problem, 
such as a severe wing rock, or imminent stall departure.   A clear appreciation of operational experiences and 
factors involved can be gained from Chapter I.   Opinion on factors limiting sighting accuracy is not as clear. 
Buffet may severely degrade sighting accuracy on some aircraft, but may have relatively little impact on others. 
Severe stability and control problems can be expected to affect sighting as limits are approached.   Clear resolution 
of these problems is hampered by significant differences in effects among different designs and the lack of data 
from systematic testing to quantitatively assess and correlate gunsighting capability with angle of attack information, 
buffet levels at the wing or tail, and vibrations at the pilot's station. 

Correction of any potential problems is important during aircraft design before the costs for such corrections 
escalate.   Thus, design modifications are often made during the design and wind tunnel test development stage, 
with the goal of attaining the required maneuver capability free from buffet.   In the flight test or operational 
phase, correction of flow separation problems to eliminate unacceptable maneuvering performance or stability and 
control deficiencies is sometimes necessary to assure a satisfactory aircraft.   While such changes may also alleviate 
buffet, they are usually not made just because of the onset of buffet during maneuvering flight.   However, occur- 
rence of buffet within the normal cruise flight regime, or tail buffet, will excessively limit flight operations and 
usually requires correction. 

While delay of flow separation and buffeting is desirable, the onset of buffeting during transonic maneuvering 
provides a useful indication to the pilot of the beginning of flow separation which, as the angle of attack or tran- 
sonic Mach number is further increased, will lead to more extensive stability and control problems.   The rate of 
buffet intensity growth in some aircraft provides a useful means of assessing the maneuvering margins available 
after occurrence of buffet onset.   These cues are also useful to the designer.   Thus, means of predicting or testing 
for buffet onset and intensity growth as a function of design parameters is of considerable interest in the design 
process. 

A more complete undentanding of the phenomena and the development of effective analysis, design and test 
methods for delaying buffeting and preventing flight control problems is important for a number of reasons; 

(1) Occurrence of tnese problems is detrimental to pilot control and gunsight aiming accuracy. 

(2) Full use of the maneuvering potential of the aircraft is inhibited or prevented. 

(3) Inadvertent stall departure is a possible consequence which not only impairs combat effectiveness, but 
has caused loss of numerous aircraft. 



(4) Correction of deficiencies discovered during flight lest or operational usage is normally very costly and 
far exceeds the cost of doing the job correctly during the design phase. 

(5) Increased drag reduces combat effectiveness. 

Buffet may be defined as a repeated lapping, hilling, or pounding.  As far back as 1903, Wilbur Wright observed 
peculiar tapping sounds from the structure of his aircraft as it approached stall.   According to Fung, the term 
buffeting was originated by British investigators of the crash of a Junkers F-13 in England on 21 July 1930, and 
applied to describe irregular oscillations of the tail due to its emergence in the turbulent separated flow wake of the 
wing.   Usage of the term expanded and for many yean buffeting has been associated with the vibration of structural 
components due to flow separation from the wing or the impingement of separated flows or wakes on other portions 
of the structure, especially the tail. 

As noted, some types of buffeting are considered very helpful.   For years, pilots have relied on a mild but 
increasing degree of buffeting to warn of an approaching stall condition as the aircraft approaches maximum lift. 
Aircraft that had such characteristics were good aircraft, those that did not were considered dangerous.  In many 
modern aircraft, it has been found necessary to add devices such as horns, stick shaken, or even stick pushen to 
provide the pilot with adequate stall warning. 

Other types of buffeting can be very detrimental.  While buffet can occur as a result of many types of flow 
separation or impact of turbulent wakes, the transonic high angle-of-attack buffeting resulting from separated flows 
induced by shock wave     boundary layer interactions is of special interest in the design of highly maneuvering fighter 
aircraft.  Buffet loads generally increase in severity as Mach number and angle of attack increase.  Shock waves 
become stronger and the boundary layer is separated over larger areas of the wing, with more intense pressure fluctua- 
tions in the area of separated flow.   Separated flows extending into the wake produce pressure divergence at the 
trailing edge which causes fluctuations in circulation and wing lift.  The combination of these unsteady pressure fluc- 
tuations, or buffet loads, cause a dynamic response or buffeting of the structure which interacts with the natural 
structural modes and is transmitted throughout the aircraft.   Vibration levels at the pilot's seat are, therefore affected 
by the strength of the fluctuating buffet loads, the response of the structure, and the location of the pilot's seat in rela- 
tion to the natural structural nodes.   In addition to their effect on the elastic structure of the aircraft, the buffet 
forces car also cause rigid body motions of the aircraft and induce stability and control problems.  These may be 
coupled with the structural vibrations or with control system induced oscillations. 

The detailed review of flow fields and separated boundary layers in Chapter 3 and the extensive coverage of wing 
and tail buffet in Chapter 7 will provide a more complete insight into the causes and nature of buffet.  Since weapon 
bays on some aircraft designs must be open during transonic flight, a review of weapon bay buffeting is also covered 
in Chapter 7. 

Buffet is perceived by the pilot when its intensity at his cockpit station reaches l .035 to 0.1 g, (head to toe), 
depending on the sensitivity of the pilot and the degree to which he is absorbed by other tasks.  In Chapter I buffeting 
of ±0.1 to 0.2 g, is termed definitely perceptible, from 10.2 to 0.6 g, is termed annoying, and from ±0.6 to 1.0 g, 
is termed intolerable for more than a few seconds.  As expected, these definitions are not standardized and vary in 
the literature.   For example. ± 0.0S g, is frequently used as an indication of buffet onset.   Buffeting frequencies in 
the 4   10 Hertz range appear to have the most adverse effect on pilot tracking performance   While considerable 
data is available on both pilot tolerance and performance in a buffeting environment, much of this data is limited to 
I "G" flight.   It is well known that an acceleration environr ent degrades pilot tolerance and tracking performance. 
While meager data is available on the combined effects. Chapter 2 presents limited data which shows that the com- 
bined effects of sustained "G" and vibration in the "/." and "y" (lateral) direction were only slightly worse than the 
effects of "G" alone.  Quantitative data in the real maneuvering flight environment under combined "G" and buffeting 
conditions during tracking tasks is very limited and a clear candidate for more research. 

Since buffeting and many of the stability and control problems which affect maneuverability can be traced to 
aerodynamic flow separations which also affect drag and. thus, performance, extensive interest has existed for some 
time in the basic phenomena as well as in the specific problems. This has led to much emphasis on the development 
of basic aerodynamic flow theories and methods of analyzing and testing flows and boundary layer separations which 
induce buffeting and stability and control problems.  The type and extent of flow separation depend on many factors 
such as airfoil shape, wing planform, related aircraft configuration details, angle of attack. Reynolds number, and 
Mach number. 

The underlying reasons for the phenomena are generally understood, but complete quantitative methods for 
their analysis in aircraft design are either inadequate or lacking. The mixture of subsonic and supersonic flows, 
vortices, spanwise flows, boundary layer    shock interactions, boundary layer separations and rcattachments which 
occur at transonic speeds on the low aspect ratio, highly swept, three-dimensional wings of modern Tighten presents 
a highly complex flow situation that is not yet amenable to full understanding or quantitative analysis.  Typically, a 
combination of theoretical techniques, empirical data, and wind tunnel tests are used to estimate the onset and sub- 
sequent development of buffet and flight control problems.   Although wind tunnel testing is the primary means of 
obtaining detailed data on buffet onset, degree of flow separation, and buffeting intensity during aircraft design. 



factors such as modeling limitations tunnel turbulence, and scaling problems lead to many uncertainties in the results. 
In this report discussions of the basic flow field» are presented in Chapter 3, and buffet analysis, -.vind tunnel test and 
flight test methods are discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.  Comparisons of gruund-to-flight methods are made in Chapter 
10, configuration effects described in Chapter 11, and means of improving buffet characteristics are presented in 
Chapter 12. 

The need to predict the structural response due to flight in turbulence, as well as buffeting, has led to the deve- 
lopment of useful analysis techniques capable of predicting responses throughout the aircraft to known forcing func- 
tions. The dynamic response of the aircraft structure, factors involvt'l, and the basic methods of analyzing structural 
response due to random fluctuating modes are detailed in some depth in Chapter 4. 

The stability and control problems limiting maneuvering transonic flight incluJe those caused by wing rock, 
Dutch roll, wing drop, nose slice, nose wander, pitch up or down, stall departure, and others which are defined and 
discussed in both Chapters I and 5.   Other parameters such as short period damping, control harmonization, stick 
force per "G" and the control laws of the augmentation systems can also significantly affect tracking capabiii'y, and 
are discussed in Chapters S and 6. 

Stability and control problems resulting from the rigid body response to flow separations and the buffc  i    modes, 
the use of augmentation systems, and the development of design features and innovative techniques which will alleviate 
and extend the boundaries of satisfactory controlled flight and improved tracking performance, are discussed in 
Chapters 5 and 6.  Since variations in handling qualities can produce statistically significant differences in weapon 
release parameters and impact dispersions, these chapters cover other stability and control problems which affect 
aircraft maneuverability and precise tracking capabilities.  In order to provide a perspective on the overall problem. 
Chapter 6 summarizes the interrelationship of flight control systems and configuration innovations being considered 
tor advanced aircraft.  Means of improving ^apabiliiies are also covered in Chapter 12. 

The study of the literature conducted in preparation for this report indicates that considerable attention has been 
given to research and development related to the basic problems of highly maneuvering flight.  Steady progress is 
being made in analyzing flow fields.  Numerous efforts to develop practical analysis and test methods to predict buffet 
onset and intensity have led to some limited but useful techniques.   Flight test data and correlations with theory and 
ground test results are available for a number of aircraft, and progress is continuing.  Structural response analysis 
methods now permit calculation of the buffeting environment at the pilot's seal.  However, data on the effect of 
buffeting environments, coupled with maneuvering "G" loads, on pilot gunsight aiming accuracy is sparse.  Considerable 
research has led to the development of stability and control augmentation systems which can significantly improve 
the ability to maneuver and effectively track a target.  Configuration aerodynamics has led to effective use of vortex 
flows to delay separation and numerous innovations and techniques to improve aerodynamic flows and to extend 
angle of attack capabilities. 

However, despite the progress to date, the study shows many gaps.  More effective analysis, test, and design 
methods are needed to avoid problems and assure maximum combat potential for new aircraft during the preliminary 
design process.   Proper design and prevention of problems during this stage of development will do much to reduce 
development costs and assure superior combat aircraft. 

•U 
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CHAPTER I 

THE OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED DURING PRECISE 
MANOEUVRING AND TRACKING 

by 

B.I.L.Hamilton 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Manoeuvring air combat is an immi   ely complex subject that embraces all the topics relating to aircraft design 
as well as weapon systems, combat tactics, physiological factors, countermeasures, and the nature of the adversary. 
To provide the basis for a full appreciation of the report, this chapter provides a summary of the main events that 
occur in air combat, describing the manoeuvre and handling limitations.  In this treatment of the subject it is not 
possible to deal with specific aircraft weapons, fire control systems, or tactics: in addition, although dealt with 
briefly, multi-aircraft combat is not discussed in depth as the 'section tactics' employed are so various as to be a 
subject in themselves. 

The problems that will be described are those which have been experienced on the current range of fighters and 
on those that have recently been withdrawn from front line service.   Many of the references in this report relate to 
work carried out on non-combat aircraft - often they are pure research aircraft.  However this in no way affects 
the relevance of the references as, in each case, the subject under consideration is a basic aerodynamic principle; 
indeed, often the test vehicle in question has been the forerunner of an operational type. 

1.1 AIR TO AIR COMBAT 

When the fighter pilot is asked to state the essential criteria that his aircraft must meet, he invariably gives as 
his first requirement 'the aircraft must tum     controllably'.   In this he means that the aircraft must turn only when 
he wants it to and in the direction and at the rate that he wants it to. This report is al. about turning in the context 
of air combat where, for the majority of the time, the pilot is demanding the maximum laming performance that his 
aircraft can give.  At the same time he requires the necessary level of control to manoeuvre his aircraft tactically and 
to meet the tracking requirements of his weapon system.   There are a number of handlin, qualities degradations that 
will influence his effectiveness. 

1.1.1    The Air Combat Arena 

Figure I-I from Reference I-I is an illustration of the ranges of speeds and heights to be expected when con- 
temporary fighter aircraft are engaged in air combat.  The determining factors that result in this pattern are:   the 
aircraft specific excess power (SEP) characteristics, the basic aircraft envelope limits, the Mach altitude combination 
giving the maximum sustained tum capability, and the pilot's 'g' tolerance.   In particular, because of the pilot's 'g' 
tolerance, when altitude is reduced in combat the maximum speeds which arc used generally decrease. 

Figure 1-2 from Reference 1-2 shows how the air combat arena varied between the offensive and defensive 
aircraft when air combat, between various fighter configurations, was computer simulated. 

When two modem aircraft maintain aggressive tactics in hard manoeuvring combat the heights and speeds always 
decrease.  When one aircraft attempts evasion or breakout from the fight, excursions to the higher speeds occur. 
Figure 1-3 illustrates the percentage of time spent within various speed and height bands throughout a number of 
engagements in a flight trial. 

1.1.2    Air Combat Manoeuvring 

A primary relationship in the study of a particular aircraft's manoeuvring capability is that between longitudinal 
and normal acceleration when turning at maximum rated engine thrust.  This is illustrated in Figure 1-4 which shows 
that at a given speed and altitude, two aircraft may each have advantages over the other depending on the manoeuvres 
in progress.  The SEP ratio at zero tum rate illustrates the potential for one aircraft to gain an energy advantage over 
the other: on the other hand the tum rate difference at zero SEP shows the potential angular rate advantage available 
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to the attacking aircraft in a maximum sustained turn situation. Also shown is the difference between the maximum 
instantaneous turn capabilities. This is achieved by trading energy (speed or height) for turn rate up to the maximum 
limit dictated by structural constraints or by handling limitations imposed by the maximum usable lift coefficient CL. 

Considerable deceleration or height loss may occur at the negative SEP levels achieved at the maximum instan- 
taneous turn rate. The fighter with an initial energy advantage can afford to turn at a greater negative S£P level 
than his adv< .sary, exchanging his energy advantage for turn rate advantage. 

Some of the handling deficiencies which result from high CL  stability and control degradations are illustrated 
in Figures 1-5 and 1-6.  Not all of these phenomena would occur on any given aircraft, nor would they necessarily 
occur in the order shown.  Figure 1-6 does demonstrate, however, that the 'defacto' turn limit may be well below 
the maximum trimmed lift. 

1.2  PHASES OF AIR COMBAT 

Air combat can be broken down into many different sequences.  The following is convenient for this report. 

1.2.1 Detection 

Detection may be by independent, on-board visual or electronic means, or by ground-based visual sightings or 
radar reports. Whatever the source, the pilot will immediately take precautionary measures to a degree dictated by 
the environment (hostile, neutral or friendly), and his foreknowledge of the likelihood of the 'target' being hostile. 
His preparation will usually include a build-up of total energy and initial checks of his weapons. 

1.2.2 Identification 

The rules in force in the theatre of hostilities will dictate the precise order of events. The pilot may adopt 
an offensive (light path if he is certain the target is hostile and may even acquire the target with his missile before 
positive identification.  It would be more normal for a positive visual identification to be made before this stage was 
reached.  However, it ran be assumed that the pilot will be fully prepared before identification, 'just in case'. 

1.2.3 Acquisition 

This implies that the weapon system of one aircraft has been brought to bear on the other aircraft, and there- 
fore, that all the envelope criteria for its release have been satisfied. This may happen on the first pass, as in a 
slashing attack, or after a protracted series of manoeuvres devoted to the solution of the angular and range problems. 
To describe the preliminary manoeuvres that pre ede acquisition the term used will be the 'development' or 'tactical' 
phase.  Acquisition does not always take place after a tactical phase. 

1.2.4 Tracking 

This term implies a precise manoeuvre which is required to solve the delicate sighting problems associated with 
guns. It can be applied loosely to missiles although the precision required will clearly be less for the more advanced 
missiles with large acquisition envelopes.  It is this, and the acquisition phase which are the subjects of this report. 

1.2.5 Weapon Release 

Although apparently a simple end to the preceding series of events, it should not be forgotten that the weapon 
system itself may well be affected by the motion of the aircraft on which it is motited.  Thi« aspect will not be 
dealt with in this report.  The further implication of this phase of air combat is that systems management appears 
at a most crucial moment in the pilot's working life.  Although not a transonic phenomenon, the extra workload can 
have a more significant effect on the outcome of the engagement than some of those to be described; this will result 
if inadequate attention has been given to this aspect of cockpit design. 

1.3  THE CONDUCT OF AIR COMBAT 

The outcome of an air combat engagement depends upon the motivation, aggressiveness, skills and characters 
of the pilots almost as much as the performance and handling qualities of the fighters.  Figure 1-7 shows, in algorithm 
form, some of the factors to be considered when a single fighter detects a potential threat during an otherwise 
routine patrol. The relevance of the various handling phenomena under consideration will be dealt with later   It 
can be seen that the algorithm is typical of the 'manoeuvring' to be found in any two-person gam- theory. 
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1.3.1    Multi-Aircraft Combat 

In the l-on-1 combat situation, because the >ight is almost invariably a turning fight, both aircraft are generally 
at maximum usable  C,   for a large proportion of the time.   In a 2-on-l or 2-on-2 situation it is normal for one of 
the offensive aircraft to be at a higher speed, relatively unloaded in terms of normal 'g'.   The flight is conducted in 
a coordinated fashion w'lh both members of the team in radio contact, and when the slower team member, who is 
turning at his limit, has attracted an offensive fighter from the opposing team his team mate should be in u position 
to return to the fight to carry out a high speed, low 'g'. slashing attack.  It is not possible to give this subject any 
more detailed treatment in this report; the size of the 2-on-2 algorithm may be gauged from the relatively simple 
l-on-l algorithm at Figure 1-7.  The main influence of section tactics is that there is likely to be a greater difference 
between the total energies of opposing fighters than there is in l-on-l combat. 

1.3.2    !-on-1 Aerial Combat 

Considering, as the basis for aerial combat, the l-on-l fighter engagement, the fight has been shown to consist 
of five phases.  Armament sighting may take place either immediately after the identification phase if conditions are 
right, during the manoeuvring phase if the manoeuvres are successful, or when the target tries to escape.  The majority 
of actual kills have occurred very early when the offensive aircraft is able to make a slashing attack, gaining the ele- 
ment of surprise and retaining a hi.^h escape ipeed.  An inferior aircraft may achieve a successful weapon release in 
this phase, but if he fails to achieve a kill because of 

inability to aim the weapon correctly, 
weapon system inadequacy or failure, 
target evasion, or 
countermeasures. 

then the fight proceeds to the tactical development, 
his energy and break out of the fight at this point. 

If the aggressor knows his aircraft to he inferior he may conserve 

In the tactics phase each aircraft is manoeuvred in the way thought by the pilot to be the best for the solution 
to hi' sighting problem while not allowing his own aircraft to become the target for the adversary's weapon.   If. after 
two or three manoeuvres, say 60 to ' 0 seconds, neither pilot has achieved a significant reduction of his sighting 
errors then very often the fight is broken off.   It will be apparent to both pilots that the engagement should be termi- 
nated while there is still sufficient fuel to take evasive action should u further attack be initiated.  The pilot who 
leaves his break away manoeuvre until it is fuel dictated will be at a severe disadvantage if he is the first to reach this 
critical moment.  The alternative outcome during a neutral tactical phase is a firing opportunity given away by the 
first pilot who makes an unforced error. 

If however one aircraft is clearly gaining an advantage in the tactical phase, then the defensive aircraft will 
change its tactics either to those which will provide it with an opportunity to break out of the fight without penalty, 
or to those which c eate a stand-off situation for long enough for the superior aircraft to reach a minimum combat 
fuel state.   In either situation the superior aircraft will continue to addres  the manoeuvring problem in an endeavour 
to enter the firing envelope of his weapon.   If the counter-tactics of the defensive aircraft fail then the fight will 
enter the terminal phase. 

The type of flying demanded for the offensive aircraft in the terminal phase will vary with the type of weapon 
system.   For instance, with the advanced missile systems the tracking task is simpiy to keep the target within a cone 
of half angle 20° or so around the attacker's longitudinal fuselage datum (I.FD). and in general this is a fairly easy 
task, the sui cess or otherwise of which depends iron upon aircraft perfonnance than upon precision of control. 
On the other hand if spot harmonised cannons a- ii»!ployed ■• extreme range then it may be necessary to control 

noving point ahead of the target manoeuvring in three planes, 
i, no chance of avoiding the inevitable outcome but in the case 

i. .■ from coarse manoeuvring flying to relatively delicate precision 
'ipset the tracking solution by making short term, coarse, random 

alterations to its flight path, employing positive and negative 'g'. sideslip, and bank which, when performed at a 
period of about 2 to ? seconds, can conflict with the short period characteristics of the attacking aircraft/pilot 
combination. 

the aircraft 1.11) to within 1 2 milliradians (mil. 
In the former case the target can be regarded ^ 
of the latter, where the attacking aircraft must 
flying, the target has one final option.   This is tc 

1.4   PRECISION MANOEUVRING 

There are. therefore, three general categories of air to air tracking: 

Target passive     attacker manoeuvring     surprise attack. 
Target and attacker manoeuvring     steady. 
Target evading     attacker manoeuvring     unsteady. 

It can now he seen that buffeting and the other transonic phenomena being considered may affect combat aircraft 
in four ways. 
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(1) By affecting the ability of the pilot to extract the niaximum performance from his aircraft by degrading 
the handling qualities at high  CL . 

(2) By reducing the maximum performance obtainable, although the limit is not dictated by handling qualities 
degradation. 

(3) By reducing the accuracy with which a tracking task may be accomplished, although adequate performance 
is available. 

(4) By degrading the performance of the weapon system. 

It is the first and third of these that will be considered, leaving r' ■« 'he performance and weapon system aspects. 

The precision manoeuvring task of tracking, unlike for instance an instrument approach, is not one that requires 
the flight path to be controlled in relation to a line in space.  It is mure a case of aligning the LFD in the vertical 
and horizontal planes (usually with an angular rotation to compensate for target crossing angle) in a manner that is 
correct for the characteristics of the weapon in use.   It has been shown that the maximum allowable error in tracking 
may be large in the missile case, or very small in the cannons case.   A number of factors will now be defined and 
their influence un precision manoeuvring discussed.   Later some advanced control system concepts will be discussed 
in the same context. 

1.5   THE TRANSONIC PHENOMENA INFLUENCING PRECISE MANOEUVRINC 

This report deals with the ability of a pilot to track a moving target accurately during manoeuvres.  It is there- 
fore most useful to consider the requirements of an aircraft equipped with a lead-computing gunsight and cannons 
that are 'spot' harmonised to provide minimum alignment error at between 1200 and 1800 feet range.  The aiming 
marker is usually 2 mils (0.11") in diameter.  The pilot's tracking task is to maintain the aiming mark on a nominated 
point on the target: this is usually either the cockpit or the tail-pipe.   Exactly where is less important than the fact 
that it must not vary, as random movement around the target will mean that the solution to the sighting problem 
from the gyro lead-computer will be inaccurate. 

It is important that the aiming mark is held steady for at least one second before gun-firing commences and 
that the aim is not varied by more than 2 mils (0.11") during hing.   In the absence of any disturbances, given a 
good handling qualities aircraft and a target in steady High I. the average pilot has no difficulty in tracking to within 
3.5 mils (.2°) and with practice this can be reduced to 2 mils (0.11°). 

As shown in Figure 1-3. W' of fights termiiuitc at mediuin level and medium speed.   The majority of tracking 
takes place in this region.  The 'snap-shot' situation arising from a slashing attack at high speed is. however, very 
common in the opening phases of a combat engagement.   Accuracy of tracking is no less essential in these attacks 
than it is after the tactical manoeuvring phase is over. 

The phenomena defined are described in greater detail in Reference 1-3. 

The onset of the phenomena under discussion is a function of the total aircraft shape.   One consideration should 
be given to the fact that during stores release in combat the «.hange in the external slvipv of the aircraft may well 
bring about variations in the conditions required for the onset of an unwanted aircraft motion.  This may be adverse 
or beneficial. 

All of the phenomena to be described can occur in transonic flight.  Some of them can be found at the lower 
Mach numbers, where air combat is usually conducted after a protracted engagement.   They are usually the result of 
high ang!.- of attack degradation of the otherwise satisfactory handling qualities which make the aircraft normally an 
adequate aiming platform for the weapon system in use. 

I.S.I    Buffeting 

The word buffet is all things to all men.   Different disciplines will define buffet to satisfy their own criteria. 
For this chapter, from the tighter pilot's standpoint, it will be defined as:   a vibration which is perceptible to the 
pilot to a degree that intrudes into his concefltratkiu on his manoeuvring task and nut) interfere with the precision 
of his control. 

It is not important from the handling standpoint whether it comes from wing How separation, separated flow 
striking part of the airframe. intake flow breakdown, stores interference, spoilers, airbrakes, bomb doors, or other 
devii s that change the shape of the aircraft.   It may. of course, be significant if the part of the structure that is 
vibrating is that where the pilot or the weapon is situated. 

To the fighter pilot who knows his aircraft, buffet onset is a valuable source of information in moments of 
intense activity when he is not able to refer to his flight instruments.  Of the many different buffet level criteria to 
be found from Reference 1-4 and others in this report the following is a summary which smooths out the variatit iis. 
The 'g' values quoted are peak values. 



Onwl t .035 ID   ,1 ii, piTccplion dopcnds on workload/normal  |i 

Liglii t  I to  .2 g, dcflnttriy perccfttiMc 

Modcille t .2 to   ,6 g, annoying 

Severe * .6 to 1.0 f., inlok'rahlc tor more than a lew sivonds 

Provided that there are no other tfCccll siieh as loss of full eonlrol or random aircraft motions, light buffet 
usually has no adverse effect on manoeuvring, either coarsely or precisely.  The average fighter pilot is so used to 
Hying in this region that he may not even comment on it at the lower amplitudes.   He will however feel annoyance 
and frustration when the buffet characteristics reach the level where his ability to track his target is affected; other 
effects on his performance may result from the arm mass feedback to the stick and his ability to see the target or 
his cockpit controls and instruments.   At the intolerable level the motion becomes physically punishing, and lull 
control is not possible as a result of the effect of the buffet on the pilot himself. 

The significance of buffet in air combat depends upon the task.   If flight in buffet gives a performance improve- 
ment then pilots will use this region during the tactical phase' of combat.   Tracking will also take place at (jiiile high 
buffet levels, even with guns; but when the low frequency, high amplitude "bouncing' buffet occurs then there is no 
further advantage to be gained from operating in this region. 

In this general treatment of buffet there is no division of buffet into the transonic buffet and that associated 
with high angle of attack separation at low speeds.   Indeed, whatever the cause, the effect in manoeuvring combat is 
largely the same. 

To summarise, flight in the buffet region can affect the precise manoeuvring in combat in various ways.  Gun- 
sight performance may he affected, pilot performance may deteriorau and he may have difficulty in making control 
selections, and the aircraft performance itself may deteriorate as a result of the loss of optimum aerodynamic condi- 
tions giving an increase in drag and a reduction in lift. 

1.5.2   Wing Rock 

Fron the pilot's point of view, wing rock is a motion that he regards as a rolling motion.   At low amplitude the 
roll oscillations will be tolerable and the motion accepted as a necessary evil if a performance improvement can be 
gained.  When rei|uired to track precisely with a gyro gun-sight a yawing motion may become apparent and it is clear 
that in any but the most innocuous rolling oscillation tracking is i'npossible.   A roll rate of about il0°/second is 
regarded as the aiming limit; this is well inside the comfort limit. 

For different aircraft it is possible to subdivide wing rock further into such categories as:   pure wing rock, roll/ 
yaw wing rock and plain Dutch roll.   There arc not yet hard and fast rules as to which is which, but in general the 
hard-edged pure wing rock will only be found at high Mach numbers, and a more sedate Dutch roll will be found at 
low Mach numbers. 

When hard-edged pure wing rock is encountered at high Mach numbers, by the time the pilot has taken recovery 
action by reducing angle of attack, what started out as a turn to the left may end up as a turn to the right.   Thus, 
not only is precise tracking impossible, there is also a severe tactical manoeuvring limit.   This motion is characterised 
by its irregularity and an almost total lack of yawing motion. 

The roll/yaw wing rock has a significant yawing content and the motion is usually symmetrical.   Up to t SO'V/sec 
roll rates have been encountered and the amplitude may be up to 1 W of bank or even divergent. 

Unlike the previous two examples, pilots are often quite happy to tolerate a neutral Dutch roll motion, and 
although they may not be able to track accurately with guns it is conceivable that certain automatic missiles may 
function satisfactorily in this condition. 

All these motions are affected by the Dutch roll damping and in Reference 1-5 it is indicated that there may be 
beneficial effects in some aircraft from an increase in the Dutch roll damping beyond the moderate buffet level.   But 
it is not to be assumed that tracking errors will be smaller due to this effect as the degradation due to the buffet 
itself will become more significant. 

1.5.3 Wing Drop lor-Roll Off) 

This is an uncommanded motion seen by the pilot as a divergence in roll and an incipient departure. Typically 
the roll rates are not high, being of the order of 10 ^"/second. It is clearly beyond both the aiming limit and the 
tactical manoeuvring limit, and immediate recovery action is required in order to maintain full control. 

1.5.4 Now Slice (or'Yaw OfD 

This is an uncommanded motion seen by the pilot as a divergence in yaw and is also an incipient departure. 
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No aiming is possible after its onset, and indeed, in contemporary aircraft, by the time the pilot has recognised the 
symptoms, it is usually too late to prevent the incipient spin departure.  This and wing drop are typical of the motion)! 
resulting when the pilot pulls back on the stick to get that last bit of turning performance out of the aircraft. 

1.5.5 Nose Wander (or 'Snaking') 

This is a yawing oscillation present in many aircraft during precise tracking throughout the flight envelope. 
Pilots often try to solve small a/hmith errors in tracking by yawing the sight on to the target: thus any tendency to 
snake is often prone to excitation by the pilot himself.  On the other hand, if it is sell sustained, the pilot can often 
control the sight motion by exercising yaw control.   The limit to which these techniques may be applied is about 
10 mils (O.S7°) of error.  The sighting solution of the gunsight may :ilso be affected, so the overall tracking accuracy 
will be degraded. 

1.5.6 Pitch Up 

This phenomenon has been experienced at such low rates as to be described by the pilot merely as 'stick- 
lightening', and it can happen at such a high rate that the pitch control authority is exceeded and the angle of attack 
increases to the level at which one of the other high angle of attack phenomena is precipitated.   If there are no lateral/ 
directional effects resulting from the angle of attack excursions, and control authority is not exceeded, then pitch-up 
is an aggravating limitation on precise tracking, and a workload increasing phenomenon in tactical manoeuvring. 

By itself it interferes with the pilot's control task and inevitably reduces the performance of the aircraft due to 
the drag increase. The real danger is that one or more of the previously mentioned high angle of attack phenomena 
may occur, resulting in a departure and a severe penalty tactically. 

1.5.7 Departure 

As this has been mentioned frequently, departure will be defined as an aircraft motion resulting from loss of 
control and which requires a finite time using specific control inputs for recovery to normal flight to be i.ehieved. 
It is often the result of no action being taken at the onset of one of the motions described previously. 

1.6   OTHER FACTORS INFLUENCING AIR COMBAT MANOEUVRING 

In addition to the aircraft motion effects experienced in precise transonic manoeuvring, there arc other relevant 
factors which it is appropriate to mention in this chapter.  The very large number of subjects that can be discussed 
in this report reflects the 'Total System" nature of the concept of a manoeuvring combat aircraft. 

1.6.1 Control Forces, Harmonisation. and Pilot Induced Oscillations 

The stick force required to apply a given amount of aileron rarely changes in an aircraft with irreversible 
powered controls: similarly the rudder pedal force/deflection ratio is not usually variable.  On the other hand it is 
customary to vary the stick force/deflection or stick force per 'g' through the medium of bob-weights, q-feel. Mach 
tr-i and so forth, in order to satisfy the various handling specifications.  The result, although achieving conformity 
with the relevant handling criteria, rarely results in a consistent ratio between roll and pitch control feel     or 
'harmonisation'.  Pilots can, and do, adapt to this; tracking is a closed loop feedback exercise: but the danger is that 
before a pilot can reschedule the gain of his own tracking pitch inputs he will excite a Pilot Induced Oscillation 
(PIO) which rakes the target from nose to tail with the aiming mark. 

A PIO in roll is also often seen with the aiming mark wandering from side to side of the target.   It is in the 
suppression of this that the pilot will often 'freeze' his roll control and steer the aiming mark with his rudder. 

1.6.2 Displays 

Apart from the visual effects of buffeting, which are dealt witn in Chapter 2. there are one or two obvious 
points to make about cockpit sighting displays. 

It is essential for the pilot to be able to sec both the target and the sight easily during the tactical development. 
Difficulties that have been experienced include loss of view of the sight either because of gyro saturation at high 
turn rates, or because of sun reflections.   Kven though equipped with a lead-computing sight, many pilots like to see. 
in addition, a fixed marker on the aircraft boresight to show where the longitudinal axis is pointing in space. 

1.6.3    Workload 

The total workload in a combat engagement is extremely high, both physically and mentally.  The pilot has to 
solve the tactical problem, monitor his aircraft systems, manage his weapons system, and maintain an alertness for 
his own self-protection, all the while he is manoeuvring an aircraft that may suffer from one or more of the handlnig 



deficiencies mentioned earlier.  The optimisation of the controls and displays is of paramount importance to ensure 
that aircraft systems monitoring and weapons system management detract as little as possible from the effort that 
can be applied to the aircraft control, tactical solution, and self protection aspects of combat 

When the tracking phase of a combat is reached the only action that should be required is weapon release. 
Systems monitoring is usually suspended and the utmost .oncentraliun is applied to the weapon aiming task.  The 
pilot is then exposed to two risks. 

Firstly, when already close to a manoeuvring limit he may. by fractionally increasing his angle of attack, reach 
the point where control is lost through one of the phenomena described in Section 1.5.  This is particularly so if a 
natural buffet warning is not available.   It is of advantage to have automatic warning devices such as an audio-angle- 
of attack indicator or rudder pedal shaker. 

Secondly, he is exposed to the risk of a countei attack from the rear or the flank.   When in .1 2-on-\ combat 
the pilot's team-mate has the task of ensuring that this does not occur; In a solo engagement some automatic warning 
is highly desirable to preclude the possibility of a surprise attack. 

1.7   ADVANCED CONTROL CONCFPTS IN TRACKING 

It was stated in Section 1.4 that the precision task of (racking in air combat is one of aircraft attitude alignment 
while manoeuvring. 

1.7.1 Automatic Flight Controls and Stability Augmentation 

There are two advantages to be gained from the use of manoeuvre-demand or Command Augmentation Systems 
(CAS) and stability augmentation systems at high angle of attack in combat 

Firstly, by delaying or preventing departures the severe tactical penalty and aircraft loss from irrecoverable spins 
at low altitude can be eliminated or reduced. 

Secomlly. given the ability to use higher angles of attack without degradation of handling qualities, an enlarge 
ment of the usable tracking flight envelope is possible. 

Much has been said about the use of manoeuvre demand systems, automatically scheduled to limit the aircraft   ( 
to within a safe flight envelope.  While improvement in automation of engine systems is to be highly commended the • 
question of automatic manoeuvre limits requires further consider.ilion.   What will the limits be. who will set them, 
will they be set for highly skilled pilots or the average pilot and will the margins be small or large'   The difference 
between success and failure in air combat may depend upon .1° of aircraft rotation.   It would be most unfortunate 
if the skilled pilot, well acquainted with his aircraft, were denied this by the margins in a manoeuvre limiting flight 
control system.   The additional penalty that these systems would impose is that when needed for coarse manoeuvring, 
some areas not suitable lor the tracking task would be denied to the pilot.   This begs the question of whether 
separate flight controls should be used (of coarse manoeuvring and lor precise tracking, as suggested in Reference 1-6. 

1.7.2 Direct Lift Control and Direct Side Force Control 

It would seem thai Ibesc concepts could contribute to the overall combat manoeuvring task by enabling the 
olTensive aircraft to acquire the defenrive aircraft mire quickly,   Thai is. to place the target more quickly within the 
weapon envelope    As holh concepls imply consta'il attitude, variable force   1/. > I   control. the\ are unlikely to 
improve the solutions ol small ir.kking problems    Reference 1-6 has shown an initial favourable reaction to the 
concept of Direct Lift Control (1)1 () and raises the question whether its introduction would merit a reappraisal of 
the modes of pilot flight path control    A more detailed treatment of this subjeel is given in Chapter 6 

1.7.3 Reaction Controls 

The results of recent experinents are as yet unpublished, so the treatment given to this subject can only be 
circumspect.   It is clear that additional control power can be either a good or a bad thing    The high angle of attack 
handling problems will be reached more easily, but greater control power is available for recovery    Also the separa- 
tion effects on the controls theniielves will be absent    This, however is not a dominant problem among all the others 
affecting the task.   The real benefit to he gained from reaction controls would probably be the provision of high 
control power at very low speeds for rapid attitude change in an aircraft where this type of manoeuvre is acceptable. 

1.8   DISCUSSION 

Air combat manoeuvring is a complex and dynamic phase of flight.   The pilot, in trying to achieve the aim of 
destroying his adversary, finds that his effectiveness may be governed by a number of high angle of attack phenomena: 



Loss of turning performance by aerodynamic effects, 
Loss of turning performance by handling deficiencies. 
Loss of accuracy through handling degradation. 
Reduction of pilot effectiveness by physiological effects. 
Weapon system degradation. 

With the rapidly changing speeds and altitudes found commonly in vertically orientated modern combat, the 
manoeuvre limit may change from nose slide to wing rock and back again in the few seconds that it takes to execute 
a steep yo-yo' ty ^e of manoeuvre.   It is not possible to point to one aircraft and say "that aircraft is linrted in air 
combat by ".   Buffet, particularly, can be shown to impose a tracking limit when laboratory experiments 
are carried out, and, indeed, the same results would be obtained in aircraft were it not for the fact that buffet lias 
been fo>ind to occur rarely in flight to that degree without the appearance of one or more of the other, more limiting 
phenomena.   So although buffet can impose a precise manoeuvre limit in the way th:it has been described, pilots 
rarely refer to it as the most severe limiting factor for their aircraft. 

To assess the relative importance of the phenomena from the stand point of tracking accuracy is not easy; they 
are all as bad as each other if they make the pilot miss the target   However, those which result in a lateral/directional 
departure must be regarded as the worst cases as they do not permit a rapid re-sighting of the target.   Therefore the 
most serious phenomena could be said to be nose slice and wing drop   Next, the longitudinal departure, pitch up. 
may be considered as fairly serious, although after recovery there may not have been a worsening of the look-angle 
from the attacker to the target. 

Wing rock, buffet and nose wander     in that order     complete the list of phenomena in their order of relative 
imp« rtance.   In each of these three cases the angular errors may be small, and refined weapon systems such as 
missiles or steerable guns may compensate for them 

1.9   CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter a broad mtline of air combat manoeuvring has been given, and the influence of buffet and 
other transonic and subsonic phenomena has been discussed. 

It has been stressed that an air combat lighter is a total syvtem dependent upon the aircraft design and handling 
qualities, weapon system design and management, and the character and abilities of the pilot.   Many of the points 
made are subjective and opinionative.  The li'erature is not well stocked with information on the influence of buffet 
and the other phenomena on aircraft and pilots in actual combat: for the precise quantification of many of the 
factors actual trials combat flying is required 

It is important to separate the coarse tactical manoeuvring, fine weapon acquisition, and precise trucking phases 
of air combat.   The requirements and limitations are not the same for each.   It will require considerable flight combat 
research to identify which problems are of greatest importance in which area of flight. 

To isolate essential areas of research, much preliminary work is required to determine the limitations that affect 
the aircraft performance, aircraft handling qualities, pilot performance, and weapon system functioning limitations, 
in mock combat research; it will not be possible to '-et the best results from sterile flight test techniques.   Because 
much reliance must be placed on pilot opinion, it will be essential that test pilots, fully familiar with modern combat 
techniques, are employed in addition to sophisticated instrumented combat ranges and test aircraft. 



CHAPTER 2 

AIRCREW CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS* 

R.N.SIarvc 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

The pilot factors that ,an iaflucncc uirtrall tracking precision during maneuvering flight arc, in a general way, 
the same factors one can cite as being of importance to the successful completion of the overall flying mission.  This 
chapter will deal only with those pilot factors such as vision and the man/machine interface known or thought to be 
important to successful mission completion for the specific mission segment of tracking precision dunng high load 
factor buffet.   Aeromedical factors such as illness and dehydration arc treated elsewhere and it will be assumed through- 
out that the aircrew members are physiologically "nomial".   In this Chapter the following symbology is used: 

g denotes vibrational acceleration in root mean stpiare notation. 
±lg  s  tq.Sm/sec2  2   ±32.2 ft/sec2 

rms root mean square 

G denotes sustained aci deration.   ICi  *   O.H m/sec1 

H/ = cycles per second (Hertz.) 

g/ ■ vibration along the spinal axis 

gx = chest to back vibration 

gv " side to side (shoulder to shoulder) vibration 

2.1 HUMAN PERFORMANCE EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION ENVIRONMENTS 

Both sustained and vibratory accelerations are capable of producing stress effects upon the human operator 
which cause performance degradation.   The lilcraturo reveal  extensive invcsligalion of these effects in limited experi- 
mental situations.   However, to dat., there is no proven i-i't .'rali/.ed theoretical structure which allows prediction of 
flying performance iegradation during actual flight condit.o.is.   This lack of total analysis is understandable when 
one considers the extreme complexities associated with attempting to identify and describe all the significant para- 
meters that might be necessary to characteri/e the acceleration stimulus, physical boundary conditions (restraint 
system, etc.). experimental parameters (workspace geometry, human operator anthronomelry. etc.). environmental 
conditions, and additional physical stresses such as temperature extremes,   lurthermore. Ui i|iianlify performance 
degradation, it becomes necessary to quantify a suitable performance index and complelely describe important attri- 
butes of the performance situation that determine task complexity.   This has not yel been done. 

Both the synthesis and analysis approaches are being used to study the effei ts of accelerativc forces on tracking 
performance.   The synthesis approach consists of the analysis of the effects of ttine forces on elemental human 
operator functions such as perception and motor activities.   Such data may make it possible to synthesi/c a tracking 
system performance model In the f'lture.   The analysis approach, on the other hand, uses both experimental and 
analytical methods to determine performance changes occurring in particular tracking situations.   Specific work will 
be mentioned as appropriate in the followinv sections on vilnation  (g) and sustained acceleration  ((■). 

2,1,1    Vibration/Buffet 

It is well known that under many conditions of vibration, performance decrements can occur.   The international 
community is in general agreement that the most important frequencies of concern to performance In vibration 
environments lie generally below NO 11/. and that, for a constant vibration accelerat       humans are most sensitive lo 
the region from 4  K 11/ for g, (head to foot) and the region of I   2 Hz for  gx  (ehest to hack) and  g(   (side to 

* Dr llcnring K von (iierke jnj Col. (tcurpc (".Moln. t'SAI. M(". were of pical a'tslslanec in reviewing jnJ eommennnu oil llic dull 
of the cnaplcr. M.i|. CariolJ B.Hurrah. I SAI . BSC assisted in adapting MMW of the data used and in ediimg the section on human 
operaloi analysis. 
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side) vibrations.  (Figures 2-1 to 2-4, References l-l to 1-3.)  For some military missions the acceleration values c' 
these figures multiplied by a factor of 4 may be acceptable (Ref.2-4).   However, it could be expected that performance 
will be marginal in (his region. Curves for the region below I Hz have not yet been generally adopted, but recent 
data indicates that a standard similar to that proposed in Reference 2-S and shown in Figure 2-5 is reasonable.   In 
the area of performance degradation as applied to the flight environment, the region of 10 Hz and below Is of greatest 
overall importance, with vibrations below 5 Hz associated with the largest tracking decrements (References 2-4. 2-6 
and 2-7).   The region of I Hz and below is of interest in the study of motion sickness as well as performance, but 
the short durations experienced In the specific environment discussed here and the high experience and acclimatiza- 
tion level of combat pilots would tend to minimize any possible motion sickness effects on mission success.   There Is 
no reliable data on the significance of rotary vibrations for human performance. 

Buffet from the pilot's point of view may be defined as the onset of perceptible vibrations causing annoyance. 
task interference, or cueing.   Figure 2-6 (Ref.2-8) is an example of one set of subjective response curves compared 
to tolerance curves for  g,  as determined in the laboratory.   The general slope of the curves can be compared to 
those in Figures 2-1 and 2-2.  There is some obvious overlap of the data attributable to varying experimental tech- 
niques.   In Figure 2-6 the perception level curve lies around .035 g rms (0.10g peak to peak).   However, perception 
levels in the region of 0.01 g rms have been recorded.   For  gx  and  gv  vibrations, the limits as depicted In Figures 
2-3 and 2-4 are somewhat lower than for  g,  (Figures 2-1 and 2-2) In terms of the acceleration levels.   This compares 
well with the example of actual flight test data shown in Figure 2-7 (Ref.2-(l) in which buffet onset, defined as a 
side vibration of 035 gy  peak to peak measured at the pilot's seat, coincides with the pilot's perception of buffet. 
The criterion of .035 gy  peak to peak buffet onset as used here was established from an average of 45 measurements, 
with a range of .01     .06 gy   peak to peak, taken when buffet onset was Indicated by the pilots during 16 flights with 
accelerometer readings taken below 70 Hz.   For simultaneous  g,  measurements, values as high as 0.10 g were re- 
corded at the point of pilot-Indicated buffet onset. 

2.1.1.1 Perlormamc Quunlithulidn 

For US fighter-type aircraft, a few studies have shown that the buffet frequency transmitted to the pilot's seal 
Is primarily due to the first wing bending mode in the range of 6   12 Hz (Ref.2-10).   Furthermore, these studies have 
shown Intensities up to 0.35 g rms In both the vertical   Ig,)  and lateral  (gy)  axes.   This frequency range and 
intensity combination can immediately Induce severe tracking decrements which In some cases would not be compal- 
Ible with good aircraft control if occurring In a single axis.   To compound the problem, there Is preliminary evidence 
that multlaxlal vibration effects are related to the products of the decrements found In the single component axes 
rather than in an additive relationship (References 2-11 and 2-12).   Figure 2-8 demonstrates this relationship hased 
on results for 18 subjects and Figure 2-1» provides one example of how personal equipment (shoulder harness) can 
affect performance.   In addition, random • .bratlons. especially at lower frequencies around 5 Hz. may cause degrada- 
tions of 25'' more than those Indicated 1.. sinusoidal vibration studies (Ref.2-13). 

In considering any of the rather voluminous data available on tracking task performance under vibration condi- 
tions, and the various human operator     control     display relationships describing various degrees of degradation. It 
should be clearly recognized that the vast majority of the experiments usually considered only one axis or one 
frequency at a time under varying experimental configurations and also that the laboratories were generally not air- 
borne.   Thus. In most Instances It is difficult to extrapolate specific conclusions to the (light environment In which 
there Is a steady-state six degree-of-freedom acceleration capability with superimposed vibrations of a wide range and 
random nature.   Nevertheless. It does not appear unreasonable to accept the general statements made above as being 
the primary area of Interest for the precision tracking problem. 

Attempts to derive general vibration performance curves for UM by the acronaullcal engineer have been less 
than ideal for the reasons cited above.   Ruslenbiirg (Ref.2-14). while recognizing the drawbacks of combining dHferent 
studies, lias derived performance curves normalized to 1 g rms and 1 Hz after demlng nonnallzatlon constants from 
the basic data of several authors.  The results of these calculations are shown In Figures 2-10 and 2-11.   11 should he 
noted that the data below 1 Hz are extrapolations and there Is no time integral In these charts.   However, these 
curves arc generally compatible with Figures 2-1 and 2-3.   Using this approach, a single number.   11^. . or pilot 
tracking performance Index, was developed to give a qualitative estimate of ride quality 

2.1.1.2 Visum 

There is minimal visual degradation due to vibration at frequencies below 2 Hz    As the »hole bod> mines 
with the seat there is negligible relative motion of the eye In respect to the viewed objecl. including Instriimenls. and 
the eye is capable of compensatory tracking at these low frequencies I References 2-15 to 2 17).   Aho\e 3 11/ \ isiial 
decrements begin to be measurable and In the region of 12 Mz a major peak in visual decremenl occurs.   There is 
another peak al 25 Hz and an additional peak at 60   W) Hz.   The higher rreqiiencies arc not normals significanl 
operationally as there is adequate attenuation usually present in the operational emironmenl    However, the 
12   25 Hz region can pose problems.   Figure 2-12 summarizes the vibration freqiiencies of inleml for various both 
areas.   Relevant acceleration levels can be estimated from Figures 2 1 and 2 3 

mam 
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One study of particular interest for the specific air combat maneuvering task compared visual acuity at varying 
eye-target distances.  Figure 2-13 (Ref.2-18) shows the variation of visual efficiency or performance index (P.I.) 
(subjects compared to their control values) with frequency (or displacement) for 0.53 g, mis amplitude as a function 
of viewing distance.  The I meter and 4 meter results are of most interest as they represent cockpit display (dials, 
etc.) and fax vision distances. The I meter distance is Important If concurrent ln-cockpit tasks are required as indi- 
cated in Figure 2-20.  For the "far" vision condition. Figure 2-13 shows that the biggest decrement occurs at 
20  25 Hi with a P.I. of .65 and that the visual efficiency is 70  80% in the 7   15 11/ range.  This is prjbably not 
of great significance in and of itself for the task of seeing an opponent aircraft grossly.  However, during tracking the 
visual decrement could interefere with the pilot's ability to obtain lead information from visual cues about his 
opponent's maneuvers, for example from wing tip motions associated with rolling maneuvers.  This data should be 
interpreted with caution as it could be expected that the effects of vibration combined with sustained maneuvering 
G would be somewhat less than the effects of vibration alone.   In addition, the vibration level of 0.53 g, rms would 
probably be of more importance from the total manual control standpoint than as a pure acuity problem. 

2.1.1.3    System Analysis 

What does all this information mean to the aircraft designer'.'   It seems fairly obvious that definitive data does 
not exist to fully compare the relative importance of buffet Induced tracking degradations due to direct effects on 
the pilot's tracking ability under vibration conditions versus the aeronautical engineer's problem of achieving an aero- 
dynamic configuration which can be aligned with a target.   A simple, albeit facetious approach would be to take the 
position that buffet should be eliminated.  The brief data presented here indicate that tracking decrements due to 
direct pilot manual control interference are of sufficient magnitude to justify continued engineering attention to 
buffet during critical target tracking maneuvers. 

These considerations, of course, must be directed toward optimization of total system performance.   F.ney 
(Ref.2-10) and others have stated that personal interviews with pilots lead to a conclusion that the hindrance to per- 
formance commonly attributed to buffet actually involves other related and more critical phenomena.   For example, 
a tendency of the airplane to encounter wing rock or nose wander (see Chapter I) at a certain lift coefficient can 
be the deciding factor in determining the tracking decrement due to buffeting.  Likewise the effects of acceleration 
are an important factor In the tracking problem (see Section 2.2) and the buffet environment cannot be assumed to 
be a constant factor throughout the air attack. I.e.. it should be considered an intermittent occurrence dependent 
on the changing aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft.  Consequently, potential improvements or deteriorations 
in other aspects of the aircraft's stability and control should be considered simultaneously with any attempt to 
decrease the intensity of buffeting or to move the frequency spectrum to a mode that should not seriously affect 
human tracking performance, e.g.. above 30 Hz. 

A general preliminary goal could be to limit buffeting to 0.1 g rms in all axes at frequencies below 12 Hz from 
the point of view of tracking performance.  Above 0.25 g rms, maintaining control in the general sense becomes 
more Important.   Engineering feasibility studies can help determine if this can reasonably be attained, and If the 
answer is negative, then perhaps the greater emphasis should be on the weapon system itself, i.e.. sensors, compensa- 
ting displays, etc.  A combination of these approaches may well be the best solution. 

2 I 1.4    Human Operator Analysis 

The greal majority of inanned weapon systems are dynamic systems: the analysis and design of such systems 
rtqi <re' a dynamic description of the human operator controller.  The development of dynamic descriptions for 
hun.an co.itroDcrs has been a scientific problem for mce than twenty years.  During this time, there have been 
nuinerc^s modcis proposed Ly numerciis authors with ^aryinp degrees of verification and usefulness   Only two of 
th.se models have been verified to the 'oint where they can be usefully applied In solving problems:   (a) a linear 
timemvaiianf i.ioJel proposed by McRuer (References 2-11) and 2-41) and (b) an optimum control model discussed 
by Kleinmar. (Rer.2-20).  These two models have both been applied in a wide range of circumstances from simple 
laboratory control experiments to the analysis of manned weapons systems.  Phatak (References 2-21 and 2-22). in 
work sponsored by the USAF Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory, has reported on the identiflability of the 
optimum control model for use in the analysis and design of manned weapon systems where threats may be a factor. 

As mentioned earlier, both experimental and analytical methods are used for performance analysis   Shoenberger 
(Ref.2-15) provides a recent review of experimental work. One promising analytical approach based on control 
theory models Is briefly described below. 

An example of a human operator controller model with vibration input is shown In block diagram form In 
Figure 2-14 (Ref.2-23).  The terms perceptual and motor remnant are used to describe the amount of tracking error 
and control output that cannot be correlated directly with either the tracking (display) or vibration Inputs.   V,, 
represents the human operator's visual-motor dynamics and  Yc  represents the controlled element dynamics.  Per- 
ceptual remnant is that portion of the tracking error remnant thought to be attributable to visual system noise 
while the motor remnant Is noise due to neuromuscular and proprioceptive feedback effects.  Thus far human 
opcri'tor remnant modeling for vibration environments !vis not bee" satisfactnrv ;!nd the proportion ot remnant d'.ie 
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to either motor or perceptual noise his not been quantified. However, it cm be conjectured that vibration interferes 
in some way with visual and motor physiological mechanisms in addition to its direct mechanical effects on vision 
and on the arm/hand body segment. 

Figure 2-15 (Ref.2-24) illustrates the significance of the remnant problem in vibration effects modeling.   In this 
experiment four subjects were exposed to 0.28 gy mis (lateral) vibration for two minutes while performing a single 
dimensional tracking task displayed on a cathode ray tube.  The vertical ordinates of the two charts cannot be 
related directly to each other.  However, it can be said in a general sense that more remnant is generated (note the 
logarithmic scale) with a spring stick than with a stiff stick during vibration and that the stiff stick appears to cause 
less decrement in the lower frequency range while the spring stick appears to have less decrement at 10 Hz.  The 
solid triangles and circles on Figure 2-15 designate the tracking input and remnant baselines.  This example is meant 
only to illustrate the modeling problem and does not constitute a basis for designating one type of slick as superior 
to another. 

Hopefully, in the future, these modeling efforts can be combined with models of the controlled elements (such 
as an aircraft) and the actual control feedback values so that optimal control designs, including appropriate damping 
values, can be incorporated into systems required to operate under widely \arying flight conditions. 

2.1.2 Sustained Accel-ration  |G) 

Well trained individuals wearing standard ("■ suits are usually capable of safety tolerating approximately 7 (; for 
S   10 seconds, and this time can be extended to more than 30 seconds under »ell controlled conditions    However, 
significant decrements in track.ng begin to occur in the range of 4   S G with the standard US seat back angles of 
13- l9 degrees.   Increased  G   tolerance as a result of increasing the seat back angle and raising the legs has been 
proposed since the I930's (Ref 2-25) but until recently there was no necessity 1« specifically establish the relation- 
ship between seat back angle and performance under sustained   (•   because aircraft structures «ere not designed for 
sustained acceleration maneuvers much above the human tolerance level for the 13 degree seat ha.k angle. 

A recent study at the USAF Aerospace Medical Research ' aboratory demonstrated a two-fold increase in 
tracking performance using a two dimensional tracking task fot a 65 degree reclined seat over a 30 degree seat at 
8 G (Figure 2-16. (Ref.2-26)).   Although the details of possible physiological costs such as a decreased efficiency of 
oxygen consumption under high G conditions have not yet been thoroughly evaluated, this data clearly demonstrates 
a potential maneuvering advantage and it can be suimised that an aircraft with this capability wilt have a consistent 
edge over conventional aircraft in combat. 

The above simple description of acceleration tolerance and general performance capability is meant only to 
bracket the area of interest. Other methods of enhancing G tolerance and a detailed account of the physiology 
involved can be found tlsewhere (References 2-2S and 2-27). 

2.1.3 Combined Sustained Acceleration  (Gl and Vibration  (gl 

Of specific importance here, a search of the literature has provided only two references affording a reasonable 
exploration of tracking performance during Gig    Piranian (Ref.2-2K) has done an excellent investigation of 1.3. 2.5 
and 5.0 G, combined with 0. 0,07. 0.18. and 0.35 rms simultaneous g, and gy at 10 Hz   Figure 2-17 (Ref.2-28) 
summarizes the combined effects of buffet and sustained acceleration for six pilots using a centrifuge simulator 
incorporating an F-4B cockpit.   It can be seen that for this experiment the effects of buffet over a IS second tracking 
run were essentially negligible compared to the effects of G, .  These effects are not too surprising when one con- 
siders the smoothing effect on t g that a sustained and steady   < G should have when the sustained acceleration is 
greater than the vibration. 

The other pertinent study by DolkasfRef 2-24) utilized 2.0 and 3 5 G with vibrations of 0. 0 35 0.7. I 16. 14. 
and 2.32 rms  gK  at 1 1 Hz.   The   x   axis was used as the study was related to rocket flight.   However, it is of interest 
here in the event that tiltback seats are put into operational use.   Figure 2-18 (IUf.3-29) summarizes the results at 
3.S Gx for two different stability augmentation system (SAS) modes and shows that vibration has a definite effect 
above 1.0 gx .  For the region below 1.0 gx. this data agrees quite well with the $, data presented above (Ref 2-28). 
These studies should be expanded to other frequencies.  However, it would seem that the effect of sustained accelera- 
tion on tracking is of far more importance than vibration in the current operational environment. 

2.2  OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL AND PILOT FACTORS 

Factors, other than acceleration force fields, which may contribute to pilot performance degradation will now 
be considered. 
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2.2.1    Noise 

The noise environment in US Tighter cockpits ranges from 110 db to as high as '35 db during some phases 
of flight (Ref.2-30).   A properly fitting helmet attenuates the noise presented to the ear by 10  25 db, depending 
on the type of helmet (Rer.2-31).  This is adequate for the majority of flight environments when time weighting 
factors are considered. 

Recent ground based studies compared the effect of 60 db noise and 100 db noise during vibration at 6 Hz, 
0.07 rms g, on horizontal and vertical tracking (Rer.2-32). For the 100 db noise level the tracking errors in this specific 
experiment were decreased approximately 10% from the tracking errors for the 60 Jb noise level when combined 
with vibration, although both noise and vibration independently causes increased tracking errors.  The possible salutory 
effects of similar noise levels during actual combat maneuvering flight are not known, although it could be surmised 
that there would be little effect as arousal of the pilot should already be at u high level during combat.   No noise 
data are currently available for this flight regime at this time. 

2.2.2 Temperature 

Reference 2-33 reports on study, similar to the one quoted above (Ref.2-32). which was done using combinations 
of noise (I0S db), temperature (I20°F), and vibration (5 Hz, 0.21 rms gz).   A two dimensional tracking test was used 
with a side arm jontroller and 4 minute exposures.  The main findings are summarized in Figure 2-19.   It is interesting 
to note that the tracking decrements due to vibration alone were slightly, but not significantly, larger than those 
occurring when all three Stressors were combined and that the separate effects of noise and temperature were small, 
with the tracking performance for the single Stressors being similar to those for the control runs.  Temperature expo- 
sures for the runs were a minimum of one hour.  Thus it appears, at least for these experimental conditions, that 
combined noise and heat do not cause additional decrements in tracking performance during vibration exposures. 
The separate effeii of heat combined with vibration has not yet been studied. 

2.2.3 Fatigue 

No specific study on the influence of fatigue on combat performance during buffet is available.   However, it 
may be generally assumed from daily experience and the many general studies of fatigue that tracking performance 
could be expected to be less efficient if the pilot is fatigued.   Figures 2-1 and 2-3 reflect fatigue effects.   A brief 
summary of approaches to pilot workload quantification as given by Bernotat (Ref.2-34) could be expanded to 
include fatigue effects.   Figure 2-20 (Ref.2-3S) illustrates a workload analysis for a 120 second simulated high accelera- 
tion air-to-air. combat engagement.  The complexity of tasks required for success would seem to be a good souice for 
fatigue effects in the buffet environment. 

2.2.4 Psychological Motivation 

Motivation has long been known to be a prime factor in any human performance task.  Of particular interrst 
here would be the effect of hostile versus non-hostile conditions on a tracking requirement.  Certainly the intellectual 
motivation to succeed in a hostile environment is at a high point.   However, little is known in a quantifiable way 
about the possible deleterious effects ot a very hostile air combat environment on performance, i.e.. a! what point 
and how much does an adverse physiologic reaction to the fear of failure overwhelm a pilofs abilities?  Anecdotal 
data on pilot performance during severe combat stress is subject to tremendous variation and a definitive interpretation 
cannot be attempted here. 

2.2.5 Personal Equipment 

Personal equipment such as G-suits, pressure suits, therm..! wear, armor, helmets, and restraints are known to 
have both positive and negative effects on performance in vibration environments, depending on the frequency and 
amplitude.  One example is shown in Figure 2-9.   All personal equipment such as helmets, masks, etc.. should be 
tested to assure that no adverse vibration modes appear when subjected to the operational environment. 

2.2.6 Man-Machine Interface/Control Dynamics and Configurations 

The total system design, as it reflects the dynamic compatibility between the human operatoi and the hardware, 
must optimize -vstem performance.  With respect to the human operator, this dictates that every advantage be taken 
of man's high adaptability while, at the same time, acknowledging the inherent limitations of his sensory, information 
processing, and motor capabilities.   For non-stressed situations, the human factors literature indicates extensive work 
has been done in man-machine interactions, especially as regards display/control design (Ref.2-36).   However. It 
should be kept in mind that in stressful situations, as might exist in high performance aircraft, it becomes necessary 
to think in terms of how the man-machine interface Is Impacted by the stress.  This is particularly obvious when 
considering direct vibration and/or accleration effects on control motions and display adequacy.   The concept of 
interface stress-resistance must be ■"■pt in mind.  An illustration of these Interface effects was given earlier (Section 
2.1.1.4 and Figure 2-15) in the discussion of vibration lecüthrindh to a spring stick as compared to a stiff stick. 

J  
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2.3 BUFFET PROTECTION MEASURES 

As stated above, the best protection against buffet is prevention.  Various solutions to buffet protection, including 
active and passive seat isolators, have been proposed and investigated.  All methods have drawbacks, depending on the 
frequency to be protected against. 

Figure 2-21 (Ref.2-37) illustrates acceleration transmissibility curves for several seal and cushion configurations. 
It is seen that for all the configurations tested protection is afforded at high frequencies.  However, at low or inter- 
mediate frequencies amplification is the rule.  Although cushions and other elastic dampers are effective for increasing 
comfort and visual performance in the higher frequency ranges, they are not practical for use in current fighter air- 
craft because:   (a) large displacements are required at low frequencies (for example. 12.S cm at 2 Hi, 0.7 g mis). 
(b) bottoming out occurs at high levels of sustained G; and (c) excessively increased acceleration onset rates that can 
cause spinal injuries are experienced at the time of bottoming out during the ejection sequence.   In addition, the  Y 
axis would not be affected by cushions or other elastic dampers and there would be a problem with in-cockpit tasks 
due to the differences in phase :ingle between motions of the cockpit instruments and the pilot (Ref.2-38). 

Calcaterra (Ref.2-39) has described an active isolation system in which feedback controls provide inputs to an 
electrohydraulic seat isolator.  The system was shown to provide 80T- vibration isolation at frequencies above 5 Hz. 
However, there is a considerable weight penalty involved with such a system and there is as yet no provision for Y 
axis motion isolation.   This active isolator was tested to explore its effect on tracking performance.   As shown in 
Figure 2-22 (Ref.2-3K). it was found that, using a horizontal tracking task and vertical sinusoidal vibration, tracking 
performance was degraded at very low frequencies with the isolator and was essentially unchanged at the higher 
frequencies.  Similar results were found for a vertical tracking task. 

Thus it appears that the best vibration alleviation techniques currently available primarily involve adequate 
pilot restraints and seating design to minimize excessive relative cockpit-pilot motion and aircraft design improvements/ 
modifications to prevent vibration'buffet onset.  For example, strategically placing the pilot's seat at a structural 
vibratinn nodal point could minimize vibration effects by decreasing the ampli'.idc of the pilot's motion 

2.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The considerable literature on vibration effects on human performance is difficult to translate directly into 
useful generalized design parameters for maneuvering combat aircraft.   Figure 2-23 briefly summarizes the state of 
knowledge of vibration effects. 

There is preliminary evidence that the effects of buffet (vibration) on the pilot's tracking performance may be 
of minor importance in the presence of sustained acceleration.   This evidence does not negate the need for continued 
research into the effects of vibration on other mission segments such as low altitude high speed flight or the need to 
further validate these preliminary findings. 

Total system analysis is needed to determine the relative effects of buffet on the pilot per se versus the deteriora- 
tion in handling qualities in the buffet region prior to the initiation of major design exercise to improve human 
combat tracking performance by buffet compensation. 



CHAPTER 3 

FLOW FIELD ASPECTS OF TRANSONIC PHENOMENA 

by 

B.Monncrie 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter I described the difficulties a pilot may encounter in transonic maneuvering flight. Let us try to explain 
the origin of these problems by examining the aerodynamics of a wing in the transonic speed regime. What happens.' 
What are the flow features'.'   What are the means for understanding what happens'  How can we predict what happens' 

The results of numerous research studies on transonic Hows conducted all over the world during the last twenty 
five years are used in this chapter.   Many points are drawn from Referent.- ' i. a quite recent comprehensive overall 
description of transonic maneuvering problems and a survey'evaluation of analytical methods prepared by Gentry 
and Oliver iin.!er contract to the US Office of Naval Research. 

3.1 THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 

Because of the complexity of transonic aerodynamic phenomena, it is useful to first examine the case of a two- 
dimensional airfoil.  One can have a good idea of the phenomena by looking at the evolution of the pressure distribu- 
tion on the airfoil when the free stream Mach number increases from low • allies to supersonic ones.   Despite the fact 
that this evolmion is quantitatively dependent on the type of wing section chosen, the main lines of what we observe 
are general. 

We start at low free stream Mach numbers with an entirely subsonic How distribution over the airfoil.   There is 
a sta nation point near the leading edge, then the flow expands and accelerates to a maximum speed, and finally it 
recompresses and slows down near the trailing edgiv   For a free stream Mach number value called the critical Mach 
number, the speed of sounü is reached at some point on the airfoil (Pig.J-l).   Tor higher free stream Mach nuinbers 
a small supersonic /one develops in the region around this point.   Initially the recompression can be isentropic but 
soon it must be made through a shock wave.  This shock moves downstream as the tree stream Mach number increases 
and. generally, its intensity increases simultaneously. 

3.1.1     Drag Rise and Pitch Up 

Without going into more details we can now understand two maior difficulties encountered when an aircraft's 
speed approaches Mach I,   The first is the rapid increase in drag, called the drag divergence, associated with the 
development o! the shock wave.   The drag, starting at a low value in subsonic flight (the drag is zero lor a perfect 
r.on viscous How in the subsonic regime), increases rapidlv when strong shock waves develop in the How field 

The second difficulty is due to dilierences between the shock movements on the upper and lower surfaces of 
the airfoil at angles ol attack when the free stream Mach number increases.   Ft» classical wing sections a shock first 
appears on the upper surface, but the one which appears later ( n the lower surface moves downstream faster as the 
Mach number increases and consequently reaches the trailing edpe bei  re the shock on the upper surface.   Thus there 
is a loss of lift over the rear portion of the airfoil and a corresponding positive (nose up) pitching moment.   At free 
stream speeds near Mach 1 the upper surface shock also reaches the trailing edge and the magnitude of the nose-up 
pitching moment decreases.   This phenomenon occurs earlier     that is to say at lower Mach number     for higher 
angles of attacK and the resulting pitching moment curve, for a given Mach number, shows a typical kink which is 
characteristic of a loss in longitudinal stability, named pitch-up and due to positive values of  dCm da 

The explanation given above for the pitch-up occurrence does not expose the real reasons why the upper surface 
shock does not go regularly and rapidly downstream.  The main reason is the occurrence of How separation due to 
the fact that the boundary layer cannot bear the rvompression imposed on it by the shock 
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3.1.2 Different Type» of Separated Flow Regions 

Separation is one of the most important features of transonic flows.   Most transonic troubles, and especially 
buffeting, are closely related to the presence of more or less extended regions of separated flow.   Many types ot 
separated flow regions may exist and Figure 3-2 presents the main ones: 

Airfoil A shows a shock free leading edge laminar separation.  This separation is basically similar to that 
which can occur in an incompressible flow. 

-  Airfoil B depicts a total leading edge separation. 
Airfoil C has a turbulent boundary-layer separation produced by shock-recompression with subsequent re- 
attachment of the flow behind the bubble. 
On airfoil D the flow does not reattach behind the bubble. 
In the case of airfoil E there is a shock induced separation bubble with downstream flow reattachment. However, 
the turbulent boundary layer is sufficiently deenergized that it separates again before reaching the trailing edge. 
Airfoil F depicts several different separation effects occurring together, a combination which may occur with 
certain airfoil geometries. 

3.1.3 Upstream Mach Number and Angle of Attack Effects 

Figure 3-3 shows the evolution of the pressure distribution with Mach number and the corresponding flow 
patterns.  The development of an aft separated region does not prevent the rearward movement of the shock but 
slows it down. 

The typical evolution of the pressure distribution with angle of attack at a given Mach number is presented in 
Figure 3-4.  As the angle of attack increases the shock first moves aft and becomes more intense.  Due to the effects 
of the stronger shock, a bubble of increasing size is created, producing a thicker boundary layer and wake behind the 
trailing edge. When the bubble has extended to the trailing edge the shock moves forward. This situation can be 
obtained either by a downstream extension of the shock induced bubble or by a forward movement of the trailing 
edge separation region.  For still larger angles of attack the flow separates at the leading edge.   It should be noted 
that as soon as a bubble of some size has been created, the trailing edge pressure, previously at a constant level, 
begins to decrease.  The lowest trailing edge pressure occurs when the bubble is largest.  This phenomenon is used 
to detect noticeable separated regions and is named "trailing edge pressure divergence". 

3.1.4 Shock Boundary Layer Interaction Problems and Reynolds Number Effects 

In the previous two typical evolutions for increasing Mach number or angle of attack we have MM shocks, 
sometimes strong, moving on the airfoil.  The» shocks act directly on the boundary layer and the resulting effects 
depend on the boundary layer characteristics (thickness and shape factors) and the shock intensity. 

In any case the boundary layer is thickened by the shock interaction.   If separation does not occur, the effects 
are minor.  However, if a separated region is formed, even if flow reattachment occurs downstream, the consequences 
can be important,   fhe resulting boundary layer is greatly thickened and destabilized, and therefore is less able to 
overcome the trailing edge recompressicr.   Thi<s explains why the effect of Reynolds number can be so large on tran- 
sonic flows and why it is not easy to improve the situation by using transition devices.  To accurately simulate the 
flight condition one must restore the correct boundary layer thickness and shape factor.  For this reason it may be 
necessary to adjust the transition trips (type, position, size) for each particular flight condition (Mach number, 
Reynolds number, and angle of attack). 

Figure 3-5 shows the effect of Reynolds number on the pressure distribution for a symmetrical airfoil at zero 
angle of attack.  For the lowest Reynolds number there is a typical laminar shock boundary layer interaction with a 
quite large bubble.  The recompression is spread out over nearly 40 per cent of the chord length.  At u larger 
Reynolds number (0.66 x 10'-) the interaction region decreases.   For still higher Reynolds numbers there is a turbu- 
lent shock boundary layer interaction without separation, and the pressure distribution becomes Reynolds number 
independent. 

Reynolds number effects can be even more spectacular for cases where the flow is near separation when it 
reaches the trailing edge.  In these situations the change in the shock position due to the upstream extension of the 
trailing edge separated region is affected by the Reynolds number.  Therefore to study and understand what happens 
in flight it is very important to be able to perform wind tunnel tests at Reynolds numbers as close us possible to 
flight Reynolds numbers. 

3.1.5 Flow Visualizations 

As will be discussed later in this chapter, detailed theoretical evaluations of transonic viscous separated flows 
are beyond present capabilities. This is the reason why experimental investigation techniques ire ot considerable 
interest.  Many types of techniques may be employed to obtain information, and these will be examined systematically 
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in connection with three-dimensional flows.  In this section we discuss only those techniques which are more specific 
to two-dimensional flows, namely the optical methods.  In these visuali/.utiun techniques the variation with density 
of the air index of refraction is used to examine phenomena und characteristics in the air flow. 

Several optical de-ices exist which allow visualizations wherein lines represent constant values of either: 

the density (interferometry) 
the gradient of density (Schlieren). 
the second derivative of density (direct shadow method). 

Interferometry can be exploited quite easily to provide quantitative measurements in the How Held.  This is an 
attractive method because the results are free of probe interference effects and concern the whole flow field. 
Figure 3-6 is an example of the quantitative use of an interferometer photograph (Ref. 3-2). 

Figure 3-7 presents a series of Schlieren photographs showing the evolution of the shock position with Mach 
number for a NACA 0012 airfoil at angles of attack of 0 and 4 degrees (the pressure distributions over this ulrfoil 
at 4 degrees angle of attack are shown in Figure 3-1). The large separated region occurring at high Mach numbers 
is easily observed in the Schlieren photographs. 

3.1.6    How to Delay the Transonic Troubles 

The transonic troubles discussed in the previous sections can be delayed by modifying either the airfoil or the 
planform of the wing.  Concerning the airfoil two possibilities exist: 

alter the airfoil shape, for airfoils of the same famil) with the same relative ttUcMcft distribution, by 
reducing its maximum thickness.  Transonic similarity rules indicate that benefits can be expected from 
reduced thickness. 

use airfoil sections specially designed to overcome the difficulties. This is why much work is done to 
design new airfoil sections such as peaky profiles, supercritical profiles (sec Figure 3-X) and shocklcss 
profiles (Refs 3-3 to 3-5). 

The other way to delay the transonic problems is to modify the wing planfonn by using leading edge sweep. 
It is well known, both theoretically and experimentally (Ref. 3-6), that the transonic events arc related to the Mach 
number normal to the leading edge  »M«, cos (5  if 0   is the sweep angle) and therefore occur at higher free stream 
Mach numbers if the wing planfonn has a swept leading edge 

3.2  THREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS 

It is difficult to present general considerations on three-dimensional flows because nearly each case is a particular 
one due to the numerous parameters necessary to completely characteri/.e a wing:   aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep 
angle, thickness, camber and twist distribution.   Nevertheless, wings can be classified into main categories depending 
on one of the most important parameters     the mean sweep angle.  The categories are:   (a) wings with low sweep, 
including unswept wings: (b) swept wings, and (c) highly swept or slender wings.   Typical values for the swc< p angle 
for each category can be given, for example S. 30 and 60 degrees, but it is impossible to establish precise Ihnls for 
each category because for intermediate sweep angle values considerations of other parameters such as aspect ratio or 
angle of attack then determine the main characteristics of the air flow. 

Concerning wings with low sweep, except for low aspect ratio and twisted wings they have flow patterns which 
are practically two-dimensional (Ref.3-7).   All that has been discussed in the previous sections apply to wings with 
low sweep. 

3.2.1    Swept Wings 

fnr swept wings the situation is much more complicated, involving an inextricable and apparently unpredictable 
mixtui   of shock waves, vortex systems, strong spanwise flows, boundary layer separation and realtachment. 
However, thanks to patient and numerous wind tunnel studies using pressure measurements as well as wall visu ili/.a- 
tion techniques, a quite good quantitative understanding has been obtained in some cases. 

The typical flow pattern for moderately swept wings at moderate angles of attack is shown in Figure 3-0,  It 
is the basic three shock system   The forward shock, originating near the leading edge of the wing root, is oblique 
and goes downstream towards the tip.   The rear shock, originating from the trailing edge of the wing root, goes 
upstream towards the tip.  These two shocks meet and merge together to form a single stronger shock, the outboard 
shock. 

For increasing angles of attack If)« forward shock moves downstream and the rear shock moves upstream so 
that the intersection point moves nearer the root section and the portion of the wing influenced by the outboard 
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•hock increases.  This it very important because, due to its strength, the outboard shock produces a flow separation 
generally extending to the trailing edge (airfoils C and D in Figure 3-2).  Hence when the angle of attack increases 
the separated region behind the outboard shock spreads from the tip towards the root. For larger angles of attack 
the separation line moves forward to the leading edge (airfoil B in Figure 3-2) and the separated region tends to be 
organized into a vortex.  Finally, the flow is completely separated and organized into a vortex originating from the 
wing apex. 

The existence of large separated flow regions on the wing explains most of the transonic troubles: 

-     the force and moment curves are strongly perturbed, the lift gradient diminishes, the drag increases, and 
losses in longitudinal stability and large rolling moments may occur. 

the steadiness of the flow is completely altered because the separated flow regions are places where turbu- 
lence and vorticity are created in large quantities, producing high pressure fluctuation levels which excite 
the aircraft structure and provoke buffeting. Figure 3-10 shows the correlation between the increase with 
angle of attack of the pressure fluctuations measured with two KUL1TE gauges located near the trailing 
edge and the trailing edge static pressure divergence already mentioned in Section 3.1.3 as an indicator of 
flow separation.  The intensity of the pressure fluctuations depends on the type of flow in the separated 
region and especially whether or not it is organized into a vortex.  The factors affecting the existence and 
location of a vortex system are shown in Figure 3-9. 

3.2.2    Highly Swept Wings 

The three-dimensional flow pattern of wings in the highly swept or slender category is such that at low angles 
of attack the flow is already separated along the leading edge and rolled up to form a well organized coiled vortex 
sheet.   Aft of this vortex the flow reattaches to the wing surface and the whole separation pattern is a very orderly 
one.  No significant buffeting is caused except possibly at extremely high angles of attack, depending on the sweep 
angle and the leading edge sharpness, when the vortex core may burst over the wing surface. 

3.2.3    Experimental Means of Study 

The available understanding of the very complicated transonic three-dimensional flows is based almost completely 
on experimental work and it is useful to review the available investigation techniques.  However, it must be pointed 
out again that experimental results are representative of what occurs in flight only if «he flight Reynolds number is 
sufficiently well simulated in the tests. 

The most accurate means of investigation is static pressure measurements.   However, this is a heavy and expen- 
sive technique because a large number of measurement points are required and the wind tunnel model is sophisticated 
and time-consuming to construct.  In addition, the interpretation of the resulting measurements is not always obvious 
and recourse to other means is needed. 

A very efficient means of investigation is provided by flow visualization techniques. The idea behind these 
techniques is to reconstitute the flow structure on a wing by observing 'he path followed by particles deposited on 
the wing surface.  Many processes have been used and they all give similar results.   These techniques can be classified 
into two classes: 

those in which a viscous substance, generally with an oil base, is spread on the wing surface.   An example 
is shown in Figure 3-11 where the results for two different wings can be compared (Ref. 3-8). 

those in which a fluid is injected through small holes in the wing surface.   Figure 3-12 presents photographs 
obtained using this technique (Ref. 3-9). 

The phi tographs in Figures 3-11 and 3-12 are for swept wings and illustrate what has been discussed previously about 
the three-dimensional flows for these wings. 

Another source of useful information, especially for buffeting studies, is provided by unsteady measurements. 
Previous sections have discussed the use of unsteady static pressure measurements, but it should be noted that these 
are even more expensive than mean static pressure measurements because a special gauge is needed for each measure- 
ment point. However, they do furnish information of prime importance on the sources of buffeting. Skin friction 
gauges may also be useful. Figure 3-13 presents the typical evolutions of hot film signals from two locations on a 
wing as the angle of attack is continuously increased. It is clearly seen when the separated flow region moves over 
the two gauges. 

3.3   PREDICTION METHODS 

In previous sections it has been pointed out that viscous effects are of great importance in transonic flows and. 
particularly, all the phenomena which cause troubles and which we would like to be able to predict are due to viscous 
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effects.  Since the direct solution of the Navier-Stokes equations is, up to now, completely out of reach for this 
purpose, we must resort to an indirect step-by-step solution.  As a first step we try to predict the inviscid flow 
chancleristics.  Then, using these results, it will perhaps be possible to predict the viscous effects as is done for sub- 
sonic flows. 

3.3.1 Inviscid Flows 

Progress has been made since the publication of Reference 3-1. at least for two-dimensional flows, and several 
methods for transonic supercritical two-dimensional flow calculations have become operational.  The time dependent 
or unsteady methods have been developed and have been improved in their efficiency to reach the steady limit by 
simplifying the terms containing the temporal derivatives (pseudo unsteady method of Reference 3-10) or by time 
splitting the finite difference operators (Ref. 3-11).  These methods have the advantage of solving the exact equations 
of rotational non-isentropic flows and consequently giving shocks which verify the Rankine Mugoniot relations. 
However, the computation times remain very long and the methods cannot be used for routine design calculations 
but only for reference calculations for comparison purposes with the results of other methods. 

In the mean time two other methods have successively become operational.   The first one. proposed by Murman 
and Cole in Reference 3-12 and further developed in References 3-13 to 3-1S, solves the transonic small perturbation 
equation by a relaxation technique.   The second method treats the full potential equation after having made a con- 
formal mapping of the flow field inside a circle (Garabedian and Korn, References 3-16 and 3-17. and Jameson. 
Reference 3-18).  Both methods have been intensively tested, especially the second one for which a computer program 
has been published in Reference 3-17.   Since the computation times for both methods are comparable, the second 
one, which uses the full potential equation, seems more attractive for an isolated airfoil.   However, the first method 
is able to treat the eas- of an airfoil placed between two walls. The two methods often give quite similar results 
(Fig. 3-14) and agree generally well with experiments (Fig. 3-15). 

It should be noted that work is being done to improve the accuracy and to decrease computation times in the 
solution of the perfect flow equations.   In particular, better enforcement of the shock conditions has been obtained 
recently for the small perturbation relaxation method by Murman (Ref. 3-19).   Figure 3-16 shows that this new 
treatment brings the small perturbation results closer to the more exact results of the unsteady method.  This gives 
hope for obtaining good agreement with experimental data when viscous effects will be taken into account. 

In conclusion, one can say that these methods constitute a tool which is able to favorably replace the Sinnott 
procedure for predicting supercritical pressure distributions. 

For three-dimensional flows the situation is somewhat less advanced.  Bailey and Steger (Ref. 3-20), Isom and 
Caradonna (Ref. 3-21), Ballhaus and Bailey (Ref. 3-22) and after them others (Refs 3-23 to 3-25) have succeeded in 
computing pressure distributions over three-dimensional wings using either the transonic small perturbation equation 
or the full potential equation.  The first results are encouraging (Fig.3-17), but not enough comparisons are available 
to draw general conclusions.   In other respects, it must be noted that the computation time is still too long for 
routine design calculations.   In References 3-26 to 3-28 one will find recent general reviews of computational methods 
for two-dimensional and three-dimensional transonic flows.   For lack of suitable transonic three-dimensional methods, 
subsonic three-dimensional ones such us the vortex lattice method or the Woodward method will give reasonably 
pood results if significant supercritical flows are not present (Ref. 3-1). 

3.3.2 Viscous Flows 

The main problem i   predicting transonic flow characteristics is the strong coupling between the inner boundary 
layer and the outer inviscid flow in a region of shock boundary layer interaction.   Fxperimental pressure distribu- 
tions through a shock are smooth while those computed for an inviscid fluid are steep.  This is the reason why. in 
order to perform a boundary layer calculation, one must change the theoretical distribution obtained for an inviscid 
flow in a quite arbitrary manner.   Using this technique Thomas and Redecker (Kef. 3-2''l have succeeded in predicting 
buffeting limits with some success, but the generality of their results is questionable. 

Work Is being done to improve the situation by simultaneously calculating the boundary layer and the out'-; 
inviscid flow (Klineberg and Steger Reference 3-30).   This approach appears promising, bin more work needs to he 
done. 

3.4   CONCLUSIONS 

The brief review of transonic phenomena which has been presented in this chapter shows that most transonic 
troubles, and particularly buffeting, are due to the presence of more or less extended regions of separated How. 
These are directly or Indirectly related to the shock waves which form on the aircraft in the transonic speed regime 

From the theoretical point of view, prediction of transonic phenomena is probably one of the most difficult 
problems In aerodynamics.   Although much progress has been made during the last five years in Iransonic flow 
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computations, considerable effort it still needed to be able to theoretically predict flows with separated regions au 
complicated as those shown in Figures 3-11 and 3-12.  Thus the prediction of what will occur in flight still must 
rely on wind tunnel tests. 

We have seen how the transonic phenomena are very dependent on Reynolds number.  Consequently, the quality 
of current flight performance predictions is bounded by our capability to obtain realistic Reynolds numbers in 
existing wind tunnels.  Taking into account the continuous increase in flight Reynolds number due to increasing air- 
craft size, there is a need for higher Reynolds number wind tunnels. 

1 

J 
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CHAPTER 4 

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE 

4.0   INTRODUCTION 

As discussed in the previous chapters, buffeting and other transonic phenomena which degrade combat capability 
are caused by shock induced flow separation on components of the aircraft, usually on the wing.  Separated flow is 
always associated with random fluctuating pressures. These pressures force the aircraft structure to respond, usually 
with pronounced peaks at its natural frequencies.  The resulting induced structural vibrations produce unsteady air 
forces which interact with the separated flow, causing movements of the shock waves which further excite the 
structure. 

The purpose of this chapter is to give some insight into the physical and mathematical problems associated with 
the response of elastic structures to random excitations and to provide some tools for calculating the vibration levels 
of any part of the aircraft, e.g.. wing tip. wing root, pilot's seat, etc.  The two frequently cited transonic phenomena 
in this context, "buffeting" and "wing rock", may be interpreted as low to medium frequency symmetric and low 
frequency antisymmetric aircraft responses to unsteady separated flow forces. 

This chapter is composed of three main sections contributed by separate authors.  Section 4.1 discusses the 
general dynamic system consisting of the aircraft structure, the aerodynamic driving forces due to separated flow, 
and the aerodynamic forces due to aircraft structural motion,  A general so-called "buffeting flutter model", which 
takes into account the interactions between the separated and motion induced flows, is presented.   Relaxations of 
this model with regard to the flow interaction and which lead to the laii.iliar "forced vibration model" are explained. 

Section 4.2 deals with the structural and aerodynamic quantities of the dynamic system with special emphasis 
given to the description of the aerodynamic forces. The state-of-the-art of similarity laws, scaling effects and wind 
tunnel testing are outlined. 

Finally, Section 4.3 reviews n.ethods for data processing of fluctuating pressure recordings and discusses tech- 
niques for response analysis for random excitation. Comparisons are presented of results from flight tests and pre- 
dictions for a Tighter type aircraft. 

The aerodynamic forces must be considered as the "weak link" in any approach to predict buffet levels by 
structural response calculations. The fluctuating pressures in separated flow regions on a wing force the flow, both 
in the separated regions and in the attached regions by induction, to behave oscillatory.  This produces high unsteady 
loads associated with oscillations of the flow separation lines of the shock positions and consequently exites the 
wing structure.   Therefore, for unsteady buffet pressure measurements on wind tunnel models which are to provide 
the aerodynamic input for structural response calculations it is believed important 

to adequately simulate the expected stall progression flow pattern of the full size aiicraft, and 

to use flexible models in order to obtain the flow hysteresis effects during limit cycle oscillations. 

Naturally, careful selection has to be made of the essential similarity laws which are mainly given by the Mach 
number, Strouhal number, Reynolds number, Froude number, and mass density.   The essential similarity laws must 
be obeyed in order to permit reliable extrapolations to full scale, which is mandatory.  The technology seems to be 
well established for obtaining the correct structural dynamic characteristics in wind tunnel models uscJ for this 
purpose. 

Based on comparisons between predictions and flight test results, there is good cause to believe that the rigorous 
approach to predict buffet levels, by solving the full dynamic equations using random pressure measurements from 
wind tunnel tests, is the right way to treat the problem.   However, further progress in improving wind tunnel modeling 
techniques is necessary. 
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4.1   THE DYNAMIC SYSTEM by R.J.Zwaan 

In this section an overall description is given of analytical models of a flexible aircraft in buffeting conditions. 
This subject has been considered recently in a number of investigations, especially at the Royal Aircraft Establish- 
ment, United Kingdom (References 4-1 and 4-2). 

4.1.1    DESCRIPTION OF THE DYNAMIC SYSTEM 

The aircraft is considered to be in a flight condition in which the flow separates locally at one or both wings. 
The irregular flow is coupled with pressure fluctuations at the aircraft surface, perceptible inside and sometimes also 
outside the regions of flow separation.  The pressure fluctuations excite the aircraft and its structure responds with 
an oscillatory motion, being  in general the superposition of rigid-body motions and structural vibration modes, each 
with its own resonance frequency and its own pattern of nodes and antinodes. 

Following here a common practice in aeroelastic analysis, the rigid-body modes together with the structural 
resonance modes as they would occur at zero speed are taken as generalised co-ordinates to describe any arbitrary 
time-dependent displacement w(v)  of the aircraft in a body-fixed axis system: 

W(AC, t) E, f„(f)qn(t) 
n=I 

(4-1) 

In this expression  ln(v)  denotes the mode shape of the n-th mode and qn(t)  is the generalised co-ordinate indica- 
ting the contribution of the n-th mode in the total displacement  w . 

The action of each degree of freedom is associated with inertia forces and, as far as structural deformations are 
involved, with structural stiffness and damping forces.  The aerodynamic forces on the aircraft surface are distinguished 
into forces which depend on the oscillatory motion of the aircraft and forces which are independent of the motion. 
All these forces are in a dynamic equilibrium for each degree of freedom.  This equilibrium can be expressed mathe- 
matically by the following differential equations: 

Mn4n(«>+ OnflnO) + wiSMnqn<» + Pn,,«!«) ... ^0» + FK(>(q,(t)....«!,,(«)   -   Pn(t), 

n  =    I . N (4-2) 
where 

M 

D 

w 

generalised mass 

structural damping 

resonance frequency 

structural stiffness 

motion-dependent aerodynamic damping 

motion-dependent aerodynamic stiffness 

motion-independent aerodynamic force 

A derivation of Equation (4-2) is not given here, but reference is made to current literature on aeroelasticity 
(References 4-3 to 4-S) and to the AGARD Manual on Aeroelasticity (Ref.4-6). 

Equation (4-2) shows that the structural forces are linear with the generalised co-ordinates qn . which remains 
valid as long as the qn's  are fairly small.  Tl.c aerodynamic forces  FD and  FK   may be nonlinear.   As a conse- 
quence of the specific choice of resonance modes to act as degrees of freedom, there is no coupling between the 
inertia and stiffness forces.  The only coupling is of an aerodynamic nature.  This is illustrated in Figure 4-1 for a 
system with two degrees of freedom, showing that the aerodynamic forces generated by the one mode can also 
excite the other one. and conversely.   However, if the resonance frequencies are well separated the aerodynamic- 
coupling can be neglected, so that the system works as two one-degree-of-freedom systems. 

The resonance mode shapes and the corresponding values of Mn, Dn and  u)n  can be determined by calcula- 
tions and in ground vibration tests.   Methods to do so are indicated in Section 4.2.  These values pertain normally 
to the I g condition.  However, they may change at high  CN  values, especially the values of the structural damping, 
due to an accommodated settlement of the structure. 

4.1.2    ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR BUFFETING AIRCRAFT IN SEPARATED FLOW 

The major difficulty in analysing buffeting problems by using Equation (4-2) is the fact thai appropriate 



knowledge about the aerodynamic torces is still lacking.  Previous chapters should have made it clear that the nature 
of separated flow is very complicated and that the influence of parameters like Mach number and angle of attack. 
which do not depend on aircraft osillatory motions, is far from completely understood.   In this chapter the primary 
discussio is concern the influence of aircraft motions due to flow separation, especially separation occurring on wings 
and tail suiuces.   A proper understanding of the How mechanisms involved in separation is also incomplete.   An 
adequate aerodynamic theory is not available to describe this mechanism, and there do not exist generally accepted 
model testing procedures that yield the data to represent the aerodynamic forces in Equation (4-2). 

As a consequence of this uncertainty at the present time an analytical model for a buffeting aircraft in separated 
flow of which the general applicability has been proven in practice does not exist. So far two types ul'analytical models 
have been proposed, the forced vibration model and the buffeting flutter model, of wliich the first one has been 
applied already in a number of investigations.   In the following sections both models are discussed. 

4.1.2.1      Forced Vibration Model 

The motion-dependent forces F0  and   FK   in Kquation (4-2) arc considered to be linear with motion and to 
be unaltered by the separated flow, i.e., they have the same values as in attached How.   The assumption of linearity 
requires that the amplitudes of the aircraft motions should be small. 

The motion-independent force  P  is a function of lime only and is generated by How separation.   It has a 
random character, i.e.. the force is the result of pressure fluctuations at the aircraft surface which are more or less 
ordered in time and space.   The random fluctuations need not be confined to the separated How region itself.   If the 
separated flow extends over significant parts of the wiiift surface, including especially part of the trailing edge, the 
circulation along the whole wing span may become fluctuating, being perceptible also outside the separated flow 
region. 

This model is basically the same model as that commonly used in gust analysis, except that the aerodynamic 
excitation in the latter case is provided by atmospheric turbulence. 

Description of the pressure fluctuations, which are considered usually as stationary (iaussian random processes, 
is possible in terms of correlation functions (time domain), spectral density functions (frequency domain), and root 
mean square values.   Definitions of these quantities are given in Section 4.3.2 (see also Reference 4-7), 

A simple example is discussed here to illustrate the effect of random pressure fluctuations on the aircraft 
response. 

Consider a mechanical system with one degree of freedom, e.g.. a wing bending mode    Applying the spectral 
density formulation, Fquation (til takes the form: 

*q(uj)   -    lll(ui) 2<l'p(u) (4-3) 

in which the transfer function   Hlco)   is given by 

IKw)  =   |    <J2M 4 iwl) + u)r
2M + iwFD(Wl + lK(a;)| ' (4-4) 

iH(cj)l  shows a peak near  u = ur . of which the width is mainly governed by   1) + Fptw).   'l'^ and   'l>p are the 
power spectra of the structural respmise and the pressure flueUialions retpeelhrety. both as fuiK'ions of the frequency 
w.   Denoting the bending mode sliape by   f(v) , in which   v   represents the ei'-ordinales on (he wing surface.  <l>p 
is denned by the following double integral: 

•lyu)   =      J     f(.V|)dA,    J      IVvjMl'p.pjdo; v,, VjIdA, (4-5( 
»ing »inp 

wrface surtacc 

♦p p    is the cross-spectrum of pressure fluctuations at (he points  v,   and   Vj    The correlation in lime is represented 
by  "Jv p    as a function of  co  and the correlation in space for a certain value of  u   is represented by   'I'p.pj as a 
function of  v,   and   Vj. 

If in the pressure fluctuations al all points of the wing surface a certain frequency  u)0   is distinctly dominating, 
the cross-spectrum   'IVp,   and consequently also the power speclnim   ♦.  will take a narrow-band form centered 
at that frequency.   In the limiting case of a perfect correlation in lime the spectra of the pressure lluetuations would 
contain only one frequency.   On the other hand, if no frequency dominates, the spectrum of  "I'p  is wide-band    In 
practice   "tp will be somewhere between these cases.   In wind tunnel irnesligalions it has been found sometimes that 
for low sweep wings in subsonic (low the existence of a peak can be related to the dimensions of the separated How 
region (Ref.4-8).   For swept wings in transonic flow correlation has been found with oscillating fore-and-aft shock 
motions (Ref.4-9). 

»wlBfe 
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The consequences of the type of input spectrum  <!>. on the resulting aircraft motion are illustrated in Figure 
4-2.  Considering once again the model represented by Equations (4-3) and (4-4), the aircraft structure acts like a 
filter with a resonance frequency near CJ, 
appears. 

Due to the peak in   IH(u)l a peak in the citput spectrum  •!>    also 

A significant response of the aircraft structure is to be expected when  u0 and  CJ,  coincide. This may happen 
in practice when the wing oscillation has some sort of regulating influence on the fluctuations in the separated How. 
Such a process is discussed in the next section.  Besides the correlation in time the magnitude of 'I'    is also governed 
by the spatial correlation of the pressure fluctuations at the wing surface.  Outside the separated flow region the 
fluctuations are mainly due to wing oscillations, so that the cross-spectrum  'IVp,   between points  v,   and   V]  will 
be narrow-band.  However, if one of the points is shifted into the region of separated flow, the cross-spectrum will 
become more wide-band.  Furthermore, the spatial correlation is weighted by the mode shape   f(v). as is indicated 
by Equation (4-5).   Figure 4-3 illustrates that the action of pressure fluctuations, and consequently the contribution 
of "IVn,   to ♦p , is most effective in regions well away of the nudal lines. 

So far the forced vibration model has been employed several times to analyse results of model tests and flight 
tests (References 4-1 and 4-9 to 4-11).  The main purpose is to extract information "about the motion-dependent and 
motion-independent aerodynamic forces from the measured pressure fluctuations at the wing surface and the measured 
model or aircraft responses.   In one particular case full-scale predictions have been given on the basis of wind tunnel 
results (Ref.4-2).   Applications of the forced vibration model are discussed extensively in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. 
If experimental information about the motion-dependent forces is absent, calculation methods commonly used In 
flutter investigations (lifting-surface theory) may be applied.   Examples can be found repeatedly in the mentioned 
references. 

4.1.2.2     Buffeting Flutter Model 

The relatively scarce experimental results of model tests concerning the aerodynamic forces in Equation (4-2), 
especially for transonic How. do not always confirm the correctness of the forced vibration model.   Both wind tunnel 
and flight test results have shown (Ref.4-8) that at buffet onset the damping force   I) ♦ Fg   increases rapidly from 
its attached flow value and falls off again at  CN   values corresponding to moderate buffeting.   A typical result 
derived from Reference 4-8 is shown in Figure 4-5.   These results obviously invalidate the assumption in the forced 
vibration model that the motion-dependent forces are considered to be unaltered by flow separation.   In Reference 
4-1 the suggestion is made that when the amplitudes of the aircraft oscillations increase, some mechanism in the 
flow induces a larger ordering of the pressure fluctuations in time, so that as a consequence the power spectrum  ♦- 
becomes more nurrow-band.   When the amplitudes are large enough the driving force   P  has gone over essentially 
into   I",,   and   FK , so that the total aerodymimic force depends In a delerminlstic way on aircraft motion.   The 
relationship is nonlinear In general so that a disturbance In motion will result In a limit-cycle oscillation.   Because 
this model closely resembles the model used to describe conventional flutter In the case of attached flow, the motion 
may be typified as buffeting flutter (Ref 4-5).   The difference with the forced vibration model is made clear once 
more by the block-diagrams in Fi|iiK 4-4. 

The considerations concerning the buffeting flutter model find their origin probably in the ample experience 
with flow past fixed and oscillating circular cylinders and also objects with Irregularly shaped cross-sections, where 
the amplitudes of the oscillating motion transverse to the flow direction have a distinct synchronising influence on 
the vortex shedding In the wake.   In turn the vortices exert regulated forces on the oscillating object, so that the 
motion becomes in fact sclf-excitcd when the oscillation amplitude is large enough and develops generally into some 
limit-cycle oscillation. 

At transonic speeds such a regulating mechanism may be amplified by the coupling of up- and down-stream 
shock motion, shock-Induced separation and wing oscillatory motion. 

No applications of the buffeting flutter model are known to exist in recent Investigations.   The point is that 
application of this model in Its pure deterministic form might even he unrealistic.   The forced Vibration model and 
the buffeting flutter model actually are two extremes, between which any practical case may be supposed to lie. 

As an Illustration. Figure 4-6 shows a typical result, derived from Reference 4-1. concerning the Influence of a 
pitching motion on wing load fluctuations for a low speed wind tunnel model.  Tie oscillating motion of the wing 
causes a peak in the load spectrum, but the point to be noted is that the energy content at neighbouriii)! frequencies 
has been decreased. 

Although the continuous transition from the forced vibration model to the buffeting flutter model with 
increasing amplitude has been described here by words, a mathematical description of the dynamical syslem would 
be necessary in order to proceed to further investigations and posilbly to arrive at an unification of both models. 
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4.2  STRUCTURAL AND AERODYNAMIC QUANTITIES OF THE DYNAMIC SYSTEM. 
SIMILARITY LAWS, AND MODEL TESTING  by P.W.Hanson 

4.2.1 SURVEY 

The dynamic system under discussion is quite complex and although buffet phenomena have received much 
attention from investigators, the state-of-the-art to definitively predict analytically or experimentally the complete 
structural response and handling characteristics as the buffet boundary is penetrated leaves much to be desired. 
(Reference 4-12 presents a reasonably complete bibliography and summarizes briefly information available on buffet 
loads on airplanes to about 1959.  From the mid-fifties to the mid-sixties much buffet loads researü:. particularly in 
the United States, was oriented toward missiles and space launch vehicles configurations.   Reference 4-13 lists many 
reports pertinent to this work.) 

One of the characteristics of this area of research or study is a lack of generally acce|<ied definitions of terms, 
expressions, and phenomena. There can be, therefore, a sort of "communication gap" among investigators in this 
field unless care is taken to define the expressions and concepts of the phenomena being discussed.   At the risk of 
some repetition of material in other chapters of this report, a brief review of certain aspects of the "dynamic system" 
being discussed here will first be presented.  The important structural and aerodynamic quantities of the system will 
then be discussed.  A theoretical model will be presented which relates these quantities to each other, and then they 
will each in turn be considered in terms of the state-of-the-art of determining the quantities, and in terms of areas 
where further research is needed.  The similarity laws and scaling relationships applicable to determining buffet 
structural response will then be presented and areas where simplification is required or may be permissible will be 
mentioned.   Finally, the various types of model tests pertinent to predicting response of the aircraft structure to 
buffet flow will be discussed. 

4.2.2 PERSPECTIVE OF THE DYNAMIC SYSTEM 

The "dynamic system" consists of two parts a flexible aircraft structure, and an unsteady aerodynamic force 
field that acts on, or interacts with, the aircraft structure to produce undesired motions, either in terms of dynamic 
structural deformations, "rigid body" movements, or a combination of both. The unsteady aerodynamic force field 
may exist without the presence of the aircraft (i.e., atmospheric turbulence) or may be the result of the presence of 
the aircraft. The latter is the case to be discussed here. These unsteady (generally random) aerodynamic forces are 
caused by flow separation from the aircraft surface, either due to high incidence or due to shock-boundary layer 
interactions; or by turbulent wakes from upstream surfaces or protuberances. The flow that produces these unsteady 
aerodynamic forces is termed "buffet flow". 

The aircraft response to buffet flow (buffeting) may be categorized as local (i.e., panel vibration), structural 
(whole surface deformations - wing, fuselage, tail surfaces), and "rigid body". The rigid body response to buffet 
flow will be discussed in Chapters S and 6 on Stability and Control.  The discussions here will mainly be concerned 
with structural response to unsteady flow fields that are the result of the presence of the aircraft, i.e., response of 
the aircraft to atmospheric (or wind tunnel) turbulence is minimal compared to the response to buffet flow.  This 
is not to say that local response is not important.   Local panel response is believed to have caused the destruction 
of the first unmanned Mercury-Atlas launch vehicle, and on airplanes, panel response can be a source of noise 
discomfort and skin fatigue. 

Two areas of buffet flow or buffeting are of interest     the "buffet onset" flight conditions, and the level of 
intensity of structural loads and rigid body motions as the penetration into the buffet region (in terms of increasing 
angle of attack or Mach number) continues.   Buffet onset will be addressed later in Part 111 of this report.   In the 
following sections attention will be confined primarily to the response of the structure as the buffet boundary is 
penetrated. 

4.2.3 STRUCTURAL AND AERODYNAMIC QUANTITIES OF THE DYNAMIC SYSTEM 

Certain fundamental quantities of the dynamic system have to be determined or considered to predict aircraft 
buffet loads from either theoretical/empirical methods or from scaled model tests.  It may be instructive therefore 
to consider briefly a theoretical model that relates structural response to the random aerodynamic forces of buffeting 
flow. 

4.2.3.1     Theoretical Model Depicting Important Aerodynamic and Structural Quantities 

For illustrative purposes consider a wing (or other surface) flying at constant altitude with constant velocity 
under flight conditions that are producing buffet flow.  The only aerodynamic forces considered present in addition 
to the random component are damping forces proportional to the velocity of the bending vibrations of the wing. 
Little loss of generality results from neglecting the aerodynamic inertia and "spring" forces, since such forces usually 
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are small compared with their structural counterparts.   Under these conditions a set of differential equations which 
govern the bending vibration characteristics of the system may be written 

MnJJnd) + CninCt) + wiMnZn(t) = qS /' c^t t)hn(t)dt    (n = 1, 2, 3, . . ) (4-6) 

where 

C nondimensional spanwise coordinate 

Zn(t) deflection of a point (say the tip) in n* bending mode 

t time 

Cn generalized damping coefficient in n* bending mode, including aerodynamic and structural components 

Mn generalized mass in nth bending mode 

cjn natural circular frequency m n* bending mode 

The right hand side of Equation (4-6) is the generalized random aerodynamic load expressed in coefficient form. 
The function  cL U, t) is the random section lift coefficient and  S. q , and  hn(£) are, respectively, reference area, 
free stream dynamic pressure, and mode shape of the n^ bending mode referred to unity at the tip.   Using the 
method of generalized harmonic analysis which was Tint applied to the analysis of buffeting many years ago 
(Ref.4-14), Equation (4-6) can be solved approximately for the mean square tip deflection 

*<* = »'s1 S 4»."«":^ c"(wn) (4-7) 
n=l    4MnWn  " 

where ™a 
(TT—I generalized damping coefficient, fraction of critical damping for the n01 mode 
\cr/n 

CL n(cjn) power spectrum of effective random aerodynamic list coefficient for the n* mode 

S reference area 

It has been assumed that the system has small damping and reasonably well separated natural frequencies so that all 
contributions to the total response are small except in the neighborhood of resonant frequencies.  Thus, modal 
coupling is considered negligible so that the total response can be considered a linear superposition of single-degree- 
freedom responses. 

In buffeting studies on elastic structures, usually the acceleration or bending moment at some point on the 
structure is desired rather than the deflection of the structure.  By using Equation (4-7) and a set of coefficients 
which relate the acceleration in the nth bending mode at a point to the tip amplitude in that mode an expression for 
the acceleration may be obtained 

a2(«o>r   =  SV   Z ■-£ /r      '        v    ^.n(M W) 
n=l   Mn /V|. +    '-« \ 

where 

aiioh total root-mean-square acceleration at a particular location 

bwn 
"v~ 

length, mean wing chord  V  free stream velocity 

kn reduced frequency ratio for n* natural vibration mode, kn =    g     where  b  reference 

Vccr     Cal 
sum of aerodynamic and structural damping in n* vibration mode, fraction of critical 

cr /(i        damping 

^L.n*kn) power spectrum of effective random aerodynamic lift coefficient expressed as a function of 
.V 

reduced frequency, C. n(kn)   = — CL n(u»n) 
b 

Thus, the acceleration is dependent on the aerodynamic excitation force in the form of the power spcct'um of 
effective random aerodynamic lift coefficients, the aerodynamic and structural damping, the generalized mass and 
reduced frequency of each vibration mode of significance.  The manner in which these quantities are usually deter- 
mined will now be discussed. 

•anak. 
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4.2.3.2     Unsteady Aerodynamic Excitation Forces 

Although there has been some apparent success in calculating the buffet onset conditions for relatively large 
aspect ratio wings at moderate angles of attack (Reference 4-15, for instan; •) the situation is quite different for the 
prediction of buffet load intensities in fully developed buffet flow, partici larly for Tighter aircraft wings with large 
sweep angles and small aspect ratio operating at high angles of attack    .J      u^. Mach numbers.  The problem is 
primarily the lack of an appropriate aerodynamic theory for calculating the random aerodynamic excitation forces, 
CL n(kn), in the theoretical model just discussed.   For this reason investigators have generally turned to wind tunnel 
tests for the unsteady pressure distributions needed to provide the buffet aerodynamic excitation forces for the 
dynamic analysis. The information required to fully describe the random aerodynamic forces are the magnitude and 
frequency spectrum of the unsteady pressures, their locations and effective area of coverage on the surface, and a 
pattern of spatial correlation which can be represented by cross-correlation or cross-spectra functions.   Mthough there 
have been numerous investigations dealing with turbulent boundary layers, separated flow, and shock-boundary layer 
interaction (References 4-16 to 4-18, for example) the studies have generally been oriented toward measurement of 
intensities of pressure fluctuations beneath attached turbulent boundary layers at supersonic speeds with very limited 
analysis of power spectra and spatial correlation data applicable to the separated flow found on a maneuvering high 
performance figher wing.   Most such studies in tlu past have dealt with the flow over space launch vehicles and 
missiles.   Some of the more immediately applicable studies are reported in References 4-2 and 4-19 to 4-21.  One of 
the more detailed recent studies of aircraft buffet flow during transonic maneuvers is discussed in Reference 4-9. 
Comparisons are given in Reference 4-19 of root mean square pressure coefficients, AC,,I|m (root mean square 
fluctuating pressure divided by free stream dynamic pressure), measured on a "rigid" wind tunnel model and those 
measured on the full scale airplane wing at two corresponding locations.  An example of these comparisons is 
shown in Figure 4-7. The model pressures were generally somewhat higher than the full scale pressures.   A sample 
comparison of model and full scale pressure spectral shape taken from Reference 4-19 Is shown in Figure 4-8.   It was 
concluded that the model and airplane spectral shapes agreed reasonably well for most of the test conditions.  The 
disparities were apparently greatest at the lower end of the spectrum.  Some other conclusions of this study pertinent 
to the unsteady aerodynamic excitation forces are:   (1) at high angle« of attack the flow over the wing was quite 
complex, being influenced strongly by vortices from the leading edge, "snag", and wing tip; (2) disturbances seemed 
to emanate from multiple sources simultaneously and propagate in a complex manner; (3) the fluctuating pressure 
spectra frequently exhibited peaks at frequencies believed to he associated with the vortices; and (4) maximum 
fluctuating pressure coefficients were generally of the order of ^CprnB = 0.2 . 

Digressing for a moment to the wind tunnel model/full scale mis pressure coefficient comparisons, one may 
speculate on several reasons for the differe ices.  There is, of course, always the nagging doubt about Reynolds 
number effects, tunnel turbulence and wall effects.   Then, there is the difference in the manner in which the variation 
of unsteady pressure with angle of attack is achieved.   (The mean angle of attack in the tunnel is essentially steady, 
whereas in flight, particularly at the higher speeds, the angle of attack is continuously changing.)  A more fundamental 
question is whether the unsteady aerodynamic excitation forces on a rigid (nonmoving) wing are the same as those on 
an Identical but flexible (responding) wing. That is, does the tendency of the flexible wing to move with the driving 
force tend to reduce those forces relative to the forces acting on a nonmoving surface? Some definitive experiments 
are needed to answer this question.  J.G.Joncs in Reference 4-1 discussed in some detail the interpretation of fluctua- 
ting pressures associated with separated flow measured on nonmoving and responding wings for evaluation of the 
unsteady aerodynamic excitation forces, and in Reference 4-22, L.E.Ericsson presents a semi-empirical analysis that 
uses static experimental data as an input to attempt to explain some of the dynamic effects of shock-induced flow 
separation. 

4.2.3.3     Aerodynamic and Structural Damping 

Another factor needed to predict quantitatively the response of the structure to buffet flow is the total system 
damping wl.ich can be broken down into two components     aerodynamic and structural, neither of which can be 
readily determined explicitly at buffet flight conditions.  The aerodynamic damping Is itself a function of flight 
condition (density and velocity), mean angle of attack, and oscillation frequency (Ref.4-23).   A simplified relation- 

C. 
ship between these parameters and the aerodynamic damping ratio    developed in Reference 4-23 for a wing 

oscillating in the fundamental bending mode is 

npVFecosäfL Ih^ylj'dy 

where 

P 

V 

ö 

C. 

2u),Mc 

(4-5) 

free stream density 

free stream velocity 

mean angle of attack about which oscillation occurs 

first natural irequencv 



Mc equivalent mass 

c local chord 

My) first bending mode shape 

L wing span 

Fe effective value of aerodynamic damping coefficient 

It has been common practice in scaling buffet loads from one flight condition to anothei to assume that, other 
factors being equal, the aerodynamic damping ratio is proportional to (pV) and sufficiently greater than the struc- 
tural damping so that the structural damping Is negligible (References 4-24 and 4-25 for example).   Under these 
assumptions it may be «een from Equation 4-8 that for a particular mode the root mean square acceleration response 
is proportioiidl to the «juare root of the dynamic pressure.   If, on the other hand, it is assumed that the only signi- 
ficant damping is structural, then the rms response is directly proportional to the dynamic pressure.  The true case, 
of course, is somewhere between these two extremes.  The relative magnitudes of aerodynamic and structural damping 
is subject to some contradiction in the literature.  There is some experimental evidence that at least for long slender 
bodies, such as launch vehicles, the  rms  buffet response is inversely proportional to the square root of total damping 
as indicated in Equation 4-8.  For example. Figure 4-9 is based o-i results from Reference 4-26 where the total 
damping of a launch vehicle aeroelastic buffet model was variec* electromagnetically under wind-on conditions.  The 
relative changes in  rms buffet bending moment,  o^/o , with relative changes of total damping 

C,        C,      AC, 

c       c       c va ^ct 'cr 

Si. + Si 
c«    cc, 

for the first bending mode of one configuration and the first three bending modes of a secund configuration are 
shown to follow reasonably well the curve defined by 

r 1 

+ 
Ccr. 

Figure 4-10 from Reference 4-24 showing the variation of  rms wing root bending moment with density at 
constant Mach number (measured on an F-86A fighter) indicates the response to be proportional to (q)1 ' so that 
the damping must be primarily aerodynamic In nature.   Figure 4-11 from Reference 4-2S compares  rms  bending 
moments measured or geometrically identical model wings made from ulnminum and from magnesium with calculated 
values scaled from bending moments measured on a geometrically identical but much stlffcr wing made from steel 
The experiment was designed so that some of the many parameters which are of importance In buffeting such as 
Mach number, Reynolds number, and reduced frequency were held essentially constant so that other factors, such 
as effects of damping on scaling relationships, could be evaluated.  The data are presentcJ lor three different scaling 
relationships used to scale the data from the steel model:   in Figure 4-11(a) both aerodynamic damping (calculated 
after Reference 4-23) and structural damping (measured under no-wind conditions) wire used in the scaling relation- 
ship; in Figure 4-1 Kb) aerodynamic damping only was used: and in Figure 4-11(c) only structural damping was used. 
It WUF concluded that the prediction based on aerodynamic damping only, which apparently contained compensating 
inaccuracies, provided values of buffeting loads which were closer to the measured values than those predi.-ted by 
the more complete analysis including both structural and aerodynamic damping.  There Is other evidence (References 
4-27 to 4-29, for example) to suggest that wing damping of solid metal wind tunnel models Is predominantly struc- 
tural.  It is apparent tha the character of system damping in bufiet flow needs further study. 

Attention will now be turned to some of the more common means of determining damping.   Analytical methods 
of determining aerodynamic damping are almost exclusively confined to empirical means based on m •asurements or 
based on aerodynamic theories applicable to attached subsonic or supersonic flow that bears little nation to (low 
i-vpciienced beyond the buffet boundary.   Structural damping is usually measured under "no-wind" conditions by 
various methods, as is total damping under flight or wind-on conditions.  The aerodynamic damping is taken to be 
the difference between "wind-on" and "wind-off damping.   It Is worth mentioning that both structural and aero- 
dynamic damping may very well be amplitude dependent so that in deducing aerodynamic damping from total 
damping measurements care should be taken that wind-on and wind-off measurements are made at the same ampli- 
tude or that .he variation with amplitude is established. 

Various methods of determining damping are presented in the literature (References 4-23 and 4-30 to 4-33. for 
example).   Reference 4-31 contains a general review of experimental techniques that are discussed in some detail 
A complicating factor In the measurement of damping under separated flow conditions, however, is the random 
response of the model, i.e., the damping generally must be measured as statistical means averaged over many cycles. 
A recently devised technique (Ref. 4-33) known as "random-dec" appears to be particularly attractive for determining 
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total damping under either full scale or wind tunnel model buffet flow conditions.  Basically, the method extracts 
the damped sinusoidal response of the structural vibration modes from the total structural response to either an 
externally applied force or, more importantly, to the random buffet excitation forces.   By averaging the measured 
response over a number of time-sweeps that are started at a given response amplitude, the response of the system 
to a "step input" is determined.  (The measured response of the system can be considered to be composed of the 
response to a step, an impulse, and a random force.  The response to an impulse and to a random force average to 
zero.) Damping is obtained in the same way as from a free vibration decay since the decrement or "random-dec 
signature" is representative of the tree vibration decay curve which would be obtained n the structure were displaced 
to the selected amplitude and suddenly let go.  For single-degree-of-freedom linear systems excited by white noise, 
the random-dec signature is identical in form to the autocorrelation function, but for multi-degree-of-freedom systems 
and nonlinear systems, it differs in that troublesome cross-products which occur in the autocorrelation of closely 
coupled modes are absent.  Real systems, of course, contain many modes und several techtttym can be used to 
reduce the response to an effective single-degree-of-freedom system for each mode of interest.  Figure 4-12 (Ref.4-33) 
shows an example of two forms of analysis from which damping measurements may be made.   Figure 4-12(a) shows 
the spectral density for an isolated mode obtained by Fast Fourier Transform of the time history of the response of 
a flat plate to thick turbulent boundary layer flow. The difficulty of determining dumping by measuring the band- 
width of the half-power point is obvious.   Figure 4-12(b) shows the random-dec signature for the same data set with 
damping measurements obtained from the well-known equation 

1     i     Yl In — 
2nN        Y, 

i =  T^T m T^ 

Note the consistent values of (,„ for N = 1.2, and 3. It is concluded in Reference 4-33 that for systems with 
modes closely spaced in frequency, application of the technique is not so straightforward and that further work is 
needed to deflne the limitations md precision of measurements for such cases. 

4.2.3.4    Generalized Mas« 

The final modal factor to be determined for the determination of buffet response from application of dynamic- 
relationships such as Equation (4-8) is the generalized mass.  (The reduced frequency,  k , is simply a function of 
modal frequency.)  Mass effects appear in the structural analysis of dynamic systems in the form (for a planar system) 

Mn   =   //m(x. y)h^x. y)dxdy 

generalized mass associated with mode  n 

(4-10) 

where 

M„ 
x, y physical coordinates 

hn(x. y) normalized deflection at  x. y 

m(x, y) mass per unit area at  x, y 

The integral can be evaluated for each mode by using either a known mass distribution and mode shape which have 
been determined experimentally or analytically: or the generalized mass can be determined directly by experimental 
means if the structure exists.  A widely used method (Ref. 4-34) considers the change in frequency caused by the 
addition of a small mass.   Briefly, if the generalized stiffness of the n^ vibration mode Is defined as 

K0   = M,wj| 

where  cjn is the natural frequency of the n* structural mode, and if it is assumed that the addition of a small 
known mass,  AM . does not change the generalized stiffness, then 

where 

hn.i 

Wn.A 

therefore 

Kn   =   (Mn + AM hiS.A)<A 

ratio of modal deflection at print where incremental mass is added to deflection at station for which 
generalized mass is desired 

natural frequency of n* mode with added mass  4M 

(Mn + AM hJ,A)<A  =  Mnw> 

w    _   ^Mhi* 

I 
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For each mode, AM  is known and 
AM hj ^  as a function of 

'•n.A'^n  m& "n.A  are measured.   In practice, it » convenient to plot 

\un,4/ 

for various values of AM .  The slope of this curve, evaluated over the linear portion near zero, is the generalized 
mass.  Difficulty may be experienced in applying the method if the modes are not well separated or if the damping 
is large.  The author of Section 4.2 is not aware of any recent significant advances that have been made in this area. 

4.2.4   SIMILARITY LAWS AND SCALING RELATIONSHIPS 

The similarity laws and scaling relationships for predicting from wind tunnel model tests the response of the 
full-scale airplane structure (in terms of root mean square accelerations, bending moments, etc.) to buffet flou condi- 
tions will now be discussed.  The similarity requirements will first be considered on the basis of what is necessary to 
predict quantitatively the response of specific aircraft configurations as contrasted to requirements for "trend studies". 
Then suitable relaxations of these requirements dictated by practical considerations and a more liberal interpretation 
of scaling relationships to meet less stringent objectives will be discussed. 

4.2.4.1     Relative Importance of Similarity Laws 

In principle, a model that meets the similarity requirements for flutter testing will also be suitable for direct 
scaling of buffet response to full scale values.  (However, there are considerations, to be discussed later, in addition 
to similarity requirements that make the design and construction of a dynamically scaled aeroelastic buffet model 
more difficult than a similar flutter model.) Discussions of the basic requirements for achuing dynamic similarity 
of model and full scale aircraft abound in the literature (References 4-35 to 4-38, for example) and will only be 
reviewed here briefly as they apply to transonic buffet loads studies.  The similarity requirements are generally 
deduced by applying the Buckingham II theorem of dimensional analysis or by examining the appropriate governing 
equations in non-dimensional form.  For a flexible body completely immersed in a fluid with relative motion between 
the body and the fluid these procedures result in independent nondimensional parameters which may be thought of 
as ratios of the potentially significant inertia, viscous, elastic, and gravity forces that act on the body and fluid.  The 
more important ones to be considered are: 

where 

(1) 
V 

a 
Mach number,  M 

(2) 
bu 

V 
reduced frequency, k 

O) 
m 

mass density ratio 

(4) 
pVb 

Reynolds number 

(5) 
bg 

Freude number 

a fluid free stream speed of sound 

V fluid free-stream velocity 

P fluid free-stream density 

H fluid free-stream dynamic viscosity 

i acceleration due to gravity 

b characteristic length 

CÜ characteristic oscillation frequency 

m body mass per unit length 

These five basic independent dimensionless parameters result from several assumptions regarding characteristics 
of the body and the fluid, i.e.:   (I) the fluid is compressible and behaves as a perfect gas but the velocity range is 
low enough so that effects of kinetic heating are insignificant: and (2) the body is completely immersed so that 
surface tension effects may be ignored.  Implicit in the five basic parameters is another, the ratio of the specific 
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heat of the fluid, 7 , and if dissipative forces are considered a further parameter, the ratio of structural damping to 
critical damping, CJC^ , may be added.   From these basic similarity parameters other dependent ratios relating 
model quantities to full scale quantities may be derived.   If these dimensionless parameters have the same values for 
the model and the full scale aircraft and the mass, stiffness, and to a lesser degree the damping distributions are the 
same for the model and full scale aircraft, then the flexible and rigid body response or behavior of the model will 
be similar to the aircraft providing the model i> geometrically similar to the aircraft, orientation to the airflow is 
similar to that of the aircraft, and the model supported in a manner that does not significantly affect the model 
response or behavior. 

The simultaneous satisfaction of all the similarity parameters in a single 1111 del or test is not practical.  The degree 
to which the various paranirters may be ignored or approximated is a function >f the test objective and the available 
tunnel performance.  For example, if the purpose of the test is to determine buffet response at high angles of attack 
at relatively low speeds the Mad number need not be the same, whereas, for response at high speeds the model and 
airplane Mach numbers should üeflnitely be simulated.  The gravitational parameter is not usually simulated except 
for studies where static deflections or aeroelastic deformations are important.  Full scale values of Reynolds number 
are quite difficult to achieve because of wind tunnel performance limitations and the conflicting requirements of 
other similarity parameters.  Viscous flow phenomena, including boundary layer type, thickness, and separation condi- 
tions are influenced in varying degrees by the value of the Reynolds number, and so this parameter would appear to 
be somewhat more significant for buffet studies than for flutter tests.  Although the locations of local shocks and 
the commencement of local separated flow may be Reynolds nutrber dependent in varying degrees depending on the 
particular aerodynamic configuration, there is some experimental evidence to suggest that the integrated effects on 
the structural response and even on total lift may be small.   For example, in Reference 4-20 which compares buffet 
pressures measured in flight with wind tunnel data (Reynolds number range approximately 3-20 million), it is 
concluded that for a sharp unswept wing at Mach numbers to 0.7 Reynolds number effects were small.  Figures 4-13 
and 4-14 taken from Reference 4-39 provide some further evidence from wind tunnel/flight comparisons.  The data 
are from measurements made on a complete dynamically scaled aeroelastic buffet model being flown on a cable 
mount system at model Reynolds numbers of 0.87 to 1.33 million compared to flight values of 20 to 28 million. 
(The Reynolds numbers mentioned on page 10 of Reference 4-39 are, in fact Reynolds number per foot rather than 
absolute values as stated.) Figure 4-13 compares the model and full scale variation of normal force coefficient, CN , 
with angle of attack well beyond the buffet boundary.  The model and airplane values are seen to agree reasonably 
well except for the 72 dexree sweep case.   Figure 4-14 compares model and airplane buffet onset (in terms of normal 
force coefficient) and buffet boundary penetration as a function of Mach number.   Again, the model predicted 
buffet boundary agrees well with flight values except for the high sweep condition.  Thus, although the locations of 
local shocks and commencement of separated flow may have been different for the airplane and model, their inte- 
grated effects on the structural response apparently were small, at least for the lower sweep cases.   Reynolds number 
effects on aerodynamic simulation are discussed extensively in Reference 4-40.  Just how much the Reynolds number 
requirements nay be relaxed for buffet flow conditions has not been conclusively established in the literature, and 
further studies are needed.  For the present, because of wind-tunnel performance limitations, practical model fabrica- 
tion considerations, and the overriding importance of testing the model at a mass-density ratio comparable to that 
of the airplane, no attempt normally is made to simulate Reynolds number in high speed flutter models and the same 
compromise has to be made for high speed buffet response models.  From similar considerations the gravitational 
parameter (Froude number) is usually ignored. 

The total damping is certainly an important parameter in structural response buffet tests.  Unfortunately, 
modeling technology has not advanced to the point where it is possible to simulate full scale structural damping 
(even assuming it is known) so attfrpt; ire usually limited to keeping the model structural damping to reasonably 
small fractions of critical damping.  The rationale is that the structural damping is a relatively small part of the total 
damping and therefore its significance is lessened. This assumption is not always valid, of course.  For example the 
buffet boundary may be quite close to the flutter boundary in which case the aerodynamic damping might be very 
small indeed. 

The ratio of specific heats similarity parameter is generally automatically satisfied when the model tests are 
conducted in air.  (The satisfaction of this parameter provides similarity in the compressible behavior of the gas under 
adiabatic conditions and is necess?, y for exact similarity of the flow pattern.)  However, tests in gases heavier than 
air offer several advantages incluUi.ig easier model construction, higher Reynolds numbers, and lower tunnel power 
requirements (see Reference 4-41 and 4-42, for example), and there is evidence that it is not always necessary to 
satisfy this condition for Mach numbers less than about 1.4. (Freon-12 is routinely used in the NASA Langley 
Research Center Transonic Dynamics Tunnel for flutter and buffet response tests.)  However, for tests where local 
shock location is critically important the parameter can be significant. 

For buffet model response studies with the objective of predicting full scale buffet loads quantitatively the 
mass density and reduced frequency similarity parameters are as important as they are in flutter proof-tests, and 
much effort is made to have these parameters the same for model and full scale aircraft.  At best, however, the para- 
meters are strictly satisfied in a single model only for the tunnel/flight conditions chosen as the design point.  It is 
generally assumed that the slight deviations from these parameters caused by testing at conditions not far removed 
from the design point do not significantly affect flow-response similarity and that the resulting model measurements 
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at a particular velocity (or Mich number for high speed tests) may be scaled to other altitudes or densities by applica- 
tion of suitable scaling relationships 

4.2.4.2     Scaling Relationdiips for Structural Response 

Once a geometrically similar model has been constructed so that the stiffness and mass distributions are similar 
to the full scale aircraft, and the values of stiffness and mass are reasonably close to the values dictated by the simi- 
larity parameters, for the model measurements to be useful to predict full scale structural loads the necessary buffet 
response scaling relationships must be known.  The theoretical buffet model which relates the various important 
structural and aerodynamic quantities (Equation (4-8) in Section 4.2.3.1) may serve as a basis for developing a scaling 
relationship for root-mean-square buffet acceleration.  Taking the subscript  r  to indicate airplane-to-model ratio, 
and subscripts M   and  A  to refer to model and airplane quantities respectively. Equation (4-8) may be written 

^i£I C"/n-M 

"'n.A . 

^L,n<kn)lra
J(to)„.M (4-11) 

where the generalized mass,  Mn . has been replaced by thr physical mass ratio,   m,  (since the full-scale and model 
shapes are optimally identical). 

For a dynamically scaled aeroclastic buffet model that meets the similarity requirements so that it responds In 
vibration modes similar to those of the aircraft the terms kn r and   |fi.,n(kn)|r optimally will be unity when the 
model is tested at design point flow conditions.   Because of variations of the speed of sound in the wind tunnel with 
respect to the speed of sound in flight the actual reduced frequency,  k,, r, will vary slightly from unity and, there- 
fore, the term will be retained for increased scaling accuracy since it is readily measurable.  Although the power 
spectrum of the effective random aerodynamic lift coefficient ratio,   i^i.n"^^ ■ 's a ^unction of reduced stiffness, 
for small variations it is assumed to remain at unity.  At the scaling design point flow conditions, the damping term 
in brackets in Equation (4-9) will normally be very near unity for dynamically scaled aeroelastic models with rela- 
tively low structural damping.  However, this is not true for model test conditions removed from the design point, 
or for tests in flow conditions where the aerodynamic damping is relatively small, unless the model and airplane 
structural damping are identical.  The value of the damping term may be evaluated by measuring the model aero- 
dynamic damping and structural damping, calculating the airplane aerodynamic damping from the relationship- - 

KJ\ /C. \ 
(see Reference 4-23, for example) and estimating or measuring the airplane 

I.A        ^ """n/r^cr/njn 
bru>r 
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structural damping.  The reduced frequency ratio, kn 

(although in practice there is usually some variation in frequency ratio, 
may therefore be written 

is generally taken to be the same for all modes 

for the various modes).  Equation (4-11) 

»2(t.)T.A   -   b?q?kr -j-   2 
>"?    ft  (CT/Ccr)rJ1 

a1 (to), <"ll,M (4-12) 

where 

(ST.)      m     VC« Ccr/n.A 

Vcr ^cr'n.M 

An expression similar to Equation (4-12) can be derived for the airplane root-mean-square buffet bending 
moment at a particular location 

''(toV.A   =   b?qr
Jkr T   ,r    '   ;     "'UOVM (4-13) 

Actually it is not generally possible to measure directly the bending moment  "(IOVM   or acceleration  a(t0)n M 

buffet response of the model in a particular mode.   Rather, the total response at a particular location  o({0)M  is 
measured and the "modal composition" of the indicated response is estimated from power spectra.  Several condi- 
tions are inferred in this application of the scaling relationships:   (I) the "natural vibration modes" of importance 
in the total response can be identified, are well separated, and are lowly damped: (2) the total measured model 
response can be treated as a summation of individual modal responses. 
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and (3) the structural and aerodynamic damping of the modes are known or can be estimated.   Further, it should 
be noted that Equations (4-12) and (4-13) relate measurements made on the model at a particular location to full 
scale values at the same location.   If full scale maximum response values are desired (as is usually the case) and for 
some reason the measurements are made on the model at a location different from that where the maximum bending 
moments or accelerations occur or if a distribution of the loads is desired from a single location measurement, then 
a measurement location "sensitwity factor" must be determined for each contributing vibration mode.  This may be 
accumplished in principle by calculating the bending moment and/or acceleration distributions due to inertia loading 
per unit deflection for motion in each mode. 

4.2.5    MODEL TESTING 

Rigorous application of buffet scaling relationships such as Equations (4-10) and (4-11) is seldom possible so 
that certain simplifying assumptions are usually required, depending on the type and purpose of the test.  There are 
basically two different methods of quantitatively predicting aircraft buffet response:  (I) measure buffet accelerations 
or strains on a dynamically scaled aeroelastic model (References 4-39 and 4-43. for example) and (2) measure the 
pressure fluctuations on a nominally rigid model and then calculate the dynamic response when these pressures act 
on the flexible structure (Reference 4-2. for example).  Each method has its advantages and disadvantages.  The 
practical application of these and other relationships will now be discussed for several types of buffet studies. 

4.2.5.1     Dynamically Scaled Aeroelastic Models 

The most dtrect approach for predicting full scale buffet response loads with a minimum of scaling assumptions 
is the measureme.it of the buffet responses of a reduced size dynamically scaled aeroelastic model supported in wind 
tunnel flow that accurately simulates the airflow over the airplane in a manner such that the model and airplane 
degrees of freedom and inertia loads are properly related.  In theory, buffet response predictions based on this 
approach should be the most accurate of the several methods to be discussed.   In practice, it is impossible to meet 
all the above requirements and certain assumptions still are required concerning the significance of the effects of 
parameters over which little control can be exercised.  For instance, pitch rate effects are usually assumed to be 
negligible for rates applicable to a maneuvering aircraft.   Also, it is usually necessary to assume that wind-on mode 
shapes are essentially the same as wind-off shapes, that there are no significant differences in model and airplane 
mode shapes that are important in the buffet response, and that the model and airplane structural damping in a 
particular mode is independent of vibration amplitude, temperature, and flow conditions.   A major disadvantage of 
the approach is the complex and costly modeling requirements, but some conditions or circumstances make the 
dynamically scaled aeroelastic model test the desirable approach.  For insunce, when a complete flutter model is 
required or is desirable for flutter proof tests to minimize expensive flight flutter testing, the extra expense required 
to make the model suitable for buffet loads testing (primarily due to strength and instrumentation considerations) 
may be acceptable.  The approach may also be desirable when components other than the wing are considered to be 
buffet critical. When a maneuvering aircraft "penetrates the buffet boundary" each part of the aircraft experiences 
its own boundary.   Although attention is usually focused on the wing response as a function of increasing angle of 
attack, for example it is possible that an all movable horizontal tail, suddenly deflected for an abrupt pull-up 
maneuver, may be the first component to experience buffeting conditions.   In fact, there have been several instances 
where the design loads on tail surfaces have been exceeded due to buffeting.  Although the horizontal tail is normally 
considered to be the critical tail component, during recent wind-tunnel buffet studies on a fighter airplane it was 
found that the critical components at high angles of attack were the vertical tails which were vibrating primarily in 
a torsion mode. Of course, when buffeting flow Is encountered anywhere on the aircraft the entire structure responds, 
with the load or acceleration intensities varying over the aircraft according to Its structural characteristics.  The 
highly maneuverable high performance Tighter, typically flown well Into the buffet boundary, and subject to buffet 
«low due to shock-boundary layer interaction, high angle of attack, and wake Impingement presents a formidable 
challenge to predict the response characteristics.  It has generally been found that even for these conditions, the 
critical consideration Is not the wing buffet loads but rather II) vibrations which subject fire control, navigation and 
reconnaissance equipment, instruments, and crew to a more severe operational environment and increase fatigue; 
(2) degradation of performance through Increased drag and decreased lateral stability which detracts from tracking 
capability; and 13) as mentioned previously, excessive structural loads on tall and control surfaces. 

When complete aircraft buffet response acceleration and load predictions are required, the dynamically scaled 
aeroelastic model test would seem to offer the best hope of obtaining suitable data.   This technique has been evaluated 
in Reference 4-39 by comparing the scaled buffet bending moments and accelerations measured on a 1/8-scale flutter 
model of a variable-sweep fighter airplane with those measured In a flight buffet research program (Ref. 4-44).   The 
model was "flown" on a cable mount system with a lift balancing device which counteracted the lift In excess of 
the model weight, thus allowing the model to be flown under conditions simulating high load factors (neglecting 
inertia and rale effects, of course).   Figure 4-15 Is a schematic representation of the system which was designed to 
provide a relatively constant low level spring rate so that the model could respond in rigid and elastic body dynamic 
motions with a minimum of restraint. 
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Figure 4-16(a) compares the airplane buffet response with model-predicted values (using scaling relationships 
shown in Equations (4-12) and (4-13)) of wing and horizontal tail  rms bending moments and   rms accelerations at 
the center of gravity.  The data are typical in that the full scale buffet bending moments on the wing and horizontal 
tails and the e.g. buffet accelerations predicted from the model data agreed well with airplane values at all Mach 
numbers at a wing sweep angle of 26°.   At a wing sweep angle of SO" the agreement was reasonably good at all Mach 
numbers tested for the wing bending moments, but the correlation of the model and airplane e.g. accelerations and 
horizontal tail bending moments was not is good at the higher Mach numbers.  At 72° sweep. Figure 4-l6(b), both 
the airplane and model data exhibit a large degree of randomness at extremely low levels of buffet response which 
make evaluation of the correlation difficult. 

Figure 4-17 shows sample comparisons of the model and airplane wing and horizontal tail bending moment 
response spectra.   For the horizontal tail the model response is primarily in the horizontal tail first symmetry 
bending mode with secondary response in the fuselage vertical bending mode.   Unpublished airplane spectra indicate 
that the primary response varied between horizontal-tail bending and fuselage vertical bending depending on flight 
condition and whether the right or left tail was being considered.  For the wing the model and airplane spectra are 
almost identical with the response of botli being primarily in the first symmetrical bending mode.   It is this charac- 
teristic of wing buffet response that makes possible the use of much simplified models (to be discussed next) under 
certain conditions to estimate full scale wing response.  Except for the wing, however, power spectral density analyses 
of the model response to buffet flow showed that the indicated modal composition of the total measured response 
was dependent on the type and location of the measurement, wing sweep angle. Mach number, and, in some cases, 
the depth of penetration into the buffet region. 

4.2.5.2     Stiff but Responding Models 

In the dynamically scaled aeroeiastic model approach to predicting absolute values of full scale buffet loads the 
reduced stiffness and mass density similarity ratios and the stiffness and mass distributions are satisfied by design so that, 
assuming an adequate model, the modal response of the model is identical to that of the full scale airplane. Therefore, all 
the quantities needed in Equation (4-11) to scale model response loads to full scale values are either identically unity or 
can be explicitly measured or calculated except for full scale structural damping. Variants of this approach may be used 
to gain insight into the buffet phenomena, to investigate the validity of certain assumptions made in theoretical modeling, 
and to estimate relative intensity levels and boundary penetration characteristics of different geometrical configurations. 
For instance, considerable information may be deduced about wing buffet onset conditions and the relative rise in 
response intensity with buffet boundary penetration by measuring the wing bending moment response of conventional 
"semi-rigid" wind tunnel models (References 4-24,4-45 .and 4-46). This method may be valid when the conventional wind 
tunnel model wing first bending mode is similar in shape and scaled frequency to that of the full-scale aircraft and the 
model structural damping is reasonably low. One must also assume the response of the wing is in the first bending mode 
only, and that the responses of other components of the structure are isolated and do not influence the response of the 
component being evaluated. The use of this type of model is generally restricted to wing buffet studies   primarily for 
buffet onset, but in some instances for load intensities as the buffet boundary is penetrated or the aerodynamic configu- 
ration changed. Buffet onset predictions have generally been good using this technique. The prediction of absolute buffet 
loads on wings has met with varying degrees of success, likely depending on the relative magnitudes of model structural 
and aerodynamic damping, mass density ratio, and tunnel turbulence levels. The method has been used since the early 
fifties but wind tunnel/flight correlation buffet loads data are sparse. Figures 4-18(a) and 4-18(b) from Reference 4-24 and 
Figure 4-18(c) from Reference 4-47 are indicative of results achieved using this technique. 

A reflneim-ul of this approach that makes use of "stiff conventional models to predict maximum fiiglil penetra- 
tion buffet boundaries is suggested in Reference 4-46.   The basic hypothesis is that the tunnel turbulenee or unsteadi- 
ness (which must be known in terms of unsteady pressure or flow angle power spectra) can be used as a given level 
of aerodynamic excitation to calibrate the model response at the wing lundamen' ij frequency, and hence to derive 
huffeting coefficients from buffet strain measurements on the wing.   Figure 4-lt' from Reference 4-8 illustrates a 
recent lest of this hypothesis.  The method is discussed fully In Chapter 7 on Buffet Definition and Criteria. 

4.2.S.3     "Rigid" Buffet Pressure Models 

Both the dynamieally scaled aeroelastle model approach and tests on "stiff" but responding models make use of 
measurements of model response to predict full scale buffet eharaeteristies.   A completely different approach makes 
use of measurements of buffet fluetuating pressures on "rigid" models to predict analytically the full scale buffet 
loads on the flexible aircraft.   The term "rigid" is meant to Imply that no significant model response mode occurs 
at frequencies In the vicinity of the sealed frequency at which buffeting Intensity Is to be predicted on the full scale 
aircraft.   The method, briefly outlined here, will be discussed in some detail in Section 4.3 of this chapter.   Basically 
the method entails 11) the measurement of the unsteady pressure distribution on the rigid nuHlel in terms of root- 
mean-square pressure levels on prescribed areas, power and erosspower spectral density functions and correlation 
functions: (21 definition of the dynamic characteristics of the aircraft analytically or by vibration tests: (3) combining 
pressure and modal dlsplaeemenl data to yield the buffet forcing I'linetlon: and (4) applying the forcing function to 
the elastic system to compute the required buffet response loads and displacements.   The practical appllcallon of the 
method requires many assumptions at each stage, particularly in the generation of the buffet forcing function, and 
requires that an estimate of the aerodynamic damping be available.  This approach has been used (Ref.4-21 to 
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calculate bulTcting at low speeds of a slender wing with a leading-edge vortex.  A modification to this approach has 
been used in Reference 4-4H to calculate the buffet response of a swept wing fighter at transonic speeds.  A 1/10 
scale conventional wind tunnel model was used in this series of tests designed to learn as much about the buffet flow 
field as possible.  Here the "rigid" model did have scaled frequencies near those of the full scale airplane which implies 
an assumption that any wing motion effects on the buffet flow were the same for model and full scale airplane. 
Figure 4-20 from Reference 4-48 compares predicted and measured accleration responses at Marh number of 0.79 
:ind O.1»:.  predicted spectra are shown for two different modal damping distributions.  One distribution was obtained 
from the sum of ;!ie s.rudural and aerodynamic damping (obtained from velocity versus damping flutter solutions) 
in each of 20 wing mui'ei used in the analysis.  The other was obtained from a constant damping ratio of 0.0S used 
for all 20 modes.  The runner in which the damping was considered is seen to have little effect on the spectra com 
pared to the differences between the measured and predicted responses.  The authors of Reference 4-48 conclude that 
•he agreement is reasonable anu note that the specific method employed is considered a "first generation" approach 
to which refinements in technu|ue may be added. 

4.i   RESPONSE ANALYSIS FOR RANDOM EXCITATION* by C.llwang 

4J.1    SURVEY 

In a transonic maneuver, the flight attitude of the aircraft changes continuously.   As a result, the so-called steady 
pressures on the lifting surfaces change with time.  The steady state pressures are essentially deterministic, i.e.. their 
distribution is dependent only on flight condition parameters such as the Mach number and altitude, the angle of 
attack, the pitch rate, the Hap settings, etc.   An exception is that load redistribution may occur due to shock oscilla- 
tions even though the flight condition remains unchanged.   In addition to the steady state pressures, fluctuating 
dynamic pressures also exist which may excite the aircraft and cause instability.   In aircraft buffet, as the separated 
flow develops on the wing surface, the magnitudes of the dynamic pressures increase substantially.   It is not un- 
common lor the pressure power spectral density (PSD) to increase 20 db or more in a wide frequency range as the 
local How becomes separated.  The dynamic pressures are random in nature, i.e.. even though their overall amplitudes 
and frequency content are predictable under a given condition, their explicit time histories cannot be predicted. 
This section deals with the processing and analysis of random buffet pressure data and also the analysis of the air- 
craft's response to excitation by the random pressure loads. 

4.3.1.1     Buffet Pressure and Aircraft Response Data 

In aircraft buffet test, the steady state pressure data may be acquired using regular pressure taps.  The dynamic 
pressures on the aircraft wing and other surfaces may be measured by miniaturised differential pressure transducers 
featuring a diaphragm sensor and semiconductor gages.   The detail instrumentation and recording techniques, as well 
as test results obtained in recent aircraft buffet test programs, are described in Chapter 9 on Buffet Flight Test 
Techniques. 

In order to illustrate the nature of the random pressures and the response data, as well as the analytical tech- 
niques used in processing these data, typical time history plots based on flight test results are presented in Figures 
4-21 to 4-2.1.  The data were acquired during flight tests of a Northrop F-5A single scat fighter at Mach number 
M0 = 0.925   and an altitude of lO.fihK m (Ref.4-49).   Specifically, four time histories of dynamic pressure transducer 
outputs for the F-5A aircraft with all flaps retracted arc shown in Figure 4-21.   In the figure, the elapsed time in 
seconds is indicated at the lop of the plot.   Also indicated is the instantaneous angle of attack.   Pressure Transducer 
Number 4 was located at a 85'; semi-span and 90'; chordwise position on the top surface of the right wing.   The 
data shows a substantial decrease in pressure (increase in lift) as the angle of attack was increased.  This is consistent 
with the flow behavior prior to and during the development of a shock-induced separation wake on the airfoil surface. 
The remaining traces of Figure 4-21 give the steady state and low-frequency pressure data for a SS'"' semi-span loca- 
tion on the bottom surface of the right wing.   The three traces are for 20'';. (S0'7 and 90^ chordwise positions. 
Transducer Number 19, 20. and 21 respectively. 

Typical dynamic pressure data with steady stale pressure components filtered out are shown in Figure 4-22. 
The three pressure transducers (Nos 1. 2. and 3) were located at 85'" semi-span and 20%, 40'r. 60* chordwise posi- 
tions.   Typical response data in the form of normal and longitudinal accelerations at the center of gravity (CG) and 
norniul accelerations at the wing tip arc given in Figure 4-23.   These plots indicate that the buffet pressure and res- 
ponse data are random and non-stationary.   This point will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs. 

4.3.2   PROCESSING OF RANDOM DATA 

In a transonic maneuver, the flow field surrounding the buffeting aircraft is transient and highly nonlinear.  The 
dynamic pressures exerted on the aircraft are random.   Nevertheless, certain statistical and spectral properties based 

•   The niü|iir lunlciils ol llus section were >>hljined in Ihc process of peiforming woik under ("onliacl NAS2-M75 sponsored by 
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on the temporal and spatial correlations of the local dynamic pressures may be determined.  The spectral processing 
transforms the random pressure (and response) data into functions and expressions which arc better subject to analysis. 
The processing techniques used for aircraft buffeting studies are described briefly in this section. 

The real time random pressure data are usually recorded in PCM or FM format. (See Chapter 9 which reviews 
buffeting flight test recording techniques.) The flight data tapes are processed directly in an analog fashion, or they 
are converted into digital data tapes for further processing. Some modern analog processing equipments are actually 
hybrid machines, i.e., a digital technique is used for intermediate data storage within the processors. In either case. 
the basic theory of processing the random data is the same. 

4.3.2.1     Temporal and Spatial Correlations of Random Data 

Under certain conditions tto be described later), one or more sets of random data, obtained within a finite time 
span, may be used to generate the correlation and spectral functions.  Consider a single random function  x(t) 
observed over time span  (0, T). The auto-correlation function of x(t) is: 

R,(T) Lim 
T-.00 H x(t) x(t + T)dt (4-14) 

The auto-correlation function  Rx(r) has a time parameter r .  The mean value of /ix  may be computed in terms 
of the auto-correlation function as r approaches infinity (or a very laige time span in a practical case): 

N/RX«0^ (4-15) 

The auto-correlation function est-iblishes the influence of the basic function value at any time over values at a 
future time.  The variation of Rx(r)  with respect to the parameter r  is determined by the frequency make-up of 
the random data  x(t).  A well known relation between the auto-correlation function and the power spectral density 
(PSD) function is that the Fourier transform of the auto-correlation function yields the one-sided PSD of the same 
basic function: 

0.(w)  =   —J     Rx(r)e-'WTdr 
It     '-OD 

(4-16) 

The PSD function  0x(u)  may be defined a^ the mean square value of a function   x(t)  within a narrow frequency 
range   Aw : 

I 
0.(aj)   =    Lim    Lim 

iw-»o T-"» AwT vo 
f   x3(t, u. Aa;)dt (4-17) 

where   x(t, CJ. Au))  is the time function of  x(t)   as processed by a narrow band filter with center frequency   u 
and bandwidth   Aw .   A typical auto-correlation function (not normali/ed) and the corresponding PSD function for 
a set of pressure data measured near the wing tip of the F-5A aircraft during a buffet test are shown in Figures 
2-24 and 2-25 respectively.  The time interval   T  during which the data were collected was H.20 seconds.   The wing 
location at which the pressure data were measured was under separated How so that the PSD level was high as com- 
pared to the unseparated flow case.   This point will be explained later. 

In buffet pressure measurements, the time variation of the pressure acquired at a fixed station is random. Of 
interest is the interrelationship between the random pressure data acquired at two distinct stations. This interrelation- 
ship is examined by the cross-correlation function. The cross-correlation function is a measure of whether the two 
sets of random data are working in unison (perfectly correlated), are physically unrelated (zero correlation), or are 
somewhere in between. For two random time functions, x(t) and y(t). the cross-correlation function is defined 
as: 

1    fT 
Rxv(r)  =    Lim   — /    x(t) y(t + r Ut (4-1H) 

Similar to the case of the auto-correlation, the Fourier transform of the cross-correlation function yields the cross 
spectral density function of Ihe two random functions   x(f)  and   y(t).  The one-sided cross spectral density fuiKtion 
0xy(bJ)   is defined as: 

i>xv(<j)   =   ("   (u)      i Oxv(tJ) «> xy' 

C-Jui)  =    Lim     Lim    C ^ W- Aolyd. u>. Aumll 

(4-1')) 

(4-:o) 

1        fT 
Qxv(a;)  =    Lim     Lim |    x(t. u). Atj)y0(t. CJ. Auldt xy Aw-o T—  AwT Jn 

(4-21( 
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where i =y/-~f ■ CXy(u) ind QXy(w) are called the co-spectral density and quadrature spectral density functions, 
respectively.  y0(y, tj. Aw) represents the band-pass-filtered functions of y(t)  with a 90° phase shift.  The relation 
between ^Xy(cj) and Rxy(r) 

0xy(w) 
I  f- ; C *" (r)e iu)T dT (4-::) 

The auto and cross-spectral density functions of the buffet pressures are essential inputs for aircraft response 
computations.  This point will be explained in Section 4.3.3.  Furthermore, to determine whether the random time 
functions  x(t) and  y(t) are caused by the same physical source, or whether a certain degree of correlation exists 
between the two sets of data, the coherence function  7XV(üJ)  is applied.  It is defined as follows: 

7iy(w» 
0xy(">|: 

0X(CJ) 0y(w) 
<   I (4-23) 

Figure 4-26 presents the various spectral functions as denned in Equations (4-18), (4-22), and (4-23) correspon- 
ding to the random pressure data measured at two neighboring stations at the 85% semi-span location on the F-SA wing. 
The correlation function is shown in the lower right comer of the figure.  The modulus and phase angle of 0X> (w) 
are presented on the left hand side of the figure, while the coherence function is shown at the upper right corner. 
The phase angle plot indicates that the two sets of pressure data are mostly in phase within the covered frequency 
range (4  60 Hz).  The value of the coherence function is fairly high.  These observations indicate that the dynamic 
pressures are possibly caused by a single physical source (shock or turbulent shear How. etc.). 

For cases where the buffet pressures at two locations are known to be caused by the same source, it is expected 
that their auto-correlation functions and auto power spectra would be of the same general shapes.   A plausible model 
of the correlation function for measurements at any two locations,  x  and  y , was proposed in Reference 4-48 
(Equations 5-8, p.43) as: 

Rxy(r, r) ov oxp(-6lrl)p0(r - /) (4-24) 

where  ox  and  oy  denote the  mis values (with zero mean),  r is the distance between the two locations.  5 is the 
spatial decay coefficient, r is time,  r'  relates to the time of convection of the pressure from one point to the other 
and  Po denotes the nomulized auto-correlation function.  Based on the above assumption of identical or near- 
identical auto-correlation functions (different only in amplitude), the phase angle  6  of the cross spectral density 
0xy   and the cross-correlation coefficient  pxy(r, r')   may be expressed as follows: 

P   =   -2irfr' 

pxy(r, r') -- exp(—4 irl)  ~ 7xy(r, f) . 

(4-25) 

(4-26) 

In Equation (4-26), 7Xy  is the square root of the coherence function as defined in Equation (4 23).  Apparently. 
y^y   is assumed to be independent of frequency   f.   Based on Equation (4-26). the spatial decay constant  5  may 
be determined.   Processing of flight test data indicates that the above condition was true only for limited locations 
lor certain flight maneuvers.   For instance, based on dynamic pressure data obtained from the F-5A aircraft 
(M0 = 0.925.   h = 1C.668 m) . contours on the wing surface of equal  7XV   for Station Number 2 (HS'V semi-span. 
40'; chordwise location) can be plotted, as shown in Figure 4-27.   The contours are plotted only in the wing region 
where the convection effect was observed, and the approximate formulation of Equation (4-261 was applicable. 

4.3.2.2     Stationarity of Random Data 

In a random process, a measure of the consist« ncy of the data is determined by the stationarity of the data 
For a single set of random data, the mean value  |ux(ti)  and the auto-correlation function   Rx(t|. t, + Tl  are 
computed based on a given sampling time   t, .   |Rx(t,.t| + r)   ma> also be written as Rxx(t1. t|   ^r).|   ll'Ihesetwo 
functions remain unchanged when the sampling time   t,   is varied, then the original function   xll)   is called weakly 
stationary.   In a more exact sense, if all the moments and joint moments (e.g..   Rxxx(l|, t, + Ti. t, + r;)| are 
independent of the sampling time   t, . then the data are called strongly stationary.   The definitim of stationarily may 
be extended to more than one set of random data (sec for instance, p.71 in Reference 4-7).   Strictly speaking, only 
stationary random data may be processed into meaningful correlation functions and auto and cross spectral functions 
as they are described in this section. 

The stationarity of the random data is essentially a measure of whether the basic physical phenomenon which 
causes the random process remains unchanged (with respect to lime I during the process.   For mslance. in Iransonic 
wind tunnel testing of a scaled model, as long as the model altitude and the lunnel How condilions remain unclianged. 
Ihe random buffet pressure acquired are stationary or nearly stationary    On the other hand, in a typical transonic 
flight maneuver (which may last from 12 to 30 seconds), where the aircraft"s angle of attack and other flight condi- 
tion parameters change continuously. Ihe resulting pressure data obtained in a long lime span (relative to the maneuver 
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time) are non-stationary.  An approximate method dealing with the nonstationary random data assumes that the 
random function(s) may be divided into a finite number of time segments. Within each time segment, the random 
data may be represented by the product of a deterministic function and a stationary random function.  The complete 
random function is then called segmentwisc stationary.   This method may be applied to the response analysis of a 
buffeting aircraft, the details of which will be discussed later in Section 4.3.4. 

4.3.2.3     Digital Techniques and Error Estimate in Spectral Processing 

The pressure and response data of an aircraft in a transonic maneuver are acquired by transducers and other 
instruments in a continuous fashion (i.e., in analog format).   In order to have the data processed by a digital computer, 
the analog data have to be digitized.  To accomplish this, the analog data are transcribed at regular sampling time 
intervals and the results are recorded on a digital tape.   The sampling rate and the total number of samples to be 
processed are determined by such factors as the data length, the performance specifications of the instrumentation 
and recording system, the capacity and allowable processing time of the digital equipment, as well as the requirements 
of the spectral data (frequency range and resolution, acceptable range of standard error, etc.) to be obtained from 
the digital tapes. 

In determining the sampling rate, a major consideration is the aliasing error introduced in digitization.   Briefly, 
the spectral data cut-off frequency (Nyquist frequency) is determined by the sampling time interval  h : 

r' " 3h 
(4-27) 

The cut-off frequency is usually selected in such a way that it is equal to one and one-half or two times the maximum 
frequency of interest.  After  fc has been selected, and if the analog data are not properly filtered prior to or during 
digitization, then the frequency components higher than   fc   may bi erroneously introduced into the working fre- 
quency range and mixed with the genuine spectral data.  The error thus introduced is called the aliasing error.  More 
detailed descriptions of the problem are contained in special texts on digital processing (for instance. References 
4-7 and 4-50). 

In Equations (4-16) to (4-18) and (4-20) to (4-22) dealing with the correlation and power spectral density func- 
tions, it is assumed that the basic random data cover an mfi.'ilc time span and that their Fourier components are 
integrable within the time span.  In reality, test data are available only in a finite time span so that truncations of 
the integrals are necessary.  The effect of the truncation is to impose a so-called boxcar function   uT'(r)   to the 
integrand.   The boxcar function is defined as: 

uT'(r) = i,   ifi<r 

UT'(T)   =   0.      Irl > T' 
(4-28) 

It is noted that  T' , the truncated half time span, is different from the data time span T  used in Equations 
(4-14), (4-17), etc.  With the above definition, the truncated integral of Equation (4-16) for the one-sided PSD is: 

0k(w) =  —/"   uT'(T)R.(r)e",wfdT (4-29) 

The truncation causes the true PSD 0x(tj) of the random data to be masked by a spectral window of the type 
(sin x/X) ■   " can be shown that the tnmcated PSD and the true PSD functions are related by the following equation: 

«X(CJ)  =     [ 
sin (w     o/lT'       , 

0, (CJ) 2  ; do) (4-30) 

where  CJ'  is a dummy circular frequency and T'  is the truncated half time span.  The error introduced by 
Equation (4-30) in spectral processing is called the leakage error.   In digital processing, the PSD leakage ,,ror is de- 
pendent on the finite lag time TI11(=T') of the correlation functions.  (Tin = mh . where  in   is the maximum 
lag value and h is the sampling time increment used in correlation function computation.) The undesirable leakage In 
digital spectral processing using truncated data may be minimized through the use of special compensating windows. 
The windows commonly used for this purpose are the llann window and the Hamming window (see, for instance. 
Reference 4-7).  The application of these windows may he affected through the modification of either the real time 
digital data or the computed PSD function (with bandwidth   Bc * l/mh). The statistical error in PSD processing 
is defined as the normalized standard error e , which is the ratio of the standard deviation of the PSD estimate 
from the sample record to the standard deviation of the true PSD function.   Based on variance computation, it can 
be shown that without compensation: 

e   *  (BCT)- (4-31) 



where  Be  is as defined above and T is the time span.  Thus, the requirements of stationarity (i.e., small  T ), a 
high degree of frequency resolution, a broad frequency range, and a minimum normalized standard error pose con- 
flicting conditions on the processed data.  It is then important to weigh these factors and to determine the most 
appropriate time span, sampling rate, and resolution frequency(s) for spectral processing. 

Reference 4-49 reports on an error study made during the spectral processing of buffet data by varying the 
processing parameters.  The dynamic data at a 33% semi-span, 80'! chordwise position were proce^st-J in two ways. 
Firstly, the PSD data were generated using a low frequency digital tape covering a time span T of 4.096 seconds. 
The low frequency tape had a frame rate of 1000 per second.  The effective resolution frequency   Be  used in the 
process was 0.9766 Hz.  The normalized standard error was then 

€  *  (BeTr 0.500 

The PSD's for the same data recorded on a higher frequency digital tape were also generated.  The high frequency 
tape had a frame rate of 5000 per second.  The cut-off frequency of this tape was 2500 Hz.  With  T = 4.920 seconds, 
B- = 9.766 Hz, the normalized standard error was; 

(BeT)- 0.144 

The PSD data obtained from the high and low frequency tapes are plotted in Figure 4-28.  'Only the low fre- 
quency portions of the high frequency PSO are plotted.   In the range of comparison, both the low frequency and 
high fr  luency digital tape data are not affected by their respective processing filters.)  Referring to Figure 4-28 and 
allowing for the lack of certain details in the high frequency PSD in the low frequency region, the high frequency 
and low frequency PSD's are considered consistent in magnitude and spectral trend. 

4.3.3   AIRCRAFT TRANSFER FUNCTIONS AND RESPONSE POWER SPECTRAL JENSITIES 

The aircraft transfer functions are computed in the frequency domain.  In determining the input forces, the 
dynamic buffet pressure data are processed through Fourier transforms.  The results are used to generate the modal 
forces as functions of frequency.  Based on the aircraft transfer function and the modal force data, the PSD of 
aircraft responses may be computed. 

4.3.3.1     Aircraft Transfer Functions 

Within the frequency band of interest, the aircraft response functions usually are computed using a modal 
approach.   For this purpose, the basic elastic modes of the aircraft are generated and are used as the normal modes 
in the response formulalion.  The frequency response functions are determined for deflection, acceleration, control 
point load, shear, bending moment, torque, and stress at specified locations.   In this section, the basic building blocks 
used in the aircraft response analysis are described. 

The aircraft is represented by a system of control points with concentrated masses.  The control point masses 
and intermediate masses are calculated such that the mass and inertia properties of the system are matched with 
those of the aircraft.  The control point and intermediate masses are used to derive the coupled mass matrix for a 
dynamically equivalent system. 

The oscillatory aerodynamic influence coefficients (AlC's) are computed based on unsteady aerodynamic theory 
assuming airfoil lifting surfaces (thin or considering thickness) and slender bodies, or some other unsteady aerodynamic- 
theories.  The AK 's relate the control point deflections whose derivatives arc the downwash velocities.   Aerodynamic 
forces are expn ssed in terms of AlC's for motion in a matrix form.  The resulting AK"s are functions of planform. 
Mach number, and reduced frequency. 

The basis of the lifting surface theory is found in the aerodynamic integral equation that relates the pressures 
on the surface to the downwash at the surface.   A number of solutions to these integral equations by collocation 
methods are available.  The methods are based on certain approximate treatments of the kernel of the integral 
equation.  Tail downwash due to wing lift should be taken into account.  The AIC"s for the fuselage due to motion 
are usually derived from the slender-body theory which employs the momentum theory of Munk and Jones. 

Considering structural damping in the form of modal damping coefficients gf, the dynamic equation of the 
aircraft and the corresponding modal transfer function matrix may be formulated as shown below: 

-CJMM,,,] + (Mftjf(wf + igfa))|     UJMMRT|
T IX.jTlAHpl 

|T|T   lAMpt 
(4-.i2) 
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where: 

|H(w)l   = 
-wa(M|.,,l + IMfWfUJf + ig,(w)|       uJ|MR, 1T 

(4-33) 

(M|| I, (MR| I, (MRR|  = gonerali/ed mass plus aiTDclynamic matrices.   F  refers to the flexible modes and   R 
refers to the rigid body modes. 

(qi:) = free-free modal coordinates 

fqR) ■ rigid body modal coordinates 

• p)    = Fourier transforms of the measured pressures 

Mf    ■ generalized masses 

Uf    ■ non-zero natural circular frequencies 

gi      ■ modal damping coefficients 

(X,| = flexible modal matrix 

IT!   = rigid body modal matrix 

IA|   = subareas associated to pressure transducers 

Assuming that no aeroelastic coupling exists between the rigid body modes and the frer-free modes, the aircraft 
transfer function matrix may be rewritten as follows; 

|H((j)| 
u)2|M,| | + IMfUfttj, + igf(cj)|    0 

ZR<"> 

(4-34) 

Considering the symmetrical response of the buffeting aircraft.  ZR(w)  is a (2 x 2) matrix corresponding to the 
downward displacement and the pitch angle.  The elements of ZR(CJ) are. 

I      ,   I      ui'c/Am \     iuc ^>=-^s[    —(-     C^j^, 
I      . /iwc\/4m \ 

1      ,     /    co'c ico       \ 
Zj.t«) =  - TpVJSc f- —cmdl + —C,imj 

I      .    /u2c2 iuc        \ 
ZJ3(U) =   --pV2Sc(—iB+—C^j 

(4-35) 

(4-36) 

(4-37) 

(4-38) 

where: 

iB   =  8(pScJrlB 

B   =  aircraft moment of inertia about the y-axis 

The detailed derivation of the impedance matrix  ZR(tj(  and the definitions of the aerodynamic derivatives in 
Equations (4-35) to (4-38) may be found in Reference 4-51.  The computation of rigid body responses asymmetrical 
and anti-symmetrical) during buffet using the above described approach has not been carried out extensively.   The 
difficulty is mostly due to the lack of precisely defined buffet pressure modal forces and the uncertainty of the 
aircraft transfer functions in large-amplitude motions. 

4.3.3.2     Aircraft Response Power Spectral Densities 

(Tie auto and cross spectral density functions of the buffet pressures are described in Section 4.3.2.   The 
dynamic equation of the aircraft (Equation (4-32)) uses the Fourier transform of the buffet modal forces to determine 
the modal responses in terms of the flexible and rigid body modes.  Under certain conditions relating to the spatial 
correlation of the pressures, the Fourier transform of the pressures may be used to compute the modal force PSD 
matrix of the buffet pressures.  Otherwise, the correlation functions are to be used to generate the pressure PSD 
matrix  *>((<}).  In either case, the following equation may be used to determine the modal force PSD matrix: 

(«p(a))l   =   |XlTrAI (0piPi(u))l|A||X| (4-3'») 
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where  r and  s  are the location subscripts for the pressures, and   |X|  is the transform matrix which is composed 
of submatrices  X,   and  T shown in Equation (4-32).   For a stationary case, the aircraft response PSD is defined 
below: 

0w(w)  =   [Y|T|H(u)| |0p(w)| |H»(w)|T|Y| 

where   |Y|   is the transfer matrix to convert the modal amplitudes to responses. 

(4-40) 

4.3.4    PROCESSING AND EVALUATION OF FLIGHT TEST DATA 

As described in the previous sections, the dynamic buffet pressures exerted on the aircraft are complex in both 
temporal and spatial make-ups.  These pressure data are processed into auto and cross PSD functions which are the 
inputs for aircraft response computations.  The available aircraft frequency transfer functions used in the computations 
are linear functions.   They are independent of the pressure input amplitude, and the interaction between the buffet 
pressure forces and the aeroelastic response of the aircraft is ignored.   Because of these factors, present-day analytical 
compulations of aircraft buffet response are imprecise and approximate at their best.  On the other hand, the analyti 
cal processing and computation, and the subsequent correlation with buffet flight test results, may shed light as to 
the detailed mechanisms of aircraft buffet responses.  These tasks can be productive to the structural dynamicists and 
designers who are interested in combating and alleviating the buffeting problem. 

4.3.4.1     Difference Between Gust Response and Transonic Buffet Response 

In gust penetration, the air turbulence encountered by the aircraft Is random in nature.   The spectral make-up 
and th.   rms  values of turbulence, measured for random velocities in three directions in space, are a complicated 
matter.   Yet, because of extensive work on the subject covering meteorological data gathering, analytical processing 
and flight testing, the gust penetration problem (including prediction and design) Is much better understood as 
compared to the aircraft buffeting problem. 

The driving force in gust penetration Is the random air velocity encountered by the aircraft.  The random normal 
and lateral air turbulence velocities (with proper phase relationships considering the dimensions and geometry of the 
'ircraft) are usually treated together with the respective induced velocities generated by the vibration and oscillation 
of the aircraft structure. 

In the case of aircraft buffeting, the driving forces are the dynamic pressures applied on the exposed surfaces 
of the aircraft.   In this manner the driving forces are separately defined as against the aeroelastically induced pressures 
and air velocities.   These separate identities do not mean that the buffet forces and the aircraft motions do not inter- 
act with each other.  On the contrary, the interaction of the buffeting forces and the oscillating aircraft can be a 
significant problem for which only some preliminary research work has been carried out.   The analysis described in 
Section 4.3.3 ignores this interaction problem. 

4.3.4.2     Buffet Response Considered as a Segmentwise Stationary Random Phenomenon 

As mentioned previously, transonic maneuvers are dynamic in nature, and the local buffet pressure and response 
data are nonstationary in a strict sense   Within a short time interval (1 or 2 seconds) when no drastic change in 
local physical behavior takes place, the data may be considered random and near-stationary so that spectral processing 
techniques may be applied.   In this section auto power spectra of pressure and responses lor a buffeting aircraft are 
presented in a systematic manner corresponding to varioui phases (or time segments) of a transonic maneuver. 

For data acquired in a transonic maneuver of the f"-5A aircraft (Run 5, Plight 825. Mg - 0.1I25. h = IO.WIX m. 
6n/8f = 0°/0° ), five time segments were chosen for spectral processing Each lime segnienl represented 1.02.'' seconds. 
Roughly the five time segments were classified as follows: 

Di'signalinn Starling Time o Initial DescrtpHon 

A 334.0 i i" Initiated wind-up turn.   Shock appeared at 
localized area. 

B 335.03 4.1° Buffet onset. 

r 33(..06 7.8° Separation region expanded. 

D 337.09 123° Separated How covered the complete wing 
surface. 

E 338.12 I3ß° Recovery initiated. 
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In Figures 4-29 to 4-31 five PSD plots, corresponding to the time segments A through E noted above, are shown 
for three measurements.   Figure 4-29 presents the PSD plots for Pressure Station No.l (85% semi-span, 20% chordwise 
location).  Figure 4-30 shows the corresponding PSD plots for an inboard station Station No.23, 47% semi-span, 
40% chordwise location).   In Figure 4-31 the FSD plots for the center of gravity normal acceleration are presented. 
For these results it should be mentioned that starting at Time Segment C some low frequency aircraft vibrations 
appeared.   These were characteristic of wing rock.  The vibrations, though comparatively small, are reflected in the 
acceleration PSD plots (Fig.4-31).  The low frequency data in these plots lack precision because of the wide spectral 
frequency coverage (up to 1000 Hz) and the Fixed frequency bandwidth used in processing the digital data.  This 
problem can be alleviated when variable resolution frequency is used to process the response data.  In the following 
section the analytical correlation aircraft response using the segment wise stationary approach is described. 

4.3.4.3     Analytical Correlation of Aircraft Response Power Spectral Density Data 

In order to improve the analytical correlation of aircraft -esponse results, the major portion of a transonic 
maneuver can be divided ir.io a number of segments.  In each segment, the buffet pressure data can be assumed to 
be stationary.  The aircraft can then be subjected to the consecutive application of the buffet loads, and the cumula- 
tive dynamic effects are subsequently reflected in the time-varying response PSD. The detailed formulation of the 
segmentwise stationary approach and the computation flow diagram are given in Reference 4-49. 

This approach has been applied to flight test data for the F-5A aircraft with the following set of parameters: 

Flight number 
Mach number 
Altitude 
Flap settings 
Low frequency digital tape 
frame rate 

Time increment 
Frequency increment 
Spectral frequency range 

871, Run 2 
0.925 
10,668 m (35,000 ft.) 
(4°/12°) 

1000 per sec 
0.002 sec 
0 488 Hz 
1.4    20.0 Hz 

Typical real-time pressure data for this run were shown previously in Figure 4-22.  Altogether, dynamic pressure 
data covering the time span from 073.00 to 082.10 seconds were used.  The data, assumed to be perfectly correlated, 
were divided into four equal time segments. The computation was carried out using the rigid body plunging mode 
and the first three symmetrical flexible modes.  The pitch mode was not included because of lack of tail surface 
dynamic loads data.  Corresponding to this flight condition, the natural frequency and damping ratio of the aircraft's 
short period move were 0.3947 Hz and 0.245, respectively. 

Figure 4-32. shows the mean square values of the rigid body (plunging) mode  (fR) and three flexible mode 
forces (f,. f, and f,)  for the four equal time segments of the transonic maneuver. Only the contributions within 
the frequency range of 1.4 to 20.0 Hz were taken into account in computing the mean square values.  The relatively 
high modal forces in the second time segment reflect the shock oscillations at buffet onset.  (See. foi instance. 
Figure 4-22, the datf for which were acquired in thr same test run as the data described here.) The modal forces 
diminish in the third time segment and then reach their highest values in the fourth time segment when the angle of 
attack was at its maximum values. 

Based on preliminary data such as shown in Figure 4-32, the nonstationary response PSD's for two stations at 
the right wing tip and for the CG were computed for specific times increments, one within each of the foui time 
segments.  These results are presented in Figures 4-33 to 4-35.   Also plotted are the corresponding segmentwise 
stationary PSD's based on the flight test response data.  For the two right-hand wing tip stations (Figures 4-33 and 
4-34), the computed response PSD's are too high in the first time increment. This is believed due to the higher 
damping (of the Coulomb type) at the initial phase of the maneuver which was not accounted for in the computation. 
The correlation is more satisfactory for the third time increment and also for the fourth time increment when wing 
rock occurred.  For the CG acceleration results. Figure 4-35, the computed response PSD is low in the first time 
increment because more spectral energy was due to wing vibrations, as explained above.  For the later time increments, 
with some exceptions, somewhat better correlations between the computed and flight test PSD data are realized. 
In general, the correlation of analytical and flight test response PSD data is more satisfactory using the segmentwise 
stationary approach as compared to the approach where a major portion of the transonic maneuver is considered 
stationary. 

4.3.4.4     Separation of Genuine Buffet Pressure and Induced Pressure Due to Structural Vibration and Rigid 
Body Motion 

A subject of interest in a buffet test program is the magnitude of the induced aerodynamic forces (as a function 
of frequency) relative to the overall dynamic pressure force during buffet.   In this section the computed induced 
aerodynamic pressure data, based on the measured buffet pressure distribution, and the responses of the F-5A aircraft 
are discussed. 

■M.. 
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Assuming that the butlct pressuri1 distribution has perfect spatial correlation, it is possible to separate the genuine 
pressure   p),  due to How separation from the measured pressure   p,,, .   The separation of the two pressures Is accom- 
plished by the computation of the Fourier transforms of the pressure induced by wing motion.   P{ . In a uniform How 
using flight test wing motion data.   In this manner, the relative magnitude of the induced pressure at the top surface 
of the wing to the inrawnd oscillatory pressure   p,,,   at different tranducer locations as a function of frequency may 
be determined as follows: 

r - fiipj/ip,, 11   Ph/Pn (4-41) 

In Fquatlon (4-41).  ß  represents the percentage of the induced pressure attributed to the top surface.   In cases 
where no specific  ß  data arc available, ß   is assumed to be equal to 0.5.   I'sing this approach, the pressure ratio can 
be plotted versus frequency, as shown in Figure 4-36 for Transducer Locations 1.4. IX and 23 whose semi-span and 
chordwise positions on the F-5A wing were (SS'! hl2. 20; O. (85'; b/2. 9091 O. (33'7 bl2. »0", C). and (47'! b/2. 
40'; O. respectively.   In Figure 4-3h. the peaks in the pressure ratio correspond either to a resonance frequency 
which induced a large deflection at that transducer location, or a frequency at which there was a very low value of 
the measured pressure.   In general, the ratio  f   is less than 0.3.   In other words, the genuine buffet pressure   PI, 

dominates in most frequency ranges while the induced pressure is less significant in the response compulation.   The 
top plot of Figure 4-36 shows the  f  values for Transducer No. I where the relative amplitude of the induced aero- 
dynamic pressure yields a very high peak, the details of which are: 

1 -   7.324 11/ 

r 1.0H6 

Pm -   (    7.31 + 15.81) N/M' . Pm ')..l| N'M2 

fcl =   (-2.12     il».lJ:)N/M! . <3lPil 10.14 N/M2 

Pb =   (- 5.IH + il5.73)N/M2 . Pb1 16.56 N'M2 

This highest peak occurs near the second eigen frequency where the location of I ransducer No. I has a large deflection. 
For this case, even though   f  is jjrealer than unity.   Ip^l   is still I 6 times the value of ^ip,    while the twn complex 
pressure vectors (jp,   and   pj,   are out of phase. 

4.4   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This chapter has discussed (he two anahlical models which have been proposed for a buffeting aircraft in 
separated flow     the forced vibration model and the buffeting flutter model    At the lime iiiMifficient evidence esists 
as to which model is most adequate for transonic buffeting anahsis.   The regiilaling Interaction of shock motion, 
shock-induced separation and wing motion needs further investigation    Therefore, future research on transonic buf- 
feting should include evaluations of both models and an attempt to develop a continuous description of the transition 
between the models. 

The important structural and aerodynamic quantities associated with .1 flexible aircraft responding to buffet flow 
conditions, requirements for simulating or calculating the response with the aid of «ind tunnel models, required 
scaling relationships, and te'sl methods have also been discisseJ relative to the st.ile-olliie-art and to considerations, 
assiunptions, and ideali/jlions that are usuallv required    Some examples of contradictor) evidence In the literature 
regarding some of these assumptions and idcali/ations have been cited to indicate areas where further research is 
required, and some recent results obl.iined In imesligators using several prediction techniques have been compared 
with measured flight buffet loads. 

A signific.int advancement in buffet   inalvsis techniques »as made in the earl) fifties with the application of the 
methods of generalized harmonic analvsis. and there have since Ken notable contribution! to the undersianding of 
buffet phenomena    However, the stateofthe-arl to definitive!)  predict analvlicalh or expenment.illv the complete 
structural response and handling characteristics as the buffet boundarv i< penetrated leaves much to be desired 
Although some progress has been made in lheoretic.il methods for predicting buffet onset conditions, parlicularlv at 
subsonic speeds, no adequate theoretical method exists for calculating the unsleadv aerodynamic excitation forces 
in fullv developed separated flo« at transonic speeds    The determination ol these excitation forces from wind tunnel 
model tests for subsequent use in structural response calculations requires main assur     .ons that need to be validated 
A fundamental question that needs to be resolved is whether the unsleadv aerodv I uiiic excitation forces on a rigid 
(non-moving) wing are the same as those on an identical but flexible (responding) wing, or at least what arc the 
conditions under which the) may be consider d the same     Ihe practical significance of Reynolds number effects on 
separated flow In terms of the effects on structural and rigid bod) response needs to be determined.   The effect of 
rate-of-change of angle of attack on buffet load mlensitv needs further stiulv     A svstemalK study of the aerodynamic 
damping variation occurring with approach to. and penetration of. buffet boundaries is needed along with better 
means of measuring damping under these conditions 
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In spite of these uncertainties several prediction techniques have been shown to give results that compare 
favorably with flight data for certain categories of buffeting   most notably wing buffet onset and, to some extent, 
buffet load intensity.  However, experience has shown that even well beyond the buffet boundary the critical consi- 
deration is not usually the wing buffet loads but rather the excessive loads on tail surfaces; vibrations which subject 
fire control, navigation equipment, instruments, and crew to a more severe operational environment and increase 
fatigue problems: and degradation of performance through increased drag and decreased lateral stability which detracts 
from tracking capability. 

None jf the various approaches to the preJiction of buffet response accelerations and loads is completely satis- 
factory, each having its own advantages and disadvantages.   A complication factor for all methods is the extreme 
configuration dependency of the various buffe'ing excitation forces that occur on the aircraft. 

Regarding the uncertainty of model/flight comparisons, the fact that buffeting essentially is a random process 
leads to difficulty in comparing flight buffet loads from a maneuvering aircraft to those predicted from wind tunnel 
tests.  For example, liigh-toad-factnr flight data sample lengths of buffet loads as a function of angle of attack are 
usually too short to provide the stationarity of the data required in scaling relationships.  In addition, the aircraft is 
not usually maneuvered in such a way that Mach number and density remain constant (as in the usual wind tunnel 
test) while the angle nf attack is increased to values well beyond the buffet boundary.  In other respects one must 
also take account of the lack of Reynolds number simulation and the tunnel turbulence and wall effects.  Until the 
important parameters can be separated and better controlled, the possibility must be recognized that the degree of 
correlation between predicted and measured flight buffet response characteristics may be fortuitous. 

The prediction of maneuvering aircraft buffet structural response is obviously a fertile field for imaginative 
research. 

mm 
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CHAPTER 5 

STABILITY AND CONTROL STATUS FOR CURRENT FIGHTERS 

by 

W.C.Williams and J.L.Lockenour 

5.0   INTRODUCTION 

The task of putting the weapon on the target involves the dynamic interaction of a very complex closed-loop 
system, all elements of which must work in concert.   Schematically, this system may be represented as in Figure 5-1. 
Because the total system dynamics are vital to the success of the task, the performance must ultimately be evaluated 
for the total closed-loop system.  Additionally, the individual elements are separately evaluated and, due to the 
complexity of the problem, research and development efforts typically concentrate on the individual elements. 

The element labelled "Airframe Dynamics" includes the aerodynamic performance, stability and control charac- 
leri.itics.   Since the flight envelope of a Tighter aircraft, in terms of speed, altitude and normal acceleration, is usually 
extremely large (see Figure S-2), these characteristics vary dramatically.  The remaining elements of the system must 
adjust accordingly, compensating for these changes if the task of weapon delivery is to be successful.  If severe limita- 
tions exist in any one of the elements, total system performance will not be adequate. 

Complicating the problem is the task-dependency of the desired control dynamics.   For instance, air-to-ground 
bombing requires precise flight path or velocity vector control, whereas air-to-ground gunnery requires precise attitude 
control.   In addition, air-to-air and air-to-ground tasks require both gross, abrupt "all-out" maneuvers (of an open- 
loop precognitive sense) by the pilot and tight closed-loop precision tracking.   Because of these two basic facts, 
relatively complex stability and/or control augmentation systems are typically employed on advanced fighter aircraft. 

There are many subsystems that influence the tracking precision during maneuvering flight.  The fire control/ 
display system has dynamic response characteristics peculiar to its particular type (i.e., lead computing, director, etc). 
The pilot acts to minimize the displayed error between the target and the sighting recticle by manipulating the various 
cockpit controls available to him    Mis control input:, are fed to the airframe/control/augmentation system combina- 
tion.  The important consideration is the response of the aircraft or gunsight reticle to the pilot's control inputs: the 
dynamic response characteristics of each individual element are not important in themselves.  For example, a high 
performance stability augmentation system can compensate for a bare airframe instability.   There are, however, basic- 
aircraft response limits due to such factors as aerodynamic flow separation, maxinum control surface authority, and 
maximum control surface (hydraulic system) rates which must be iccogni/.ed. 

This chapter discusses the current state-of-the-art of stability and control technology for maneuvering and pre- 
cision tracking   Basic aerodynamics and aerodynamic stability and control, flight control system concepts, and 
methods of prediction and analysis are covered.   In this chapter the following symbology is used: 
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S.I   AERODYNAMIC STABILITY AND CONTROL LIMITATIONS 

The primary stability or control characteristic which have caused serious limitations in the gross maneuvering 
capability for some contemporary lighters have been pitch up. roll reversal and wing rock with the closely associated 
phenomena of nose wander, nose slice (yaw divergence) and wing drop.   Buffet intensity levels have also contributed 
to maneuvering and tracking degradation. 

5.1.1 Buffet Onset 

Earlier configurations, particularly those o! low sweep, experienced a rapid progression from buffet onset to 
severe buffet and stall as the angle of attack Increued.   Accordingly, for these aircrafl buffet onset served as a warning 
of an impending stall and the pilot could reduce the angle of attack or load factor before entering stall conditions. 
With most present-day fighters, buffet onset no longer serves this purpose since a wide "g" range often exists between 
buffet onset atul the maxinuim usable lift, with consklerable maneuvering being done in buffet.   For example. 
Figure S-3 SIU.AS the relationship of buffet onset to maximuni usable lift in the high subsonic and transonic range 
for an F-4F aircraft with maneuvering flaps.  This figure clearly indicates that the presence of buffet "per se" does 
not establish a maneuvering limit.   Other factors, such as those discussed in the following sections, may establish this 
limit. 

5.1.2 Pitch Up 

Pitch up is normally related to a staticulK unstable longitudinal relationship indicated by lift and pitching 
moment data.   It can usually he predicted from wind tunnel test results such as the example test data for a fighter 
model shown in Figure 5-4.   In this example an unstable static stability region is shown in the 0.6 to 0.8 lift coeffi- 
cient range.   The elevator control power required to trim often rapidly decreases as the angle-of-attack is incRMed 
in the pitch up region.   The rapid change in pitching moment with lift coefficient, unless immediately counteracted, 
by the pilot, would cause the aircraft to continue pitching up,   If the aircraft was not artificially augmented, this 
characteristic could lead to loss of control.   A less severe pilch up would probably preclude precise tracking in the 
angle-of-attack range where the instability occurred.   Pitch up might drive the ain. aft into an unstable lateral- 
directional region (yaw divergence) from which a stall and or spin could h. entered, il the unstable longitudinal 
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characteristic is very severe. Generally, the cause of pitch up with increasing angle of attack is related to one of 
three basic phenomena:   (a) the wing center-of-pressure moving forward due to flow separation starting at the wing tips 
and then moving inboard and forward; (b) the effect of the wing wake on the horizontal tail as the tail is first immersed 
in the wing wake and then emerges: and (c) increased downwash at the horizontal tail for a high tail location. 

Pitch up on the F-104 aircraft with its high T tail location occurs at the angle of attack where the wing tip vortices 
shed off the rather short span wing pass through the plane of the horizontal tail.  These counter-rotating vortices 
induce a strong downwash field between them which inputs a sudden large down-load on the tail, causing pitch up. 

Pitch up can be caused by a pitching moment variation with speed as well as with angle of attack.  A change 
in longitudinal stability and/or longitudinal control effectiveness with Mach number can occur in the transonic region 
as illustrated in Figure S-S. This characteristic makes it difficult to maintain control in a high "g" decelerating turn 
and, if severe, can cause pitch up into the yaw divergence regime.   If less severe it will still degrade precision tracking. 
This phenomenon is also known to pilots as "dig-in". 

5.1.3    Roll Reversal 

Under conditions of high "g" at high angle of attack, the roll control effectiveness of ailerons or spoilers is 
reduced due to flow separation and due to changes in the lateral-directional characteristics.  This decrease in roll power 
can be predicted by wind tunnel tests.  The decrease in roll effectiveness as angle of attack is increased is generally 
more gradual for ailerons than for spoilers.  An example is shown in Figure 5-6 for a variable sweep fighter at 30° 
leading edge sweep where ailerons and spoilers were separately tested on the same configuration. 

Roll reversal is a response phenomenon for which a lateral cockpit control deflection results in a (steady state) 
roll opposite to the intended direction. This occurrence is not due solely to the decrease in aerodynamic effective- 
ness of the lateral control devices but is also determined by the amount of yaw resulting from the lateral control 
deflection, the lateral-directional stability relationship and, for rapid maneuvers, the inertia characteristics.  An 
"effective" lateral control power expression for the "static" condition where inertia effects are ignored is: 

O, &A tffttlive (C. 
C'4A 

C% 

Roll reversal occurs at conditions where the bracketed quantity   |C'RR|   passes through zero. The value of CRR  can 
change very rapidly as angle of attack increaser and consequently roll reversal can suddenly occur. An example is seen 
in Figure 5-7, where wind tunnel data for the '--4 was used to calculate the roll characteristics for + 30°/  0° aileron def- 
lection at a Mach number of 0.9 versus angle of attack. It can be seen that at an anale of attack of about 15° the effec- 
tive roll power rapidly decreases and becomes negative while the aerodynamic roll power remains positive and does not 
decrease significantly. 

[CRR| is a rough approximation to the I I parameter where —- is the ratio of the numerator and denominator 
\ "d / "d 

second order terms in the roll rate to lateral control input transfer function. An estimate of this ratio which includes 
inertia terms gives a more accurate value for (CRRI . 

The effects of flexibility, particularly for outboard located ailerons, may serve to further reduce the roll effec- 
tiveness and lower the angle of attack at which roll reversal occurs. 

5.1,4    Inertia Coupling 

Inertia coupling in the form of gyroscopic effects will affect the pitch and yaw divergence boundaries during 
high roll rate maneuvers, and may result In autorotation or cross coupling such as a pitch response to a rudder input. 
This effect was first described in 1950 and an interesting history is presented in Reference 5-6. 

High roll rate maneuvers are the most common cause of inertia coupling, and the divergences are normally 
associated with long slender aircraft which have pitch inertias much larger than their roll inertias, as is generally true 
of present high speed aircraft including fighters.   The trend in inertia characteristics presented in Figure 5-8 from 
Reference 5-7 shows that high performance, high Mach number fighters will have inertia characteristics for which 
roll coupling may be a problem. 

The Phillips stability diagran- (Fig^-")), taken from Reference 5-8, illustrates the relationship between roll rate 
(p)  and pitch   (Uß)  and yaw  iw^ »   frequencies.  The stability boundaries arc altered by the longitudinal and lateral- 
directional damping as indicated in the figure. 

In most present day configurations the pitch divergence condition is raiely seen due to the larger aerodynamic 
stability in the pitch axis compared to the stability in the yaw axis.   However, advanced concepts which employ 
relaxed (decreased) static lengiludinal stability are being proposed for fighter aircraft.  The YF-16 employs this 
concept and the inertia coupling pitch divergence phenomena was carefully considered in its design. 
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S.I.S    Wing Rock 

As does buffet, wing rock begins with low intensity levels, often at the point of buffet onset, and builds up 
ultimately to a yaw divergence with an accompanying increase in the buffet level.  This is not surprising since the 
lateral-directional instabilities of wing rock are primarily due to flow separation, as is buffet.   Before yaw divergence 
(nose slice) occurs the earlier experienced characteristics may be nose wander, or wing drop, pure wing rock or roll/ 
yaw wing rock (a rocking motion exciting the Dutch roll mode).  Wing rock occurring before the limiting yaw diver 
gence seriously degrades maneuvering handling qualities and can make precision tracking impossible.  Yaw divergence 
may be expected at the angle of attack at which the Dutch roll frequency goes to icro.   The non-dimensionali/ed 
coefficient expression related to the Dutch roll frequency is referred to as Cn   dynamic.  Several approximations 
to this parameter are being used: a common one is: 

<// 
Cn,, dynamic   =   Cntl     — C/^ sin a 

'xx 

Cienerally it is expected that those configuration features which increase the angle of attack at which  ('|,. dynamic 
diminishes to zero will also improve the wing rock characteristics occurring before the yaw divergence.   The use of 
leading edge flaps has been shown to improve  Cn|J dynamic.   An example is a modified F-4E aircraft, for which the 
resulting improvement in lateral-directional characteristics, including ("n, dynamic is shown in Figure 5-10    Another 
concept to improve high angle of attack stability is employed on the YF-16 and YF-17 fighters and involves large 
forebody strakes.   Properly designed strakes coupled with leading edge flaps can provide significant iinproveniciits 
in the high angle of attack lateral-directional characteristics.   Figure 5-11 presents data obtained for a research confi- 
guration used in the development of the YF-16 aircraft.   A comparison is shown of characteristics lor configurations 
without Haps or strakes. with strakes. and with strakes and flaps.   The significant improvements In directional and 
lateral stability at the high angle of attack (25°) condition are illustrated.   These improvements serve to keep  ('„ 
dynamic positive up to very high angles of attack. 

Since a purely longitudinal maneuver is rarely if ever encountered, another approach to determine the stability 
or departure boundary assesses simultaneously the dynamic directional stability   (CV. dynamic» and the Effective 
Roll Reversal concept previously discussed.   Reference 5-11 bv Weismann compares  ('„    dynamic with AADP 
(Aileron Alone divergence Parameter).   In this reference the definitions are: 

'// 
C,,, dynamic   =   ("„   cos a       C'/  sin a 

and: 

AADP        C,,, |(RR|   -   („, 
tnH   C/, 

O».   l'ii. 

The boundaries shown in Figure 5-1^ were estahlislied by evaluating the response due to a small sideslip disturbance 
using a six-degree-of-lreedoni computer simulation of the cquationi of motion lor an aircraft in a high "g" maneuver. 

A thorough imdcrsl.mding of the flow phenomena occurring during the progressive stages of wing rock is not 
generally available.   However, several factors are thought to be involved.   Flo« separation cm the wings is one factor 
and is verv sensitive to angle of attack and sideslip   Coniequentl)   slight asymmetries mav result in signilicantlv 
greater areas of flow separation on one wing than on the oilier.   At transonic speeds the usual subsonic leading or 
trailing edge separation is present as is shock-induced separation,    fhese phenomena will interact.   Hie deflection 
of wing mounted control! or high lilt   maneuvering devices will affect the extent of separation and the location and 
strength of shock waves.  Vortices, whether generated deliberate!)  is with the prototype vortex-lift fighters or as a 
natural consequence of high angle of attack wing-bod) aerodynamics, will have a definite effect on the wing flow 
and the rolling moments due to asymmetric lift.   For main eonfigurations, the vortices shed In the nose or forward 
fuselage are particularly sensitive to small How asymmetries. 

As the angle of attack is increased an unstable leading edge vortex will form at III ■ Aing tip and move forward. 
up the wing leading edge.   The point ai which the vortex comes off the leading edge is verv sensitive lo sideslip 
Small sideslip angles can cause signilVanllv different separation patterns and. thercliire. can result in asymmetric lilt 
distributions with associated rolling moments. 

In addition to problems originating with the wing How Held, the llmv Held in the vkiniiy of the horizontal and 
vertical tail is subjected to such phenomena as severe separation due to fuselage blanking, asyminetric downwash due 
to asymmetrie wing lift, vortex interference and low dynamic pressure from the wing wake, and voiles bursting, 

$.i  ri'RRENT FLIGHT (ONTROL CONCEPTS 

Flight control leehnolog) has evolved from siraiglu mechanical stick-to-ci>nlrol-siirface connection« lo the current 
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high-authority closed-loop electrical controls.  Total fly-by-wire systems without mechanical backup have recently 
been tested in the USAF Survivable Flight Control System (SFCS) Advanced Development Program and on the YF-16 
Lightweight Fighter Prototype.  These aircraft have employed a "response command" (typically called a Command 
Augmentation System. CAS) flight control system.  Such systems allow the designer great flexibility in optimizing 
the vehicle's flying qualities for the various mission tasks and for suppressing the effects of uncommanded aircraft 
responses to external disturbances. 

The results of recent flying qualities tests of particular importance to fighter aircraft design will be discussed in 
the following sections. 

5.2.1    Longitudinal Short Period Response 

The design of fighter aircraft longitudinal control systems is complicated by the fact that these systems must 
provide satisfactory control both for abrupt high-g maneuvers and for precision tracking. In addition, the control 
characteristics best suited for air-to-ground gunnery differ from those which are optimal for air-to-ground bombing. 

The flying qualities design criteria of Reference 5-12 require the aircraft's short period characteristics to fall 
within the region shown in Figure S-13. These boundaries are based on classical aircraft systems for which the short 
period poles are easily identified and meaningful.   With highly augmented or higher order systems it is usually possible 
to define an equivalent set of classical characteristics which closely approximate, in the time domain, the more com- 
plex response.   This "equivalent system" approach is somewhat artful and not widely accepted for generalized criteria 
application.   An additional criteria, first proposed by H.N.Tobie et al in Reference 5-13. has been extensively used 
recently by controls engineers.  This criteria is known as  C*   and is shown in Figure 5-14.   The parameter C*   is 
defined by: 

C«   =   n. ,   + KO . 
'pilot 

The  C*   parameter is primarily influenced by the pitch rate  (0) at low speeds and by the normal acceleration 
at the pilot's station at high speeds. The thought behind this parameter is that C*  corresponds to the primary con- 
trolled variable of concern to the pilot throughout the speed regime.  This criteria is the subject of some controversy 
as to its general validity; for example. Reference 5-14 reports significant lack of correlation of system "goodness" 
with the original criteria.   Its use is motivated primarily by the ease of checking the acceptability of a response with 
the time history envelope and also by the correspondence between the criteria and contemporary system feedback 
design    A block diagram of an advanced longitudinal control system typical of the TWeaD and Survivable Flight 
Control System programs (Reference 5-15 and 5-16, respectively) is shown in Figure 5-15.   The   9   feedback is used 
to provide »'ability and the  n,  feedback is employed to increase the speed of response.   In the design of such 
systems, extensive ground-based simulation is normally used in conjunclion with the  C*   and other criteria to obtain 
satisfactory dynamics. 

The most recent longitudinal response criteria proposed by the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory in Reference 
5-17 uses a closed-loop pilot-model formulation of a pitch attitude tracking task as shown in Figure 5-16.   The 
suggested flight control system plus airframe design requirements are placed on the overall   9/9c(l)  transfer function 
characteristics, and limits arc then set on the low frequency droop, peak resonance, and bandwidth (BW) as shown 
by Figure 5-17. 

Several recent Investigations (References 5-18 to 5-20) have concentrated on "task optimized control".   Reference 
5-20 has shown that, within the requirements of Figure 5-13. air-to-air gunnery accuracy can be improved by a factor 
of two.  The importance of high short period damping is emphasized in References 5-18 and 5-20 for air-to-ground 
gunnery; both reports recommend damping ratios of 0.5 to 0.7 or greater for this task which basically involves pitch 
attitude control.   Reference 5-21. however, investigated air-to-ground bombing with free fall weapons (a velocity 
vector control task) and found that pitch attitude control dynamics which were objectionable to the pilot but which 
gave more responsive velocity vector control resulted in significantly improved weapon impact accuracies (Fig.5-18). 
The zero static margin, low damped configi'rjtions. although acceptable for small perturbation precision flight path 
control, were unsafe in the abrupt recoveries following a dive bombing pass.   Precise "g" control was extremely 
difficult and the aircraft tended to over-rotate and be subjected to overstress conditions.   It is, therefore, very obvious 
that control task differences must be considered if optimum flight control designs are desired. 

5.2.2    Longitudinul Slick Force 

The primary combat maneuvering stick force parameter is Fs/g. The change of stick force with normal acceleration 
should be linear and should have the proper gradient; classically a minimum of 3 #/g. In the design of advanced fighters, 
two additional considerations are becoming Important. These aircraft have the ability to sustain high load factors and 
therefore even a gradient of 3 #/g can result in relatively high slick forces at the maximum maneuver conditions. 
Reference 5-22 reports that for precision pitch control a real problem occurs for pilots if steady force levels of 30 lbs or 
greater must be held, and also that these high longitudinal force levels cause difficulty in control about the roll axis 
because of the force disharmony. 

One of the major longitudinal axis Improvements noted In the control augmented TWeal) F-4 aircraft (Rcf.5-15) 
was the reduction In "stick force lightening" at high normal accleratlons (Fig.5-1'').   Because of the "lightening". 
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pilots wen- reluctant to go beyond the linear portion of the  l:s/g  curve in the standard 1-4 
allowed the pilots to utilize more of the F-4"s available normal acceleration capability. 

The TWeaB system 

5.2.3 Trim Rale 

Reference S-23 reports that combat pilots often use longitudinal trim to relieve the precision control and 
harmony difficulties noted in the previous section.  The trim rate for must contemporary tighten, however, is consi- 
dered inadequate.  Here again it is suggested that a two mode trim system with high rates for combat and a lower 
rate for cruise might be necessary.   Parallel trim is preferred to series trim.  With parallel trim, the stick position 
reflects the control surface position and is an indication to the pilot of the remaining available control authority. 

A neutral speed stability mode has been investigated in the flight tests reported in Reference 5-15.   This specific 
control system mechanisation essentially eliminates the need to trim.  The concept has proven to be satisfactory 
especially for accelerating air-to-ground dive attacks where conventional trimming will continually upset the tracking 
solution.   Positive speed stability, however, is classically considered an essential ingredient for satisfactory Hying 
qualities in the landing approach regime and even for cruise flight under manual control.   In these flight tasks, the 
stick force cue occurring with a cl.ange in airspeed is important to the pilot. 

5.2.4 Pilot Induced Oscillations  (PIO) 

PIO's remain a very complex problem with many possible causes and the occurrence is. therefore, often difficult 
to predict a priori.   Reference 5-14 discusses several example PIO's demonstrated with the use of variable stability 
aircraft and Reference 5-24 presents a good discussion of PIO prediction through analysis.   The causes of PIO's are 
usually either linear pilot/vehicle coupling or Inii:' cycles induced by nonlinear elements in the control loop.   The 
high speed, potentially catastrophic, cases are the ones which first come lo mind and naturally attract the most 
attention.   An example of a dramatic PIO occurrence, shown in l:igure 5-20. was recorded during flight test develop- 
ment of the T-38 aircraft. 

In terms of air-to-air and air-to-ground precision tracking, however, noncatastrophic PIO's can result and these 
are extremely degrading to task accomplishment.  This phenomenon normally occurs in situations where the pilot's 
gain is driven to high levels by the demanding nature of the task.   As the loop gain increases, the control loop will 
be driven toward instability.  The effect of the pilot's gain in driving the aircraft's short period roots to the imaginary 
axis is shown in Figure 5-21.  This same phenomenon was recently demonstrated in an inflight refueling evaluation 
using a matrix of configurations set up on the Variable Stability T-33 aircraft {Rer.5-26).   The task was probe/drogue 
refueling and as the pilot approached the drogue basket his internal gain would of necessity increase and a PIO 
would develop.   Aircraft control was no real problem until the task became sufficiently demanding. 

5.2.5 Lateral-Directional Response 

Again, as in the longitudinal case, there appears to be a difference between the preferred response characteristics 
for air-to-ground gunnery and lor air-to-ground bombing: thai is between attitude control and velocity vector control 
tasks.   Reference 5-20 reports that the best gunnery results were obtained with Dutch roll frequencies and damping 
ratios well above the Level 1 requirements of Reference 5-12.   For bombing, however. Reference 5-21 shows that 
high damping does not result in the best impact accuracy scores (see Figure 5-22). 

5.2.6    Roll Control 

Rapid and precise control of aircraft bank angle is a general requirement for any classically controlled fighter 
aircraft.  Three parameters are typically involved in measuring roll control "goodness":   (I) the roll response, 
currently measured by the bank angle achieved at a certain number of seconds following an aileron input   (0,): 
(2) the roll mode time constant  (TR) ; and (3) the roll control sensitivity, or response per pound of stick force. 

The roll control characteristics required by current design criteria for fighter aircraft in combat are: 

(I)   Roll Response: 0, > 90° in 1.3 seconds 

(21   Roll Time Constant:       TR <* 1.0 second 

(3i   Roll Sensitivity: less thin 15° in 1 second per pound of lateral stick force. 

The maximum roll control power in general, however, is established by requirements at low speeds and/or abnormal 
flight conditions: for example, landing gust upsets and single engine control.   In the case of an aircraft perfonning 
air-to-ground weapon delivery the lateral control power can be dictated by control requirements during a 4 to 6 g 
dive pullout with asymmetric stores.  Therefore, many conditions must be checked during the design and test phases 
on an aircraft development lo assure satisfactory roll control power. 

Reference 5-12 requires that the roll mode time constant be less than 1.0 second in combat flight phases. 
Several recent studies have shown that a much more responsive system is very desirable.   References 5-18, 5-19 and 
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5-27 all rccummend un optimum   rK   in the vicinity of ().. Mcondt.   lypical results trotn u ground bused uir combil 
^'"mlation arc shown in Figure 5-23.   A rapidly responding roll mode, although hcnel'icial for precision tracking, is 
nut satisfactory fcr other flight phases such as cruise.   Thus a situation occurs where selectable Hight control system 
gains would be beneficial for task-optimi/ed Hying qualities.   In addition, although no lower limit is given by current 
specifications for the roll mode time constant, it is intuitively certain that too abrupt a roll response would be 
undesirable. 

5.2.7 Adverse Yaw 

Adverse yaw is characterized by excessive aircraft yaw resulting from a roll maneuver.   The cause may be due 
to the yawing moment from aileron and or spoiler deflections, the dynamic derivative   C,,     oi inertia coupling since 
the aircraft lends to roll about a body or principal axis rather than about stability axis and conse(|uently angle of 
attack tends to become sideslip during large roll maneuvers.   The difficulty may be eliminated In geometric changes 
affecting the aerodynamics, by the use of a mechanical or electrical roll yaw interconnect, or by a combination of 
both.  The interconnect may involve a fixed gain relationship between aileron and rudder deflections.   Automatic 
systems may vary the gain based upon  ß  and or  pa  (roll rate times angle of attack). 

The r-4 aircraft has such a large spin-inducing yaw-due-tu-lateral-control characteristic at high angles of attack 
that for indicated angles of attack above nineteen units "rudder rolls" are normally employed.   In most aircraft, 
however, the hank angle-to-rudder control loop is of poor quality.   Advanced control systems are being designed to 
automatically utilize the rudder as a roll control surface at high angles of attack.   Thus increasing emphasis is being 
placed on the bank angle to rudder response characteristics of aircraft.  The F-4. for example  requires about 300 lbs 
of pedal force for full rudder deflection in some flight conditions; the P-105 is considered ideal with about 52 lbs 
pedal force for full rudder deflection.   The amount of improvement potential in this area is indicated in Figure 5-24 
from Reference 5-2X which shows the increased bullet stream yaw rate response that can be obtained with the F-4. 

5.2.8 Gun Angle 

The n lationship between the gun angle, the velocity vector, and the roll command angular velocity vector is 
very important to the gunnery task.   In Reference 5-2') it is shown (see figure 5-25) that the flight control system 
can be used to improve the bullet stream response of the Viggen aircraft.   The improved response is obtained by 
forcing the aircraft to roll about an axis slightly below the gun line.   This results in a bullet stream response that is 
at all times in the same direction as the desired aiming error correction.   It is also stated in Reference 5-2l> that the 
preferred gun angle for air-to-air combat is slightly above the wing zero lilt line. 

5.2.9 External Disturbances 

High maneuverability for an aircraft usually requires a relatively large wing and low wing loading.   Such charac- 
teristics lead to configurations which are sensitive to gust upsets and turbulence.   An air-to-ground attack aircraft 
also encounters wind shear layers at low altitudes during a diving attack. 

intelligent augmentation system design, however, can minimize the gust sensitivity of an aircraft about all axes. 
Command augmentation systems, for instance, can be designed with high bandwidth feedback loops which will, within 
limits, suppress all but the commanded responses.   The denied lower control bandvvidths aie obtained by using pre- 
filters on the input signals so that the system response is compatible with the control bandwidth of the pilot. 

The new high muzzle velocity. 20   30 millimeter, rapid lire cannon-, can potentially cause significant upset 
moments when installed in contemporary aircraft    Recoil forces like those shown ill Figure 5-2(i. if not passing 
directly through the aircraft's center ol gravity. can result in un ugnificanl upsetting moments.   To overcome the 
effects of these disturbances, either response command control systems or direct trigger-lo-control-surface inter- 
connects are usually employed.   Although ellorts are made to eliminate the moment disturbance, the direct force 
inherently remains.   For instance. If the gun line is to the right of the eg . a trailing edge left rudder deflection can 
cancel the yawing moment hut a net side force will remain    llus effect is very similar to one of the schemes used 
to obtain direct side force control as discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.2.10 Velocity Response to Conlrnls 

The acceleration deceleration responses of a lighter aircraft, particularly an air superiority aircraft, to throttle 
movements, use of afterburner, ipeedbrake deflections, etc.. arc probably one of the more important but least well 
understood areas in the aircraft control field. Several studies have invesligaled the relative effectiveness of various 
means for generating thrust drag control, but the manner of tactical utility of these systems has not been addressed 
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5.3   METHODS OF PREDICTION AND ANALYSIS 

5.3.1 Analytical Methods for Aerodynamic Stability and Control Characteristics 

The ability to adequately determine, by analytical means, the stability and control characteristics of maneuvering 
fighter aircraft can be most readily assessed by considering the prediction techniques currently available.  These are 
thoroughly presented and discussed in the USAF Stability and Control Oalcom (Ref.S-30).   For the most part, proven 
methods are based on steady motion and potential flow theory, with viscous cross-flow effects and skin friction also 
taken into account.  Such methods work well for aircraft configurations which can be broken down into largely inde- 
pendent aerodynamic components, with each making its own contribution to the stability derivatives.  However, as 
was pointed out by H.H B.M.Thomas in 1961 (Ref.S-31), the expanding speed range of fighter aircraft has led to 
more highly swept wings of lower aspect ratio, relatively larger fuselages, and close-coupled configurations for which 
mutual interference effects have become much more important.   At speeds above the critical Mach number, shock- 
induced flow separation compounds the problem and the complexity of the analytical methods, which are further 
aggravated by the unsteady flow effects and the large combined angles of attack and sideslip encountered during 
combat maneuvering.  There are no generalized prediction techniques by which these highly nonlinear characteristics 
can be accurately determined.  Currently, the only feasible solution is to obtain experimental data for the specific 
configurations and flight conditions under consideration. 

5.3.2 Wind Tunnel Predictions for Aerodynamic Stability and Control Characteristics 

Presently, the developmental and substantiation testing for fighter configurations are primarily concentrated in 
wind tunnel static tests using rigid models for force, moment and pressure data.  The force and moment data are 
obtained across the flight envelope, but are normally limited to approximately 30° angle of attack at high subsonic 
speeds and above.  The takeoff and landing configuration is examined at low speed.  Pressure data are primarily 
obtained to verify the wing pressure distribution at cruise conditions.  Analytical means are used to apply "flexibility" 
corrections to the rigid body data to account for the effects of dynamic pressure and airloads on the flexible struc- 
ture.  Flexible models are tested to verify flutter boundaries.  Dynamic derivative testing, by free or forced oscillation 
methods, is sometimes done at subsonic and transonic speeds.  Spin modes and spin recovery are investigated with 
special models in a spin tunnel.  Departure and very high angle of attack characteristics, upwards to 90°, are examined 
at low speed.  Departure may also be investigated using tethered model tests during which the longitudinal and lateral- 
directional mo'ies are controlled by separate pilots and the "thrust" is provided by a cable attached to the model 
(i.e., a "tethered" model) in a large low speed tunnel.   A recent development is the use of "drop models" to investi- 
gate departi're. spin and spin i covory.  With this technique, large models (up to approximately three-tenths scale) 
are dropped from a carrier aircraft or helicopter at altitude and are controlled remotely from the ground.  Parachute 
recovery is used.  The YF-16 and YF-17 aircraft are being analysed using this technique. 

5.3.3 Analysis of Bare Airframe Characteristics 

Digital computer programs are generally utilized in the analysis of bare airframe characteristics.  The aerodynamic 
stability and control characteristics in derivative form, along with inertias and flexibility corrections, are put in the 
digital programs which represent linearized equations-of-motion. often broken down into uncoupled modes.  Transfer 
functions representing aircarft responses to control or disturbance inputs are determined.   These response characteris- 
tics can be compared with the requirements of handling qualities specifications such as MIL-F-878SB.  Additionally, 
a digital "simulation" may be employed with coupled nonlinear six degrec-of-freedum equations of motion.  This 
simulation is particularly useful if proper accounting of the "inertia-relief' effects is required, and is th ■ primary 
method for investigating roll-coupling and the loads occurring in design maneuvers. 

5.3.4 Flight Control System Design 

There are three main tools currently used for flight control system design:   (I) computer analysis: (2) piloted 
simulation: and (3) flight test. 

Standard analysis techniques involve modeling the airframe dynamics and the flight control system and subse- 
quently testing the combination for its stability and response dynamics.  The total system characteristics can then be 
compared with the variety of existing design criteria, such as those discussed in Section S.2, to determine the system 
"goodness".   In addition, analytical pilot models (transfer functions) are often used to close the controlled variable 
feedback loop and to test the pilot-in-the-loop stability.   In one scheme, called "Paper Pilot" (References 5-32 and 
5-33), the analytical pilot parameters are adjusted to optimize a performance functional and a predicted Cooper- 
Harper pilot rating (Ref.5-34) for the aircraft is obtained. 

At the present time, ground-based flight simulators are being used ex   nsively for flight control system design 
purposes.  The primary reasons for this use are the lack of generalized design criteria for the complex flight control 
systems of current fighter and the high visual/motion fidelity of contemporary simulation facilities   For the study 
of one-on-one air combat, facilities such as the one at the NASA Langley Research Center (shown in Figure 5-27) 
can be used (Ref.5-35).  These tools are excellent for design integration purposes because actual fighter pilots can 
be used to explore the interactions of controllers, displays, switchology. control modes, etc., in a realistic combat 
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environment.  Centrifuges such as the one al the Naval Air Development Center at Warminster, Pennsylvania (shown 
in Figure S-28) have also been used to study the efTccts of sustained load factor and buflet on tracking precision. 
It has been determined, however, that the use of such a device for general handling quulitles investigations is limited 
because of the false motion cues inherent in the gondola rotations necessary to change the acceleration vector. 

Finally, the ultimate flight control system evaluation is made in actual flight tests.   Recent tests have been 
conducted using the Variable Stability T-33 aircraft to study flight control system design (Ref.S-26),  These tests 
included realistic one-on-one tracking and gross maneuvering tasks.   Also, the TWcal) and Survivable Flight Control 
System programs (References 5-15 and 5-16. respectively) conducted similar flight control system tests. 

5.4  CONCLUSIONS 

The maximum useable maneuvering capability of present Tighter aircraft is often limited to "g"" levels below the 
maximum aerodynamic lift capability by stability, control and handling qualities degradations.   In addition, handling 
qualities degradations often prohibit precision tracking although gross maneuvering may still be possible.   Automatic 
flight control systems (stability augmentation and command augmentation) are being employed to correct many of 
the bare airframe deficiencies and additional capability is being provided by advancements in the fire control systems. 

1 



CHAPTER 6 

STABILITY AND CONTROL POTENTIAL FOR FUTURE FIGHTERS 

by 

J.LXockenour and W.G.Williams 

6.0   INTRODUCTION 

The preceding chapter discussed the complex closed-loop dynamic system which present-day Tighten represent 
for accomplishing the tasks of air-to-ground and air-to-air combat.   Particular emphasis was placed on transonic condi- 
tions since a significant amount of combat occurs in this speed regime.  Advanced stability and control concepts 
aimed at further improving maneuvering and precision tracking are presented in this chapter.  The proposed concepts 
will further complicate an already complex dynamic system. This complexity will demand an even more exact know- 
ledge of the system dynamics and the aerodynamics involved, thus requiring the use of more advanced and in-depth 
analysis and prediction methods.  This chapter discusses the proposed new modes ol    >ntrol, methods of generating 
the required forces and moments necessary to produce the motions, flight control s>    m concepts to implement 
the maneuvering modes, and the additional impact of pilot factors.   Methods of prediction and analysis are also 
presented, and recommendations are made regarding the concepts and areas of analysis which are considered to be 
most important for research support. 

In this chapter the following symbology is used: 

AMDA advanced maneuvering demonstrator DSFC direct side force control 
aircraft 

fps feet per second 
Ct lift coefficient 

H altitude 
CLm., maximum lift coefficient ■-max L/D lift to drag ratio 
cm pitching moment coefficient 

RSS relaxed static stability 
Cn^ pitching moment coefficient at zero lift 

TE trailing edge 
Cy side force coefficient 

c mean aerodynamic chord 
T/W thrust to weight ratio 

CEP circular error probable X aircraft center of gravity position 

DLC direct lift control »H horizontal tail deflection 

6.1   FUTURE FIGHTER FLIGHT CONTROL MODES 

Substantial improvement in air-to-air and air-to-ground mission performance is expected with the application of 
new active control concepts aimed at providing uncoupled degrees of freedom, improved vehicle response characteris- 
tics, precision control for tracking, and direct control of the vehicle's attitude and velocity vector.   Uncoupled motion 
capability provides direct translation control, with drag modulation providing velocity variations in the forward 
direction.  Obtaining an uncoupled motion capability with optimized response characteristics requires a complex 
blending of control and thrusting forces which realistically can only be accomplished using fly-by-wirc techniques. 
Discussed in the following sections are the expected advantages of several concepts and modes of operation currently 
being proposed or developed. 

6.1.1    Direct Force Control 

Direct force control may consist of direct lift, direct side force, and drag modulation modes and. with these 
capabilities, the potential for a fuselage aiming mode.   Direct lift and direct side force provide vertical and lateral 
translation capability without vehicle rotation.   Proposed concepts additionally aim to provide the translational 
motions with improved response time and damping characteristics.  Direct force control is expected to improve 
fighter effectiveness not only in maneuvering, convergence and tracking tasks for air-to-air combat, but also in air- 
to-ground weapon delivery, terrain following, inflight refueling and take-off and landing.   In the air-to-air role direct 
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lilt control und direct side force control (DLC/DSFC) are expected to provide rapid translational jinking and thus 
permit evasion without visual cues, rapid load factor and attitude control, and precision tracking.   In air-to-ground 
weapon delivery better survivability is expected due to shorter exposure times with more precise low level offset 
bombing and due to the capability to counter steady cross winds and/or provide gust alleviation.  The fuselage aiming 
mode, an adjunct to most DLC/DSFC concepts, pennit control of the fuselage position in angle of attack and sideslip, 
thus providing improved gun aiming ability and increased time on target. 

DSFC was investigated in l()7l when a particular mechanization was evaluated in flight using the Variable 
Stability NT-33A aircraft.   (Ref.6-1)  This research vehicle was also used in support of the AX development (Ref.6-2l, 
and the A-'M aircraft has DSFC capability for the air-to-ground role.   In the variable stability T-33 study a factor of 
two improvement in weapon delivery accuracy, in terms of Circular Ftror Prubability (CEP), was found for DSFC 
compared to the best conventional control configuration tested.   Figure 6-1 shows some of the study results, in this 
case pilot rating and CFP with and without DSFC.   Reference 6-3 reports on a ground simulation study of the air- 
to-ground task which also found similar payoffs for DSFC. as shown in Figure 6-2.  These studies assumed that a 
fixed reticle gun/bomb sight was used. 

Drag modulation, or control of the magnitude of the aircraft"s velocity vector, can result in a tactical advantage 
by forcing an enemy overshoot or preventing an offensive overshoot.   Concepts aimed at rapid and accurate speed 
control will also improve control'precision in formation flying and inflight refueling. 

6.1.2 Flight Propulsion Control Coupling 

The concept which ties together aerodynamics, propulsion and active control to provide one or more of the 
capabilities in direct lift, high lift, direct side force, and drag modulation is termed "flight propulsion control coupling" 
The total system is so configured that the pilot's command input to obtain a desired response is appropriately fed to 
the control and/or thrusting components so as to obtain the response optimized to a preestablished performance 
criteria.   This criteria may involve maximum maneuvering capability, minimum fuel consumption, minimum structural 
stressing or some other performance goal.   The thrust vectoring concept employed on the Kestrel/Harrier aircraft 
represents the existing capability regarding the integration of aerodynamic and engine thrust coupling for lift and 
drag control    For this aircraft thrust vectoring can be used either at relatively small deflections to increase turn rate 
perlormance at a given speed (as shown in Figure 6-3) or at larger deflections as a very effective speed brake (as 
shown in Figure 6-4). 

6.1.3 Maneuver Enhancement Control 

Conventional aircraft generate increased lift h> a rotation (pitching) of the entire vehicle to a higher angle of 
attack. The direct lift concept discussed previously provides lilt without rotation. For maximum maneuver response 
these two modes can be blended as illustrated in Figure 6-5 Proper blending can provide a quickened vehicle flight 
path response with reduced pitch rate ou'rshoot. The initial reduction in load factor, occurring when conventional 
(aft) control surfaces are deflected, is eliminated. In addition to the quicker response, there is potential for greater 
maximum lift since the DLC capability should provide more flexibility to achieve a configuration optimized for the 
high lift aerodynamics. 

6.1.4 Maneuver Load Control 

As part of the general concept ol niancmer load control an aircraft's *ing geometry may be optimized cither 
to ma> inuze lift or to minimize stnutur.il loads (eg., wing root bendingl.   The latter may allow an expansion of the 
flight envelope ic g.. low altitude, high speed) without the usual requirements lor additional structural weight. 

6 1.5    Relaxed Static Slabilitv   iRSSl 

Relaxed or reduced static longitiulmal stabilitv can improve an aircraft's performance by increasing the maximum 
lift capabihu and reducing the trim Jrap at cruise or in maneuvering flight.  This concept involves a reduction in the bare 
ailframc'i slabilit\ lo u-rv low levels, most often even to an unstable condition, and the provision of stability by active 
controls.  Due to the usual alt shift in an aircraft's aerodynamic center as the Mach number increases from subsonic to 
supersonic values, the maximum lift capability of present da> configurations at supersonic speeds is often control 
power (trim) limited    Ihis effect cm be minimized b\ allowing a bare airframe instability at subsonic speeds. 

figure 6-6 shows the typical rclaiionship of lilt coefficient and pitching moment coefficient plotted lor two 
different moincnl rcf.-rcncc points (corresponding lo two different center-of-gravit\ locations), one stable and one 
un.tihle    Fur simplicitv in this example, the zero lift pitching moment coefficient  (Cnl )  is assumed zero.   For the 
unstable configuration, if trimmed with an alt horizontal tail a positive (up) lift would occur on the tail, thereby 
additing to the total lift.   The stable configuration requires a down load on the tail and consequently the total lift 
is icduced.   The (rimmed drag is improved for the unstable configuration since no components of the aircraft are 
causing i.egative lilt contributions    lor nonzero values of Cmii . the argumenl is still valid, if incremental lilt 
contributions are considered 
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The effect of RSS was examined in a study performed by McDonnell-Douglas and reported in Reference 6-5. 
A lightweight Tighter weighing approximately 17,000 pounds and having a thrust-to-weight ratio of approximately 1.6 
was evaluated for a range of center-of-gravity locations.  Figure 6-7 shows that for a 6% negative static margin an 
increase in the maximum sustained turn rate at Mach number 1.2 of nearly 15% is achieved when compared to the 
turn rate with a conventional 4% positive static margin. 

If only static trim requirements are evaluated it appears that the use of relaxed static stability with active control 
stabilization may reduce the horizontal tail size requirement, as indicated in Figure 6-8 from Reference 6-6.  The 
picture is not so clear, however, if the effects of a gusty environment are considered.  Figure 6-9 from the study 
reported in Reference 6-7 indicates the effect of gust inputs on required horizontal tail deflections at both landing 
approach and combat conditions. 

6.2  METHODS OF GENERATING FORCES AND MOMENTS 

The maneuvering concepts and modes of operation discussed ■n the preceding sections are only realizable if 
means for developing the required forces and moments are provided.  The following sections discuss several potential 
concepts for generating these forces that are presently being postulated for future fighter applications. 

6.2.1 Direct Lift 

The direct lift concept provides vertical translation capability without aircraft rotation.   Low levels of direct lift 
can be achieved with very rapid response rates.   Usually the deflection of a single control surface will produce a 
moment in addition to the desired lift force and consequently compensation must be made if the aircraft's attitude 
is not to be disturbed   Thus most direct lift systems would require the coupling of several devices installed at different 
locations on the aircraft. 

A.'./ /     Ht<ri:oiiial Canards 

Horizontal canards may be coupled with symmetrically deflected flaperons and or the horizontal tail.   With this 
arrangement, a moment balance may be obtained so that all surfaces arc positive (up) lilting lurfacCi in contrast to 
the Haperon'horizontal tail direct lift arrangement which requires incremental down loads on the horizontal tail. 
A modification proposed for the F-4 aircraft incorporates such a canard arrangemcnl (see Figure 6-10), 

6.2.L2     lariahli1 Incidence It'/xe 

This concept allows a significant part of the major lilting mrface of the aircraft the freedom (o be rotated with 
respect to the aircraft luselage.   Aerodynamically, this is similar to the operation ol an all-mo\eable horizontal tail 
such as that on the F-l 11 aircral't anil, indeed, a lightweiglu fighter might employ variable incidence wings of newly 
the same size as this tail.   Collective deflection of the wings, coupled with a tail deflection to balance the pitching 
moment, would provide direct lift and differential deflection of the wings would provide a rolling moment.   A 
proposed conliguraticn emplovmg this concept is the McDonnell-Douglas AMDA (Advanced Maneuvering Demonstrator 
Aircraft) shown in Figure 6-11,  This vehicle is described in Reference 6-8 

'i _' / }      I V( IfirvJ lhrii\i 

I ngiiic thrust mav be vectored b\ no/zle Jcllcctions so as to provide a signilkanl component of lift.   II the 
engine nozzles arc placed at the trailing edge of the vvmg or incorporated in par! of the trailing edge flap, the exhauil 
jet mav induce a large additional circulation over at least part of the wtng isimilar to ,i iel flapi and larf.1 induced 
aercdvnamic lilt gains mav be possible, 

6.2.2 Direct Side Force 

the direct side force concept provides lateral translation capability without Kuiknii! or sideslipping (K rudder 
controll the .literati    As with the direct lilt concept, the coupling of devices located at ditlcrcnl place   on the aircrai'l 
is usually required for a moment balance 

'i 2 2 I      Irriual (hm Camirddl 

These siirlaccs mav be coupled with a vertical rudder and the delleetioiis of all siirliees mav be adjusted 10 
balance both rolling and yawing moments llus arrangement is incorporated in the proposed McDonnell-Douglas 
modified 1-4 and AMDA detifm ihown in figures 6-10 ami 6-11 

6.2.2.2     S/ilir lla/' Itriual lail 

Split flaps on the wing m.iv be .isvnmielrk.illv deflected I" provide balancing ot the rolling .nul vawing inomcnls 
induced bv dcflcctioni ol i vertical rudder which is used for side force control ihis concept is employed on the \ " 
close air siippnrt aircraft 
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6.2.2.3    Differential Horizontal Canard 

Proper positioning of hori/ontal canards can result in a configuration for which the canard/body flow field inter- 
action v ill cause iisable levels of side force when the canards are dilTerentially deflected.   Rudder deflection then 
augments the side force while balancing the yawing moment.   Results from a USAF/AFPDL sponsored winu tunnel 
investigation (Rcl^-'M of this approach for a canard-wing-hori/ontal tail configuration are indicated in I'igure (> ' 2. 
If this low speed side force capability could be maintained to transonic speeds, side acceleration levels of approxi- 
mately one "g" far a moderately si/ed. lightweight fighter can be expected.   Most significant are the good linearity 
of the side force and the fact that the capabili'y is maintained to high angles of attack. 

6.2.3    High Lift (High   L/D and High  rLmi>) 

Generally, the methods discussed under direct lift in Section 6.2.1 can also be ulili/cd to obtain high lilt 
capability.   The canard arrangement tested on the 14 aircraft showed a significant lift improvement, particularly 
when coupled with the slotted leading edge flaps la variable camber approach! as shown in Figure 6-13 from 
Reference 6-10.   High lift for a configuration employing a variable incidence wing can be optimi/ed. given the freedom 
to adjust the wing/body incidence relationship.   The vectored thrust concept, particularly when coupled with super- 
circulation, can result in significant gains with respect to the lift polar for an unaugmented configuration. 

6.2.3.1 Variahlf Contour Wing 

In this concept the wing is contoured to the best shape for the flow conditions experienced in maneuvers and there- 
fore the contour varies from the cruise shape. Several presently flying tighter configurations employ leading and/or 
trailing edge flap deflections when in maneuvering flight (e.g.. r-4K with sluts. YF-16. and Yl-17).   Until recentlv. 
high lift systems on most aircraft were only employed in the takeoff and landing flight phases.   Improvements in 
the application of variable camber are expected to involve methods to provide smooth contours upon deflections 
(e.g.. flexible surfaces): optimi/ed deflections as a function of parameters related to the actual flow conditions the 
wing is experiencing, including Mach number, angle of attack, and dynamic pressure: and aeroelastic tailoring to adjust 
the camber and twist under loads. 

6.2.3.2 Jet Hop 

In this concept a gas flow, usually obtained from the engines, is exhausted down from the trailing edge of the 
wing, otten with variable deflection angle and flow rate capability    Though some component cif the Increased lift 
is due to the vectoring of the exhaust flow, the primary lift augmentation is due to the increased circulation (super 
circulation) about the wing.   The change in trailing edge pressures with a jet flap is also expected to modifv the 
wing shock location    As mentioned previously. :i Inbrid concept involves a short span, high momentum jet flap and is 
referred to as vectored thrust supercirculation. 

f> 2 J J     Vortex I.ill Enhenceitieni h\ Bbtwlng 

Since inducing a longitudinal flow in a vortex core can enhance its strength and stability, the concept of 
blowing into the wing leading edge vortex is being studied as a method to increase the lilt and delay the vortex 
breakdown    Several approaches may be involved, eg . tpuiwise leading edge flap blowing and issuing a let from the 
fuselage oriented along and behind the wing leading edge 

h 2 .1 4     I iriahlc Sweep 

Several aircraft which employ the variable sweep concept arc in service    For these, the wing sweep position is 
nominally selected to minimi/e the drag at  I "g" conditions (except for the landing model and. therefore, is a lunc- 
tion of Mach number    Studies have shown that an opliini/ed polar can be obtained lor maneuvering flight, giun 
the freedom to vary wing sweep during (he manemer    figure (>-l4. from Reference o-l I. shows the improvement 
in the LI) ratio for a research configuration at a Mach number of OS when the wing leadinf edge sweep is varied 
ir..m  xn" I.. Tl0 
from 30° to 20 

ft 2 i 5      U/u/ii i',l Mrlnil ami If/'ie Biidv Designs 

I'nder study are many concepts aimed at providing a total integrated configuration h.iMMg high lift and high 
L'l)  capability    These include configurations .   ■    advanced transonic airloils. the use ol large lorebody stakes, and 
other designs wherein the wing is not considerc.' ..s the only significant lilting component    Increased emphasis is 
being placed on fuselage lift. e.g.. the blended body designs. 

62.4 i Modulation 

Although kinetic energy is sacrificed when drag-producing "brakes" are deployed, a tactical advantage is some- 
times achieved with their use.   Decelerations can be obtained from speed brakes or spoilers, and inflight thrust 
reversing or thrust vectoring can provide the capabilitv for a variation in drag levels    figure d-l? Irom Reference h-K 
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shows a comparison of the deceleration capabilities for a typical speed brake and for a thrust reverser at two thrust- 
to-weight ratios. 

6.2.5   Directional Stability Improvements 

Ultimate maneuvering capability is most often limited by a degradation in the aircraft's lateral-directional 
stability and control characteristics.  Maximum capability is particularly dependcm upon maintaining directional 
stability to high maneuvering angles of attack.  This will be accomplished by the development of configuration con- 
cepts which minimize flow separation, prevent rapid changes in flow conditions, and provide more nearly symmetric 
wing and f.irebody flow conditions while in sideslips. The prevention of asymmetric vortex shedding from the nose 
is required.  High angle of attack stability improvements have been shown to occur with blowing along the leading 
edge and with well designed, properly positioned horizontal canards.  The large forebody strake arrangement on aircraft 
like the YF-16 and YF-17 serves to strengthen and position the vortex at high angles of attack.  A segmented leading 
edge flap may linearize the flow chaucteristics by fixing vortices at specific spanwise locations and simultaneously 
provide optimized deflections acros' the wing span to prevent flow separation during maneuvering. 

6.3 ADVANCED FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

P-; current thrust of High   control technology is in two major areas:   (I) digital flight control hardware and 
T    "ntrol law development for the various modes discussed in Section 6.1. 

With the recent successful flight tests of total fly-by-wire systems in an F-4 and the YF-'o. the next logical 
step is to employ a digital computer as the "brain" of the control system.  The primary advantage gained with a 
digital system is the ability to tailor the control laws in order to optimize the performanc.- for each mission task. 
This concept is known as "multimode" flight control.  As was pointed out in Chattel '  the total system dynamics 
which are preferred in one task may not be appropriate for another.  Therefore, mi-.itimodc flight control is required 
for effective mission perfomance in each task. 

A digital flight control system has been successfully flown on an F-8 aircraft by the NASA Flight Research 
Center at Edwards AFB. California, and the Swedish Saab A-37 Viggcn is slated to have a digital command augmenta- 
tion system.  The US Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) li installing a digital multimode control system 
in an A-7 aircraft and also is working with the USAF Avionics Laboratory on an integrated avionics/flight control 
digital program called DAIS (Digital Avionics Integrated System).  Studies are also underway at the AFFDL to investi- 
gate an integrated flight control/propulsion control system.  This concept would allow the blended use of both aero- 
dynamic control surfaces and propulsion system controls of engine thrust, nozzle angle, jet flap, blow-out doors, etc., 
to obtain the desired pilot-commanded response of the aircraft. 

The recent developments in direct force control, as described in Section 6.1. have greatly hroadep ' ^rizons 
of the flight cunirol designer.   The use of direct lift, side fore, and drag modulation control aloiu with the more 
conventional moment controllers has made it possible to decouple responses or to generate any form of blended 
response, of course within the configuration's control power constraints.   The control laws for the best use of direct 
force modes are not yet fully determined, and the true payoff/cost effects of these capabilities arc not fully known 

Control Configured Vehicle (CCV) fighter studies have shown that significant flinv interference occurs with the 
deflection of forward mounted horizontal or vertical canards.  Therefore there will be upsetting disturbances about 
other axes associated with these controllable canards.  The use of any kind of gain-scheduled mechanical interconnect 
to sufficiently remove the effect of such disturbances will probably nut be feasible and a command augmentation 
system, which attempts to negate all but the desired command response, will be required 

6.4 PILOT FACTORS 

As pointed out in Chapters 2 and 5. there ire many factors which influence the pilot's ability to control the 
vehicle in a combat task.  Only the three most important factors will he discussed in this section:   the displays, the 
controller, and the seat. 

6.4.1    Displays 

The air combat task is a "hcad-oiit-of-the-cockpit" effort with the pilot's concentration being devoted to the 
target aircraft.   For this primary reason, heads up displays (HUD) are used not only for presenting the aiming reticle 
hut also for providing usclul flight control Information such as range to target, height above the ground, and airspeed 
I'specially for air combat, the effect of displaying energy inanagemenl information Is also being explored. 

The use of various computing gunsighl schemes can have a very dramatic effect on the closed-looii stahillty of 
the tracking solution. Lead computing, tracer line, and director tiuiisights all Involve sensing or computational ilclavs 



A variety of compensation techniques such as damping and quickening or lead, are employed to provide a smoother 
track.  However, these techniques create an error between the indicated and actual firing solution during transient 
maneuver, and "settling time" is required before accurate aiming solutions are obtained.  Therefore, the dynamics 
of the fire control/display subsystem must be taken into account when analyzing the total tracking accuracy control 
problem. 

6.4.2    Controllers 

Fly-by-wire flight control systems have now made it practicable to consider controllers other than center sticks, 
since any device which can generate an electrical signal can be used to control the aircraft.  With additional considera- 
tions such us sustained high load fa 'tors and tiltablc seats, the possible use of sidesticks or other controllers becomes 
attractive if not mandatory.  The rigid sidestick shown in Figure 6-16 is being used in the YF-16 prototype program. 
Quadraplex sensors provide electrical signals to the flight control system proportional to the applied stick force. 

The type of controller (rigid or motion, sidestick or centerstick, etc.) directly influences tin response to control 
force gradients that are most desirable,   in addition, the cues available to the pilot through the controller and the 
quickness with which a control input can be made are affected by the controller type and these, to some degree, 
influence the total system characteristics that are desirable. 

6.4 J    The Seat 

A recent development which inarkeJI\ influences a pilot's ability to function under high load factors is the 
reclined seat or high acceleration cockpit shown in Figure 6-17.  The seatback angle may he fixed, driven as a func- 
tion of load factor or have discrete multiple position settings.  Test data for this concept (Ref.6-13) shows that in a 
sustained 8 "g" m.ineuver, tracking perfonnance is improved by u factor of 2 over that for a conventional upright 
seat position (see Figures 2-16 and 6-18).   This da'   was obtained in centrifuge tests and J flight article will probably 
be tested in the near future. 

6.5   METHODS OF PREDIC". ION AND ANALYSIS 

6.5.1    Analytical Methods fur Aerodynamic Stability and Control Characteristics 

Preliminary estimates will continue to he calculated using techniques such as those in the USAF Stability and 
Control Datcom.  Computerization of these methods, such as DigiDatcom. will greatly speed up the analysis process. 
Hxpansion of the methods to include the highly nonlinear characteristics occurring in high "g" combat maneuvers is 
needed.  The most promising approach to the development of analytical methods of desired generality is an empirical 
approach guided hy theory.  Such a technique has been used successfully numerous times in the past, and pnnides. 
in addition to the prediction methods themselves, a fuller understanding of the dominant How phenoniena. 

6.5.2    Wind Tunnel Predictions for Aerodynamic Stability and Control Characteristics 

The scope and type of testing outlined in Section 5..1 will continue and will b' augmented with additional 
letting.   For the new fighter concepts, an increase in the number of devices employed over a greater operating range 
is expected and consequently the mimher of variables will increase substantially and the total amount of testing 
required will increase proportionally.   The relaxation of stability levels makes it even more important that a solid 
degree of certainty is achieved as to the exact nature of the aerodynamic stability and control characteristics, since 
the aerodynamic margins for error are smaller when active "controls" provide the "stabili/ing" function.   It is expected 
that the rapidly driven control surface of some possible future lighter designs will experience unsteady aerodynamic 
effects and dynamic overshoots of surface lo;ids.  These' effects will have to be determined experimentally    Dynamic 
derivatives will be more important and experimental values will have to he obtained. 

The use of flexible wind tunnel models to obtain data on interactions of flexible Performance, stability and 
control characteristics is being investigated.   Composite materials are being studied and developed lor the construclion 
of flexible wind tunnel models.   How to handle the effect of "inertia relief" with the lumiel simulation is yet to be 
resolved.   High mod'l strength in addition to sealed fiexihility is required since the high  "g". high angle of attack 
conditions are most important to combat maneuvering capabilitv. 

6.5.3    Analysis of Vehicle Response Characteristics 

Since future fighters are expected to employ active control concepts as an integral par! of their design, bare 
airframe handling qualities characteristics arc not very meaningful.   Six degree-ol'-lrcedom siniulalions with the auto- 
matic flight control system included in the simulation will he ,i necessity and »ill be used to determine responses 
to control or disturbance inputs as well as to investigate roll coupling and the loads occurring in design maneuver!. 
Tile si/e of the simulations will greatly exceed present recpiircments because of the increased number of deuces, 
potential for more complex and nonlinear aerodynamics, increased impact of dynamic aeroelastic effects, and the 
additional complexity of the flight control sy ,tein.   The present lack of geivrali/cd handling qualilies design criteria 
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for vehicles employing these new control modes will increase the reliance on piloted ground simulation studies and 
the use of analytical techniques which employ reliable mathematical models of the pilot. 

6.5.4 Remotely Piloted Vehicles 

Scale free flight models, remotely piloted from the ground will play an increasing role in the future; The 
use of "drop models", discussed in Section 5.3, may be expanded and these may become powered.   Ultimately, 
complete powered scale vehicles, omitting maybe only the pilot, will be used in complex fighter developments as a 
means of demonstrating a high risk concept without the attendant risk to a pilot. 

6.5.5 Flying Qualities Analysis 

The primary current emphasis in new analytical flight control analysis techniques is the development of multi- 
loop pilot models.   In all real flight tasks the pilot manipulates more than one control at a time (two axis center 
stick, rudder pedals, throttle, and trim) and/or reacts to a variety of motion, visual and control feel cues with each 
controller. In order to adequately model the pilot in a complex control task, all of the important input and output 
variables of the pilot must be included.   In addition, in an air combat task, the pilot's control technique is influenced 
by such factors as tactics, situation (close or long range to target), and spatial position (high altitude or close to the 
ground).  Sometimes the pilot operates as a closed loop controller, for example when he is the attacking tracker, 
and at other times, us is the case for most defensive evasive maneuvers, he operates in an open loop fashion. 

At the present time, however, there is simply insufficient experimental data for the development of a multiloop 
pilot model. Past experience has indicated that results of engineering value can be obtained when significant simpli- 
fications are made.   Hopefully, the same trend will hold true for multiloop pilot modeling. 

6.5.6 Simulation 

As stated in Section 5.3. the development of flight simulators is quite advanced.   Existing facilities range I'rom 
simple fixed base cockpits with only instrument displays to those with large amplitude motions, wide fleld-of-view 
color visual displays, and generators of other cues such as sound and g-greyout.   A more sophisticated simulato'. of 
course, gives a more precise representation, but such facilities are costly to build, maintain and operate. 

To insure cost effective utilization of the spectrum of simulation capability, one must know what degree of 
sophistication is necessary to solve the problem at hand. One could, therefore, obtain a greater number of sufficiently 
satisfactory answers at less cost. To properly match the simulator to the problem, one will likely have to consider the 
task (landing, air combat, etc.). aircraft type, problem (pilot-induced oscillation, speed stability in the approach, etc.). 
and the extent of the variables to be studied.   The intent of this last item h illustrated by the time histories in 
Figure 6-19 taken from Reference 6-14 which show that for a well behaved aircraft the lack of motion cues in the 
simulation does rot completely prevent the completion of a landing Hare maneuver.   However, if the aircraft is 
statically unstable or somewhat more difficult to control, then the lack of motion cues can totally prevent the pilot 
from performing a flare and touchdown in the simulator. 

Typically, simulation investigation« have relied largely on the evaluations of the subject pilots as the 
measure of "goodness" of the flight control system.  Some studies have used quantitative measures of performance, 
but there is no consistent set of meaningful parameters.   It is, therefore, difficult to compare the results of one study 
with another. 

6.5.7 Flight Test 

The technology of parameter identification shows promise lor improving stability and control flight testing. 
The methods can be used to identify only the airframe"s stability derivatives or the total airl'ramo/llight control/ 
augmentation system dynamics.   Improved parameter identification methods will be used for analysis of dynamic 
maneuvers.   The use of parameter identification in conjunction with a flight test data telemetry system should 
greatly speed up the costly flight test programs for new aircraft. 

Flight testing can also be improved using the new air combat maneuvering ranges« Al'MR'sl which were originally 
created for training purposes to allow safe and effective means for ACM training.   An important feature of these 
ranges is the capability to incorporate computer generated weapon trajectories and hit/kill calculations.   The same 
equipment obviously has the capability to determine the mission effectiveness advantage of one test aircraft over 
another.   For example, the decision making process for fighter prototype "flyoffs" could be greatly enhanced by 
ACMR test data.   Also, the payoff of any flight control system improvement for a given aircraft, say the F-4. could 
he determined by flying the modified F-4 against a standard model. 

6.6   RECOMMENDATIONS 

Several new concepts and modes of control for improving fighter maneuvering capability have been reviewed in 
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preceding sections.  Analysis and prediction techniques required in the development of advanced fighters incorporating 
these concepts were also discussed.   Research and development efforts are needed in these areas so that the payoff/ 
cost relations can be determined and the useful concepts can transition to operational systems. 

This section discusses further several technical areas specifically outstanding in their potential for payoff in 
systems application and in need of research support. 

6.6.1 Vehicle Dynamics and Tracking Control 

Increased combat maneuvering capability, including precision tracking and weapon delivery, requires improvements 
in:   (1) gross maneuvering characteristics; (2) vernier vehicle control, i.e.. small amplitude direct lift and/or side force: 
and (31 additional precision tracking provided by a controllable gun/gun sight    Work is required especially on the 
following aspects. 

Future highly maneuverablc aircraft will incorporate active flight control tech lology with blended control of 
components which arc very closely coupled aerodynamically.   The ultimate viability of any concept will be highly 
dependent upon the tractability of the stability and control characteristics which result from the complex aerodynamic 
interactions.   Less margin for error in the estimation of vehicle characteristics can be tolerated for these aircraft which 
incorporate bare-airframe instabilities. The effects of r onlinearities become magnified and dynamic phenomena un- 
common to more conventional designs may result, e.g.. pitch coupling.   Development of configurations having the 
lucessary superior basic aerodynamic and inertial characteristics is needed. 

In addition to direct lift and direct side force control now under study, control of the axial force vector will 
give complete direct force control.   This means the coupling of aerodynamic surfaces and. more importantly, engine 
thrust (both magnitude and direction).   Flight propulsion/control '-oupling is a critical technology area.   Presently 
there are no requirements on the "speed control" dimension of flight control or handling qualities in the development 
of fighter aircraft.  The importance of speed control in gaining or maintaining a position of tactical advantage in an 
air combat engagement needs to be measured, criteria for levels and rates need to be established, and control charac- 
teristics need to be Jefined. 

Additional vernier tracking can be provided by developments in trainable guns and computing gun sights or by 
incorporating other flexibility in the gun and its dynamics. The tracking reticle dynamics are an integral part of the 
pilot'flight control/airframe/gun system when designing for air combat. 

6.6.2 Parameter Identification 

The application of newer paraii.eter identification techniques, such as the Newton-Raphson method, for extracting 
stability and control derivatives from flight test results Is needed.   It will be particularly valuable when the methods 
can be applied to nonsteady-state maneuvers with a high degree of confidence.   Presently, steady-state maneuvers, 
with controls pulsed so as to excite individual modes with minimum excitation of the other modes are being analyzed 
with parameter Identification techniques.   Success of the anaKscs has been mixed.   A reliable method, refined to the 
point that the average engineer is capable of performing the analysis, is very much needed 

6.6.3 Optimal Control Techniques 

Optimal control techniques have been applied to the design of flight control systems in recent sludies.   These 
studies have been limited in scope, with the control tasks and system degrees of freedom narrowly d'.fincd.   Appllca- 
of these techniques to the combined airframe/flighl control system is a promising area for future work. 

6.6.4 Flight Control in Preliminary Des-gn 

CCV (Control Configured Vehicle) Is an aircraft design concept whith provides for the inclusion of flight control 
system functional capability as part of the configuration development of a new aircraft.   To date, however, the maior 
design studies which have been undertaken involve a retrofit to an existing aircraft.   This, of course, very greatly 
constrains the design.  The development and exercising of a preliminary design technique for CCV is very much 
needed. 

6.6.5 Multilnop Pilot Models 

Most flight control tasks involve multi-input, mulli-output pilot operation    An analytical model which is 
representative of the operating characteristics of a real pilot for specific critical control tasks would be very useful 
for early design purposes.   Such a pilot model could be used with the mathematical models of the airframe and 
control/augmentation system for an early assessment of the total system closed-loop stability 

6.6.6    Flight Simulation 

Flight simulation is extensively used today as an engineering tool from preliminary design through flight test to 
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operational usage. There is a real need for an understanding of the extent of simulation capability necessary (to 
assure credible answers) for each specific engineering application. 

6.6.7 Digital Multimode Flight Control 

The acceptance of fly-by-wire control system technology has brought with it the feasibility of employing a 
central digital computer and, therefore, the ability to change the control laws to fit the primary mission tasks.   The 
conceptual and hardware technologies are available and the next step is to integrate and test such a system. 

6.6.8 Generalized Criteria 

Advances in technology, such as fly-by-wire, flight computers, new controller«, and control modes, have been 
rapid and it has not been possible for the development of generalized design criteria or requirements to keep pace. 
The result has been the use of relatively inefficient trial-and-error methods of design evaluation. The accumulation 
and correlation of data on advanced systems is necessary in order to guide the development of the next generation 
aircraft. 

6.7   CONCLUSIONS 

Highly reliable, fly-by-wire, active flight control technology has opened the door for the achievement of good 
control capability in highly maneuverable fighter aircraft. The blending of control modes by the flight control system 
will permit the operation of aircraft with its motion free of the constraints of classical aircraft dynamics.  There is 
potential for optimized response characteristics which will improve both gross maneuvering and precision tracking. 
The unconventional handling characteristics exhibited by aircraft with these systems may require readaptation by the 
pilot, and the specification of desirable handling qualities with these modes will become necessary.   Research and 
development efforts are required in flight control systems, fire control, energy management, and flight control/ 
propulsion system coupling as well as in prediction and analysis methods.  The automatic systems reasonably cannot 
be expected to compensate for inordinate deficiencies in the basic aerodynamic stability, control and performance 
characteristics.  Development of aerodynamic configurations having desirable, tractable characteristics is necessary in 
spite of their anticipated highly complex aerodynamic interactions. 
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CHAPTER 7 

BUFFET DEFINITION AND CRITERIA 

7.0 INTRODUCTION 

The presence of separated now regions either on an aircraft's wing, tailplane. or fuselage or in cavities and bomb 
bays provides a sufficiently large energy source to disturb the airframe.  Accordingly, the performance of the aircraft 
may be limited by such disturbance-induced vibrations or by the degradations in handling characteristics which may 
accompany them.  The highly undesirable rigid body motions of aircraft at angles of attack above separation onset 
are referred to in the longitudinal axis as "bouncing", "pitch up" and "porpoising", and in the lateral-directional 
axes as "wing rocking", "wing dropping" and "nose slicing".  These phenomena belong to the flight mechanics 
problem area and have a direct effect on aircraft controllability and the pilot's ability to hold an accurate flight path. 
A detailed discussion of these handling qualities problems has been presented in previous chapters. 

Flow separation phenomena which cause flexible mode vi'trations of the structure influence the aircraft's "ride 
qualities" and are referred to as buffeting.   Both rigid and flexiile aircraft motions of this kind may degrade the 
combat capability of an aircraft.   Buffeting may not be considered necessarily as a flight limit but it always gives an 
indication that more adverse phenomena, especially affecting lateral-directional motions, may occur whenever the 
angle of attack or Mach number are further increased. 

This chapter concentrates only on buffet.   In Sections 7.1 and 7.2 two individual contributions summarize 
buffet definitions und criteria used for wings and tails and for bomb bays. 

Besides the rigorous approach of solving the complete dynamic response equations, as described in Chapter 4, there 
are powerful methods to predict wing buffet penetration levels based on certain criteria from rigid model wind tunnel 
testing. All the methods take into account deviations from linear behavior or kinks in the curves of particular aerodynamic 
quantities plotted either versus angle of attack or Mach number. The most frequently used quantities are lift, pitching 
moment, trailing edge pressure (based on the work of il.II.Pearcy I, and root wing bending moment (based on the work of 
D.(i.Mabey). In particular, correlations between rms wing root bending moments measured on rigid wind tunnel models 
and buffet levels on full scale aircraft, referred to as "onset", "light", "medium", and "heavy" buffet, have been established. 
The degree of unsteadiness in the separated How is highly dependent on the nature of the flow separation, which is charac- 
terized by the type of leading edge or trailing edge separation as well as the spanwise stall departure. Interacting with a 
shock wave the flow separation can cause essential differences in buffet sensitivity between low and hielily swept wings. 

In addition to the main discussion on wing buffet in Section 7.1. general views arc also presented on tail buffet, 
which usually is due to an excitation by the wing wake.   In less frequent cases flow separation on the tail itself or 
flow separation on an aft-fuselage region have been identified as the cause for inconvenient or even unacceptable tail 
oscillations. 

Finally, Section 7.2 contains a comprehensive description of the state-of-the-art of predicting open bomb bay 
buffet.  Conclusions and Summary Remarks are presented in each of the two main sections rather than combined at 
the end of this chapter. 

7.1 WING AND TAIL BUFFET»  by D.G.Mabey 

This Section presents a cautious examination of the physical processes at work above the buffet boundary on 
aircraft, when the boundary layer has separated.   We still really know very little about these processes but it is 
hoped that Section 7.1 may stimulate further research and questioning, and more precise measurements of buffet 
onset and the severity of buffeting. 

The prediction of buffeting is a difficult and controversial topic.  Any presentation would evitably involve a 
degree of selection, and the author of Section 7.1 accepts responsibility for this.  The references provided an up-to- 
date introduction to some of the more important papers.   In Section 7.1 the following notation is used: 

This Sectiun is based cm a Specialists Lecture titled "Beyund the Buffet Boundary", presented at the Royal Aeronautical Society 
on 5 December 1972 and publiihed in the Aeronautical Journal in April 1473. 
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M 

c wing chord  (m) 

CB = CB(M. ) buffeting coefficient     wing root strain signal/kinetic pressure (arbitrary units) 

CB', Cj" dimensionless buffeting coefficients denned in Hquations (7-31 and (7-4) 

C, lift coefficient 

f frequency  H/(c/sl 

F(h) contribution to  p'/q2  in frequency band  Af 

v/nF(n) p/q(f)' 2 

K transformation factor Kquation (7-3) 

L typical dimension 

/ bubble length (m) 

n frequency parameter fL/V 

p pressure fluctuation in a band   Af  at frequency   I (N'nrl 

p mis pressure fluctuations  (N'/m2) 

fluu n = ", 

p2/q2 =   I nf(n)dllogiu 
log   n= -•,, 

q kinetic pressure   ipV2  (N/m2) 

R Reynolds number     based on aerodynamic mean chord 

V free stream velocity  (m/l) 

x distance from leading-edge  (m) 

a angle of incidence or angle of attack  (") 

e analyser bandwidth ratio  (Af/f) 

A sweep angle  (0) 

p free stream density  (kg/m5) 

7.1.1    DEFINITIONS 

We must first establish what we mean by buffeting.   Buffeting is defined as the structural response to the aero- 
dynamic excitation produced by separated flows.   In the example sketched in I'igure 7-1. there is a large area of 
separated How on the wing.  This provides the excitation which at a given point may be characterised by the rms 
level, the frequency spectrum (we shall see that the spectrum is often fairly Hat at low frequencies), the degree of 
correlation in space and time, and the length scale.   The pressure fluctuations excite a response of the structural 
modes which we call buffeting.  The aircraft structure acts as a selective filter for the excitation so that spectra of 
buffeting always contain pionounced peaks at structural frequencies.   In the example sketched in Figure 7-1 both 
the wing and the tailplane are excited.   Rigid body modes may also be excited, such as "wing rocking' . "wing 
dropping" or "nose slicing", hut these are at much lower frequencies and can be regarded as aircraft handling 
problems, of great importance but outside the scope of this chapter.   Buffet onset is often defined as the first 
appearance of a significant area of separated flow, although aerodynamicists often argue about how large the area 
must become before it is significant.  (This is one of the uncertainties inherent in the theoretical methods for the 
prediction of buffet onset now being developed    fhsc methods are briefly discussed in the Appendix. Section 7.1 7.) 
The onset of buffeting in flight is even more difficult to specify, for much of our present data are based on pilot 
impressions, which may be inaccurate if the pilot sits on or close to a node of the predominant modes being excited. 
Most pilots expect wing buffeting to provide a warning of more serious phenomena such as stall, pitch up or wing 
drop, and are unhappy with aircraft which do not provide such a warning, unless an automatic visual or audio 
warning system is fitted. 

The term buffeting was apparently first Introduced into aeronautical literature when a structural failure occurred 
to the tail of a Junkers monoplane in TOO (Rel.7-1).   This failure was attributed by the British accident investigation 
to buffeting of the tailplane excited by flow separations on the wing.  The How separations on the wing were caused 
by an encounter with a severe gust and the German investigation attributed the accident directly to the struct, ral 
failure of the wing caused by the gust (Ref.7-2).   This incident emphasi«" again that buffeting often occurs in critical 
flight situations, when limit loads are being approached or when the aircraft is approaching lateral or longitudinal 
stability boundaries. 

A consistent, dimensionless representation of excitation spectra is r  |uired when comparing measurements 
made at different How densities and velocities.   We shall adopt the notai. m suggested by T B.Owen (Ret 7-31 and 
represented in Figure 7-2.   Here we have a frequency parameter 
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n = a/v 

where f   =   frequency (11/) 

V =   velocity  (m/s) 

und L =   typical dimension (m) 

We als« luve a buffet level 

where 

and 

p'qv'f  = x/SFTnl 

p   =   pressure fluctuation in a band  Af at   frequency   f 

t   =   Af/f = analyser bandwidth ratio. 

7.1.2    BUFFETING CRITERIA FOR FIGHTER AND TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT 

Figure 7-3 illustrates how buffeting criteria, expressed in terms of ^       M   boundaries, can influence the choice 
of wing loading for fighter and transport type aircraft.   The boundaries presented for onset, light, moderate and 
heavy buffeting are based on some unpublished RAI  measurements (Ref.7-4).   (These boundaries are derived by a 
method outlined later.) 

A typical fighter aircraft (with a wing leading-edge of sweep angle 42°) will cruise well below the buffet onset 
boundary, but will frequently perform 5g manoeuvres which take it well beyond the buffet boundary to the moderate 
buffeting, or even to the heavy buffeting contour.   For a fighter aircraft the moderate buffeting limit is sometimes 
taken as the highest level at which guns or missiles can be aimed successfully, whereas the heavy buffeting limit is 
that at which the aircraft becomes useless as a weapon platform, but is still controllable.   For a fighter, frequent 
buffeting loads can seriously Influence the fatigue life of the structure, for they are considerably larger than the loads 
caused by turbulence. 

In contrast a typical transport aircraft (with the wing leading-edge of sweep angle 21°) may cruise at about 0 1 
in  C|    below the buffet onset boundary.   On Infrequent occasions the aircraft may encounter a strong gust* which 
carnes the aircraft beyond the buffet boundary, right up to the moderate InilTeting level.   The steady load achieved 
during the excursion into buffeting is probably more serious than the buffeting loads, w.iich max be little larger than 
those associated with the atmospheric turbulence encountered during every flight. 

Buffeting on lighter and transport aircraft only determines the extent of the penetration beyond the buffet 
boundary if there are no other handling limitations, such as wing rocking, wing dropping, pitch-up or stalling    We 
will return to this point later in this chapter. 

7.1..t    CLASSIFICATION OF WING FLOWS AND BUFFETING 

A broad classific.Uion of wings with separated Hows that excite buffeting »ill be usdul as a framework lor our 
discussion, even if the classification suggested is incomplete ll ig."'-4). 

Wings with low angles of sweep arc characterised beyond the buffet boumlarv at subsonic spc.ils In leading- 
edge or trailing-edge separations.   These separations ionn bubbles on the wing which usu.illv excite heavy buffeting 
At transonic speeds the presence of strong shock waves nearly parallel with the leading-edge add to the difficulties 
of predicting the flow, so that we giu this How a prediction rating of 10.   (These prediction ratings arc arbitrary 
and not used in am calculations, an increase in prediction rating represents increased difficulty of prediction )   Swept 
wings are characterised by a combination of mixed Hows iRef 7-fc) which are difficult to predict     Ihe separated 
flows on a swept wing at transonic speeds mav include shock waves (which varv in intensiu across the span), bubbles 
(from Ihe leading-edge or the trailing-edge I and vortices.   Thus a small increase- in Mach number may dramatically 
alter Ihe position of a shock wave or the reattachment point ot a bubble    Similarly an increase in unit Keynolds 
number or a change of the roughness hand used to fix transition on the model in wind tunnel tests may completely 
alter the character of the shock wave boundary layer interaction (References ''-"' and  '-XI.    Ihese difficulties seem 
to lustily a prediction rating lor swept wings of 10(1   an even higher rating would be appropriate lor a variable 
geometry wing. 



with sharp leuding-cdges arc relatively insensitive to wide variations in Keynolds number   Heaec slender wings ire 
given a prediction rating of I. 

These prediction ratings are, of course, arbitrary, hut they reflect real differences between the flows, which will 
now be considered in greater detail. 

7.1.3.1      Unswept Wings 

The cljaracter of the excitation caused by leading-edge separation bubbles on unswept wings may be inferred 
(Ref.7-10) from the simplified model for a bubble suggested by Norbury and (rablree in Reference 7-1 I (r'ig.7-5(. 
In the constant-pressure region of the bubble, we would expect the excitation caused by low Irequency lluclualions 
in the * paration point to be relatively small, whereas in the reattachment region, where the rate of pressure recovery 
is high, the excitation should be much higher.   Tluis the excitation might be expected to reach a maximum in the 
middle of the reattachment region.   These inferences from the mean static pressure distributions are broadly con- 
firmed by the measurements, although the excitation attenuates both upslreani and downstream of the reattachment 
region owing to the influence of the shear layer. 

The spectrum of surface pressure fluctuations for a boundary layer approaching separation in an adverse pressure 
gradient may be divided into high-frequency and low-frequency components (Ref.7-I2l.   The high-frequency pressure 
fluctuations are similar to those found under a boundary layer in ten pressure gradient (Ref.7-13) and are generated 
in the small scale inner region of the boundary layer associated with the law of the wall.   The low-fieciuency pressure 
fluctuations are generated in the large-scale outer region associated with the law of the wake, and increase in intensity 
as the outer region of the boundary layer thickens.   Between separation and reattachment. measurements suggest 
that the low-frequency pressure fluctuations continue to increase steadily as the separated boundary' luycr thickens, 
until a point is reached where the mixing layer turns towards the surface and the mean pressure starts to increase* 
Somewhere close to the reattachment point, the measurements for a wide range of bubble flows show a maximum 
value of the rms pressure fluctuation coefficient of 

p/q   between 0.10 and 0.04 . 

The spectra also show a marked similarity if the frequency parameter  n   is based on the bubble length I. for a peak 
pressure fluctuation is found when 

n   =   t7/V   =   0.5 loO.H . (7-1) 

This probably implies a feed-back process between conditions at the reattachment and separation points.   Equation 
(7-1) will be inappropriate when there is a strong, coherent disturbance in the wake (e.g.. a Karmin vortex street) 
or if there are acoustic resonances (as there may be in cavities).   The measured pressure fluctuations always cover a 
broad band of low frequences, rather than a single discrete frequency as given by Equation (7-11. probably because 
the velocity of the eddies in the shear layer varies with the eddy si/e. 

Leading-edge bubbles may be important for aircraft with sharp leading-edges, for which we have some good 
excitation nieasureinents (l'ij!.7-ö).  Leading-edge bubbles were fonned on the centre section of the Bristol IKS aircraft 
(Ref.7-15) and on a Venom aircraft with a sharp leading-edge (Ref.7-16).   I'igure 7-6 shows that the rms excitation 
at two points on the Bristol ISX increases gradually from separation  (x. I - 01. reaches a maximuin of 

p/q   -   0 10 

just upstream of the reattachment point (x I ■ 1.01. and then decrejses.   The frequency parameter   n   based on 
the bubble length has a maximum at about   n = 0.7   and correlates the spectra quite well at   x c '  0 KS . where 
most of the measurements are taken in the region of rapid pressure recovery   (x'l   - O.'Ml    The peak level is 
about v'nFfn) -  0 006 .   (The parameter  n   does not work so well at   x'c     0.50 . where some of the measurements 
are taken in the constant steady pressure region  (x'l = 0.56»  I  Measurements of pressure fluctuations on a Venom 
aircraft also confonn to the general pattern shown in Figure 7-6(al and show no sigmlicant variation in the rms 
pressure fluctuations or the spectra over the Mach number range from   M     0.3 to 0 6     Only a small Reynolds 
number effect on the low-speed pressure fluctuations was measured between the aircraft and a model (Ref 7 lol 
Some pressure fluctuation measurements on aerofoils with round leading edges recently published (Ret 7-17) siijigist 
similar rms levels and a peak frequency parameter of about 0 X to I 0 

Iquation (7-11 helps us to discriminate between the excitation frequencies associated »ilh long and short 
bubbles because of the large charge in the bubble length between (he two flows.   A long bubble covers ■ sigmluanl 
area of the aerofoil chord and. from Reference 7-1K. because 

* Bridshaw has shown ilut the (low in (he rcjltachtnem region is dntmnaU'tl h\ j upiu reJiKttun in cdJ\ UM n the rimi IJWI IN 

divided mm two halves The lowet lull at thr OK-.it Ijyet mnves upslrcin) trom rejIUchment. ihe up|H'T halt move's tawntlwni 
It seems reasonable that this sudden rediMinn in eddv si/e should he accompanied In a Hidden reduction in excitation al hm 
treqirencres 
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the pressure riuctualiuns will be jl compurutivcly luw trcquencics which CM excite the stmcturul IIUKICS. eg   lor .1 
long bubble on a wing with ,1 chord of 3 m moving al 70 m/s. the i'«cilalion frequency would be 

Oil: H/l 

(Typical wing fundamental bending frequencies are 10 11/ for a small aeroplane and 2 11/ for a large aeroplane.)   A 
short bubble only influence« a small area of the wing. but. in addition, because 

l/c   =   0(0.01) 

these pressure fluctuations will be at such high frequencies that they are unlikely to excite structural modes; eg . 
for a short bubble on a wing with 3 m chord moving at 70 m's. the excitation frequency would be 

0(i:oo ii/) 

Plight tests on the Venom with a sharp leading-edge (Ref 7.|(,). and the canard control of the XB-70 (Ref 7|<»). 
showed that buffet onset corresponded with the formation of a long bubble    Tile buffeting then increased steadily 
as the bubble extended downstream, until the rcattacluneni point approached the trailing-edge and the trailingedge 
pressure diverged    This point corresponded with heavy buffeting    Hence the local pressure fluctuations within a long 
bubble must be quite strongly correlated. 

The character of the excitation caused b\ a spoiler of height   h   (I ig ""-Wb)) closely resembles that caused by 
a leading-edge bubble    The excitation increases steadily from separation and reaches a maximum of 

p/q   =   0.05 

just upstream of reatlachment    [he peak frequency parameter   n   lor the spoiler is about 0 '> m th e experiments lust upsireain 01 reaiiacnineiii.    1 lie pea* irequency parameier   n   lor nie spouei is ainuu o.' 111 me experiinenis 
of I'ricke. rather than 0.7 for the leading-edge bubble    The experinunls of Iricke (Ref.7-20). in air. and of (ireshilov 
(Ref.7-21), in water, give peak frequencv parameters of about 0.9 and OK although the bubble lengths are respec 
tlvelv   l(> h and 5.5 h    The coincidence of the Irequencv  parameters based on bubble length confirms that this is a 
useful parameter lor   onipanng the spectra of the pressure fluctuations generated by bubble flows 

Tile character ol the mis pressure fluctualions and spectra caused by bubbles is largelv Independent of the 
origin of the bubble (Ref "'•lOl Thus, in particular, the maximum pressure fluctuations occur iust upstream ol 
rcatlachmcnl tor 

leading-edge bubbles. 
bubbles downstream of spoilers. 
bubbles I'ownstream of steps. 
bubbles upstream of steps. 
bubbles downstream of sudden expansions in pipes. 
bubbles »ithm slullo» caMties il tg 7-7) 

Mills the data correlations presented in Relerence 7-10 have apphcition to .1 »ule class of flows 

P 'I no,,   at   M 0 HO 

In 

P 'I 0.03   at   M I I'I 

Uns lall in the pressure lliuluations is probabh due to the unproud stabilitv ol the mean bubble flow K\.iuse ol 
l!ic rediKtion ol upstream influence Irom (he rc.itlaclinient region as the region ol siipcrsonu flow expaiuls    1 llic 
base pressure tliKtualioiK on ,1 bod) ol revolution also tall Irom Mibsoim to siipersoiik speeds and a similar espl.111.1 
turn may be applu ible (Ref 7-23) 1   Mie mean pressure distribution suggests (hat the length ol tlu- bubble does no( 
vhange MgnilKaiilK  Irom   \l      (1(>(I to 1  I'l   so that   within this speed range   there is piohablv  no niaior Jlange 111 
the internal ttluclupe ol the bubMv 

-^ 



The apparent universality of the pressure fluctuations caused by bubble flows at subsonic speeds is also well 
illustrated in Figure 7-8 which includes the pressure fluctuations measured (Ref.7-24) behind a two-dimensional step 
at  M = 0.33   at well as those measured (Ref.7-22) behind a step on a body of revolution at  M = 0.80 .  The 
similarity at subsonic speeds between both the  rms  pressure fluctuations and the spectra for the two different 
experimental configurations and Reynolds numbers is good. 

Recently some interesting measurements of the excitation on a two-dimensional lifting aerofoil at transonic speeds 
were made by Moss and Mundell and reported in Reference 7-25 (Fig.7-9). The condition selected for this aerofoil 
(M ■ 0.82, a ■ 6.7s) is just beyond buffet onset.   Although the trailing-edge pressure has not yet diverged, there 
if a short separation bubble on the aerofoil (with a length of about ' = 0.1 c ) immediately downstream of the shock- 
wave.  The position of the bubble was inferred from the shape of the mean pressure distribution, because it could 
not be seen in oil flow tests. (The interpretation of oil flow tests on two-dimensional aerofoils is often difficult 
because there are no telltale inflexions in the streak lines as there are on swept wings.) 

The excitation measurements along the chord are presented from two frequency parameters 

n  =   fc/V  =   0.08 and 0.8 . 

At a frequency parameter of n = 0.08 , a typical value for wing structural modes, there is a large local increase in 
excitation in the vicinity of the shock wave.  This local excitation decreases rapidly downstream of the shock wave 
but then shows a small local maximum in the vicinity of the reattachment region, before decreasing again.   This 
variation in low-frequency excitation must be caused by the coupling of the shock wave motion (at separation) with 
the development of the bubble and with conditions at reattachment.   In contrast, at a frequency parameter of 
n = 0.8 . a typical value for wing panel modes, the excitation increases progressively downstream from the shock 
position, reaches a maximum close to the reattachment line and then falls rapidly as in the other bubble (lows dis- 
cussed in this section. 

To find how the excitation develops, the angle of attack may be increased at constant Mach number.   The 
separation bubble then extends rapidly towards the trailing-edge and the trailing-edge pressure diverges, while the 
shock wave starts to move upstream slowly.   Thus the area of the aerofoil influenced by both the low frequency and 
high frequency excitation increases, and a progressive increase in buffeting would be expected.   It should be noted 
that as the bubble extends rapidly in length from about / = 0.1 c  to / - 0.5 c , the predominant bubble frequency 
parameter will fall from   n = 8  to  n = 1.6 . so that therv should be a large increase in excitation in a frequency 
range centred on this lower value. 

7.1.3.2     Swept Wings 

Figure 7-10 shows the complex separated flow on a typical model with swept wings at a Mach number of 0.80. 
These sketches illustrate some of the features which make buffet prediction difficult for swept wings and Justify the 
prediction rating of 100 allotted in Figure 7-4. At buffet onset there are at least three Shockwaves on the wing and 
a small shock induced ^paration bubble (with a length of perhaps 0.05 c I immediately downstream of the strongest 
shock wave, which runs roughly parallel with the leading-edge. At moderate buffeting there are complex shock 
patterns on the wing, areas of separated flow and areas with attached flow having a strong spanwise velocity compo- 
nent. (Great care is always necessary to achieve an optimum transition fix fur the boundary layer under high lift 
conditions like this at transonic speeds.) 

Pressure fluctuations are presented for a single point  P on the wing. Figure 7-11 shows the variation of rms 
pressure fluctuations with the angle of attack.  An attempt is made to explain this variation, but it is speculative 
because of the difficulty of discriminating between local events at  P and what Is happening simultaneously elsewhere 
on the wing.   A local Mach number of 1.0 is reached at a small angle of attack at a point on the wing near the 
leading-edge and close to the tip.   A local region of supersonic flow then develops as the angle of attack increases. 
This supersonic region is terminated by a shock wave, which oscillates upstream and downstream   The pressure 
fluctuations at   P   first increase slowly with the angle of attack (point A. a - I 8° I because of the combined effect 
of the shock oscillation and the pressure fluctuations caused by an attached boundary layer growing under an 
increasingly advene pressure gradient lRef.7-121.   As the terminal shock wave approaches and passes the transducer 
position (point B.  u - 5 0°) the pressure fluctuations increase rapidly, the major part of this increase must come 
from the shock wave oscillation   Shortly after point   B  the boundary layer separates at the terminal shock, and 
the terminal shock then starts to move forward and buffeting is detected by the wing-root strain gauges.   I Thus the 
wing-root strain gauges give a measure of the integrated excitation on the wing. I  When the terminal shock moves 
upstream of the pressure transducer the local pressure fluctuations fall rapidly I« a minimum at about  a = 6° 
because the point   P  is no longer influenced directly by the shock o<>cillation    The pressure fluctuations then 
increase to a maximum (point C. o = 7.2° ). when the reattachment line crosses the pressure transducer, just as on 
the aerofoil (Fig 7-9)    The local pressure fluctuations then decrease as the bubble extends downstream, although the 
wing buffeting, which is the response to the total excitation on the wing, continues to increase steadily from 
moderate to heavy 



The spectra of the pressure fluctuations provide additional information    Figure 7-1J show» that at point   A . 
well below the buffet onset, the increase in pressure fluctuations is above the frequency range of wing modes.   At 
the point   B . with the terminal shock oscillating across the transducer, the peak pressure fluctuations become larger 
and move to lower frequencies, within the range of wing modes.   At the point  (' . this peak is lower, becuse the 
shock is upstream of the transducer.   However we notice at point   ('   that there is an increase in pressure fluctuations 
at high frequencies  In > 0.5).  This may be associated with the separation bubble downslreani of the shock    By 
analogy with the low-speed results, we might expect to Und a second peak in the spectra at   n      5  to  10  with this 
short length of bubble  (I - 0.1 c)  but the present measurements did not extend much beyond   n ~  10. 

This is obvk. isly only a simplified account of the development of the excitation, using data from a single point 
on a wing.   A complete description of the excitation all over a wing iincluding mis levels, spectra and correlations) 
would be difficult to achieve    Fxtensive computing facilities would al-'i be needed to utilize this data    Hence lew 
measurements of excitation are currently available for swept wings at transonic speeds    However, we can learn a 
great deal about the wing behaviour from buffeting measurements, and these are discussed in Section 7.1.4. 

7 1.3.3     Slender Wings 

the fluctuating ruvnn.il force measurements of I arnsha» and Lawford (RefOh) (I'ig 7-13) show that slender 
wings with sharp leading-edges can operate up to quite high angles of attack land hence achieu' reasonably high lilt 
coefficients) without experiencing strong excitation    Although these tests »ere made at low Reynolds mimher 
(R = 0.2 x 10* to 0.4 x 10't. the flow characteristics of wings with sharp leading-edges are insensitive to wide 
changes in Reynolds number, primarilv because1 the separation lines are fixed 

Recent measurements on the Concorde b\ BAC'Aerospatiale confirm that the level of excitation is light and 
almost identical with that measured on a I '30 scale model (Ref.7-27) Il'ig.7-I4l.   Hence we may be confident thai 
Reynolds number effects on the excitation of slender wing conliguralions with sharp leading-edges arc Insignificant 

The excitation Is also light on slender vvlngs with round leading-edges.   However on slender wings wilh round 
leading-edges, large-scale effects have been observed, parllcularlv at subsonic speeds    A »ell documented example is 
the scale effects on the developmenl of the leading-edge separations observed on the FD2 research aircraft (see 
References 7-28 and 7-29. and ligure 12 In Reference 7-30). 

Although the level of excitation on slender »mgs Is small, the level of butlellng attained is of Interest because 
a slender-wing aircraft must llv above the buffvt boundarv on every lake-oil and landing, and thus acquire a large 
number of loading cycles during Its operational life.   The buffeti ig on rigid models of slender »nigs can be detected 
by sensitive semlconluctor strain gauges i Ret '-.' 11    Measiirci'icnts on Ivvo dilierenl rigid models conformed 10 the 
same pattern    Bullet ng increases alter the formation of the ■> .tices and then reaches a plateau (I Ig."'-151     Uns 
plateau Is obtained because, .iltlmugh the area Influenced bv  the vortices is Increasing, the vortices arc moving a»av 
from the »ing    A sudden Inrlher Increase In buffetim: occurs »hen the vortex breakdown point moves across the 
trailing-edge, but it Is unllkelv thai a slender »ing am rail would be required to operate in this region    An unusual 
feature of these bulteting measurements »as that Ih. third svmmelrk mode predominated, rather than the funda- 
mental las discussed In Section 7.1.4).   Thus these measureinenls could not be used »ith confidence to predicl the 
level of buffeting, quite apart Irom uncertainties aboul the appropriate damping coefficient.   The solution found to 
this problem »as to test an aero-elastic model lor a rather similar conligurallon 

The buffeting on this aeroelastic model »as readilv delected bv wire strain gauges I Ret '-.'I I. even though the 
tests »ere restricted to lo» equivalent airspeeds because of the danger of overloading and destroy Ing a valuable 
aeroelastic model    (Most aeroelastk models are designed lor fluttet testing under zero lilt conditions 1   Ihe buffeting 
on the aeroelastic model »as also predominantly in the second and third structural modes, confirming the results for 
the rigid models     Ibis response is probably caused bv  Ihe excitation being localized to a komparativelv small area 
under the vortices, rather than being distributed across the span as for unswepl and swept wings    Ihe level of 
buffeting extrapolated to lull scale from this model »as estimated to be small but lust ineasiir.ible     I his prediction 
has recenllv been confirmed in flight 

In flight most of ihe buffeting is In the second and third structural modes.   At the lo» values of I AS al which 
the aircraft flies above Ihe bullet boundary there Is little aerodvnamic damping in these modes so that »e may 
reasonably assume constant damping.    Ihe »inghp accekration   A   »ill then vary »ilh   V;   at a conslanl angle ol 
attack    Hence Ihe curve of 

A \ ■ versus  ii 

derived Irom Ihe flight measurements at conslanl »eight closelv  resembles that measured on Ihe model dig ' 151 al 
constant kinetic pressure 

The level ol hufleling has also been calculated bv Mitchell (Ret 'Mt. using as Ihe excitation the pressure 
llucluations measured al 14 pomls on the I   '0 vale model (Ret 7-27),   Mitchell had lo make rather sweeping a sump 
lions aboul Ihe correlations ol Ihe pressure fluctuations, and also lo assume values ol total danipine appropriate Ii 
Ihe motion, but he stivceeded in predicting almost exactly  Ihe bulleling levels reniillv measured in flight 
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Many readc.. will be i'.sjppiimrfil thai the lorrdalion of the prcsMin- fluctuations in thetk vortex flows has 
not been discus» J.   This is primarily because there are so few correlation measurements available   The most complete 
set available to the author are those for a model of the BAC 221. a slender wing research aircraft.   Kigure 7-16 shows 
a typical example, with vortex breakdown about halfway between tlu apex uf the wing and the trailing-edge (Ref 7-27) 
The contours of excitation have a maximum value underneath the point at which the vortex bursts.   Using this point 
as reference we can then observe the correlation of the pressure fluctuations at the frequency selected    The deal 
impression given by all the contours of correlation is of a definite wave pattern    It is possible to show, by time delay 
techniques, that the contours are caused by the convection downstream of a fixed wave pattern associated with the 
vortex burst. 

7.1.4    BUFFET ONSET AND THE SEVERITV OF BUFFETING 

In Reference 7-3.1 Huston et al suggested a method for predicting the onset of buffeting and flight buffeting 
loads from measurements of unsteady wing-root strain made on rigid wind tunnel models with umwept and swept 
wings.  Thus buffeting tests could be made simultaneously with routine force measurements   Tlie sitnilarily relations 
suggested arc shown in Figure 7.|7. 

The method assumes that the reduced frequencies of the wing fundamental mode are about the same lor the 
model and the aircraft, i.e.. 

I, fc. ^IIKKIOI ''■aaaill o   1 

In practice a variation in reduced frequencx parameter from 0.'' to 1 (> seems to be acceptable, al least for measure- 
ments of buffet onset (Ref 7-2l,l. probabK because the buffet excitation spectra are always comparatlu-ly smooth 
(e.g.. Figure 7-12. ("urses   B   and  C 1. 

7.1.4.1 Onset of Buffeting 

The measurenicnt of unsteads wing-root strain is generally accepted a« the most consistent and reliable metlmJ 
of assessing buffet onset from model tests (References 7-2''. 7-34 and ''-351 and mans timnel flight comparisons of 
buffet onset are available (References ""O1* and ''-351 I here is generally a fair correlation between the luiinel and 
flighi buffet onset boundaries over an extreme range of wing plantonns and thickness distributions Tunnel results 
obtained by this method are usualK somewhat pessimistic, particularly al subsonic speeds, but are exlremcly useful 
for project stiuies and comparative tests 

7.1.4.2 Alleviation of Buffrting 

The measurement of unsteady wing-root bending moments has been widely used lor comparative tests to assess 
the alterations in wing buffeting produced b> changes in wing design (References 7-3«i to ''•.INI    figure "MH shows 
three typical examples    I he first part ol l:igure ""-'K shows how the addition of a slat to the leading-edge of a 35* 
swept wing of constant chord delays the build up at buffeting lo much higher «ing angles of attack (Rel '-.'h) 

Measurements are only given lor a Mach number of Oh? because it Is difficult lo design a leading-edge profile 
which gives a satisfactory compromise over a wide speed range from   M      0.50  lo  0 40     Hence a variable geometry 
leading-edge, as proposed in the "RAI VAM" principle, mav vet be used to optimize wing buffeting characteristus 
A full discussion of these aspects of leading-edge design is given in Reference "-.'d    I he second part of figure ""-IN 
shows how the addition of a slat to a I 20 wale model of the Phantom aucrall raised Hie bullet onset boundan 
a somewhat smaller improvement »as obtained in flight (Rel ''-341 (I ig "Ohl    the third part of figure ''-IN shows 
how the buffet onset boundary of a wing with its quarter chord line swept 45   was unproved (Rel "-.'"l    file addi- 
tion of carefully streamlined b<Klies to retard the downstream 'iiovement of the terminal shock raised the lift coeffi- 
cient for buffet onset by about (I 2 for Mach numbers ol 0 (> to 0 K and bv about 0 40 al a Mach number ol 0 1'0 
The addition of small boundary layer fences to the noses ol these bodies produced a further increase in buffet onset 
lift coefficient ol about 0 2 at subsonic speeds (where there »ere probably shock and or vertex Ivpc separations close 
to the leading-edge) but no further increase at   M     0''0  (where the separatum were probably shrck-mduced further 
downstream on the wing I 

An interesting flight investigation on the I   104 aircraft of the alleviation ol buffeting achieved by the defleilion 
of leading-edge and trading-edge Haps is describes in Reference ?-3<» 

7.1.4.3     Altrrnalivr Methods of IVfining Buffet • «set 

The improvements in wing buffeting laused bv the poslponement or alleviation of How separations can some- 
times he asvKiated with changes in the mean lories and pressures on the wing, particularly lor low angles of sweep 
back where the buffeting is generally heavv*     thus figure 7 I'l shows that the slats which delay heavy bulleting on 

•  f»ir MK'Ji-uu- "i hijihlv swepi wingv Urn is i miuh naff JiMuull (MIKCSV    Die lenn "kinMuiiv    ha» hecn applied ft»; It'eve melhitds 
ol Jricrmmin)! improvements in hudot 
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the 35° swept wing (Ref.7-J6) also improve  Clm^   from about 1.0 to 1.3.   The slat also delays the divergence of 

the trailing-edge static pressure at a typical wing station   (2y/b = 0.50). 

When dynamic wing huft'eting tests are made in wind tunnels with low levels of flow unsteadiness the onset of 
buffeting is normally well defined. However if the flow unsteadiness at the wing fundamental frequency exceeds the 

levels specified in Reference 7-40. interpretation of the wing-root strain measurements may be difficult, and incorrect 

answers can be obtained. When the wing-root strain measurements are ambiguous a critical assessment of the overall 

forces may identify buffet onset. The examples which follow represent a bad failure of the dynamic method in some 

early tests in an unsteady tunnel iN nlmi - O.OOKi , and are not typical of what is readily achieved in a tunnel with 
low unsteadiness. 

Tigure 7-M shows a comparison of the buffet onset boundary for a typical wing with low sweepback with two 

criteria for the onset ol flow separations I Kef''O1'1.   The breaks in the   C',,   vs  Cj   curves correspond quite well 

with the onset of How separations derived from surface How visualisation.   This boundary also compares fairly well 

with the buffet boundary at subsonic speeds  (M < 0 MOI  but at transonic speeds the buffet boundary is manifestly 

too high.   In contrasi the breaks in the  ( ,   vs a  curves occur at such a high   (',   over the complete Mach number 

range that they give too high a level for buffet ousel    This observation is in accordance with the recent experiments 

of Ray ami Taylor on a large number of wings (Rel.7-34l.   On a three-dimensional wing the initial onset of separation 

and loss of lilt on one area of the wing may be associated with a compensating increase in lift on another area of 

the wing, so that there mav be no breaks in the  ('|   vs a  curves at buffet onset.  Neurtheless Bore has obtained 
some success with particular wings in using breaks in the   (',    vs   a   curses to obtain buffet onset boundaries 
(Refill 

figure ""-'l shows the same buffel houndarv compared with the trailing-edge pressure divergence boundaries 

We see that every spanwise position on the Hing gives a different divergence boundary, hut that the boundary for 

2y'b = O.HZ   gives reasonably good agrecineiil with the onset of flow separations al high subsonic and Iransonic 

speeds as Pearcey suggested iRef ''■All    This station is recommended because mam swept wings are designed so that 
the How first separates at about    '\ b     O.SO     Indeed at transonic speeds the comhinalion of wing taper, leading- 

edge sweep and thickness distribution will often ensure the onset of How separations in this area, unless How separa- 

tions can be deferred by modifications to the »mg planform   the wing section or the wing twist distribution.   For 
this wing the llow separations extend rapidlv downstream from the leading-edge lat subsonic speedsl or from the 

terminal \hovk wave lat transonic speedsl and hence Irailmg-eoge pressure divergence correlates reasonably well with 

biilfel onset    The le.iding-cdge icparations on Inghh swept wings at transonic speeds generally extend rapidlv to the 

trailing-edge ^o thai Ir.iiling-edge pressure measurements can assist the iiilcrprelation ol buHeting m ■asiu.inenls on 

these wings iRet "-4.'l    If the flow separations extend slowly downstream troni the leading edge, ve'  have seen that 

IMIIIH)! edge pressure divergence »ill occur rignificantly later (References 'Id and " P'l Mian hi ■Ic. >.n " 

Ohservali.ni ot the wing tip vortices i.in help la drflnc the bullet onset boundary   it the IIUIKU I o-v separations 

are close' the wing lip     Ihis lccliiiu|iie has been rarely exploited, bill during bullet tests in the RAI   3 i'i x 3 It tunnel 

I Ret "O"'! close- agreement was obtained on several models helween the ancle ol attack al hullel UIIHI derived from 

measiiremenl-. ol unsleadv wing-root strain and Ihe .ingle of .ilt.uk al which the «.ores ol the wing lip \orlices dis- 

appeared Irom tt-    SJilieren apparatus 

When the wing llow is atladied. the boundjU) layer near the wing lip is concentr.ited mlo Ihe cote ol the wing 

lip vortex, and is clearly visible in a Schlieren swtem with a hori/onlal knileedgc    However, it Ihere is a separation 

on the outboard wing seaion   the vortex core rapidlv dilluses and it is diflkull to dislmguish on Ihe Schlieren system 

Pie change between these' types of llow is »ell defined on llu Schlieren but not very well reproduced on photo- 

graphs    The erilieal angle of attack is repeat.iWe to • I    and small asvniiiietnes between the onset of separation on 

port and starboard »nigs ean be identified 

7.1 4.4     Severity of HiiffrlinG 

We iniisl now return to the scaling ol Ihe bulleling loads Irom the model to the aircrall. »Inch presents serious 

dilticullies 11 ig "Pi    Huston .issiuned lhal am diMerenee between Ihe mode shapes ol Ihe rigid model and the 

llexible .iir^rall Would be iiisigniHeanl and Ihis is prob.ibh  a lair assiimplion     He alvi assumed flat it »oukl be 
lairlv easv to establish Ihe total damping loellicienl appropriate to the model and lliglit experinienls but experience 

Huston showed that lor a given Mach nuinber and angle ol attack, if 
■ ""■■■.' »—•• ••- • - » .......    ii   i 

proves this hope is not »ell lomuled 

Wing-riH)t strain  a   air densitv 

then the damping ol the motion »as predommanllv structural and constant    Structural damping Igenerallv denoted 
by   g ?       «.ntu ill seems to predonnnale on ne.irlv all rigid »mil li'iin.l models iRelerciues '44 and "45l and 

remains eonslanl Irom zero lift to heavy bulleling conditions    In contrast, it 

Ming root strain   u   lair densitv '' : 

lliislon slumed lli.il Ihe damping of Ihe inohon ».is piedonimantlv  .h"    I' naniK     Huston suggested lhat this la» 



would be followed in flight if the aerodynamic damping (generally denoted by  7  % critical) was unaltered by the 
onset of flow separations.  However there are few reliable flight experiments, and no conclusive tests on aeroelastic 
models in wind tunnels to verify this law.  The measurements of Jones (Ref.7-4S) suggest that in flight at constant 
density and velocity, but with varying angle of attack, the basic assumpton of a constant damping coefficient equal 
to the attached flow value may be In error.   Figure 7-22(a) shows the variation of total appa' .-nt damping coeTiclent 
with normal force coefficient for a small fighter aircraft (Ref.7-46).   At buffet onset the total damping coefficient 
increases rapidly from its attached flow value. 3f? critical, to I6'7 critical and then falls again to about 4% of critical 
in the region of moderate buffeting.  No convincing explanation of this phenomena has yet been given and it U not 
known yet whether this behaviour is peculiar to this aircraft, or typical of most swept wing aircraft. 

A similar variation of tolal damping with lift coefficient has been derived at least once before (Ref.7-37) during 
wind tunnel buffeting tests of a rigid model over a limited Mach number range from   M = 0.43 to 1.00 .   Figure 
7-22lb) shows  hat the structural damping of this model was low and the same for all configurations tested 
(gl2 = QA"*   01 critic.il damping).   For the clean wing the total damping of the fundamental mode remained about 
2T from low lift until well beyond buffet onset, then Increased slowly to about 39! and then decreased again.   (Tills 
variation is rather larger than we would expect fur a rigid model, although Wornom and Davies observed a variation 
from i" to \.S'rt which could be related with the lift on the model (Rif.744).) In .ontrast. for the same wing struc- 
ture and frequency, but with the aerodynamics altered by the addition of bodies and fences, tl'e damping started at 
low lift coefficients at the same level as the clean wing (2%) but then increased rapidly to (i'i at buffet onset 
iCL = 0.7).   The damping reached a maximum of 8.5 r' at  C,  = 0.08   and then fell to about 4'' at  C,  - 0.9 to 
1.0 .  The author of the original report thought that this change in damping was caused by the change In the flow 
produced by the wing modifications and not by any peculiar variation of structural damping.   Figure 7-22(c) shows 
a similar variation of total damping for another Improved configuration of the same wing at a Mach number of O.'W 
One' again, a large increase in the total damping seems to occur before buffet onset.   If variations of daiii|iing coeffi- 
cient of this kind are going to occur in night or tunnel experiments it will be Impossible to utlll/e the simple rela- 
tions for the severity of buffeting previously suggested (Flg.7-17). 

One attempt to escape this dilemma is to by-pass the uncertainties associated with the damping in flight and to 
use the buffeting measurements on rigid wind tunnel models with constant damping to derive dimensionless huffetlng 
coefficients which can then be compared directly with the buffet penetrallon achieved In flight (Ref.7-30( on aircraft 
for which we do not know the damping coefficients.   Many assumptions are implicit In this method, but It works 
reasonably well.   Ttie basic hypothesis Is that the tunnel unsteadiness (which must be known) can be used as a given 
level of aerodynamic excitation to calibrate the model response at the wing fundamciilal frequency, and hence to 
derive bulfeting coefficients from the buffeting measurements.   These buffeting coefficients arc a measure of the 
generalised force In the wing fundamental mode due to any distribution of pressure fluctuations on the wing.   Past 
experience with nine aircraft models suggests that levels of buffeting coelficlcnt obtained In this way can be Identi- 
fied appropriate to the maximum flight penetration of buffeting for both transport ami lighter type aircraft.   The 
method is illustrated by r typical example (R 1.7-29). (the same model us discussed In Figures 7-20 and 7-21). 

Figure 7-23 shows the curve cf unsteady wing-root strain signal at the wing fundamental frequency.   I, . plotted 
against angle of attack.   If these signals are divided In the appropriate kinetic pressure  q ■ [p\': . we have, if the 
flow is Insensitive to changes In Reynolds number. 

Wing-root strain signal'q   =   ("„(Ma) (7-2) 

where   rB(M. n)  is a dimensional function of Mach number  M   and Is Independent of q   at a given   M   and angle 
of attack, if the total damping of the wiiv fundamental mode is constant (Ref.7-45l.   Before the onset of How sep:irj- 
tlons on the model, most of the curves .n Referena '-21* and numerous tests In other wind tunnels (Ref.7-3-1) show 
that  CB(M. a)   Is constant and equal to  CB(M. a     0).   This is the portion of the model response caused by the 
tunnel unsteadiness y/nFtn)  at tf    ippropriate Mach number and the same IrequeiuN   f| .   We now scale all the 
measurements so that the level  (''B(M. a = 0)   represents the tunnel unsleadlness and the model response to that 
unsteadiness.  Thus 

rB(M.o-0)   =  v/nFdi)   -   I'K • CH(M. 0     0) (7-3) 

where  K   is a constant scaling factor.   The subsequent increase In   ("[((M.a)   as the angle ol attack increases gives 
a measure of the Integrated pressiu ■ fluctuations arising from the wing buffet pressures and of the model response 
to this excitation.   Having used the tunnel unsteadiness ^nFdi)   to etUMWl a datum buffeting scale, this signal 
must now be subtracted to give the true buffeting level in the absence of tunnel unsteadiness    If the tunnel unste.idi- 
ness does not exceed the criteria In Reference 7-40 there should be no correlation between the tunnel unsteadln''ss 
and the wing buffeting and so we can calculate a corrected buffeting aiel'flclenl 

r^'Mol   -   ^((M. «)'     C.fM.« » ÖF. 17 4) 

The angle of attack at which  ('B'(M. a)  first differs from zero Is buffet onset.   Contoun of bufl 'ting coefficients 
are then readily obtained as a function of Mach numbe- ,<:iC angle of attack or lift coefficient.   I or the seven lighter 
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aircraft models heavy buffeting corresponds with 

Cg   =   0,012 to 0.016 , 

For the Tighter aircraft there is considerable scatter from the flight buffet onset boundary to the Cg = 0.0O4 
contour.  Hence for Tighter aircraft the following buffeting criteria are suggested: 

Buffet onset Cj| ■ 0 

Light buffeting C'B' = 0.004 

Moderate buffeting C'B' = 0.008 

Heavy buffeting Cg = 0.016 . 

For the two transport aircraft models the buffeting limit corresponds with  Cg = 0.006 . 

Figure 7-24 illustrates a recent test of this hypothesis for a Tighter aircraft.  The model was similar to the one 
considered in Figure 7-23 but the tunnel unsteadiness was much lower  (^/nF(n) = 0.002)  and the Reynolds number 
much higher (R ^ 4 x lO4).   Buffet onset in the new flight tests (carefully derived from wing-tip accelerometers) 
agrees well with the light buffeting contour 

Cg   =  0.004 

and the maximum flight pem-tration corresponds with the heavy buffeting contour 

Cg   =  0.016 . 

Figure 7-2S shows sketches based on typical oil flow photographs taken on this model at Mach numbers of 0.70 and 
0.90 at the light, moderate and heavy buffeting levels, and we note the progressive development of the areas of 
separated flow as the buffeting coefTicient increases. 

The correlations established between buffeting contours and maximum flight penetration arc somewhat surprising 
because it might reasonably be expected that the severity of buffeting in flight would be based on the dimensional 
level of vibration (either estimated by the pilot or measured by an accelerometer), rather than a dimensionless buffeting 
coefficient.   There are two alternative explanations for the correlations established.   Hither 

(1) the severity of wing buffeting is not really the limiting factor so that pilots of fighter or strike aircraft tend 
to fly right up to a handling boundary, such as pitch-up. stalling or wing dropping. This handling boundary 
might coincide with the heavy buffeting contour.  Or 

(2) the pilot may instinctively include In his assessment of buffeting a °q° factor, as he tends to do in the 
application of steady loads to the aircraft. 

If he docs introduce a 'q' iactor. pilot-deTtned boundaries for light, moderate and heavy buffeting at constant altitude 
would tend to be uniformly spaced above the buffet onset boundary where Mach number effects are small, and 
would correspond with constant values of pressure-fluctuation coefTicients measured in the tunnel and hence of 
buffeting coefTicients,  Cg   (see Figure 14 in Reference 7-16 for the Venom alrcralt with a sharp leading-edge). 

The pilots of transport aircraft generally sit further from the nodal points of the wing fundamental mode than 
do pilots of Tighter or strike aircraft and would not wish to approach a handling boundary, even if sufficient thrust 
were available.   Thus for transport aircraft the maximum penetration coefTicient  C'B' = 0.006  seems more reasonable 
than the value of 0.016 for fighter »ircraft.   This limit for maximum flight buffet penetration for transport aircraft of 
Cg - 0.006   is based on measurements for only two models at low Ke>,.olus numbers and may need to be revised 
as additional tunnel/flight compari ins become available for this class of aircraft 

The heavy buffeting contour can be given a general physical significance because the buffeting coefficient ought 
to be of the same magnitude as the fluctuating normal force coefTicient If the flow over most of the wing is separated 
iml the excitation is well correlated across the wing   The measurements of Polent/ on aerofoils (Ref.7-47| show a 

inu xiinum normal force coefTicient at low frequencies of about 0.010 to 0.020 which brackets the heavy buffeting 
contour of 0.016.   Similarly Figure 7-13 shows that the maximum fluctuating normal force coefTicient at a particular 
low frcque.icy parameter   n = 0.05   for a family of slender wings varies from about y/nCitn) ■ 0.008   to 0.010 for 
A ■ 45°   to v/nGtn) = 0.014 to O.Ol")   for  A     ""0 .   These high values of normal force coefficient are obtained 
when vortex breakdown occurs on the wings ir live of which way the models are tested and therefore Irrespective 
of the details ef the vortex flow (Ref.7-26). 

One recent application of this method utilued buffeting measurements made by Hanson on an aeroelastlc model 
of a variable geometry Tighter aircraft*; the original report repays careful study (Ref.7-48).   The aeroelastlc model 
*  The aulhur acknowledges the use nl addilionil informatiun. kindly given by Mi Hanson, which is nol included in Reference 7-48 
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was tested in Freon 12 in the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel.   The model was flown on wires and 
achieved an almost exact duplication of the aircraft modes and dampings for the different wing sweep angles.   As 
expected, the response measured by the wing-root strain bridge was predominantly in the wing fundamental mode, 
at about 16 Hz model scale (Figure 8a of Reference 7-48), and the damping was predominantly aerodynamic. 

Figure 7-26 shows the buffeting coefficients Cg   derived from these wing-root strain measurements and the 
tunnel flow unsteadiness level (Figure lb of Reference 7-48).   Different transformation factors,  K . are required 
for the port and starboard wings, and for every Mach number, because the damping of the fundamental mode is pre- 
dominantly aerodynamic and varies with kinetic pressure  q .  These values of  K  reduce the buffeting measurements 
to single, well defined curves of Cg'  vs CN .   The angles of attack selected for the onset, light and moderate buffeting 
contours correspond with  Cg = 0, 0.004  and 0.008 respectively, as derived from tests on ordinary sting-supported 
wind tunnel models tested in air. 

Figure 7-27 shows a comparison of the buffeting contours derived from the model tests and the buffet onset 
and maximum penetration achieved in flight.   In the tunnel tests the maximum penetration was not limited by wing 
buffeting, but instead either by a limiting tail deflection (the aeroelastic model must fly trimmed) or by a roll 
instability which the "pilot" could not control.   Similarly in flight no manoeuvres were aborted due lu the severity 
of buffeting, but only due to the attainment of the "g" and "o" limits mentioned in the report.   For  A = 26°  and 
50° the flight buffet onset boundary agrees fairly well with the buffet onset contour Cj,' = 0 derived irom the 
tunnel tests.   For  A = 70°   the flight buffet onset boundary is between the buffet onset contour Cj = 0  and the 
light buffeting contour  Cg ■ 0.004 .   Above buffet onset the flight and tunnel contours look similar am' support 
the broad conclusion that maximum flight penetration would have corresponded fairly well with the heavy buffeting 
contour Cg = 0.016, if this could have been achieved on the aeroelastic model.   Kven with the severe restrictions 
applied to the aeroelastic model by the tail deflection and the roll instability, maximum levels of Cg = 0.010 and 
0.013 were achieved for   A = 26° and 70°  respectively. 

These re-ults from an aeroelastic model flown on wires may reasonably be viewed as a severe, and yet fairly 
satisljctory. test of the hypothesis originally advamed in Reference 7-30 on the basis of tests on ordinary wind 
tunnel models supported by stings.   It should be iioled that buffeting tests on an ordinary sting-supporled model of 
the aircraft would not have been limited by .uil 1> ads or a roll instability, and could probably have been made at 
higher Reynolds numbers.   (The test Reynolds numbers quoted on page 10 of Reference 7-4S are in fact Reynolds 
numbers/ft so that the model Reynolds numbe"  are comparatively low.) 

It is interesting to note that in both the flight and tunnel tests reported in Reference 7-48 rapid increases in 
angle of attack excited less severe buffeting than slow increases in angle of attack.  This effect has been noticed pre- 
viously in flight tests of other combat aircraft.   Although part of the delay can be attributed to the finite lime taken 
by the structure to respond to the aerodynamic excitation las discussed by Zbro/ek and Jones in Reference 7-5). 
there is some evidence that there may well be, in addition, a transient effect on the development of the How separa- 
tions, if the rate of change of the angle of attack is high. 

7.1.5    TAIL BUFFETING 

Although tail buffeting has occurred on many other aircraft since the classic investigation cited previously 
(References 7-1 and 7-2(, few of these investigations are well documented    A useful survey of the literature available 
up to I^SI was included in a paper by Seal (Ref.7-49). 

Tail buffeting may be excited either by the wing wake or. less frequently, by local separations on the lailplane 
Tailplane buffeting normally occurs at the first symmetric bending frequency, but may occur at Ilie first antisymmetric 
bending frequency in conjunction with the first fuselage torsional bending frequency    Although lailplane buffet 
onset may be measured by the application of tail-root strain gauges on rigid models, the severit> of the buffeting 
cannot be detennined with confidence.   This is because the fuselages modes and stiffnesses on rigid models are un- 
representative lo those on the real aircraft.   Hence dynamic models must be used in which the fuselage modes are 
correctly represented.   References 7-48 and 7-50 provide interesting examples of this teclinique of measuring tail 
buffeting loads. 

I xamples of tail buffeting induced by the wing wake are less serious now because of the care with which lail- 
plane positions are selected.   Some of the factors which influence tail position, including buffeting, are discussed in 
Reference 7-51.   The tailplane position selected is inevitably ,i compromise between main imitually conflicting 
requirements leg., longitudinal stability at high speeds and low lift coefficients and al lo* speeds and high lift coeffi- 
cients, or even by noise alleviation constraints) and hence tail buffeting can nomallv be anticipated somewhere wllhm 
the flight envelope.   Tail buffeting need not necessarily be harmful, eg . on one aircraft buffeting on the T-lail 
provided a natural warning ol the wing stall (Ret 7-52).   Tail huffeling excited by wing How separations will be 
sensitive lo any devices which alter these separations, such as vortex generators, flaps or engine nacelles    A possible 
hazard which has occurred on combat aircraft is tail buffeting excited by the carriage of pylon-mounted external 
stores under the wing.   Preventing the flow separations by increasing the gap between the store and the wing or In 
reducing the thickness/chord ratio of the pylons also eliminates this type of tailplane buffeting. 



Local How scpurutions. and tail bul't'cting. caused by Inadequate sealing between the lower and upper surfaces 
of tailplanes have been eliminated by improving the sealing.   Local How separations may also occur at transonic 
speeds, particularly with T-tallplanes. so that carefully designed bullets may be reipiired to reduce the buffeting to 
acceptable levels. 

Accurate representation of local flow separations on tailplanes in wind tunnel tests nuiy be difficult because of 
the low Reynolds number of the How on the tailplane relative to the flow on the wing,   lor particular tests high 
Reynolds numbers may be obtained by a separate model of the tail unit, hut this precludes a simultaneoiis investiga- 
tion of the tail buffeting excited by the wing How. 

7.1.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The main themes of .Section 7.1, and related to figure 7-4, can be reiterated as follows   (I ( ('or bubble Hows, 
which occur in many different situations, the largest excitation is found just upstream of the reattachment point; 
i2) For slender wings with sharp leading-edges the buffeting is light, but just measurable, exactly as predicted from 
wind tunnel tests N to 10 years in advance of flight: and (3) lor swept wings the complex nature of the Hows and 
wing performance assessment are best examined by buffeting measurements on rigid models, despite their limitations. 
In the future these buffeting measurements will be supplemented by extensive measurements of the excitation of the 
type presented in Reference 7-5.? (which should be read in conjunction with Reference 7-35). 

For older aircraft with swept wings we frei|iiently find significant differences between wind tunnel predictions 
and llight mcasureimnls of the buflet onset boundary,   figure 7-2S shows a typical example (Ref.7-351.   There are 
large differences between the buffet onset boundaries for the clean wing and the wing with slats at subsonic speeds, 
hut only relatiiely small errors at transonic speeds.   In contrast there is now evidence (References 7-54 and 7-55) 
from modern aircraft with swept wings that our simulation is in error even at transonic speeds.  Our inability to 
produce the correct Hows is probably due to our failure to reproduce sufficiently high Reynolds numbers    Hence 
if we are to guarantee the buffeting limits of future aircraft with ad\anced wing designs (not merely buffet onset 
but also maximum penetration), new high Rexnolds number facilities, suitable for buffeting tests, will have to be 
provided.   Hulfeting tests will place constraints on these facilities in terms of levels of How unsleadincss (Rel.7-4()) 
and in terms of running times     Running time considerations are briefly discr-scd in the Appendix. Section 7.1.7 

II ground bated high Reyitoldi number facilities suitable lor buffeting tests are provided, the .icrod\ namicist 
uill no longer be able to attribute discrepancies between tunnel predictions and (light performance to the inadequate 
simulation of Konoids number.   We shall men see a demand for far more searching llight tests in order to eitabliih 
it the separations obtained in the wind tunnel are being duplicated In llight.   The experiments of Jones (Ref^d) 
and Hullingsworth (Rcf.7-.35) ina\ be cited as typical of (he most detailed research of this type so far achieved in 
llight. Inn even these tests were not sufficiently detailed.   Ihey revealed differences between the developments ol 
the separations on the model and in llight. but not the origin of these differences, or how the differences could be 
removed.   II we are to explain these differences we shall have to measure the static pressure distributions OUT the 
wings, the development of the boundary layer upstream of separation and downstream of reattachment, as well as 
the fluiTu.iting pressures and the wing response. 

Ihese llight experiments will be difficult and might even itisiify (lie allocation of special aircraft, A lew realK 
detailed comparisons of the separated flows obtained on wind tunnel models and on aircraft will probably maki the 
most significant single contribution to the achievement of sale llight beyond the buffet boundary 

7.1.7 APPINDIX     THE FUTURE OF BUFFETING RESEARCH 

We have seen that bullet onset is closely linked with the onset ol dim separations so that (here seems a reason- 
able chance of ultimately being able to predict the buffet onset boundary for a given wing using boundar\ layer 
prediction methods.   Thomas (Ref,7-56), Magnus md Voslnhara |Ref.7-57), a id Redeker lRef.7-5B) have already 
suggested methods which Indicate the type of approach which might be exploited    It »ill be essential to combine 
refin     methods of predicting (hree-dimensional (urbuleiK boundary layers (Ref.7-S9) with receiK nnprovenieiils in 
potent al transonic How theory (Reference 7-60 may be cited as a typical example).   If these optimistic hopes are 
fulfilled, the predictions of the calculation methods must be checked fully, eidier In tests on a wind tunnel model 
over a wide range ol Reynolds number, or by comparisons wirb (light experiments lor which both (he pressure 
distribution and the boundary hu er developmenl are available 

When the intcgrilv ol these methods is es'ablished. (hev will be applied to much more advanced wing designs 
incorporating rear-loaded sections, for which l.vo buffet onset boundaries will be obtained at transonic speeds.   The 
buffet onset .i( high lift will be caused by boundary-lay er separation on the upper surface of the wing and the bullet 
oiisel at low lilt will be caused by separations on (he lower surface    I he existence ol ivvo buffet boundaries for 
rear-loaded sections has already been demonstrated (Ref.7-61),   Wc do not yet know how Ihc ieverit) ol hiillcling 
on rear-loaded wings will compare vvilh that on conventional wings    However it seems likeh  dial at (ransomc speeds 
the lorward movement of the terminal shock ma) be less rapid and hence the bulleting mav  be less severe than on 
conventional wings 
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No boundary-lfyer theory is valid beyond separation, so that above the buffet boundary we shall still have to 
rely on model tests in wind tunnels for the prediction of steady and fluctuating pressures.  Some deficiencies are 
already apparent in the simulation for existing aircraft in our present transonic tunnels (Ref.7-54).  These deficiencies 
may be more serious with idvanced wing designs, unless the Reynolds number available can be increased (Ref.7-55). 

The buffeting coefflcien's selected from tests on conventional models in type  A  flow situations, at low Reynolds 
number (I x 10* to 4 x 10*1 as appropriate for maximum penetration in flight, may well include a scale effect on 
the development of the separations (Ref.7-62).  With advanced wing designs, in type  B  flow situations, the character 
of the scale effects may be different from those on conventional wings, requiring different buffeting coefficients from 
those previously established. This justifies the inclusion of comparutive buffeting tests on advanced and conventional 
wing designs over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. 

It is imperative that the high Reynolds number intermittent transonic tunnels now being considered should 
provide a running time sufficiently long to measure buffeting reasonably accurately.   Wing buffeting measurements 
at a fundamental frequency of I SO Hz in the BAC 4 ft x 4 ft wind tunnel at Warton, England were possible in a 
running time as short as 10 seconds, so this would be a reasonable target running time for a tunnel with a I m x I m 
working section.  In contrast, a larger model with a fundamental frequency of only about 30 Hz suitable for a 
5 m x 5 m working section would require a running time of about SO seconds to ensure comparable accuracy*, which 
is dependent primarily upon the number of cycles of buffeting.  Hence there is a manifest advantage of building a 
small, highly pressurized tunnel for buffeting measurements for a given Reynolds number. 

An incidental advantage of selecting a small, highly pressurized tunnel is that it would probably be easier to 
obtain low levels of flow unsteadiness in the working section, particularly at low frequencies, because of the small 
scale of any disturbances in the maximum section, working section or diffuser.   If these new intermittent facilities 
are to be used successfully for buffeting tests they must achieve levels of flow unsteadiness at least equal to those in 
the best continuous facilities now in operation (Ref.7-40). 

Rigid models will be used exclusively for buffeting tests in these new facilities, because of the difficulty of 
constructing sufficiently strong aero-elastic models for prolonged tests under lifting conditions.   Even with rigid 
models static aero-elastic distortion may require the model wing to differ from the aircraft shape by up to 0.4° twist 
(Ref.7-63).   At present buffeting tests of aero-elastic models of swept wings under lifting conditions are confined 
almost exclusively to the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel (with a working section of 16 ft x 16 ft) which 
can be operated with air or Freon 12.  Although operation with Freon 12 allows the aerodynamic damping to be 
more readily simulated, there is some evidence that its inadequate simulation of the specific heat ratio may produce 
incorrect data at high lift at transonic speeds (Ref.7-64).  However, one buffeting test in this tunnel, using Freon 12. 
has given a good prediction for the wing-root strain on a dynamic model of a variable geometry aircraft (Ref.7-48). 

Kilgore et al have shown that the problems caused by static acroelastic distortion should be less severe in cryo- 
genic transonic tunnels (Ref.7-6S).   In cryogenic tunnels the kinetic pressure may be held constant while the Reynolds 
number is increased at constant Mach number by reducing the free stream static temperature.  This appears an 
attractive concept for obtaining   high Reynolds numbers at transonic speeds.  However the concept poses many 
problems (in terms of possible changes in stiffness, structural damping and fatigue life) which may prevent its applica- 
tion for routine buffetmg tests. 

7 2   BOMB BAY BUFFETING   by J Becker 

The term "bomb bay buffeting" is used in this section to characterize the specific dynamic behaviour of an 
aircraft when exuted by forces of random and harmonic nature due to flow separation in open bays or cavities, and 
the term "bomb bay buffet" is used for the excitation itself.  The dynamic response of an aircraft is the result of 
the interaction of the random buffet flow, additional flow on the oscillating aircraft components, and the structure. 
As a consequence, the flight mechanics behaviour will be influeiiceU by the generated rigid body oscillations, the 
aircraft's ride qualities will be impaired by elastic motions, and local structural stresses will be produced by the 
harmonic pressure fluctuations of high frequency. 

A cavity or open bomb bay is by no means a dead air region.   Large fluctuations in its pressure field may occur 
and, depending both on the level of tht unsteady pressure field in the bay and in the surrounding region and on the 
elastic behaviour of the aircraft, high vibration levels may be generated in the aircraft's components.  There are only 
a few publications concerning this specific buffeting problem (References 7-66 and 7-6*) to 7-72).   However, at the 
AOARD Structures and Materials Panel Meeting in l<)62 in Paris. I.K.Rossitcr gave an elaborate review and covered 
almost all the important aspects associated with the bomb bay buffet phenomenon (Ref.7-66).   Since then some 
additional investigations have been performed, especially taking into account several features such as the influence 
of the attitude of the aircraft and the alleviation of pressure flmt'ntions (References 7-67 and 7-681. 

The intent of Section 7.2 is to summarise all significant p'operlies. including details on the effects of cavity 

*  Unless we accepi the rrpclilinn of S x(IO second) runs fur every coribinaliiHi of Mach number, angle nl attack and imal pressure 
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geometry. Maeh number and Reynolds number on tin mean and unsteady pressure distributions in tlie bay. as well 
as the effects of installations for the reduction of strung pressure lluctuations.   In this Section the following notation 
is used: 

A bay area 

('l> generalized cross power spectrum of the ©" 
Co 

pressure nuciuation 

generalised cross power spectrum of the 
displacement 

P 

P mean pressure coefficient q 
l) matrix of generalized structural damping R 

f frequency S 
F(n) spectrum of the nondimensional 

fluctuation V 

F(u) Fourier transform of the generalized 
pressure Huctuation 

I. 

z 
h spoiler height 

II generalized admittance matrix 
x. y 

K generalized stiffness matrix 
8 

i bay length 

M matrix of generalized masses 

n frequency parameter  f L V 
0 

RMS 
P pressure Huctuation 

P RMS pressure fluctuation 

=  J     F(n)dn 

generalized pressure Huctuation 

generalized aerodynamic damping and stiffness 
matrix 

kinetic pressure 

Reynolds number based on ba> length 

generalized power spectrum of the pressure 
fluctuations 

free stream velocity 

amplitude of motion 

RMS amplitude 

coordinates 

bandwidth ratio  .iff 

boundary layer thickness 

free stream density 

amplitude of modal modes 

root mean square 

7.2.1    THE MEAN FLOW OVER CAVITIES 

7.2.1.1     Charaetrristic Flow Shapes 

The length to depth ratio primarily determines the flow pattern occurring in the interior and the vicinity of a 
cavity    Considering the flow development in a two dimensional bay (Fi|.7-29(l». the front edge first causes the air 
How to separate and in the case of a bay with a length depth ratio not smaller than about 6. the accelerated How 
will reattach at a point along the roof of the cavity.   After reattachment. the flow decelerates to the rear wall region 
and again separates just ahead of the rear wall.   Downstream of the cavitv the boundary layer may reattach again or 
a turbulent wake will exist. 

The reattachniiiit and the separation points move together in the case of a deeper cavity (Pig.7-29(b)l and if 
the length/depth ratio is further decreased, the reverse flow in front of the rear wall enlarges until a captive eddy 
builds up (Fig.7-:<)(c)). 

The flow pattern in three dimensional cavities is almost the same as that in two dimensional cavities, even if 
the width Is much smaller than the length. Hut the How shape < «er a three dimensional cavity is not restricted to 
clearly separated internal and external streamlines as in the two dimensional case. Air is drawn into the eddy and 
escapes in a trailing vortex system shed from the eddy 

Frontal spoik-r installations extremely change the flow pattern and the flow becomes totally separated 
(Fig.7-2l)(d)). 

7.2.1.2     Mean Pressure Dislribulmi-s 

According to the How behaviour, the bay is generally divided into two regions, the front part with negative 
and the rear part with increasing positive mean static pressures.   Figure 7-30 presents results from different measure- 
ments (References 7-6() and 7-67) for the two different types of flow patterns which can occur in cavities.   Although 
the results are not entirely compatible due to different Mach numbers and length width ratios, general conclusions 
can be drawn.   For the very shallow type of cavity the presMire changes due to reattachment and separation along 
the bottom of the bay are easily observed.   At length/depth ratios of about 6, depending on the Mach number, the 
two pressure rises have merged and at length'depth ratios smaller than 6 the pressure is almost constant along the 
bottom, indicating that reattachment had not occurred.   A remarkably large change in mean pressure for varying 
length/depth ratios of the cavity from about  4 «S l./I) •? 10 is seen, and this causes the overall drage to rise abruptly. 
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Drat measurements demonstrate the remarkable effect of a critical length/depth ratio (Ref.7-73).  The mean 
pressures in the cavity, and consequently the critical length/depth ratio are influenced to some degree by the following 
parameten (Ref.7-73): 

length/width ratio, 
altitude of the aircraft, 
external installations such as open bomb bay doors. 
Mach number, 
boundary layer ahead of the cavity. 

The critical length/depth ratio decreases at the length/width ratio increases (Ret 7-66»   This is evident since the 
reducing effect of the side walls on the pressure distribution, as shown in Reference 7-66. is more pronounced in 
narrow cavities. 

An increase in angle of attack reduces the mean static negative pressures in the front part of the bay. whereas 
the positive pressures at the rear part are increased (Fig.7-31).  The effect of sideslip is mote complicated, and general 
tendencies can not be stated for different angles of sideslip (Ref.7-67).  The pressures in cavities without bomb bay 
doors are relatively high for high angles of attack.  The pressure peaks are remarkably reduced through the effect of 
bomb bay doors, as shown by the impressive example from the investigation presented in Reference 7.66.  However, 
it is questionable whether the reduction shown in Reference 7-66 would be as great in high subsonic flows. 

J.H Rossiter (Ref.7-66) reported on the effect of Mach number on mean pressures in cavities in subsonic flows. 
A reasonable decrease in the pressures at the rear of simple shallow rectangular cavities occurs as the Mach number 
is increased (Fig.7-32).  In supersonic flows the same types of flow patterns as in subsonic flows occur, as indicated 
by the investigations of McDearmon (Ref.7-72) and rharw.it (Ref.7-71).   But there is a remarkable change in the 
critical length/depth ratio from about 6 up to 10. 

The condition of the boundary layer ahead of the cavity is another significant parameter, since a thick boundary 
la er decreases the pressure peak at the rear part of the bay.  With frontal spoilers the characteristic flow pattern is 
completely changed.  The neptive pressures vary negligibly, but the high pressure is strongly weakened.  The low 
pressure region is enlarged up to 0.9 I, for small angles of attack.  A small high pressure region exists only in the rear 
part.   Different spoiler installations for the bay configuration in the investigation of Reference 7-67 are shown in 
Figure 7-33.  The spoiler influence generally grows with increasing spoiler area and the number of spoilers.  The 
number of spoilers is more important than the spoiler area.  Configuration 3 in Figure 7-33 is more effective than 
Configuration 9.  Configurations 8 and 5 are the optimum for the reduction of the high pressure.   Additional enlarge- 
ment of the area is useless and meaningless (Ref.7-67).  The most efficient spoiler arrangement (5 spoilers, spoiler 
height  h/L = 0.0366. and spoiler width  d/L = 0.018)  leads to mean pressure reductions of about M)',', 

7.2.2   THE FLUCTUATING PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 

7.2.2.1     Characteristic Features of the Unsteady Pressure Field 

The behaviour of the unsteady pressure fields in the surrounding region of cavities was previously studied in 
wind tunnel investigations by different authors (References 7-66 to 7-70) using unsteady pressure measurement 
techniques.   Little information is known about measurements under flight conditions (References ''(>(> and VHii, 
and extrapolation of wind tunnel results to flight conditions is therefore the most important IKM step   Scaling 
parameters for the random component of the pressure fluctuations have been investigated by Owen and reported in 
Reference 7-69. 

The following general features of the flow characterize the fluctuations in bays: 

(1) The actual flow in and around cavities is highly unsteady and consists of both random and periodic 
components. 

(2) The power spectral density of the fluctuating pressures is used for their description   Typical spectra of 
the unsteady pressure field near the rear of a cavity are shown in Figure 7-34 

(3) As in the discussion on the mean pressure behaviour, there are specific criteria which are significant for 
the deep, medium and shallow types of bays. 

(4) A spectrum characteristic of a randomly varying quantity describes the fluctuating pressure distribution 
for a shallow cavity  (L/D = 10)  at  M = 0.4 . 

(5) Periodic pressure fluctuations are superimposed on the random signal as the depth of the bay is increased 
(L/D = 6.  M = 0.9 and  0.9).   The periodic components are in.Heated by small peaks in the spectrum 
for a cavity of medium depth. 

(6) Very deep cavities are characterized by a spectrum with marked periodic components and a relatively 
smaller random level. 
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(7( As in the mean How Ji-scriplion. lontilh/di-plh rjlios in the vicinity ol (nc critical ratio arc important 
The corrcspomlini! spvetra ol' the mixed random and periodic type have the rclaliu'lv lii|ihe\t levels ol 
random pressure fluctuations 

(Kl   Mach numher yencrallv allers the Irequencv  and increases the maimitude »t the innodic hiilletmti 
component 

C'l   Boundaries for the different types ol How regimes can he defined     As shown in I igure 7-35. the mixed 
random-periodic type of How occurs predominately  near the critical lentith depth ratio  ill)     b), 
depending upon Ihe Mach number     The houndancs shown in ligure 7..15 cannot generally be used 
because tile boundary  layer thickness, which varies for different configurations, (lays an important role 
and will change hoth the random and the periodic pressure levels 

(I0(   The strong effect of the boundary  layer thickness ahead of ihe bay is show i m I igure 7-36     The level 
of the spectnnn will be reduced with increasing thickness. 

Ill)   A variation in the cavity width primarily changes the periodic component of the spectrum (I ig 7-37). and 
hardly influences the random level 

(I'l    The effect of Reynolds number, as demonstrated by its influence on RMS pressure fluctuations ll ig ''•.'Ki. 
is of minor importance 

7.2.2 2     Shallow Cavities 

In general the pressure fluctuations are mainly random for the shallow type of cavity    ll is convenient to use 
the root mean square values of the pressure to describe these random distributions.   However.   RMS  values should 
be used only fur low sped results, since the small periodic components Ithe peaks in the spectrum I of the fluctuations 
increase with increasing Mach number, as shown previously 

Different measurements indicate that the fluctuating pressures increase from the front to the rear of a cavity 
and decrease rapidly oehind the cavity    The increase in Ihe front part is due to the growth m turbulence m the 
boundary layer while it is separated    A slight reduction occurs in the centre of the cavity, caused by reattachmcnl 
The increase in fluctuating pressures associated with the growing turbulence of the rear separation is remarkable 
The high level of pressures behind the cavity  may he associated with intermittent venting of high pressure separation 
to the low pressure region behind the cavity (Hg 7-.','t 

The effect of inucasing angle of attack of the cavity is mainly a reduction in the strong increasing pressure 
fluctuations at the rear end.  Sideslip partly compensates for the reduction caused by angle of attack    The pressures 
behind the cavity arc hardly changed, except for the case of positive angle of attack and sideslip 

The effect i.f Mach mnnber on the   RMS   values of the pressure fluctuations in shallow cavities ll ig 7-4ÜI is an 
increase in the magnitude of the pressure at the rear end as the subsonic Mach nuniber is increased, togethet with a 
decrease along the centei of Ihe cavity     Behind Ihe cavity there is little change up to   M      O'l   but a large decrease 
in the   RMS pressure fliictualhMs for a supersonic flow   (M      I 2   in figure 7-40), 

7.2.2 3     Deep Cavities 

A period'   pressure fluctuation with one predominant fret|uency is the characteristic feature of the separated 
How In clean deep cavities  IL'D < .1. as indicated by the pressure peaks in Tigure 7-34    The other peaks occur at 
frequencies which are partly integer multiple», and partly not simple multiples Isecondary frequencies), of the domi- 
nant frequency    These secondary frequencies he on a set of curves ll ig/"^) together with Ihe dominant frequencies, 
which lump from one value to another as the Mach number increases 

The following entirely empirical equation was derived for these curves 

I   (l/K ♦ M) 

from which a periodic time   I   can be formulated 

1 

V    Im      •») 
l -—L-.    m       I.:. 3 ... ;   -y      0:5 .    K      0.6 

(m     >) 

which indicates that the periodic fluctuation Is Initiated through a vortex travelling from the front of the cavity at 
a speed   K • V   until it is one quarter of a wavelength behind ihe rear wall and a pressure wave leaving the rear wall 
at that moment and travelling upstream with sonic speed and which then initiates the whole process again     lliis 
mechanism, resembling the "edge tone" phenomenon tRef 7-Mi). is modified since the periodic pressure fluctuations 
are changed by Ihe existence of different modes of standing pressure waves I resonance)    The jumps In the dominant 
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frequencies are therefore caused by amplification due to the vicinity of resonance frequencies.   Results of an invesli- 
gation suggest that the magnitude of the pressure fluctuations is proportional to ß\* < Kef 7-661. but it should be 
evident that for every configuration new measurements need to he made 

7.2.J    ALLEVIATION OF BAY BUFFETING 

Based on analysis of results from several wind tunnel investigations, the following fundamental recommendations 
can be made for the reduction of strong pressure fluctuations in und around cavities.   In general, alleviation is 
by taking into account specific goemetric relations fur the dimensions of the cavity and for additional installations 

7.2.3.1 Choice of Length/Depth Ratio 

A length/depth ratio of about 6 should be avoided for clean cavities without special alleviation installations 
The flow changes from shallow to deep type cavities and the random component of the pressure fluctuations an' 
strongest near this critical length'depth ratio «Fig.7.J4( Purthennorc. a change in aircraft attitude will cause the 
flow to change intermittently from the shallow to the deep type, and this is disadvantageous 

7.2.3.2 Modificalioiis of Bay Construction 

A rectangular cavity without installations reaching beyond the cavity depth and without rounding of the side 
wall corners is preferred, since the level of RMS pressure fluctuations is increased by open bay doors iRef 7-6HI 
and the levels of the spectra for modified hays exceed the values for a clean rectangular biy (Ref.7-661. 

Rounding the rear comer of the bay and fitting fairings ahead of the rear bulkhead will reduce markedly (he 
intensity of pressure fluctuations.   However, these methods are not very .fficient at high subsonic speeds 

A bay with a length'depth ratio near the critical value may be split into components using bailies, a method 
which has been found to be effective   (Ref 7-661 

7.2.3 3     Spoiler Installations Ahead of the Bay 

Several properties of the flow caused by spoilers ahead of the cavity turn out to be very beneficial and the 
installation of spoilers is the most efficient way to reduce strong pressure fluctuations.   In detail, the beneficial effecl 
of spoilers is due to the increase in the effective boundary layer thickness and consequently the decrease in the 
magnitude of both the random and penodic components of unsteady pressure distributions in and around a cavity 

For bays with length depth ratios near the critical value, the spoiler installation will cause the How to remain 
of the shallow-cavity type. Furtiermore. an effective reduction in 'he periodic component of the pressure fluctua- 
tions is achieved 

The results of measurements on a cavity with fronial spoilers in subsonic flow (Ref 7-6KI for a shjllow cavity 
indicate that 

the level of random fluctuations can be reduced up to SO' 

a configuration similar to Number 5 shown in Figure 7-33 seems recommeidable    (S or more spoiler ele 
ments  h/l * S ) due to the relatively high efficiency at all angles of attack ind sideslip 

the width of the spoiler elements should be  d'S ~  Z.i . although a small decrease in width is possible 
without a large reduction in efficiency. 

The effect of different spoiler arrangements is shown in more detail in figure 7-41 by the spectra of the pressure 
fluctuations at different cavity locations for different spoiler configurations (see Kigure 7-331 As might be expected 
from its length'depth ratio of 10 (shallow (ype of cavity), the clean configuration spectra are essentially tlat for all 
XI. stations and have a gradual decrease at higher frequencies The pressures in (he rear pan of the bomb bay are 
greatly reduced by the use of spoilers However, in the front part of (he bay. up to XL- 0.5 , (he influence of 
spoilers is negligible in the low frequency range. The difference in efficiency for the three spoiler configuradons is 
quite small 

The influence of either angle of attack or sidesi,,. on (lie pressure fluc(ua(ions for a bay wi(h a No S spoiler 
configuration is a sm;:ll increase in the fluctuations   With a iiigh angle of attack   (a -   15°). sideslip increases (he 
srectrum level in the front part of the cavity and decreases the level near the rear part (Fig "'-421   The relatively 
high efficiency of a spoiler configuration similar to No.5 in Figure 7-33 at all angles of attack and sideslip is shown 
in Figure 7-43 using, for the purpose of illustration the integral value of the   RMS   pressure fluctuations   The 
influence of the number of spoilers and spoiler height is shown in Figure 7-44 
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7.2.4    BUFFETING OF THE AIRCRAFT 

The aeriH-lastK' iwpMM »I an aircrutl slniclurr In an unstcaih lu.ulmf al Ihc bmnh ha\ is now ion»Hlvrrd 
truTitv frum Ixilh tin- random ;ind Ihc iKTiodic pri'SMirc I'lvlds in Ihc ba> »ill be cMraclcd b> the aiKrall al frequcn- 
cics corresponding lo Ihc normal modes of vihralion    llu random tWtualions will cause exciUtion of Ihc lowesl 
frequencies, corrcspondmit lo Ihc verlical and lateral llcsible modes of Ihc fusclailc   whereas the palMic components 
lend lo excite Ihc hiichcr frci|uenc> modes, lor example the local structural modes 

7 2.4.1      Equations of Motion 

Numerical treatment ot the problem is b\ the well known fenvrali/ed harmonu anahsis which is also used in 
connection with (teiieral wiiin buffclmii calculations (icncralh. the ci|uations ol motion are usuall> formulated by 
a modal approach which includes the effects of all conipoi..'nts of the airplane's motion as rigid bod> molions and 
structural defonnations 

Phe motion of the airplane is expressed b> the cqaulion 

Ajlx.v.t)        ZZ d|Slx. > 14,111     for Ihc lifling surfaces 

and more simplv 

/|(x.lt       5Z <>,. txlq,!!» for the fuselage 
1 

where   O^x   >)   arc rigid modes (for example.   0,       I   and   öj      x I and modal shapes I for example, natural modes) 
of the frec-lrcc airplane    Tlic complete equations of motion b> the lagrangian lonnulation beconu 

Mq I IK| * Kq ♦  PM,q * P,SM I'HMI |7.5| 

where 

M mains ol generali/ed masvs.   Vt,       1 o,'- dm 

I) matrix ot the generalized slrtictural damping 

K matrix ot Ihc gencrali/ed stillness 

'icnerah/cd aerodynamic stillness and damping arc introduced, niainlx due lo Ihc displjiciucnl <>l llu lilting HMfacci 
since the fuselage contribution is generally small 

I',,,        generalized aerodynamic damping 

"is generalized .icriHlynamic stiffness 

With Ihc assumption of small angles of attack   lilling siirlaic theory is used Inr the predklion ol llu gencrahzcil 
aerodynamic damping and silliness iRcl " ""1 

PB ill   Ihc right hand side ol I qii.ilion (" ^ I repesenli the gcrur.ilizeil fatvr« ol Ihc different mode shapes 
which arc denccd by mlcgralion ol the ba\ pressure lluclualions.   pill     Mainly   terms ol the vertical fuselage modes 
ö|.    will exist and the associated generalized lorces ian he deliiud hv 

PJII JJ   plx. \    110,   ixl dxd\ 

where    A   is the area associated »illi mm negligible pressure lluclualions in .md atound Ihc ba\     llirough generalized 
harmonic analysis the powei spcilmm.   S   can K' expressed dircillv  in Icrnis ol generalized csuling font* 
I References ,''5 and '-'ill 

S.lui Inn    —     [    P.itie  "-Ml 
' 1 •-  :i 1 J 1   ' I 

I'sing Ihc expression ol   qlll   in lounet integral lorm 

qlll J      qlujleIOJ'dui 

and subsliliiling into the equations of motion \ iclds  in matrix notation 

I    Mur  •  ilk..   •  P,s  «  u. I', |,|.|iu 1 flu;! J 
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where   F(u)l = I      P(t)c,u'ldt   ii the Fourier Trantfonn of Pit).  The Fourier spectnim   qiu;)  is then derived 

q(w)  =   |    MUJ1 + iDu + Pu + iwPujI'Ftw» 

and the power ipectril deniity of the rtriponse  Qlw)  ii then rehted to the excitatiun «pectrum by 

Q(w) = | I - Mw» + iDw + PL, + iwpLnr1 j1 • S(ui» 

or 

Qlu)   ■   l||(uillJ-S(u) 

where   Hiu» ii the (enenli/ed idmittince matrix. 

The mean square value of the response may be found from 

q'lt)  =   |"  Q(ui)dw 

where the   RMS  value of the motion of the aircraft at all points of the structure is deriv.-d by using 

Kx. y. t)  = E^jlx. yl-q, 
i 

The response problem it treated completely by the introduction of the cross spectral deniity The relation 
between displacement response cross spectral density ('„ and pressure loading cross spectral density Cp is. in 
matrix notation. 

(•„(w)   -   lI'dJlA-CV AHT(w) 

The elements of the cross spectral density matrix   A • Cr • ^   are defined as the Fourier transform of the convolution 
integral of the generalized buffet forces   The asterisk denotes the complex conjugate    The diagonal elements of the 
left hand inallix are displacement power spectral densities and the off diagonal terms are displacement cross power 
spectral densities 

7 2.4 2     Scaling Effects 

The most decisive step in the apphecation of measured wind tunnel huffel loadings occur in their extrapolation 
to flight conditions and the following considerations are important in this regard 

The magnitude of the almost random pressure lluctuations in havs with medium length depth ratios is propor- 
tional tu the free stream kinetk pressure    The scale of the lreguenc\   I   is proportional to the free stream velocity 
V   and inversely proportional to the has length   1   lRef.''-69>    The following definition therefore holds lor the 
energy spectra. 

(—j —J     Kwl —dw Jllnldn 

with the nondimensional frequency   n     f —   and with the definition of  Flu;)   is the Fourier transformation ot 

Fftl . 

R*,»»««!      /'inie'w.j, 

Using the scale factors, the thickness eflect o* the boundary layer ahead of the measured model cavity should 
be taken into account 

the periodic components which arc apparent, especialls tor deep cavities, should he waled using the following 
relations for the frequencies and magnitudes (see Section "f 1 2 t and Reference 7*M 
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index  I relers to th ■ peak ol Ihe perunlu mmpoiHnl 

index ' refers to Ihe general level around Ihe peak 

1.2.$    SUMMARY KIM ARKS 

Bomh ha\ hullel inlluences the llu'ht nuvhanies and ride quahtiex of an aireralt     (lp<.'ii ha\s ol shallow 

medium and deep tvpe are distmiiuKhed hv distmet mean and llueluatini! presvire dislrihulions caused h> diflerenl 
kinds ol flow separations    A renurkahlv large change in mean pressures oceurs lor ha>s with a length depth ratio 

ol ahoul (<   and this is a entieal length depth ratio    Dr.it rises ahruptlv toi Kunh havs wilh a length dep'h ratio neai 

llu critical value     Ihe mean pressure levels arc slronglv reduced with NMCMtaH Mach ninnher. and suilahlv mxtalled 

lri>nlal spoders can reduce Ihe inean pressure h\ ahmil 50 

I'ressure lliKtuatlons have mavitmim levels in homh havs with near critical length depth ratios    Smaller  "lainlv 

jH-riodk     •villalions occur in deep cavities and relative low   random l\pc   fluctualKHix enM m terv shallow havs 

I liKlualion decreases lake place with increasing angle ol attack   Mach nuinhei and Kev nolds nuinher    Spnler 
installations are recommended lor ellicient alle\iatn>n ol hav  hüllet 

Phe prediition ot hiillcting intensities ol the aircialt due to hav  hullel is achieved hv  a dv naniK  response ial 

culatH>n. the starting |«>int ol »hull is the measureinenl ot unsleadv hav prvssurc dislrihulions    (ienerah/ed harmonit 

analv sis is then applied   introducing generali/ed structural and aerod\naniK inertia, stiffness and damping and 
genclah/ed sputla ot the hntlet csvitation    I sing this melhod mean values ol ihe .implitndes and a^eleralions at 

am position on the am rail rnav he prvdktfd 



CHAPTERS 

BUFFET ANALYSIS 

by 

PJ.Bulkcwic/ 

80   INTRODUCTION 

An important fraturc ul transonu' flow over wings is the occumrnce of hurfetiny »Inch is usually niorc srverr 
than at lower speeds due to the larfer jerodynamit; forces involved    Buffet is the aircraft response to time varying 
aerodynamic loads associated with unsteady flow separation    For the transonic regime, separation with associated 
hülfet is cloicly connected with the shock-houndary layer interaction, which can either trip the houndarv layer or 
result in early separation due to the increased susceptihility of the post shock boundary layer in an adverse pressure 
gradient. 

The boundaries of the buffet regime are not rigorously defined and the resulting uncertainty is particularly 
troublesome for theoretical prediction    (icnerally. bulTel onset incurs when significant separation is present on a 
wing, corresponding to such indicators as small fluctuations It 0.05gl in normal acceleration at the aircraft eg., 
pressure divergence over portions of the trailing edge, or pilot opinion    llu- upper buffet limit is a function of the 
type of aircraft and its mission    I or instance, a transport aircraft would be limited h> structural considerations and 
passenger comfort, while a fighter would more likely he limited b> handling qualities proMems 

The methods available lor transonic buffet analyst are reviewed in this Chapter   The analysis methods arc 
divided into two groups    experimental model testing including issociated empirical prediction methods, and semi- 
emptrical or theoretical procedures which require flow field calculations to some extent    Due to the complexity of 
the transonic flow about wings experiencing unsteady separation, wind tunnel testing is the primary tool for obtaining 
detailed information about the buffet intensity     But even lor model testing, a serious problem exists in applying the 
results to full scale due to improper boundary laser modeling at the relatively low lesl Reynolds numbers 

The need for buffet prediction in the early design stages led to the development of senu-empincal methods, 
some requiring inviscid flow field calculations    At the present lime only one method, that due to Thomas, is amen 
able to a theoretical calculation based on a simplified flow model    The model avsumes a steady How and a decoupling 
between an inviscid flow field and a boundarv layer    I sen alter ignoring the unsteady viscous-mviscid interaction, a 
formidable problem remains in solving the imivid Iranvmic flow field, particularly in three dimensions I see figure 
.V» in this Report from Reference B-l I    The semi-einpincal and theoretical methods are limited to the prediction of 
buffet onset 

HI   EXPERIMENTAL Bl'FFET ANALYSIS 

Due to the complex How field mocialed with wings Iparticularly swept wmgsi and wing sections m transonu 
flow, methods tor predicting bultel onset and inlcnsits have been based primarily on experimental testing    Wind 
tunnel tests can be used miliallv to determine bultel characlenslics and these tests van be lollowed b\ flight UM 
correlations    The various empirical or semi-empirical methods available hau- lot their data base either wind tunnel 
or flight lest results, and in vime cavs piKsihlv both 

HIT     hsliuulHMi o( Buffrl friim Mmd lunnrl Tests 

In order to esaluale the buffet characlenslics of t wing   generally both static aerodsnamu tones and fliKluating 
quantities are measured and analyzed    The sariets of bullet detection prncedurrs based on wind tunnel tests arc 
indicated in figure N-l ilrom Reference * 11    These methods give predictions ot buftel onset that tan in accuracy 
and reliability over a range ol geomelric conflfuraliom and lest conditions    The relallte men*   ol some vonunonlt 
used methods are discuvsed in this section 

Hie most widely applicable and generallv uvlul cspenmenlal bullet analtsis method is the measurement ol 
the unsteady wing root bending momenl    ll it considered to be a vonsistenl and reliable method lot predutmii bultel 
onset iRef N ?| and lot providing a was to measure the set ■ms ol hülfet inlensitt hetond onset    Although somewhat 



IvsMiimiK lor predkiinf huflei ontct .11 siihsonii ipcedt. condationi hctwcrn wind lunncl .ind llighl itst results 

have hi'in |jirl\ good lor u wide raniie of wing phinlorms and thickness dislrihiitions iKel K-2|    In udditiun. the 

method is convenient since hnftet data can he obtained at the same time that the usual force measurements are made 

durmii rigid wind tunnel model tests 

Although in general wing root strain measurements provide the most iisetui indication of buffet onset, there are 
conditions for which these measurements are difficult to interpret or where the\ can lead to incorrect predictions 

for instance, for wind tunnels hating high levels of How unsteadiness or none, difficulties can arise if the How un- 

steadiness at the wing fundamental frei|iienc\ exceeds a certain level I we Reference X-'i    A'1 tests at NASA 
l.anglev (Ref N ti it was found that the well-defined plateau level and pronounced divergence      ...c hendmg moment 

curves which might he expected Isee figure ""-'.'l does not occur for wings having significant tliickness-mduced flow 
fields when tested at high siihsonic Mach numhers    Ihcse wings experience huffel oniel at lift coefficients approaching 

zero. .ii.J the wind tunnel noise is high llunnel noise, which increases with increasing M.uh nuniher. is observed as 

the output of the bending moment gauge which is insensitive to model incidence), interpretation ot the bending 
moment measurement results lor them is even more difficult 

\ commonlv used bullet indicator is the divergence ol the pressure measured near the trailing edge    Ihis diver- 
gence indicates the presence of How separation    I or wings on which separation occurs lirst at the trailing edge laft 

loaded airfoils) or tor wings on whicli .1 separation bubble form« at the shock 01 leading edge and grows rapidlv 

enough, the trailing edge pressure divergence correlates rcasonablv well uilti butlel onset, provided that a ludicHHis 

choice is made for the spanwise station at wlnji Ihe pressure is measured    As indicated in I igure ~ -I there is a 

large variation in the pressure divergence boundaries obtained foi different «panWM ineasureinenl locations    lot the 
wing shown in I igure ''I the best measurement location U<t bullet onset predictions :i 'ugh subsonic and transunu 

speeds is approximatelx  SO    ol the semi-span. .1 location whuli lends to be a good choice lor swept wings iRel K-2). 

lor certain How conditions on a wing, the interpretation ol the trailing edge pressure divergence as an induator 

ol buffet onset can result 111 an erroneous prediction     \n example is pro\ided Ironi Ilie results ol tests mi the ^anard 

of Ihe XB-"!) aircraft     Xltlumgh .1 lung bubble lomied on the canard at bullet onset, bv  the time the reattaJim nl 

liunt had reached the canard trailing edge and. tonseqiientlv. .1 pressure d..crgeiKe had o^siirred. the canard was 

undergoing heave bullet 1 Ret *-4i    On the other hand l'eake et al iRel s «1 point out that tor a shock-cloted bubble 

inlerastion on the aft portion ol an .urloil. a Ihukcned wake is fonned whuli will cause' a pressure divergence in the 

absence of butlel onset 

Ihe interpretal'on ot steads  aerodvnanik  foice data is ollen emploved to predkl bullet onset conditions 

Several cfitena bawd on steads force data are shown 111 I igure v|    ( onsidei the cnlenon based on a break in Ihe 
lift curse   l( 1   's «1   shown as Method '    When applied to wings luting low sweepbask   the lilt curve break gives 

values lor buffet onset whuli are loo optrmsti, over j wide MaJi numbei lange iRel H-(>i   as illustrated in I igute 

"■'O    Similar results were obtained tor a large munber ol wings bv R.i> and lavlot iRel s'l    However, as shown 
in Reference H-t .1 lair correlation appearcil to exist loi lambeud wings h.omg high buffet-free lilt «.oellicients. and 

Bore 1 Rel * .'1   isid the criterion SIKCCSSIUIIV  in .1 partKiilai apptkalion     Ihe generallv unnnpressive acciiracA ol the 

lilt-c une-break cnlenon .11.0  result because the initial onset ot separation and the associated loss ol lift on one part 

ol .1 wing can be ollscl he  increased lill on another part   Iherebv  going no net change in lilt at bullet ousel iRefK-Jl 

\ somewhat more consistent Kulld itnse't criterion hase-el on sleadv  IOKC nieasiireinents appciis to Iv the break 

and fronouiice-d reversal 111 the slope ol the axial force ciirse «Methinl III on I igure * I 1     Uns criterion was shown 

be   Rae  and  laelor iRet R-Jl la give gi«>d results tor .1 eanete ol wings and to be parn  .:!arlv  uselul in certain cases 

when the wmg bending moment method was indecisive     lloweeer   this cntcnori also n.usl iv use-d with ciilion suicc. 

.is Ra\  and  I ae lor point out. .'rratic  .isial IOKC dundCTHlK's .a" resuil troni shock svstems on a w uig whuli ale 

'U'l siilluienlle  strong to separate the bourularv  later 

line to the possihihtt ot ohlairnig madetpialc 01 niisleadnig inlormala'n it onlt one butlet onvt cnlenon is 
intestigaled   it is ncccssart to analt/i  data troni setcral ditliMil ine.isureincnts and t>' apple  eanous coniplcnu nt.ne 

bullet criteria lor a giten lest in ordei to hate  .1 le.isonahle chance ol .iceiiratclt  pieduling bullel onset     \ Itpual 

test might include measurement   ol 'he wing loot bending nionunl   lill and asial loi.e cOelluienls. and trailing edge 

pressure coeltidenls .uul   ilso the use' ot oil How photographs     Ihe firsl mduatoi listed would 111 general c.irrv  the 

most weight and the- next two would he- reepnreel pnm.inlt  it tlu  Kiulmg moment lesults shtiuld be  inconelusite' 

(Ml How pbotoyraphs pioside an oeerall »lew ot Ihe How  on III,  wing   null, atmg the extent ol the sepatated region 

Ihe measurement ot wuul tunnel model huttet intensite and the sealing ol model heads let heads on the real .111 

.rait present partuulai diltuullies     llu most widele reponed tnelhod loi measunng bullet intensilv  is the wing 

rm>l bending teehnR|u.' whuh is rceicwed bv  Mahce iRel R .'•     \ uuioi piohlein eoneerns the total damping eoeffi- 
.unt which seems tit he- constant and composed tnainte  t»t slnietiiral dainpiitg lot tlu  ngitl wnul tunnel moeie-l b.it 

whuh appears to he tanaMe and composed mainlv "t aereielenamu damping lot Ihe HeSihle aiieiall    Mabee iRel s "1 
suggests eliminating this eblliciilte ht introducing diniensnmless hutteting .tH-ltuicnts whuh are a measure ol the 

generah/ed tiefee in the w.-ie lundaiiu nlal mode diu  to ans  pressure' Hiu tuations on the wing     Be  using Ihe wuul 

tunnel How unsteadiness tit calibrate  the' imtdt'l response- at the wing tundanienta! IregueneV    the dense'd hufteting 

ciHt'uienl .an then be  applied to relate  the rigid model bullet nuasuiements to the lullscale   llexiblc .ulei.ill whuh 

has an unknown damping .oelluient iRd <t .'i 
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8.1.2 Procedures and Instnimcntation in Wind Tunnel Testing for Buffet 

Buffet wind tunnel testing should be conducted in a two phase program.  The first phase should consist of flow 
visualization runs to obtain an understanding of the flow patterns and to aid in finalizing the locations for the model 
instrumentation. The second phase then should be the conduct of those tests required to obtain the quantitative 
pressure, acceleration, strain and force data. 

In a typical flow visualization test, oil flow and tuft pattern photographs should be taken to define regions of 
two-dimensional flow, flow interferences, and shock wave locations. One wing should be equipped with oil orifices 
along its semi-span, and the other wing should be provided with a tuft grid.  Both wings should IK painted an appro- 
priate color to contrast with the oil and tuft colon. As a minimum, flow patterns should be obtained at the critical 
test points. 

Following the flow visualization tests, the dynamic instruments are installed on the model. This instrumentation 
consists of fluctuating pressure transducers (microphones), accelerometers and strain gauges. Strain gauges are installed 
on the wing and on the horizontal tail to measure the bending and torsional strains induced during buffet.  In addi- 
tion to an accelerometer located at the model e.g., a pair of high frequency accelerometers should be located near 
the wing tip to measure the bending and torsion acceleration responses to buffet pressure.  Figure 8-2 shows the 
locations and types of instrumentation on a typical model and Figure 8-3 shows the detailed sensor locations on the 
wing (both figures from Reference 8-8).   Ml wing mounted transducers should be recessed in the wing to preserve a 
smooth wing contour. 

The dynamic sensors used in a typical fighter model for buffet tests are described as follows: 

(1) Microphones - 

Range 25 psi (pressure difference); accuracy i 1%; natural frequency 125,000 Hz. 

(2) Acrelerometers - 

Range t lOOOg; sensitivity 3.3 mv/g: resonant frequency 2900 Hz. 

(3) Strain Gauges 

(a) Two-element rosettes (2 per Wheatstone bridge of measure torsion) 350 ohms. 

(b) Uniaxial gauges (4 per Wheatstone bridge to measure bending) 350 ohms. 

Vibrations tests should be performed after the installation of the sensors to determine the vibration modes and 
frequencies since these might influence the buffet data measured on the model. 

8.1.3 Scale Effects in Wind Tunnel Buffet Prediction 

In applying wind tunnel results to predict buffet boundaries for the full scale aircraft, a persistent problem 
(which is often blamed to some extent for the discrepancies between wind tunnel and flight test esults) lies in the 
inability to match the test Reynolds number with that for the flight condition. The principal v< ,>ous effect for tran- 
sonic airfoils is the interaction of the shock wave and the boundary layer on the upper surface. The magnitude of 
the scale effect has been shown to depend on whether the airfoil is a conventional thin, lightly loaded section or a 
relatively thick, aft loaded section (Ref.8-9). The flow field for the former case, which is characterized by a bubble 
formation behind the shock, is regulated by the conditions near the shock but mainly in the inviscid region adjacent 
to the separation bubble. Consequently, the shock induced flow field is fairly insensitive to scale effects (see examples 
in Reference 8-9). 

On the other hand, aft loaded airfoils which have adverse pressure gradients over the rear, upper surface tend 
to experience rear separation.  Since rear separation is sensitive to the boundary layer thickness and the velocity 
profile, the upstream shock-boundary layer interaction directly influences the rear separation and modulates the rate 
and magnitude of the developing separated flow.  At the usual wind tunnel test Reynolds numbers, rear separation 
on aft loaded airfoils usually occurs, thereby introducing significant scale effects. 

Turning from two-dimensional airfoils to three-dimensional models, scale effects can cause greater difficulties 
in reconciling the test results with the characteristics of the full-scale flow field.  Not only may the flow separation 
locations differ for test and full-scale, but also the development of the separation regions may differ (References 
8-2 and 8-10).  Haines (Ref 8-10) discusses the problem of scale effects and gives examples Illustrating the importance 
of these effects.  He also points out shortcomings in the experimental procedure of using transition strips for artifi- 
cially influencing boundary layer thickness at the shock wave or trailing edge location. 

8.1.4 Flight Test Verification of Buffet Boundaries 

Flight testing is the only way to evaluate the accuracy of buffet predictions. There appear to be two principal 
methods used for indicating buffet onset during flight tests: measurement of fluctuating responses of accelerometers 
positioned at the aircraft e.g. or in the wing tips, and pilot opinion.  For the first method, a fluctuation of + 0.05 g 
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in normal acceleration at the e.g. would be a typical threshold level for buffeting.  The second method is naturally 
less exact and lends to be pessimistic compared with wind tunnel measurements (Ref.8-6).   If the pilot'» seat is 
located on or near a node of the predominant modes being excited by the pressure fluctuations, buffet onset could 
be missed (Ref.8-2).  However, for fighter-type aircraft, good agreement has been found between the pilot's awareness 
of buffet onset and the fluctuating response of an accelerometer located at the aircraft's e.g. (Ref.8-11). 

In order to develop dependable prediction methods, detailed flight test data are required.  To date only a small 
amount of detailed flight test data, with variable quality, has been obtained.  Detailed comparisons with wind tunnel 
test results are possible only if the flight tests incorporate static pressure surveys, measurements of boundary layer 
development before separation and after reattachment, fluctuating pressure readings, and dynamic wing root strain 
measurements.  For swept wings, as indicated in Section 8.1.3, flight and wind tunnel results show the possibility of 
different flow developments which may not be due to Reynolds number effects akne.   A body of good flight test 
data would be valuable for comparison purposes when high Reynolds number wind tunnels become available and 
buffet tests are made in them. 

8.I.S    Empirical Buffet Onset Prediction Methods - Correlations with Airplane Geometry 

The desirability of having a simple method for making rapid buffet predictions during the early stages of an 
aircraft design led to the development of buffet onset prediction methods based on correlations between aircraft 
geometry parameters and experimental test results. Clearly this method could not be expected to have great accuracy, 
but the choice of the proper combination of parameters can result In sufficiently accurate preliminary predictions. 
Two examples of this type of prediction method are discussed in this section:  one for airfoils and the other for wings. 

Outman and Lambert (Ref.8-12) observed that the pressure distributions over the aft 30" of several airfoils 
were nearly constant up to a certain Mach number, beyond which wide deviations occurred.  The flow separation 
causing the pressure deviations Is a function of the adverse pressure gradient over the rear airfoil surface, which In 
turn Is significantly linked to the inclination of the surface.  A correlation uas found between the Mach number of 
buffet onset determined experimentally and the angle between the free stream und a line connecting the trailing 
edge to the 70^ chord location on the upper surface.  The criterion of Outman and Lambert was applied In Reference 
8-11 to seven aircraft having unswept wings and was found to give consistently optimistic results. 

A more recent and elaborate geometry correlation method, developed by Lindsay (Ref.8-13), Incorporates three 
wing parameters:  aspect ratio, swe -p angle, and taper ratio.  The data base consisted of flight test results for 24 
different aircraft.  Also, wind tunnel tests using NACA 6-series airfoils provided data for estimating the required 
airfoil section properties. The method is limited to predicting the buffet onset normal force coefficient. CNB. for 
Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.7 and the Mach number for zero-lift buffet (or the minimum normal force coefficient 
for buffet). 

The procedure for calculating CNB  consists of first predicting the buffet unwl lift coefficient for the wing 
root section, knowing the section thickness and camber, and then correcting this value for sweep and aspect ratio 
using empirical functions.  The Mach number for zero-lift buffet is found directly from graphs provided In the report. 
For a typical case shown in Reference 8-13. the calculated values of CNB  were found to have an accuracy of tIM . 
However, the method Is sensitive to the degree of similarity of the aircraft configuration to those used in obtaining 
the correlations.  If the difference Is too great, useful results would not necessarily be obtained. 

8.2   BUFFET ANALYSIS REQUIRING FLOW FIELD CALCULATIONS 

Although wind tunnel testing is at present the most accurate and reliable means for predicting buffet boundaries 
for aircraft, there exist several methods for predicting buffet which can be used in the earlier design stages, thereby 
reducing the time and expense of wind tunnel testing.  The prediction methods considered in the following sections 
are all based to some extent on correlations between wind tunnel tests and calculated flow field quantities.  One 
buffet onset prediction method, usinf the pr >ceilure reported by Thomas (Ref.8-14), requires only theoretical flow 
field calculations. 

8.2.1    Flow Field Calculation Methods 

8.2.1.1    Invisiid Flow 

Two-dimensional transonic How fields can be calculated using either empirical or theoretical methods.   Developed 
first and frequently used in buffet prediction calculations, the empirical method of Sinnott (Ref.8-15) requires as 
inputs both a subsonic potential flow solution and an empirically determined sonic flow solution.  (Calculation 
methods applicable to both two- and three-dimensional, subsonic Inviscld flows are thoroughly surveyed In Reference 
8-1).  Wind tunnel test correlations are used to give the supersonic flow region and the location of the terminating 
shock wave.  The advantage ot the Sinnott method Is that It combines simplicity and speed while yielding reasonable 
pressure distributions, provided the particular airfoil Is not too different from those on which the correlations are 
based. 
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The theoretical now field calculation methods which have been developed are based on finite difference proce- 
dures but UK different forms of the governing equations.  In one approach, the problem is formulated using the time 
dependent, hyperbolic form of the conservation equations (Ref.8-16).  After applying a finite difference matching 
procedure, a converged solution is obtained for large values of time and this is the required solution.  In another 
approach, the problem is formulated in terms of the steady, mixed elliptic-hyperbolic form of the equations with 
the fiow field mapped to the interior of a circle.  The corresponding finite difference equations are solved using a 
relaxation technique (References 8-17 and 8-18).  In both cases the embedded shock wave appears automatically in 
the solution althoujh there is a question of whether or not the latter method properly handles the shock jump 
condition (Ref.8-13).  The finite difference methods have produced good results, but the nonsteady app.oach requires 
from 4 to 8 times more computing time than the relaxation method (40 minutes versus S   10 minutes, approximately. 
Reference 8-19). 

Recently the relaxation approach has been extended to three-dimensions using the small disturbance equations 
in the physical coordinate system (References 8-20 and 8-21).  In addition to the added computer storage and in- 
creased calculation time requirements, which can Increase one or two onle.s of magnitude, further complications 
relate to the treatment of the vortex wake of the lifting wing and the matching of the finite difference grid network 
to the three-dimensional surface. The calculation procedure is limited to thin wings of low sweep at small angles of 
attack. 

f> 2.1.2    Boundary Layer 

There are several established bounlary layer calculation methods suitable for those buffet prediction methods 
requiring them.  Both integral and finite difference methods have been used, integral methods being used more 
frequently.  Integral methods are faster and relatively simple but involve some empiricism and give little detail about 
the fiow field.  On the other hand, the finite difference methods involve comparatively long computing times but 
do give a detailed description of the boundary layer. 

Boundary layer calculations in the applicable buffet prediction methods are required to find the location of the 
fiow separation. The now separation criterion used depends on the boundary layer calculation method and on 
whether the now is two or three-dimensional.  Only two-dimensional separation is discussed here because criteria for 
the three-dimensional c.r.e ar.. not well defined (Ref.8-22).  (An example of a three-dimensional boundary layer calcu- 
lation in a buffet prediction calculation is given in Section 8.2.3.)  For integral calculation methods the separation 
criterion relates to the critical value of the shape parameter based on the velocity profile.  The critical value of the 
shape factor is obtained from correlations with test data and this lact introduces an element of unce lainty in the 
criterion.  For the finite difference methods, the velocity profile is calculated, thus allowing tht separation point to 
be found directly as the location of vanishing shear stress. 

8.2.2   Semi-Empirical Buffet Prediction Methods 

There are several buffet onset prediction methods whtctf require an inviscid fiow field calculation. The simplest 
and least accurate method is based on the crest critical criterion for which one merely inspects the Mach number at 
the crest (position on the airfoil upper surface where the slope is parallel to the free stream).  In general, as the local 
Mach number approaches one, drag divergence begins and consequently buffeting occurs. 

Two other methods requiring an inviscid flow field calculation involve correlations between the pressure up- 
stream of the shock and the trailing edge pressure divergence.  The first, due to Gadd (Ref.8-23), provides an 
empirical buffet boundary curve, based on a plot of pressure upstream of the shock versus shock location.  The 
second method, due to Sinnott and Osbome (Ref.8-23), involves an empirical buffet boundary curve based on a plot 
of Mach number (or pressure) upstream of the shock versus a geometric parameter of the wing section.  The corn: 
lations for both methods show a fair amount of scatter but both criteria can be used to make preliminary buffet 
onset predictions. 

A more elaborate semi-empirical prediction method requiring a boundary layer calculation was developed at 
Domier (Ref. 8-24).   This method discovered a correlation between buffet intensity as indicated by the wing root 
bending moment and a calculated, dimensionless coefficient CB| based on the fraction of the local chord /A  over 
which the flow is separated.  It is assumed that fluctuations in the wing root bending moment are proportional to 
the product of the local lift fluctuation and the corresponding distance from the wing root integrated over the wing. 
Further, /A  is assumed to be proportional to the root-mean-square value of the local lift fluctuations. 

For the calculations made in Reference 8-24 to obtain Cm , the inviscid solution was obtained using the method 
of Murman and Cole as modified by Krupp (Ref.8-2S) (steady small disturbance equations are solved using line 
relaxation).  A modified version of a procedure due to Küchemann (Ref.8-26) was used to extend the calculations 
for three-dimensional effects. The boundary layer was calculated using the three-dimensional entrainment method of 
Cumpsty and Head as extended by Redeker to compressible flows (Ref.8-27). 

After comparison of calculated curves with buffet boundary curves (lift coefficient versus buffet onset Mach 
number) from flight and wind tunnel tests, it was found that is the criterion for light buffet.  Other 
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comparisons of measured and calculated buffet curves indicated good agreement for the slopes of the curves.   It 
was also found that the method's assumption of a linear relationship between   CB|   and the root-mcan-square value 
of the bending moment is valid only for small to moderate values of  CM . 

8.2.3    Method of Thomas and its Extensions 

A buffet onset prediction method suitable for theoretical analysis was developed by Thomas (Ref.K-U) and 
applied to two different flow models.  The first, associated with Pearccy and r /erred to as model   A . is for conven- 
tional airfoils which tend to experience a bubble formation triggered by the shock-boundary layer interaction (Ref. 
8-14).   For increasing Mach number or angle of attack, the bubble grows rapidly until the reattachmenl point reaches 
the trailing edge, causing the bubble to burst.   When the trailing edge pressure is disturbed, the overall flow field is 
altered (Ref.8-<)). 

The other flow model, referred to as model   B , was introduced to characterise thicker, aft loaded airfoils 
which display a significant pressure rise from the shock to the trailing edge and which, therefore, have a tendency, 
for rear separation   Since the boundary layer development downstream of the shock is sensitive to the shock pres- 
sure jump and the associated boundary layer thickening, an increasing shock strength will lead to more severe aft 
separation until eventually separation will occur at the shock.   For model   B the Thiunus method admits only the 
case in which no separation bubble occurs at the shock (Ref.H-27). 

The procedure for the Thomas method is to calculate the flow separation position by means of separate 
Inviscid flow field and boundary layer calculations.   In the original paper (Ref.8-14l. buffet onset was assumed lo 
occur when the separation point and the shock location coincided.  However, for model   B  airfoils the criterion 
was later modified and became linked lo separation at the W; chord point (Rcf.8-27).   The calculations for obtaining 
the separation position are repeated for a range of Mach numbers in order lo obtain the buffet boundary curve for 
a particular wing section. 

Clearly, the Thomas procedure conforms lo model   B  airfoils.  The rationale In applying it to model   A  airfoils 
as well (boundary layer theory cannot account for separating-reattaching flow) is that the separation point was found 
to jump suddenly from the trailing e'ige to the shock wave at a particular Mach number when using standard boun- 
dary layer calculations.  The jump in separation point, according to Thomas (Ref.807). IN associated with the bursting 
of the separation bubble and consequently with buffet onset.   This sudden jump Is the reason for retaining the 
original buffet criterion for model   A ,   Fven for model   B  the calculation procedure Is closely applicable only for 
slightly separated flows since the inviscid flow field surface pressures become less accurate as the severity of tin 
separation increases.   Al buflet onset the extent of the separation region is probably not too great  although the 
limitations of the method are not firmly established. 

For th«" boundary layer calculation in the Thomas method, provision must be made for Inputting the shock 
jump pressure. Fxperimental investigations by (iadd (Ref. S-28) of weak shock-boundary layer interactions on a 
flat plate showed that the shock caused a thickening of the boundary layer and the corresponding formation of 
compression waves in the exterior flow field. The net effeel was to cause the shock pressure rise to be spread over 
i to 5 local boundary layer thicknesses Thomas assumed a linear pressure rise over a distance of four boundary 
layer thicknesses I Ref. 8-27). 

In applying the Thomas method lo other than straight wings with unlforin section properties, certain nuHlll'ica- 
tlons arc required    For moderately swept wings the MM calculation ptocedurc could be used provided that the tree 
stream conditions are replaced with those norni.il to the wing leading edge.   Then the Mach number and lil'l codl'l- 
cient lor buffet onset   (0|B)   can be restored to streamwise values using the cosine law (Ref. 8-27),   11 the wing 
sweep Is large, this ipproach gives results which are loo optimistic,   lew calculalions have been made following the 
Thomas procedure and using three-dimensional Inviscid and'or boundaiy layer calculalions. 

(«entry and Oliver (Rel.8-1) have presented buffet predictions for swept wings bused on the Thomas procedure 
and accounting for spanwise wing loading.   The Woodward program with compressible flow corrections was used to 
provide a plot of the aircraft lift coefficient   (("| I   vcrsu   an arbitrary sectional lift coclTicient   (c,) .   Root and 
pressure peak sections were used.   In turn this plot was KM! as the inlennediarv between the sectional bulTcl 
boundary curve  (C| vs. MB)  and the aircraft buffet boiidary curve  (('i  vs. MH) . 

In order to account for the viscous effects of spanwise flow for highly swept wings. Redeker (Ref. 8-27) 
extended the three-dimensional boundary layer calculation method of Cumpsl) and Head to compressible flow ;ind 
used II In a bulTel onset calculation.   Flow separation was judged lo oecur when streamlines near the wini! surface 
became parallel to the wing leading edge.   Similar to the two-dimensional case, llu buffet onset condillon was 
assumed to occur when the separation line reached the WX chord location of any wing section. 

8.2.4    Comparison of Some Buffet Prediction Methods 

Flight test results for the Bell X-l aircraft, as reported in Reference 8-11. have been used more widely than 
any other flight data for comparison with buflet onset prediction methods.   The X-l aircraft had an unswept wing 



of upect ratio 6 and taper ratio O.S. The buffet boundary companion compiled from References 8-1 and 8-11 to 
riiown in Fifure 8-4. The predictiont bawd on the four empirical and temi-einpirical method* (curve« Not 3 to 6) 
Aow pewimtotic reiultt, with the predicted buffet ontet boi'ndary for the ere« critical criterion, the simplest method, 
least rrembling the experimental curve in slope and position. The two curves in Figure 8-4 labeled Thomas Result 
are from the original Thomas paper (Ref. 8-14) and were calculated using the semi-empirical Sinnott method for the 
inviacid flow field and the integral method due to Walz for the boundary layer calculation (method II of Reference 
8-29. The Domier program also uses this method). 

Gentry and Oliver (Ref.8-1) applied the Thomas procedure to the X-l aircraft using a modified version of the 
Sinnott method for the inviacid calculation and three different methods for the boundary layer calculation:  the 
NASA Lewis integral program, the Cebeci and Smith finite difference method, and the Domier integral program. 
The results are plotted together in Figure 8-5 (from Reference 8-1), where CNA to the force coefficient normal to 
the chord at buffet onset.  It is not clear why the results using the more exact finite difference boundary layer calcu- 
lation or the equally exact NASA program are in poorer agreement with the flight test experiment data than those 
using the original Domier program.  As Thomas remarked in Reference 8-27, more comparisons with experimental 
results are needed in order to thoroughly evaluate the calculation procedure. 

Junke et al (Ref.8-24| also compared their prediction method with X-l flight test data.  Figure 8-6 taken from 
Reference 8-24 compares the calculated and experimental buffet onset boundaries. The calculated results, however, 
do not include the case for Ca • 0.1, which was later determined to be the value for buffet ontet. The trend of 
the other calculated curves indicates that the C^ = 0.1   curve would probably be in good agreement with the 
experimental data. 

8.3   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

For detailed investigations of buffet, particularly beyond buffet onset, wind tunnel testing with rigid models is 
likely to remain the principal investigative tool for the immediate future.  An exact theoretical formulation of the 
transonic buffet problem is beyond current analytical capabilities. However, the Thomas method may prove to be 
useful in preliminary and intermediate design, particularly with refined three-dimensional flow calculation components. 
The ultimate usefulness of this analytical buffet prediction method is linked to the availability and quality of computer 
codes for the flow calculation«.  Unfortunately there appear to be shortcomings in this regard at the present time. 
Gentry and Oliver (Ref. 8-1), who worked with a variety of programmed inviscid flow and boundary layer calculation 
methods, discovered that the codes are not available in a readily compatible tonn, are usually cumbersome for sys- 
tematic studies, sometimes show low levels of programming proficiency, and have little internal program documenta- 
tion. 

Many investigators engaged in buffet analysis have pointed out the need for detail ;d and reliable wind tunnel 
and flight tests in which measurements are made of pressure distributions, fluctuating pressures, boundary layer 
development (particularly before separation and following reattachncnt), and wing response. Such results could serve 
two important functions. They would allow evaluations of theoretical calculation procedures by means of detailed 
comparisons, and they would indicate the influence of scale effects in the flow development on models. 
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CHAPTER 9 

BUFFET FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES 

by 

P.J.Butkewicz 

9.0  INTRODUCTION 

Transonic maneuverability has evolved as one of the primary measures of the combat performance capability 
of modem fighter aircraft.   Buffet flight testing thus can be viewed as the final field trials which yield the qualita- 
tive and quantitative performance data and which indicate the degree of success attained by the designer.  From an 
operational standpoint such testing is essential since it relates the pilot's opinion of the aircraft's maneuvering quali- 
ties with the engineering data.  Finally, buffet flight testing is an invaluable source of data (fluid dynamics, structures, 
stability and control, etc.) which design engineers can use to correlate analytical and wind tunnel results. 

in the past, buffet flight testing consisted primarily of obtaining pilot opinion data on buffet onset and the 
relative buffet intensity, and measurements of the normal load factor at the center of gravity.  Consequently such 
tests related buffet onset to the pilot's tolerance of load factor vibrations, and c'her aircraft structural characteristics 
and only weakly to the air flow separation phenomena.  Current buffet flight testing has progressed to an advanced 
state such that highly accurate engineering data are obtained and a more thorough understanding of the flow fields, 
shock interactions, air loads, structural responses, etc., is gained. 

This Chapter discusses both buffet instrumentation and flight test techniques.   Data reduction and analysis 
techniques were discussed in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. 

9.1   BUFFET INSTRUMENTATION 

Right test instrumentation must be of sufficient quantity to provide information on aerodynamics, accelerations, 
structural dynamics, aircraft and flight parameters, and flow visual!/.ition.  Details of the instrumentation installed 
for buffet tests of a F-I06A aircraft (and which are typical .or general buffet flight tests) are given in the Appendix 
(Section 9.4 from Reference Q-l).   In this Appendix the buffet instrumentation is discussed at length, including type, 
location, accuracies, ranges, etc.  Table '>-! and Figures 4-1 and 4-2 present some of these details.  Sample oscillo- 
graph output traces, from an actual flight test arc shown in Figure 4-3 from Reference 4-1.   In this figure the aircraft 
structural filtering effect is clearly seen by the differences in tlie normal accelerations ..  asurcd at the wing tips and 
at the aircraft e.g.   Figure 4-3 also shows that the wing static pressure divergence indication of flow separation/buffet 
onset is in excellent agreement with the buffet onset indication from the wing tip accelerometers. 

In general, flight instrumentation for buffet tests should include static pressure taps: total pressure and boundary 
layer rakes; accelerometers: strain gauges: aircraft attitude sensors: high speed camera and wing tufts: and a cockpit 
event marker.   In the case of buffet flight testing of an operational aircraft, allowable instrumentation modifications 
may be limited (due to outside cons'raints). and close coordination must be maintained between the test engineer 
and the modification facility to assure optimum installation locutions. 

Particular attention must he paid to the application of wing tufts for flow visualisation and for the mounting 
of the camera.   In many programs it has been necessary to use tufts of various colors as well as to paint the wing 
various colors before satisfactory results were achieved.  Tufts are generally applied with either high strength pressure 
sensitive tape or epoxy glue compounds.   A typical tuft grid pattern on a wing is shown in Figure 4-4 (Ref.4-1).  To 
aid in obtaining the best possible photographs, a small television camera, having the same field of view of the wing, 
can be mounted near the irovic camera.  The television receiver screen is placed in the cockpit and monitored by 
the pilot.  To avoid distortion of the television picture, the camera should be well isolated from other electrical 
"noise".   Also, both the television and movie cameras should be equipped with automatic "f" stop capability. 

!ii the event that buffet flight tests are to be performed with an aircraft dedicated to research, or an operational 
aircraft 'uving a new wing, far more comprehensive instrumentation may be incorporated.   A good example of the 
latter is the USAF/NASA Transonic Aircraft Technology (TACT) Program.  In this program, an existing aircraft was 
modified to incorporate an advanced supercritical wing.   During the manufacturing/modification process 168 static 
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TABLE«-! 

Buffet Boundary Inttrummtation 

MR 
No. 

Freiiuencv 
Measurement Requirement Recorder* Rmge Resolution Accuracy Response 

(Hz) 

1 Ainpeed P 50 - 700 kt 1 kt 2kt _ 
2 Altitude P 0     50,000 ft 20 ft 100 ft - 
3 Fuel Remaining T 0     10.000 lb 100 lb 300 1b - 
4 Engine RPM (N,) T 1 - 100% 0.25% 100% 
5 Dat. Correlation Mod IRIG B D.P.T hr, min. k sec 1 sec 0.1 sec 

6 Pilots Event Marker C.P.T 
7 Normal Acceleration, Cockpit 

Diiplay 
D 0     7g 0.1 g 0.2 g 5 

8 Outside Air Total Temperature P - 60+ I900F 0.5° 2.0° 1 
9 Rudder Position T -25 + 25 deg 0.2 deg 1.0 deg 10 

10 Right Elevon Position. Inboard 
Actuator 

T -33+ 10 deg 0.2 deg 1.0 deg 10 

II Left Elevon Position. Inboard 
Actuator 

T -33 + 10 deg 0.2 deg 10 deg 10 

12 Right Elevon Position. Outboard 
Actuator 

T -33+ 10 deg 0 2 deg 1.0 deg 10 

13 Angle of Attack D.T 0+50 deg 0.5 deg 1.0 deg 2 
14 Angle of Sideslip D. T -10+ 10 deg 0.5 deg 1.0 deg 2 
15 Pitch Rate T t 20 deg/sec 0.2 deg/sec 2.5 deg/sec 2 
16 Normal Acceleration, Right Wing 

Tip 95^ Span. Spar 7 
T 5 + 10 g 0.05 g 0.2 g 70 

17 Normal Acceleration. Right 
Elevon Trailing Edge 50% Span 

T -5 + 10g 0.05 g 02 g 70 

18 Normal Acceleration. Right 
Elevon Trailing Edge 95% Span 

T -5 + lOg 0.05 g 02 g 70 

19 Normal Accelention. Left Wing 
Tip 95% Span. Spar 7 

T -5 + lOg 0.05 g 02 g 70 

20 Normal Acceleration. Aircraft T 0     7g 0.05 K 02 g 70 

21 
eg 
Lateral Acceleration. Cockpit 
Floor 

T ±0.5 g 0.05 g 0.01 g 20 

22 Normal Accleration. Cockpit 
Floor 

T 0     7g 0.05 g 02 g 70 

23 Longitudinal Acceleration. 
Aircraft eg 

T -1 + Ig 0.05 g 01 g 35 

24 Pitch Attitude T -90 + 90 deg 10 
25 Roll Attitude T -180 + 180 deg 10 
26 Right Wing Spar 2 Strain. 

Bending Response 
T 0.5 to 1.0 

mv/v 
35t 

27 Right Wing Spar 3 Strain. 
Bending Response 

T 0.5 to 1.0 
mv/v 

45t 

28 Right Wing Spar 4 Strain. 
Bending Response 

T 0.5 to 1.0 
mv/v 

60t 

29 Right Wing Spar 5 Strain. 
Bending Response 

T 0.5 to 1.0 
mv/v 

80t 

30 Right Wing Spar 6 Strain. 
Bending Response 

T 0.5 to 1.0 
mv/v 

not 

31 Not Used 
32 Right Wing Upper Surface 

Differential Pressure, 58% Span, 
50% Chord 

T ± 2.5 psid 0.05 psi 0.15 psi 5 

33 Right Wing Upper Surface 
Differential Pressure, 58% Span. 
65% Chord 

T 15.0 psid 0.05 psi 0.3 psi 5 

* Recorders:  C - Tuft ranwra. 0 - Cockpit Display. R - Ftioto Panel, and T - Tape. 
t  Subcarrier oscillator limi'i syitem frequency responw. 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 9-1 (Continued) 

\m hrvqueiuv 
Meauiremeitl Kequiremem RciorJer* Hmgr iicsuliiliiin Aiiiiruii Respuntt 

III;)     1 
34 Right Wing Upper Surface 

Differential PreMure, 58'' Span. 
SO-:! Chord 

T ± 5 0 psid 0.05 psi 0.3 psi 5 

35 Right Wing Upper Surface 
Differential Pressure. 58'7 Span. 
W Chord 

T i 7.5 psid 0.05 psi 0.3 psi 5 

36 Right Wing Lower Surface 
Differential Pressure. 58^ Span, 
95'; Chord 

T t 7.5 psid 0.05 psi 0.3 psi 5 

37 Reference Pressure in Actuator 
Compartment 

T 0 to 15 psia 0.4^ m 5 

38 Left Wing Upper Surface Tuft 
Film 

C 

39 Lateral Acceleration. Fin Tip T - 2 to + ; g 0.05 g 0.2 g 35 
40 Lateral Acceleration. Upper 

Aft Rudder 
T -: to +:« 0.05 g 0.2 g 35 

41 Right Wing. Upper and Lower 
Skin AT . Spar 2 

T t60oC lOT l0oC 1 

4: Right Wing. Upper and Lower 
Skin AT . Spar 6 

T ♦60oC lO'C I0°C 1 

43 Pilots Voice T 

*   Rccurden:  C     Tuft Camem. and T     Tape. 

pressure taps. 25 dynamic pickups, and 36 boundary layer rake tubes were installed in the wings and 30 static pressure 
taps were installed along the fuselage centerline.   In addition, standard buffet instrumentation (i.e.. accelerometers, 
strain gages, tufts/camera, nose boom, etc.) were also installed.   Figures 9-5 and 9-6 show the instrumentation loca- 
tions used.  Instrumentation of this extent is considered to be the current state of the art. 

In addition to the on-board data recording equipment and. perhaps, telemetry, a certain minimum standard for 
cockpit displays is required to ensure the expeditious completion of a buffet flight test plan such as that presented 
in Table 9-2 from Reference 9-2.  The normal cockpit instrument for indicated airspeed/Mach number is usually 
adequate, but consideration should be given to the large pressure errors which may occur at high  a and high 'g' 
The cockpit altimeter, particularly in wind-up turn tests, should not be subject to large lags.  Clearly a °g° meter and 
an   a   gage are required and. even though unrcversible powered flying controls may be in use. aileron and rudder 
deflection indicators are required.  The aircraft may have structural side force limits, in which case these should be 
calculated before each test condition is flown and a sideslip gage or lateral accelerometer provided to allow the pilot 
to monitor the side force during possible yaw divergence or wing-rock.  Other test aids found to be of value are a 
voice recorder, a nose camera to record hori/un motion, and an event button fur the pilot to record subjectively signi- 
ficant times on the data traces for later identification and explanation. 

9.2   FLIGHT TEST TECHNIQUES 

In buffet flight testing, the schedule should incorporate that sequence of aircraft configurations and Mach- 
altitude conditions which will provide the most rapid collection of critical data based on (I) the lime required to 
attain the desired aircraft configuration and test condition: and (2) the aircraft modification time required for the 
subsequent configurations. Considerations in planning the test schedule should include such factors as maneuvering 
flap deflections, external stores on and off, and the Mach-altitude envelope.  Table 9-2 is illustrative of a typical test 
schedule flown during a buffet flight program. 

Flight test maneuvers normally take the form of wind-up turns, wing level pull-ups, or steady "g" turns.  Wind- 
' n turns are flown to the maximum usable lift coefficient or the structural limit of some aircraft component, i.e.. 
4  5 g's for wing flaps and slats. Typical wind-up turns commence about 3000 feet above the nominal altitude and 
tl the required Mach number.  The aircraft is rolled into a left or right tum and the load factor is increased until 
the desired buffet level is attained.  Altitude and Mach number excursions should be held to a minimum, and lateral 
or directional controls should not be used during the data collection period.  Data gathered under such flight condi- 
tions exhibit minimum scatter, and quantitative parameter levels can be developed using existing averaging techniques. 
Figures 9-7 (Ref.9-3) and 9-8 (Ref.9-l) show typical aerodynamic data obtained during buffet flight testing. 



TABLE 9-2 

Buffet FNtht Tett I 

FUghl Condition! and Flap Deflrcllons Tested 

Fttthl 
No 

Confifuntion Altitude 
Feet 

IM 
No. 

«n 
De» Def. 

Takeoff 

Weight 
lbs 

C.6. 
Percent Mac 

650 Clean Wing Tip» 25.000 0.85. 0.90 9 0.4 13.265 140 

652 35.000 0.90 9 0.4 13.273 139 

654 25.000 
35.000 

0 80. 0 85. 0 90 
0 80. 0 85 

9 
9 

0.4 
0.4 

13.273 139 

655 25.000 

35.000 

0 80. 0.85. 0 90 

0 80. 0 85 

9 
9 
9 

0.4 
0 

0.4 

13,273 13.9 

656 25.000 

35.000 

0.85 
0 80. 0 85. 0 90 
0.80. 0.85. 0 90 

9 
9 
9 

0 
8 
8 

13.273 139 

657 25.000 
35.000 

0 80. 0.85. 0.90 
0.80. 0.85. 0.90 

0 
0 

0.8 
0. 8 

13.273 13.9 

658 25.000 

35.000 

0.70 
0.70. 0.80. 
0.85. 0 90 
0 80. 0 85. 90 

0 
0 

0 

0 
4 

4 

13.273 13.9 

659 25.000 
35.000 

0.70 
0 70. 0.80. 
0.85. 0.90 
0.80. 0.85. 0 90 

18 
18 

18 

4 
4 

0 

13.265 140 

660 25.000 
35.000 

0.70 
0 70. 0.80. 
0.85. 0.90 

13 
13 

0.4 
0.4 

13.265 14.0 

661 

1 

25.000 
35.000 
35.000 

0 70 
on 
0 70. 0 80. 
0 85. 0 90 

13 
13 
13 

13.265 140 

662 Tip! ranks 25.000 
35.000 

0.80. 0 85. 0 90 
0 80. 0 85. 0 90 

0 
0 

8 
8 

13.454 1455 

663 25.000 
35.000 

0.80. 0.85. 0.90 
0 80. 0.85. 0.90 

0 
0 : 

flap gap 
staled 

13.484 1444 

664 35.000 

35.000 

0.80. 0.85. 
0 90. 1 20 
0 80. 0.85. 0 90 

0 

0 

0 

4 

13.474 14.34 

665 25.000 
35.000 

0.80. 0.85. 0.90 
0.90. 1 10 

0 
0 

0.4 
0 

13.474 14.34 

■a^aa 



Many aircraft have *Q' and Mach scheduled longitudinal control system devices which cither provide stick/surface 
deflection ratio changes or give nominal trim changes with variations in altitude and speed.   If these devices function 
during a buffet/wing rock test as a result of an altitude change or a Mach number excureion they can cause residual 
changes in the longitudinal trim which may upset the test in progress, thus negating the pilot's attempts to keep the 
control positions constant.  Often it may be advantageous to disconnect these devices, particularly if the sources for 
their actuation include pressure and static vents which are subjected to flow variations during wing rock or buffet 
associated flow separation. 

9.2.1    Pilot Workload During Buffet Flight Tests 

Pilot workload can be high during buffet (light tests because of the rapidity with which events succeed each 
other. After carrying out his instrumentation trim checks, the pilot sets up his start conditions according to the air- 
craft's specific excess power characteristics and the type of maneuver to be conducted.  Taking a wind-up turn as 
the most active test the following sequence of actions is typical.  The pilot first notes the 'g' and side force limitations 
for the run to be conducted, making allowances for slight excursions that may occur from the desired test condition 
At 2 to 3 thousand feet above the test height the aircraft is rolled into the turn and power is increased as the 'g' or 
angle of attack is increased to the required value.  Speed is maintained constant by varying the bank angle.   Height, 
speed,  g . angle of attack and side force are monitored by the pilot and subjective features of the run are noted for 
future recording.  The instrumentation is evented and the nose camera is turned on if appropriate.  The pilot concen- 
trates on maintaining fixed cockpit control positions during the critical recording period and monitors his flight path 
to ensure that any aircraft motions do not nullify the preplanned recovery.  When at an altitude of 2 to 3 thousand 
feet below the nominal height the wings are levelled and the pull-out conducted within the aircraft's limitations, the 
instrumentation and camera being switched off.  The total elapsed time will be about 20  30 seconds.   During the 
subsequent climb for the next run. fuel loading is noted and more leisurely comments are recorded while the aircraft 
is repositioned. This is the basic sequence of events and it can be added to as necessary by the requirements to 
maintain a specific buffet level or to inject rudder pulses and aileron pulses at specific angles of attack.   As the 
demands of the flight test may reduce the 'look-out' that the pilot can maintain, high quality collision avoidance 
ground radar is essential, and in a particularly demanding trial a chase look-out aircraft may be used. 

As with all high angle of attack testing various considerations are worthy of note.  A test night of 10 tu IS 
bulTci wingn .k runs can be physically demanding to the pilot and the flight should be scheduled to cater for this 
by alternating high and low 'g' runs where possible. 

9.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The performance of buffet flight testing is the final ingredient in determining quantitative and qualitative aircraft 
maneuvering performance, and is the sole source of full-scale aircraft data used tor direct comparisons with analytical 
or empirical predictions. 

Buffet flight lest instrumentation has been steadily improved such that highl> accurate engineering data now 
can be obtained.  With future improvements in the instrumentation hardware and software, a corresponding improve- 
ment in the quantity and quality of flight test data can be expected. 

Buffet flight test techniques currently used arc adequate for such testing.  With the newer emerging fighter air- 
craft having a thmst-to-weight ratio of the order of one, altitude loss during wind-up turns is minimi/ed. and adequate 
time is available for data acquisition at the desired steady state flight conditions. 

9.4 APPENDIX     INSTRUMENTATION DETAILS (FROM REF.9-1) 

The instrumentation system described in this Appendix was designed to provide quantitative data pertinent to the 
buffet phenomena and its effect on the F-IOhA airframe.   Accelerations, bcmling-responsive wing strain gage bridge 
measurements, wing pressures, flight parameters, and aircrai't attitudes were monitored and recorded.  Table "J-l 
presents the complete measurements list.  Measurement locations are shown in Figure 9-1. 

The instrumentation system consisted of three major subsystems:   sensing, signal conditioning, and recording 
A block diagram representation of the signal (lows and the equipment interfaces is presented in Figure 1-2. 

9.4.1    Sensing Subsystem 

9.4.1.1     Prvssiin' TransJmrrs 

Static pressure distributior, on the right-hand upper wing surface was numitored at four locations   These loca- 
tions were at 15 percent intervals from 50 to 95 percent of the wing chord at the 5H percent wing semi-span station. 
Plastic tubing routed the surface pressures from the pick-up points to the transducer Installation in the right-hand 
outboard clcvon actuator fairing.  The five differential pressure transducers were referenced to ambient pressure in 

A. 
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the actuator fairing through a common manifold. 
picHure traniducer. 

Ambient prepare in the fairing wai monitored by an abiolute 

Preliminary evaluations of the data gave rite to a question on whether the frequency response of the pressure 
survey was adequate for buffet determination purposes. A check was made on the transducer with the most damping 
due to line length, i.e., the upper-surface SO percent location transducer. This check revealed a frequency response 
in excess of 20 Hz. 

9.4.1.2    Aircraft Control Surface Transducers 

Eleven position was monitored using the production feedback potentiometers located on the inboard actuators. 
A linear position potentiometer was installed on the right-hand eleven outboard actuator.  An angular position potenio- 
meter coupled to the rudder hinge pin was installed to measure rudder angular displacement. 

94.1.3    Aircraft and Right Parameter Transducers 

A Convair-design nose boom was installed on the production nose cone. The nose boom housed —al pitot 
static systems and van« driven precision potentiometers for angle of attack and angle of sideslip measurements.  The 
angle of attack measurement had a range of - 5 degrees to + 45 degrees. The angle of sideslip measurement had a 
range of 115 degrees. 

The instrumentation pitot-static system was completely separate from the production system and drove sensitive 
indicating instruments located on the photo panel. 

Pitch and roll attitudes were measured by a cageable vertical gyro installed on an equipment shelf below the 
instrumentation platform in the forward missile bay. Measurement ranges were: pitch attitude 190 degrees, and 
roll attitude ±180 degrees. 

Pitch rate was derived from the turn rate transmitter, which was part of the aircraft's stability augmentation 
system.  The range of the derived pitch rate was 1 20 deg/sec. 

9.4.1 4    Strain Gage Bridges 

Strain gage bridges were located on Spars 2 through 6 of the right wing at the wing root.  Strain gage elements 
were placed on the upper and lower wing surface at the centerline of each spar.  The strain gage elements at each 
spar were wired as fully active bridge circuits to provide maximum output and linearity.  Since temperature differences 
can be expected between the upper and lower wing surfaces, thermocouples were installed on these surfaces at 
Spars 2 and 6.  The thermocouples were iron-constantan and were wired to provide a voltage output proportional to 
the temperature differential of the wing surfaces. 

9.4.1.S    Accelerometers 

Eleven accelerometers where installed on the aircraft at the center of gravity, pilot station, wing tips, right-hand 
elevon, vertical tail tip, and rudder. Two normal accelerometers were located at the aircraft's center of gravity: one 
drove a remote indicator in the cockpit and the other was used for the tape recorder signal. 

When the accelerometer data were first analyzed using standard playback techniques, it was difficult to correlate 
the pilot's callouts with the aircraft response measurements.  It was suspected that the accelerometer mounts were 
adding noise to the data and modifying the measurements of the actua. aircraft's motions.  To eliminate this potential 
source of error, the normal and longitudinal accelerometers at the center of gravity were moved to more rigid loca- 
tions.  Data analysis revealed that although relocation made some difference, the mounting location was not the basic 
problem.  The problem was eventually solved by selective filtering of the signals and by amplifying the accelerometer 
playbacks. 

9.4.2    Signal Conditioning Subsystem 

Three units made up the signal conditiuning subsystem:  signal conditioner unit, time code generator, and 
suborner oscillators.  These units served to amplify, convert, multiplex, or otherwise condition the transducer volt- 
ages for recording on magnetic tape, photo panel, or visual displays in the cockpit. 

94.2.1     Signal Conditioner Unit 

The signal conditioner unit contained all the circuits necessary to standardize the signal amplitudes to S volts 
peak to peak.  Voltage gain and impedance buffeting was accomplished by high-gain integrated circuit operational 
amplifiers in conjunction with a thermally regulated differential amplifier input stage.  Negative feedback was 
employed to stabilize the gain impedance and to reduce the susceptibility to power supply variations.   Resistive 
balance circuits were incorporated on all bridge inputs to obtain a null voltage for static conditions. 



Instrumentation power was developed in the signal conditioner and including Sv dc transducer excitation. 
ISv dc outside air total temperature indicator excitation, -f Sv dc time display excitation, and * 15 v dc amplifier 

excitation. 

The signal conditioner could he placed in the calibration mode by a switch on the unit for checkout or by a 
remote control switch on the pilot's control panel Tor inflight calibration.  When placed in .the calibration mode, the 
Sv excitation was removed from the transducers, the signal conditioning amplifier inputs were switched to substitute 
bridges or voltage sources within the unit, and the excitation was stepped from full scale to half scale to «ero scale 
Each step of the calibration cycle was two seconds in duration and was initiated from the I pulse per second (pps) 
signal from the Convair time-code generator.  The calibration cycle could be stopped at any step by moving the 
mode switch from the automatic to the manual position. 

«^.J Time-Code (Ifiicrator 

The Convair time-code generator controlled all timing functions throughout the instrumentation system    An 
accurate time base was derived from a highly stable oven-controlled I 0 Mil/ crystal oscillator. 

The 1.0 MHz reference was divided to provide binary codeu .   .imal outputs for remote display of minutes and 
seconds in the cockpit and on the photo panel, an IRK'i B amplitude-modulated I Ml/ carrier lime format for 
recording on tape. anJ a I pps time refer»,  at for framing the photo panel camera and stepping the calibration cycle 
in the signal conditioner. 

The counting circuits of the time code generator were transistor-transistor logic integrated circuits which provided 
a high reliability and a small package si/e. 

'/4.J.J    SiihtarriiT Osallalon 

Subcarrier oscillators accepted the standardized voltages from the signal conditioner and converted the signals 
to frequency-modulated carriers.   The carrier frequencies were multiplexed into four composite signals.   Each com- 
posite signal was amplified by a wide-hand amplifier that provided impedance matching and voltage gain prior to 
interfacing with the tape recorder electronics. 

9.4.3    Recording Subsystem 

The recording subsystem consisted of four units    photo panel, tape recorder, wing lull camera, and cockpit 
display and control panel.   All recording units were controlled remotely from the pilot's control panel. 

9.4.iA     Pirnio Panel 

The photo panel was installed in the aft missile hay to record airspeed, altitude, outside air temperature, time 
display, and the pilot's event marker light A 35 mm camera filmed the Indicator deflection at a rate of one frame 
per second. The camera shutter framing was controlled by the I pps signal from the time-, ode wnerator to assure 
a direel timing relationship with other recording units 

9.4.3.2     TJIIV Rioirtlir 

The airborne magnetic tape recorder was installed in the forward missile bay    This recorder used one-inch tape 
and had a 14-track direct record capability confonning to IRKI standards    The data recorded on tape consisted of 
four tracks of composite frequencymodulaled data, one track of the SO kHz reference frequencs   and one voice 
track.  The recorder was operated at 15 Inches per second tips) and could be started and slopped rcmolel\    Signifi- 
cant performance characteristics of the recorder were the following 

Reel size (NARTB hub) 

Recording lime at I 5 ips 
(using I mil tape) 

Wow and flutter, uncompensalcd 

Temperalure operating range 

Shock (with shock mount) 

Reference frequency 

10 5 inches 

dO minutes 

' 0 .15'; 

54 to I 7|*C 

15 g. any axis 

SO kHz 

9.4.3.3     Wing Tu ft Camera 

The wing tuft camera wa; installed in the vertical tail of the aircraft.   Maximum wing coverage was accomplished 
by remoting the lens system through a flexible six fool fiber optics bundle to a clampahle swivel ball joint    The 
camera was boresighted for optimum wing coverage rotating the swivel and clamping it in place 
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A neon light interval to the camera provided an event mark on the side of the film between the sprocket holes. 
This pilot-controlled event mark permitted correlation of the tuft camera data with other recorded data. The 16 mm 
can era contained a 400-foot film spool and operated at a frame rate of 12 frames per second. 

A pattern of white tufts on a black wing was used, 
shroud lines with the ends treated to prevent fraying. 

The six-inch tufts were fabricated from 1/8-inch nylon 

Considerable difficulty in achieving satisfactory photographic results was encountered with this system. Pictures 
from Flights I and 2 were satisfactory. On Flight 3, with no known changes other than local atmospheric differences 
(which quaUtatively were judged to be brighter), pictures with the aircraft in a rolled attitude were unusable.  A 
filter was added for Flight 4.  Pictures from this flight were totally unusable.   For Right S, colored film was used. 
To improve contrast, the Mack paint was removed and the white tufts were replaced with red tufts.  This resulted 
in satisfactory pictures when the aircraft was in a rolled attitude, but too much glare when the aircraft was in level 
flight. On viewing the film, it was noted that the red tufts showed well against the blue background of the insignia. 
Based on this observation, the wing was painted blue for Flight 6.  An additional set of white tufts were also added. 
The results were the same as those on Flight S.  It was concluded that to achieve satisfactory film coverage. It would 
be necessary to have an automatic f stop capability for the lens. 

94.3.4    Cockpit Display and Conlrol Panel 

The pilot's interface with the instrumentation system was through the cockpit display and control units.  Control 
of instrumentation power, recording systems, and inflight calibration was accomplished at the instrumentation cockpit 
control panel located in the right console at normal position of the Homing Point Selector panel.  Push-to-test indi- 
cator lights were placed above each switch to indicate that a switch had been moved to an active circuit.  An addi- 
tional control panel for uncaging the attitude gyro was located just aft of the instrumentation control panel on the 
right-hand console fairing. 

Aircraft normal acceleration at the center of gravity was displayed to the pilot. The indicator was located in 
the lower left-hand quadrant of the instrument panel. Angle of attack and angle of sideslip were displayed to the 
pilot by two meter movements located on a panel fitting over the face of the multi-mode storage tube. 

A digital time display with a readout in minutes and seconds was located over the airspeed indicator on the left- 
hand side of the pilot's instrument panel. This display was driven directly from the time-code generator and allowed 
the pilot to time-correlate events. 

Voice recording was obtained from the microphone side of the intercom system. This pickup point provided 
a "hot" mike so that the pilot had a direct line to the tape recorder and did not have to key the mike to annotate 
the recording. 

1 

The armament trigger switch on the right-hand control stick was wired as an event marker, 
switch caused an event mark on all recording media. 

Actuation of this 
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CHAPTER 10 

LIMITATIONS IN THE CORRELATION OF FLIGHT/TUNNEL BUFFETING TESTS 

by 

D.G.Mabey 

10.0     INTRODUCTION 

Chapters 4 und 7 presented review of methods of defining the onset und severity of buffeting on un uircruft in 
flight from tests of wind tunnel models and included correlations with flight test results.  This Chapter expands the 
summary remarks made in thoir Chapters in explanation of some of the differences observed between flight and 
tunnel tests. 

The diflerences between flight/tunnel comparisons of buffeting are often lumped together on the charge sheets 
as "Reynolds number effects".   However, it Is probable that the charge sheet should be much longer and include 
uncertainties in both the flight and wind tunnel test>. in addition to genuine Reynolds number effects.  The review 
in this Chapter may encourage research workers to attempt a more critical evaluation of flight and tunnel test data. 

In this Chapter the following notation is used: 

b wing span 

c wing chord   (m) 

C, lift coefficient 

tl2 structural damping C'l criticalt 

M Mach number 

q kinetic pressure   JpU' (N/m2) 

R Reynolds number 

S Wing area   (m!t 

U free stream velocity   (m/s) 

x distance from leading-edge  (ml 

uw angle of attack of wing   (ol 

y aerodynamic damping Cf critical! 

A boundary layer thickness (mm) 

p free stream density   (kg/m3( 

10.1     UNCERTAINTIES IN FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 

10.1.1   Measurements of Mach Number and Anelc <■' Attack 

While we must accept that the flighl buffi"   '•« characteristics of an aircraft are in one sense the "correct" ones, 
we must also recognise that flight buffeting d#i« will inevitably be somewhat scattered and imprecise relative to 
tunnel measurements.   The highest attainable accuracies for Mach number and angle of attack, which may be obtained 
in a flight experiment only with special instminenlation. are given in the table below.   The table also gives somewhat 
optimistic eslimates for the corresponding accuracies from tunnel tests. 

l-liKhl Tuniifl 

Mach number  M 

Angle of attack   uw 

I 0.005 

At 10" i 0.4° 

t o.oo: 

i 0.05° 

.* 
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Manifestly flight buffeting data can never be as precise as tunnel data in regions where the buffeting characteristics 
are changing rapidly with Mach number and angle of attack, as they generally do at transonic speeds. 

10.1.2 Measurement of Buffeting 

Wing-tip ucceleromcters and wing-root strain gauges are now widely used for correlation of flight and tunnel 
buffeting experiments, and generally give reasonably consistent results.  However, it is difTici'U to maintain a steady 
buffeting condition in flight, e.g.. in ,1 steeply banked turn, and so the length of the record available for analysis is 
usually less than I0 seconds.  Even with a small fighter aircraft the wing frequency will not be much higher than 
12 Hz so that only about 120 cycles of the buffeting signal l ll be available for analysis. 

A flight experiment must cover a wide range of altitude (say from 5.000 to 30.000 ft) at constant Mach number 
if a serious attempt is to be made to establish the scaling laws appropriate for the buffeting.   Many flight buffeting 
measurements have been made over a narrow altitude range (say from 30.000 to 35.000 ft) and thus do not allow 
sufficient variation in air density to establish the scaling laws. 

Many of the early buffeting experiments relied heavily   i<on the pilot's impressions of buffeting.  This was 
unfortunate because a pilot's impression of the onset of bi.ileting may be prejudiced by the cockpit position.  Thus 
if the cockpit is at a node of a vibration mode being excited, the pilot may be unaware of the extent of the buffeting. 
In addition, his assessment of the severity of buffeting may be prejudiced by his other problems, such as controlling 
the aircraft to prevent a structural failure or to avoid an attack by an enemy air   aft.   Hence early buffeting data 
(e.g.. on the Bell X-l aircraft) should be used with some caution as a basis for flight/tunnel comparison. 

10.1.3 Visualisation of Areas of Separated Flows 

At low speeds it is usually possible to arrange a limited programme of flow visualisation with tufts to establish 
the pattern of the stall development.   However, at transonic speeds tuft photographs showing the growth of separated 
regions are rarely attained because of the expense of the flight development programme and the difficulty of inter- 
preting the motion of a tuft in the presence of a shock wave and a separation. 

With specially instrumented aircraft, mean pressure measurements at a series of points may be used to infer 
more precisely the position of shock-waves and separations.  Fluctuating pressure measurements may also give a direct 
indication of the excitation.   However, the selection of points available for these measurements is generally severely 
compromised by the need to avoid spars or control surfaces.  Where such measurements are attempted it is advisable 
to cover as wide a range of altitude as possible, at least at the Mach number of most interest (generally between 
M = 0.60 and 0.85 for a fighter aircraft), in order to detect any significant variation in the separation development 
with either kinetic pressure (q)  or Reynolds number.  There is some evidence from flight tests on wings of combat 
aircraft with moderate sweep angles (say between 35° and 45°l that significant Reynolds number effects can persist 
even at fullscale, but it is difficult to separate these from the effects of static aeroelaslic distortion. 

The establishment of the shock and separation patterns in flight is an essential condition for any valid flight/ 
tunnel comparison. 

10.2    UNCERTAINTIES IN TUNNEL EXPERIMENTS 

10.2.1 Influence of Tunnel Characteristics on Model Buffeting 

A wind tunnel may influence model buffeting in at least two different ways. 

(1) If the tunnel flow unsteadiness is high, buffet onset may be difficult to detect and the severity of buffeting 
may he altered (see Reference lO-l and the brief discussion in Chapter 7). 

(2) If the model is operating at a high lift coefficient at transonic speeds (say ^ = 0.6  at   M = 0.90 ). 
Shockwaves from the wing may intersect the walls of the working section.   Manifestly, if this happens the 
tunnel corrections (to Mach number, lift coefficient and angle of attack) will become large and unpredict- 
able.   Even if the wing shock waves do not reach the walls, there may still be significant, unpredictable 
corrections.  The tunnel constraint corrections may also be somewhat uncertain at low lift coefficients 
at transonic speeds, but at least they are then comparatively small. 

10.2.2 Measurement of Buffeting 

'ving-root strain gauges are widely used to measure buffeting on wind tunnel models.  The most serious difficul- 
ties encountered concern the value of the total damping appropriate to the wing fundamental mode, which on a 
rigid model is generally quite small   (7 -t g/2 = I to 2^   of critical) and predominately structural (see Figure 5 in 
Reference 10-2). The dampings are thus almost completely unrepresentative of the values which are appropriate in 
flight where they are generally much larger (7 + g/2 = 6 to I09f   of critical) and predominately aerodynamic. 

mmm 
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The structural damping on a rigid wind tunnel model may vary both with tlu- static lift on the model (qS CL) 
and with the amplitude o) the wing motion (typified by the wing-tip acceleration).  It is extremely difficult tu 
separate these effects, either by tests with the wind on or by tests with the wind off. 

10.2.3 Visualisation of Areas of Separated Flow 

Generally wind tunnel tests provide adequate information about the areas of separated flows which excite 
buffeting on the model, U long as sufficient tunnel time can be made available. 

The surface oil flow technique is most widely used and can be applied successfully both in continuous and inter- 
mittent facilities (Ref. 10-3).  From time to time tufts have been used on large models in low speed tests to permit 
a direct comparison with tuft motion in flight (Ref.10-4). 

Pressure plotting on model wings, including the measurement of trailing-cdge pressures, is also commonly used 
to supplement or replace visual observation of separated flows. 

10.2.4 Transition Fixing and Reynolds Number Effects 

One of the major uncertainties in any model buffeting test is probably the choice of the roughness band used 
to fix transition.  On a two-dimensional aerofoil, if the roughness size is too small, then there may well be a laminar 
boundary layer/shockwave interaction completely different from what would occur at fullscale with a turbulent 
boundary layer/shockwave interaction.  In contrast, if the roughness size is excessively large, the boundary layer will 
be excessively thick and the aerofoil lift curve slope will be reduced, even at zero lift.  Similarly boundary layer 
separation will occur at a lower angle of attack than with the correct roughness height. 

In buffeting tests on three-dimensional wings the situation is more difficult than on an aerofoil.  On a wing the 
roughness band should be graded across the span, but usually a single roughness height is selected to cover a wide 
range of Mach number (say from   M = 0.6 to 1.2) and angle of attack (say from  a = —T to + 12° ).  This rough- 
ness band can really only be optimised at one point on the wing for a particular combination of unit Reynolds 
number. Mach number and angle of attack.   For buffeting tests the best course is probably to select the optimum 
roughness siz; for a condition near buffet onset at the most important Mach number*.  The effectiveness of the 
roughness should always be checked at this position.  Of the methods available to detect transition, the most con- 
vincing, and easiest to apply, is perhaps the sublimation technique.  Acenapthene, for example, is widely used for 
sublimation tests in continuous tunnels at transonic speeds.  Reports of wind tunnel buffeting tests rarely quote this 
crucial information about the effectiveness of the roughness used, although it can profoundly influence the validity 
of u flight/tui.nel comparison of buffeting. 

Buffeting measurements obtained by varying the unit Reynolds number over a somewhat limited range (say 
from 80% to 120% of the original Reynolds number) may themselves help to indicate if the roughness band chosen 
is adequate.  If the effect of a wider variation in Reynolds number is to be measured (say from 180% to 220% of 
the original) the roughness height should always be reduced to ensure that transition is not overfixed.  Again, reports 
of wind tunnel tests in which Reynolds number was varied over a wide range rarely state if the roughness band was 
changed. 

It should be noted that most of the published buffeting measurements refer to tests on wings with Type 'A' 
flow separation'1', for which it is important to ensure that the boundary layer thickness upstream of the shock is as 
representative of fullscale as possible. On advanced wings with Type 'B' flow separation**, it is important to aim 
for representative boundary layer thicknesses both at the shock and the trailing-edge.  Hence the selection of a 
roughness trip with a Type "B" flow separation is crucial.  Some wind tunnel tests with Type 'B' flow separations 
have been made without any roughness band (Ref.10-6).  For this particular test the "peaky" pressure distribution 
at the nose at the design condition  (M. a) created a small bubble which was laminar at separation but which re- 
attached as a thin turbulent layer.  This test technique may give a good representation of fullscale for the boundary 
layer thickness at the terminal shock and at the trailing-edge.  Tests without a roughness band may sometimes aid 
the selection of an optimum roughness band even in a Type 'A' flow situation. 

As an illustration of the difficulty of assessing the effects of different boundary layer thicknesses in tunnel/flight 
jomparisons we may refer to a careful investigation of buffeting made on the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Aircraft 
(Ref.10-7). 

Figure 10-1 (based on Figure 22 of Reference 10-7) shows the local pressure coefficient close to the trailing- 
cdge plotted against the wing angle of attack for a Mach number of 0.80.  The tunnel results are given at spanwise 
*       This roughness will usually be somewhat higher than that required at small angles of attack. 
t       Type 'A' flow separation (Ref.lO-S) Is a separation behind the terminal shock on a wing which extends downstream towards the 

trailing-cdge as the angle of attack increases at constant Mach number.  Scale effects should normally be comparatively small with 
Type 'A' flow separations. 

**     A Type "B" flow separation (Ref.lO-S) extends forward from the trailing-edge as the angle of attack increases: it may be associated 
with another separation and reattachmenl upstream on the wing. Scale effects may be large with Type 'B' flow separations. 
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iUtioni of 80 and 90% b/2 , the flight result» are only available at the intermediate Station at 86% b/2 .  At low 
angle« of attack the tunnel measurements give about C« " + 0-02  whereas the flight measurements give f_ = - 0.04 
This difference indicates a relatively thicker boundary layer at the trailingedge in the flight experiment than in the 
tunnel teat!  If the boundary layer in the flight tests really was thicker than in the tunnel tests, one tentative explana- 
tion might be a relatively poor surface finish in the leading-edge region on the test aircraft.   But transition was fixed 
by a roughness band on the model!  At high lift coefficients, above the buffet boundary, the rate of divergence of 
the trailing-edge pressure appears about 20 times more rapid in the tunnel experiment than in flight, which should 
indicate a more rapid growth in the flow separations. (Actually the variation in flight looks so small as to be suspect.) 
However, the premature onset of flow separations in the tunnel experiment is well attested by the large scale effect 
on the buffet boundaries already noted in Chapter 7 in the discussion on Figure 7-28. 

Figure 10-2* shows the upper surface pressure distributions measured at   M = 0.90 and ow = 8°  on the inner 
wing on a 1/10 scale model of the F-4 aircraft at two Reynolds numbers (3.8 x 10* and 7.6 x 10*) and in flight 
(at a Reynolds number of 44 x 10*).  Considering first the pressures measured on the model, at the higher Reynolds 
number both of the shocks are appreciably further downstream, although the trailing-edge pressure is virtually un- 
altered.   Hence we may regard this as a genuine scale effect within the wind tunnel experiment, even though the 
roughness band was unchanged. Comparing the model test result at  R = 7.6 x 10* and the flight data at 
R = 44 x 10* , we see again a further displacement downstream of the shock system In the flight experiment, consis- 
tent with a further genuine scale effect.   However, the trailing-*dge pressure on the inboard wing is apparently lower 
in the flight experiment than in the tunnel.  This suggests that the boundary layer thickness is higher in flight, just 
as at the outboard station at M = 0.80 (Fig.10-7). 

Whatever is the explanation of these anomalies. Figures 10-1 and 10-2 certainly emphasise the need fur a critical 
assessment of the differences between tunnel and flight comparisons of buffeting. 

10,2.5 Differences between Models and Aircraft 

We have implied that the separation boundaries for a wing are closely related with the boundary layer thickness 
distribution   It follows that the model should represent any feature on the aircraft which can influence the boundary 
layer development.  Unfortunately some of the features which influence the boundary layer on an aircraft are them- 
selves of the same scale as the boundary layer.   For example, the height of vortex generators on an aircraft might 
be only twice the local boundary layer thickness,  6 . but scaling vortex generators correctly, even for a 1/10 scale 
model, poses serious questions.   Even boundary layer fences, which are generally significantly higher than vortex 
generators (say from   56  to   106 ), often do not control the separation development the same way on the model as 
on the aircraft.  Thus to obtain a broadly similar separation development on a model of an early version of the 
Harrier aircraft, the boundary layer fence on the model had to be displaced inboard by about 3% relative to the 
position on the aircraft.  This effect was most significant at moderate subsonic speeds, where the fences were control- 
ling shock and/or vortex type separations close to the leading-edge. 

There are a host of other details on an aircraft wing which are difficult to represent on model wings such as 
surface toughness, badly fitting Inspection panels or doors, pitot-static tubes and aerials.  In addition, gaps occur 
around the control surfaces on aircraft, and flow through these gaps will have a strong influence on the local boundary 
layer development, particularly near the trailing-edge.   Again, it is most unusual for gaps to be represented on wind 
tunnel models.   A further minor source of scatter may be the failure to repesent in a tunnel model the varying mass 
distribution caused by fuel usage. 

Leading-edge slats and trailing-edge flaps are used to enhance the performance of combat aircraft.   It is difficult 
to provide sufficient strength to represent these accurately on a model, and if they are represented inaccurately the 
boundary layer development will be altered.  (The design of these surfaces for the model may well be severely cons- 
trained by the need to achieve static aeroelastic distortions comparable to those which occur on the aircraft.) 

There is evidence from wind tunnel tests that alterations In tail setting generally have no significant influence on 
the buffeting of model wings.  However, In flight, buffeting measurements are always made with the aircraft trimmed, 
and hence it is essential to present tunnel buffeting measurements either in terms of wing angle of attack or wing 
lift coefficient or of the trimmed lift coefficient.   During the early project stages, wind tunnel wing buffeting tests 
are often made tail-off because the wing buffeting measurements may then be readily compared with the corres- 
ponding static force measurements.   However, during the final project stages it may be advisable to make the wing 
buffeting measurements with the tailplane close to a trimmed manoeuvre condition. 

10.3     DISCUSSION 

Many uncertamties inherent in both flight and wind tunnel measurements of buffeting have been presented in 
this Chapter. Hence it is essential that differences between flight and tunnel predictions of buffeting should not be 
attributed directly to Reynolds number effects, without a critical evaluation of all the evidence. 

*   Figure 10-2 ii bucd on data kindly provided by P.J.Bulkewiiv of the USAF Aeronautical Syslenu Division. Wright-Pattcnon Air 
Force Bale. Ohio. More extenave information it given in Reference 10-8. 
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The ultimate criterion for any successful buffet prediction must be that the separation developments on the 
aircraft and the model should be identical.   The chances of achieving this objective vary considerably with the aircuft 
planform.   Referring to the planforms shown in Figure 7-4, for slender wings with sharp leading-edges the attainment 
of this objective can almost be guaranteed.   Hence the Reynolds number effects are inherently small and a prediction 
rating of I is appropriate. With unswept wings significant Reynolds number effects must be expected, jnd a predic- 
tion rating of 10 is appropriate.  With swept wings large Reynolds number effects must be expected, particularly at 
subsonic speeds, and a prediction rating of 100 is appropriate. 

There are good grounds for expecting that reliable theoretical methods may be found in the future to predict 
buffet onset boundaries (see the Appendix to Section 7.1).  These should give good estimates for the genuine Reynolds 
number effects on buffet onset.  (The theoretical methods presently available, and cited in the Appendix to Section 
7.1, all predict much larger Reynolds number effects than can be measured in wind tunnel tests.) 

In contrast to the optimistic outlook with respect to the theoretical prediction of buffet onset, the outlook is 
pessimistic for the theoretical treatment of buffet severity.  This is essentially because boundary layer theories are 
only valid up to the separation point. At moderate buffeting we may have, say, 50% of the wing surface flow 
separated, a condition not amenable to treatment by boundary layer theory.  In addition, the wing trailing-edge 
pressure will generally have diver'ed (at least over part of the span) so that the circulation, and hence the potential 
flow, will be uncertain.  It can never be legitimate to ignore the presence of this separated flow on the potential 
flow pressures. 

A recent paper (Ref. 10-9) presented a theoretical method to predict the fluctuating pressures at the foot of an 
oscillating shock at supersonic speeds. The method involves the perturbation of the mean inviscid pressure field by 
the small pressure fluctuations in the attacked turbulent boundary layer upstream of the shock.  The method cannot 
predict the pressure fluctuations in the separation bubble downstream of the shock.   It seems likely that the method 
would be difficult to apply at transonic speeds, where the shock wave oscillation would be influenced by tunnel flow 
unsteadiness and disturbances propagated upstream from the wake through the subsonic flow regions. 

One recent semi-empirical attempt to predict the severity of buffeting is suggested in Reference 10-2. Methods 
of this kind may ultimately help in making rough estimates of the severity of buffeting on swept wings, and should 
be compared to measurements of unsteady wing-root strain on a wide range of configurations to check their reliability. 

10.4    CONCLUSIONS 

Some possible sources of discrepancies between flight and tunnel measurements of buffeting have been discussed. 
The single, most serious cause of discrepancies is probably the failure to represent on the model the development of 
flow separations on the actual aircraft. 

The best way to improve future predictions is to test as large a model as possible (and representative of gaps, 
surface roughness, etc.) at as high a Reynolds number as possible, and then to insist on an extensive flight programme. 

Ill—MM—III 
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CHAPTER 11 

INFLUENCE OF CONFIGURATION FACTORS ON BUFFETING» 

hy 

H.MJX 

11.0     INTRODUCTION 

This ChapttT presonls data rcgarüing the effects on an airtraft's buffet boundaries and the buffet intensities as 
influenced by geometrical configuration parameters. Reynolds number. Mach number, external stores and supercritical 
wing layout.  The geometrical parameters considered are the wing aspect ratio, taper ratio, sweep angle, relative maxi- 
mum thickness of the wing root section, and relative maximum camber of the wing section.   An extensive bibliography 
(References 11-1 through 11-72) is contained in the References Section of this report to indicate the scope of theore- 
tical and experimental information available on this subject. 

For studying the effects of individual parameters on the buffet behaviour and for obtaining a broad spectrum 
of validating results, not only are experimental data taken into consideration but also theoretical methods (References 
I l-l   md 11-2) are used to define "light buffet" boundaries.  The theoretical methods are based on the assumption 
that there is a linear relationship between the buffeting intensity and the region of the separated air flow.  The 
effects of geometrical configuration parameters were calculated, plotted and then corrected by experimental data if 
possible. The effects of external stores and supercritical wing layout are shown only by some examples since 
generali/cd data are not available.  To indicate tlie relative usefulness of the configuration geometrical parameter 
data presented in the earlier sections of this Chapter, comparisons are made for nine different aircraft and these 
show good agreement between estimated and measured buffet boundaries. 

Due to the different test techniques, data processing and analysis methods which are used to obtain buffet 
boundaries, experimental data cannot be generalised with great accuracy and consequently it is not possible to predict 
the buffet behaviour of an aircraft in the design stage as accurately as necessary.  It is very difficult to isolate the 
influence of aircraft geometrical parameters hy analysing measured buffet data obtained from wind tunnel or flight 
tests, because of the fact that, very often, the dispersions in the measurements are higher than the effects of the 
parameters being considered.  Furthermore, a satisfactory statistical analysis of buffet boundaries is not possible due 
to the limited number of test results. 

There are very few parametric studies (References 11-3 to 11-6), which give the effects of various parameters 
on the buffet behaviour of aircft and these cover only a small part of the possible spectrum for the different para- 
meters.  Buffet boundaries measured in wind tunnels or in flight are normally established by the first deviation of a 
certain measurement (wing bending moment, normal acceleration, etc.) registered by the different instruments (see 
Chapters 5 and 8). Taking into account the sensitivity of the sensors and the structural and aerodynamic damping, 
measured "buffet-onset" is equivalent to "lift buffet", an intensity which can be calculated by the method of 
Reference 11-2 (see also Reference 11-7).  Consequently for the information presented in this Chapter computed 
results were used to obtain the basic influences of various parameters on the buffet boundaries and ther experimental 
results were used to correct the calculated plots, when necessary and possible. 

In this Chapter the following notation is used: 

c wing chord 

tic relative maximum thickness of wing 
root section 

CLLI, lift coefficient for "light buffet" of 
""        the basic wing (A = 4.0; X = 0 5; 

Re = I.Sx lO":  f/c = 0) 

M free stream Mach mimbcr 

x '•lip^'root = tdP" ra,io 

A 

VlL„ 

f/c 

s-vcep angle at 25^ of chord 

aspect ratio 

influence of maneuvering flaps on buffet 
boundary 

lift coefficient for "light buffet" 

relative maximum camber of wing section 

Reynolds number 

Dipl ln|!  ll.'J.Pruksch. Diirnier Cimbll. was uf great assislance in collecting and picpaiing data for Urn Chaplci anil In reviewing and 
commenting; on the draft uf the reporl. 
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^i Qi B*^*   IBWMWIBI of taper ratio on buffet 
boundary 

^'^LLBIM influence of aspect ratio on buffet 
boundary 

Ajt"i||,<f/c) influence of camber on buffet boundary 

A«C'i|B(Re) influence of Reynolds number on buffet 
boundary 

T}v leading-edge flap deflection 

n^ trailing-edge Hap deflection 

ll.l      INFLUENCE OF GEOMETRICAL CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS 

11.1.1 Sweep and Thickness 

The effect of wing thickness on buffet hounduries is shown in Figure I l-l for two different wing sweep anales. 
The plots represent a large number of flight test results which were converted by a theoretical method to a Reynolds 
number of 1.5 x 10' (see References I l-l and I \-2).  The tendencies shown in Figure 11-1 are as follows: 

The influence of wing thickness decreases with increasing sweep and decreasing Mach inmber. 

Higher airfoil thick i.'ss as (t/c = W to 12%) have to be accompanied by increased win;' sweep angles in 
order to achieve a buffet-free flight corridor. 

For smaller airfoil thicknesses (t/c = 4'" to W",) the buffet boundaries tend to occur at lower lift coeffi- 
cients with increasing wing sweep angles. 

Figure 1 l-J presents buffet boundaries plutted versus Mach number for various values of airfoil thickness and 
wing sweep.  Calculated results (shown by dashed lines) were corrected using the experimental data shown in Figure 
I l-l.   There is a remarkable difference between the calculated and corrected plots, especially in the higher Mach 
number region for the smaller airfoil thickness   (t/c = 4'?).   For this parameter combination the limitation of the 
theoretical method was reached and the assumed linear relationship between the buffet intensity and the region of 
separated air flow was no longer valid.   Flight test results for highly swept wing configurations are presented in 
Figure 1 1-3 and show the same tendencies as described above. 

11.1.2 Taper Ratio 

The effects of taper ratio on buffeting, due to the change in the effective angle of attack over a span, for diffe- 
rent thickness ratios and Mach numbers are shown in Figure 11-4.   The influence of different Reynolds numbers 
occurring across the span on buffet boundaries has been neglected.  Compared to the inaccuracies of the measured 
data and the limitations of the theoretical mclluvl used to obtain these results, this influence would seem to be small. 
The main trends shown in Figure 11-4 are the following: 

The influence of taper ratio on the "light buffet" boundaries is nearly independent of the airfoil thickness 
and has only a small dependency on Mach number. 

Decreasing the taper ratio  (X -• 0)  shifts the buff«! boundaries to higher lift coefficients. 

Test results of the influence of taper ratio on the buffet Ki'i: viour of aircraft seem to be very rare, and therefore no 
corrections to the theoretical data have been made. 

II.IJ Aspect Ratio 

The theoretical method (References I l-l and 11-2) used for the "light buffet" boundary calculations in this 
Chapter is only quasi-three dimensional, and special three dimensional air flow phei omena. such as the appearance of 
a forward and/or rearward shock, cannot be treated.   Due to the fact that the relation of forward, rearward and out- 
board shocks is nearly independent of the wing span, it is only for small aspect ratios that the three dimensional air 
flow phenomena have their strongest effect.   For these reasons the plots in Figure 11-5. showing the effect of aspect 
ratio on the lift coefficient for light buffet as a function of airfoil thickness and Mac'i number, tend to be less exact 
for smaller aspect ratios. 

Experimental test data (from References I 1-4 and 11-8 to 11-10) are compared with computed values in Figure 
I l-5(b). and it can be seen that even for higher aspect ratios only approximate effects of aspect ratio can be obtained 
from the computed results.   It 'hould be noted that due to the relatively high dispersion of the measured data, the 
small effect of aspect ratio on the lift coefficient for "lift buffet" was difficult to determine    In addition, the effect 
of aspect ratio on the buffet boundaries of wings is small even when computed using the theoretical curves   The 
influence of other parameters is much higher. 

The tendencies shown in Figure 11-5 are as follows: 

For lower Mach number»   (M * 0K5)   the bufleling boundaries occur at higher lift coefficients for increasing 
aspect ratios. 

For higher Mach numbers  (M     09 to 0.95)  the contrary trend exists 
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11.1.4 Camber 

Theoretical rrsults for the influence of camber on buffet boundaries of wings are not available, but estimations 
are possible using the method of Reference 11-2.  In addition there are very limited experimental test data (References 
11-4 to 11-6) which allow an analysis of the isolated camber effect. Therefore Figure 11-6 only shows, as an example, 
the effect of camber on the lift coefficient for "light buffet" for three different wings. The tendencies are as follows: 

The buffeting boundaries occur at higher lift coefficients with increasing camber. 

With increasing thickness the cambei effect tends to be smaller. 

11.2    INFLUENCE OF OTHER FACTORS 

11.2.1 Reynolds Number 

Since test results for the effect of Reynolds number on buffet boundaries are known from the literature, this 
influence has been calculated using a uieoretical method (References 11-1 and 11-11).  As an example the effect 
is shown in Figure 11 -7 for one wing at three Mach numbers. The trends are as follows: 

The "light buffet" boundaries occur at higher lift coe.ficients with increasing Reynolds number. 

The influence of Reynolds number is stronger for higher Mach numbers (M ■ 0.9 and 0.95) than for 
a lower Mach number (M ■ 0.85). 

11.2.2 Supercritical Wing Layout 

The pressure distribution on conventional airfoils at higher Mach numbers leads to the formation of a strong 
shock wave which produces a strong positive pressure gradient at the airfoil surface. This may cause separation of 
the boundary layer and consequently a large increase in drag, severe airfoil buffeting, and stability and control 
problems.  The special shape of supercritical airfoils prevents the termination of the supersonic flow in a strong shock 
wave and reduces the adverse pressure rise behind the shock wave, giving a positive effect on the buffet behaviour of 
wings.  Therefore a supercritical wing layout will permit efficient flight at speeds up to Mach 1.0. 

Careful integration of supercritical airfoils into aircraft configurations can delay the Mach number for buffet 
onset at a given lift coefficient and increase 'he maximum lift coefficient for buffet onset at a given Mach number 
As an example. Figure 11-8 shows the buf ( boundaries for the T-2C aircraft with conventional and supercritical 
wings. The supercritical wing improved thj maneuvering g-margin as measured by the altitude increment between 
the design cruise altitude and the buffet boundary altitude, at constant Mach number.  It also improved the low-speed 
cruise margin but slightly reduced the ove,-speed buffet margin as measured by the Mach number increment between 
the design cruise Mach number and the high-speed buffet boundary Mach number, at constant altitude. 

11.2.3 External Stores 

The author of this Chapter does not know of any statistical data showing the effect of external stores on buffet 
boundaries of aircraft.  Due to flow field interference effects of external stores, their influence on buffet boundaries 
depends strongly on their size ».nd their location on the aircraft.  As a first approximation, based on wind tunnel and 
flight test results of a ground attack aircraft, it can be stated that the maximum buffet-free lift coefficient at a cons- 
tant Mach number for an aircraft with pylon-mounted stores is decreased by about  AC|,ro * 0.1 to 0.2 .   Further 
work is needed before a more generalized statement can be made. 

11.3     INFLUENCE OF AIRCRAFT PARAMETERS ON BUFFET INTENSITY 

The "light buffet" boundary is one of the few boundaries, with respect to Mach number effects, which can be 
calculated and/or measured with high accuracy in the design stage of an aircraft and which can be reproduced in 
flights of (he real aircraft.  After the appearance of this first Mach number effect, other transonic phenomena may 
occur, as discussed in Chapter I of this report (for example, "wing rock", "nose wander", etc.). These normally 
establish the real active and/or passive maneuvering limits of the aircraft.  In most practical cases the buffet intensity 
like "moderate" or "heavy", does not limit the maneuvering capability of the aircraft. Thus the following discussion 
cf the influence of aircraft parameters on buffet intensity relates only to certain aspcr-s of increased Mach number 
effects. 

Wing sweep, thickness, camber and Mach number are the main parameters affecting buffet intensity.  The 
influence of wing sweep on the increase in buffet intensity is shown in Figure 11-9 for a wing with an 8% thickness. 
For all Mach numbers shown, larger sweep angles reduce the rise in buffet intensity with increased lift coefficient. 
Thus with respect to buffet intensity, aircraft with higher swept wings have better buffeting characteristics. 

The effect of thickness on buffet intensity is presented in Figure 11-10(a).  For Mach numbers between 0 7 
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and 0.7S the slope of the curve or buffet intensity versus lift increases with increasing thickness.   At higher Mach 
numbers the tendency is reversed.  Figure I l-10(b) indicates the influence of camber on the increase of buffet 
intensity for NACA 6S-series airfoils.  At all Mach numbers higher camber decreases t!ie slope of the buffet intensity 
versus lift curve. 

Plots of buffet intensity versus increasing lift, at constant Mach numbers, show Mach number effects on buffet 
intensity as indicated in Figure I I-I0(c). It can be seen that for lower Mach numbers buffi-ling will be-in at higher 
lift values but the SIOIH- of the curve of buffet intensity versus lift is much steeper. 

The effects of taper ratio, aspect ratio and Reynolds number on the increase in buffet intensity with lift seem 
to be small, as indicated by calculations and limited experimental test data (Ref.l 1-4). 

11.4 ESTIMATION OF "LIGHT BUFFET' BOUNDARIES AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

The information presented earlier in this Chapter can be used to estimate the "light buffet" lift coefficient for 
a given wing at specific transonic Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers.  The estimation method is based on the 
following equation: 

C"LL1|(r. t/c. X. A. tie, M. Re) =  CL       (f. t/c. X = OS. A = 4.0. f/c = 0. M. Re = 1.5 x lO4) + 

+ A.C^tX) + AjC^IA) + A.C^.If/e) + A4ClLH(Re) 

which can be written, in a more simplified form, as: 

where  (". is determined from Figure 11-2 and the  A  increments I to 4 are obtained from Figures 11-4 and 
11-7 '"' 

Figure I l-l I presents "light buffet" lift coefficients for nine different wings calculated by this method and 
also shows corresponding experimental test results.   The comparisons in these examples indicate the validity of the 
estimation techniques. 

11.5 CONCLUSIONS 

The information presented in this Chapter shows that it is absolutely necessary to promote further theoretical 
and experimental studies on buffeting.   Due to the numerous geometric and aerodynamic parameters which influence 
the buffet boundaries, future work should be oriented so as to: 

Isolate more specifically the effects of the various parameters. 

Broaden the spectrum of the various parameters. 

Obtain a better understanding of the physical process of buffeting. 

To reach these goals it is necessary: 

In the experimental field to perform systematic parameter studies in order to generali/e test results more 
precisely. 

In the theoretical field to dev 'Of real three-dimensional methods for calculating transonic pressure distri- 
butions und boundary-layer behaviour. 

With better theoretical and experimental information it should be possible not only to determine the "light 
buffet" boundary of an aircraft in the design stage more accurately, but also to ascertain the aircraft"s behaviour 
beyond this boundary. 
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CHATTERt2 

IMPROVEMENT OF AIRCRAFT BUFFET CHARACTERISTICS 

by 

G.Bucciantini 

12.0 INTRODUCTION 

During the coune of an aircraft design or from prototype flight testing tome unropected buffet problems may 
arise, or the buffet limits may appear appreciably lower than estimated.   In this case the designer has to undertake 
prompt and proper provisions for aircraft modifications.   It is worth remarking that, being a question of transonic 
problems, even very small changes may lead to significant aerodynamic effects. 

Therefore, the task is extremely delicate and requires experience, accurate analysis of the phenomena, proper 
selection of the measures to be attempted and careful appraisal of all the consequent effects.   A series of provisions 
which can be taken to improve the buffet characteristics are presented in this Chapter, and some practical application 
cases are described. 

12.1 METHODS OF BUFFET FfTIMATION 

For passenger-carrying transport airplanes the buffet limit corresponds to the start of buffet perception by the 
pilot, whilst for fighters buffet penetration is accepted.  At present the buffet phenomena, originated by flow separa- 
tion, cannot be treated through purely theoretical means due to their complexity; therefore, all the relevant investiga- 
tions are based on wind tunnel measurements or flight tests. 

From wind tunnel testing much information for buffet estimation can be obtained, like kinks in the aerodynamic 
coefficients, wing trailing edge static pressure divergence, wing or tail root bending moment fluctuations (Ref. 12-1). 
unsteady pressure measurements (Ref. 12-2), flow anomalies visualization, etc.  From flight testing similar data are 
obtainable (References 12-2 to 12-5). besides the acceleration level at some significant points (e.g.. pilot seat. e.g.. 
wing and tail tips, etc.). 

12.2 WING BUFFET 

Some systematic wind tunnel tests focusing the influence, on the buffet limits, of wing geometry variations 
(sweep, aspect ratio, airfoil thickness and camber, etc.) have recently appeared in the literature (References 12-S to 
12-9) and can give to the designer, in the initial phase of the project, the trend of the buffet characteristics versus 
the wing main geometric parameters (see Chapter 11). This Chapter reports and describes, with some application 
cases, a series of possible changes to the wing design, without significant planform and section variations, which can 
improve, perhaps considerably, the buffet characteristics. 

These provisions can be made, without major structural changes, in the advanced stage of the project develop- 
ment or during the flight tests, when the main lines of the aircraft configuration are frozen. 

12.2.1 Maneuver Sbts and Flaps 

Papers have already appeared in the literature (References 12-7, 12-10 and 12-11) dealing with the improvement 
of the buffet limits from small deflections of slats (or nose flaps) or/and flaps, and some quantitative information 
ate furnished.  In i    ires 12-1 to 12-S some typical results are presented, which can give to the designer an indication 
of what can be achieved with these kinds of provisions. 

In Figure 12-6 a carpet plot is presented, derived from wind tunnel tests on a variable sweep fighter model, 
which gives the order of magnitude to the buffet limit increment which can be achieved through properly designed 
maneuver devices.  It has to be remarked that, especially for the maneuver slats, the design optimization is extremely 
delicate since shock induced separation in the ducts may deteriorate drastically the buffet characteristics and provoke 
divergence phenomena, like pitch-up, wing drop, etc. 



In Figures 12-7 and 12-8 for two sweep angles an example is given on how small modifications to the slat duct 
can cause sensible gains in the buffet limits.   In this case the change consisted of a fixed leading edge redesign with 
a reduction in the curvature variation at the slat duct exit where large negative pressure peaks caused shock-induced 
separations in transonic flow.  The change was beneficial not only in raising the buffet limits but also in eliminating 
the premature pitch-up, the deterioration of the lateral characteristics and the drag penalty due to the above mentioned 
flow separation. 

As far as variable camber is concerned (e.g.. the wing of the Northrop P-530), Its effect is treated in Chapter 11. 

12.2.2 Strakes 

A provision for increasing the usable lift, adopted in some recent projects having moderate wing sweep and 
aspect ratio (Northrop F-5E, P-530, General Dynamics YF-16, Lockheed F204 "Lancer". Mitsubishi XT-2. etc.). Is 
a highly swept leading edge extension at the wing root, named a "strake".   If properly designed, the strake generates 
a vortex, due to its highly swept and sharp leading edge, which magnifies the negative pressures and stabilizes the 
flow on the main wing upper surface, delaying the separation and therefore raising the buffet onset.  The delay In 
buffet onset may be accompanied by a reduction in beffet Intensity. 

The influence of strakes on the buffet characteristics is indicated in Figures 12-4 to 12-11 for typical swept 
wing configurations. 

12.2.3 Aerodynamic Fixing (Notch. Sawtooth. Fence, etc.) 

The provision of simple aerodynamic fixes, usually taken to overcome the deterioration of the aerodynamic 
behaviour at high angles of attack, can also increase the buffet limits since the produced vortices delay the flow break- 
down.  Of course the location of these devices has to be selected at the origin of the How separation. 

Very little information has been published in the technical literature on the effects of these devices on the bulTot 
characteristics, and it is highly desirable that systematic research be undertaken in this field. 

In Reference 12-12 the effect of fences and sawtreth on the buffet limits of the Harrier is described. 

12.2.4 Vortex Generators 

Usually vortex generators are employed to eliminate flow separation, both at low speed (high angle of attack) 
and in transonic flow (shock induced separation).   With these devices, problems like pitch-up. wing drop/rock, loss 
of control effectiveness, etc.. are therefore treated.   It has been ascertained that vortex generators also may have an 
important influence on the maximum usable lift dictated by post-buffet flight steadiness, as it is asserted in Reference 
12-12 regarding the Harrier.   In this case the vortex generators, combined with the remaining whole repertory of 
BLC devices (sawteeth and fences), were intentionally applied in the design stage to raise to the maximum the lifting 
capability of the wing without the weight penalty inherent in possible leading edge devices.   The final configuration, 
optimized by systematic tests in a transonic wind tunnel on a 110 scale model (Rel 12-13). presents an extreme 
degree of sophistication with vortex generators of tapered fomi. graded incidences to the local surface velocity direc- 
tions, "low drag scheme" etc. 

In Figure 12-12 the case of the transonic fighter FIAT (i9|Y is shown where vorlex generators have been applied 
on the wing to eliminate a light wing drop which occurred within a narrow Mach range at the upper end of its tran- 
sonic flight regime.  The provision proved successful, with conseiiuent overall improvement, even for the maximum 
usable lift. 

Figure I 2-13 shows the influence of vortex generators on the buffet onset for the Crumman ("iiilfslream 
(Rcf.12-14). 

The extreme sensitivity of positioning (chordwise. spanwise. etc.) and geomelrv (corotating. counterrotating. 
spacing, dimensions and setting of the single elements, etc.) of vortex generators on the relevant aerodynamic effects 
is well known. (Ref. 12-15). and careful attention Is necessary if they are employed for buffet problems.  There are 
not, however, systematic quantitative data available on the effect of vorlex generators on the miffet characteristics 
of an aircraft, and proper research on this topic is needed. 

12.2.5 Extrapolations from Wind Tunnel to Full Scale 

The buffet limits derived from wind tunnel iests. once corrected for the inlerferencc of the model sling, for 
possible differences between the m.'del geometry and the geometry of Ihc aircraft, etc.. have to be extrapolated to 
full scale by taking into account several effects, like Reynolds number, iieroclaslic Jeformalions. etc. 

As far as Reynolds number is concerned, its favorable effect generally decreases with increasing M.ich number 
in the transonic range.   In Figures 12-14 and 12-15 the variations with Reynolds number of the buffet limits for 
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fighter conflguration modelt, n measured in a pressurized wind tunnel according to the Mabey method (Ref. 12-1), 
are presented. Good agreement (for buffet onset) between wind tunnel and (light test results is also mentioned in 
Reference 12-12. 

In Figures 12-16 and 12-17, for two typical fighter configurations, the effects of wing aeroelastic deformations 
on buffet onset and penetration are presented. 

12J    TAII.PLANE BUFFET 

Tailplane buffet, more frequent for the horizontal tail, is provoked, as for wing buffet, by flow separation and 
its subsequent evolution.  However, unlike wing buffet, the flow separation originates generally outside of the tail- 
plane itself, e.g., from the wing wake, the afterbody, the cockpit, etc. 

The actions to be taken in case of tailplane buffet must begin first in identifying and possibly removing the 
buffet sources outside the tailplane.   if the problem is due to the »ing wake, changes can be made on the wing by 
providing vortex generators, fences, etc., or on the tail by changing the vertical displacement, anhedral or dihedral, 
etc.   If the separation is provoked by the fuselage shape, local fuselage contour changes can be made or changes can 
be applied on the tail by providing root strakes, vortex generators, profile variations, etc.  An example of the use of 
vortex generators to cure a sort of tailplane buffet due to flow separation at the fuselage afterbody is that of the jet- 
fighter FIAT G-91 (Fig.12-18). 

Another typical example of horizontal tail buffet, and of the successful solution of the problem, is the case of 
the FIAT G9IY fighter (Fig.12-19).   In this case the buffet, associated with a deterioration of the lateral-directional 
characteristics, was occurring in the high transonic range and was ascertained to be caused by fuselage flow separation 
below and aft of the tailplane root.   Proper transonic wind tunnel tests did provide an understanding of the 
phenomenon and allowed the necessary provisions to be taken. 

In Figure 12-20 the separation area on the fuselage afterbody of the original configuration is shown, and In 
Figure 12-21 is shown the final modification which consisted of local area ruling associated with a boattail angle 
reduction and a small cut-out at the elevator root.   In Figure 12-22 the maximum deviation from the mean value of 
the bending moment of the horizontal tail root is indicated, as measured in a wind tunnel, and in Figure 12-23 the 
corresponding in-flight measurements are shown from accelerometers on the stabilizer tips.   As can be seen, the situa- 
tion has been normalized and made similar to that of the G9IT trainer. 

Figure 12-24 shows the effect of the change on the directional stability, which appears completely restored. 
The modification brought beneficial effects also on the fuselage base pressures and on the aerodynamic drag, as can 
be seen in Figures 12-25 and 12-26. which indicate the strong intercorrelation of the aerodynamic phenomena having 
the same origin (flow separation, in this case). 

12.4     CONCLUSIONS 

Examples have been presented in this chapter which show that relatively conventional state-of-the-art means 
(such a? maneuvering flaps, slats, vortex generators, etc.) can be applied to improve adverse flow qualities should 
buffeting or handling qualities problems arise on existing aircraft.  Newer aircraft in the earlier desipn stages can 
have more advanced means tu improve high lift characteristics, such as wing strakes. maneuvering canards and pre- 
programmed variable camber for transonic maneuvering.  Of course these devices are more sophisticated and would 
have to be carefully integrated into the overall aircraft design and thoroughly tested In wind tunnels. 

Proceeding one step further into the future, advanced aircraft may Incorporate such concepts as variable camber, 
thin supercritical airfoils, boundary layer control, jet flaps, spanwise blowing, etc. as well as new aircraft configuration 
concepts.  Such ideas would be incorporated Into an aircraft design to Improve the high lift potential of the aircraft 
and not as a means to improve buffet per se.  However, applications of such devices would, most likely, strongly 
affect the buffet characteristics. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CONCLUSIONS 

Opcratlnp combul uircrul't in the flight regime where Iransonie Mow oeeurs, espeeially in high angle of attack 
flight, leads to Mach number effects which deteriürate the performance anil the handling qualities of the aircraft 
Varying degrees of buffet are encountered which affect the pilot only after reaching a certain intensity.   The fore- 
going chapters which summari/ed the state of the art regarding the nuffeting phenomena have provided an insight 
into numerous facets which necessarily must be taken into consideration in the overall transonic maneuvering problem 
It is readily apparent that the aerodynamic-structural force'response interdependencies. when coupled with the man- 
machine interaction, result in a formidable total system problem.  Yet in an aerial combat situation, the intense 
drive of Ibe pilot to be the victor greatly overshadows the deteriorating aircraft aerodynamic characteristics and the 
aircraft will be flown to near the point of departure.   Based on prior tracking experience, light to moderate levels 
of buffet do not necessarily substantially detract from the tracking task, and the maneuvering demands are main- 
tained until serious handling ipialities problems (severe wing rock, nose slice, t • I l..:ffel. etc.I restrict further 
maneuvering and provide the actual maneuvering limit.   Nevertheless, buffet onset is one of the factors which must 
be considered in 'he design of an aircraft as it usually preceeds or is an indicator of an adverse l.ow separation leading 
to more serious handling qualities problems. 

The ability analytically to predict buffet onset and intensity levels during the design stage and rigorously to 
predict their effects on maneuvering aircraft performanc. is currently unsatisfactory.   However, buffet onset can be 
estimated and measured on wind tunnel models in the design phase of an aircraft:   methods on how to do this and 
parameters which influence and improve the buffet behavior are discussed extensively in this report. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

A- implied by the development of this report, numerous technical disciplines must be subject to intensive applied 
researcn and where state of the art advances are obtained, they must further be examined to determine their applica- 
bility to the total maneuvering system problem.   As a starting point, however, areas of work in each discipline must 
be started and maintained keeping in sight the end goal of developing pnctical. workable methodology.   Areas in 
which work could be immediately pursued are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

(I)   Because of pilot opinion, supported by preliminary experimental evidence, that the effects of buffet 
(vibration) on the pilot's tracking performance may be of minor importance in the presence of sustained 
acceleration effects, a total system analysis is needed to determine the relative importance of the effects 
of buffet and loss of handling qualities on pilot and total aircraft system performance during maneuvering 
flight. 

(2) Since buffeting and other transonic flow difficulties are induced by flow separation which is complicated 
by shock-boundary layer interactions and because precise evaluation is not currently possible, a continued 
effort to improve steady and unsteady thre •-dimension-.!! viscous flow field and separation prediction 
methods is required. 

(3) The Thomas method for pa-dieting buffet onset should be improved through the incorporation of the most 
advanced Inviscid and viscous aerodynamic prediction programs ivailable. Predictions should be performed 
for a wide range of aircraft and compared with wind tunnel and flight test data to determine the ranges of 
applicability of the method. 

(4) Due to the lack of satisfactory analytical methodology, the prediction of transonic flow difficulties relies 
on wind tunnel measurements.  The improvement of measurement quality requires a better knowledge of 
perturbing effects (i.e.. wall effects, noise and turbulence, sting support, etc.) and better simulation of 
flight Reynolds numbers.  Wind tunnel testing should employ the best possible available techniques and 
new techniques, and should include flow visualization in addition to the standard measurements (forces, 
moments, pressures, etc.). 

(5) Special emphasis should be put on the understanding of high speed stall progression.  On «ew aircraft these 
investigations should include comparisons and correlations of theoretical predictions, wind tunnel model 
test results, and controlled flow separation on wind tunnel models. 

.  
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(6) Buffet flight tests should be performed on the new advanced configurations now becoming operational. 
Where aircraft are multiseated, acceleration measurements should be made at all crew stations.  Wind tunnel 
correlations with flight test results should be performsd to understand better the relationships between the 
wing root bending moment and other buffet measurements, especially at the pilot station. 

(7) Adequate structural response methods are currently available which predict response for known forcing 
functions.  However, the random aerodynamic driving forces and structural response forces interact, and 
work should be pursued to identify this interaction, scaling effects, and the relationship between the 
separated flow and the oscillating aerodynamic forces. 

(8) Development of future fighter systems which minimize adverse dynamic characteristics, particularly wing 
rock, will be enhanced by understanding the basic and interacting phenomena on existing and emerging 
fighters.  The phenomena include aerodynamic flow fields, structural response, and coupling with stability 
and command control augmentation systems.  Special attention should be given to interacting effects on 
advanced fighters configured with canards, special direct lift or sideforce controls, in-flight thrust vectoring, 
powered boundary layer control and other force producers intended to improve performance and maneuver- 
ability. 

(9) Due to the numerous geometric and aerodynamic parameters influencing the buffet boundaries, future work 
should be performed to isolate the effects of the various parameters more clearly, tc broaden the spectrum 
of the various parameters, and to give a better understanding of the physical process of buffeting.  To reach 
this it is necessary to perform experimental systematic parameter studies in order to generalize test results 
more precisely. 
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decreased proficiency" boundaries are shown*.  (Ref.2-2) 

•To obtain "exposure limits" multiply values by 2.  For some military missions 
a tactor of 4 is considered acceptable 
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Fig.2-2    Vertical vibration exposure criteria as a function of exposure time and frequency*.   (Ref.2-2) 
*To obtain "exposure limits" multiply values by 2.   For some military missions 

a factor of 4 is considered acceptable 
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Fig.3-6    Shock boundary Ijyer lundamirntal study by means of quantitative use of interferometer photographs 
(circular arc shaped wall) 
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A.     NACA    0012    oirroil   , «X = 0* 
Fig.3-7    Schlieren photographs uiuwing the rearward movement of the shock for increasing Mach numbers. 

Photographs by ONERA. 
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M=0.70 

M=0.76 

M=0.805 

M=0.82 

B.     NACA    0012    airfoil  , •* = < 

ligure 3-7    (continued).   Photonraphs hy ONIiRA 
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B.     ( Concluded ) 

Rcuiv .1-7    (concludeil).   Photographs by ONIiRA. 
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PROFILE PROFILE   LC 100D 

lcD afCLS0,35 

01D1 

LC 100 D 

Photo^TaplM by OIURA 

AM-Q07. 
 -^/ 
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Qö 07 

_i  

Q8 

M 
0,9 

Fig.3-8    Example of drag divergence Mach number increase by use of rear loading.  (Profile D is a peaky airfoil 
profile LC 100 D is a cambered airfoil having the thickness law of profile D) 
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Fig.3-I0   Correlation between static pressure divergence and increases in pressure fluctuations 
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M=0.92      Re =2.5x10^ 

i'~*t"\i^<~-—Separated   flow 

'2/     ZONE I 

7o< 

Fig.3-I3   Evolution of hot film signals with wing angle of attack 

ooo. 

Small   pvrlurbalien   tquallen 

full   tquanon   GARABEDIAN - KORN 

X/C 

proFilt    NACA    0012 Moo=0.7 

•< =2" 

Fig.3-14   Comparison between the small perturbation method and the GARABFDIAN-KORN method 
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Moo = 07S        4*2* 
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Fig.3-15   Comparison between eiperimenlal results and the transonic small perturbation method 
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•     Unsteady     method 
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Fig.3-|6    Small perturbation nielhod results with an improved numerical scheme 
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Fig.3-17a    Calculated upptr surface isobars for simulated C-I4I wing at  M = 0.825 (ref.3-25) 

Fw.3-I7b    Wind tunnel, flight and computed upper surface pressure coefficient distribution for C-141 wing at 
y/b = 0.4  (Ref.3-:5» 
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Fig.4-8   Comparison of model and full-scale pressure spectral shape (Mach 0.85. wing angle of attack 10 deg., 
transducer 18).  (Ref.4-19) 
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Fig.4-9    Effect of increase in structural damping on model buffet response at   M = 0.9, angle of attack O deg. 
(Ref.4-26) 
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(b)   Example of application. 

Fig.4-12    Random-dvc technique for determining dumping (Kct'.4-33) 
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Fig.4-13   Comparison of model and airplane CN   variation with angle of attack (ltef.4-39) 
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Tig.4-14    Comparison of model and airplane buffet onset and houndary penetration |Ref.4-39| 
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Fig.4-15    Lilt-balancing device lor testing models at high load factors  (Ref.4-39) 
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Fig.4-16 (a)   Comparison of airplane bullet response and bulTet response predicted from model data normali/.ed 
on airplane design loads.   (Ref.4>39) 
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